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PREFACE 

The deaian and construction of equiPI*Dt tor both baa1c 

p&Jchological reaearoh and applied purpoeea in occupational 

eeltction and guidance, ergonomics, and training, is aa 

important area that hu hitherto received collp&l"&tively little 

recognition. Apparatue is often taken very much for granted 
ae uaetul furniture affording acme paasi?e assistance in the 

atud1 of behaviour, but nevertheless remaining something 
extraneoua, that belongs more fittingly in the realm of 

mechanics. 

Actuall7, the 4eaig,n and construction of testing 

equipment, no leu than 1 to application, ia ••17 intiaatel7 

related to the aeaaurement of peychological tw:Lctions. 

Beharloural reau.lta can be no 110re aoun4 tbaa the iutruMnta 

and techniques eaploye4 tn 4erifing them. 

This 41aaertatioa attempts to aake some contributioae 

of a twofold kind 1 Technological, cotBpriaing 4ataile4 

illustrated deaoriptiona of some origiual apparatus deelgna 
by the writer, and .Beha"ri01U'Al, co~~prising account• of 

research fin<11nga obtained with these, uinl1 on air-pilot 

candidates for the South African. Air Force, and African 

industrial personnel. 

A principal object in moat of the deaigae, was the 
utilitarian one of producing Yali4 iustrumente tor the 

prediction of occupational suitabilit1• but underlyins thia 
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there was usuall1 the intention that the instruments ehould 

alao be adaptable tor basic research purposea. While a few 

are rather apeoific to occupational •election for Aircraft

pilotage. Air-traffic control, .xld Miae win.ch-driY:lq, the 

majorit1 might be of wider interest. 

Moat ot the apparatus conaiata ot eenaorJ•motor teat• 
of ftrious id.nde, vhtre the prin.cipal object ia WN&ll)' the 
obaerYation and measurement of directed auscul.ar mo'YeMnta. 

Ot the others, three aeta relate to viaual•perception, where 

aotor reeponaee are genorallr of alight or even neglitlble 

importance 1 one is mablJ concerned wi tb the measurement ot a 
temperamental function through the •e41WI Of YieuaJ~ ... percoptiOD.I 
and two are cle'ficea tor admildatering cognitive testa. 
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Brief nummarz of Contents 

In the introductory chapter, the general significance 

of apparatus in psychology and the principles and practice 

of its development are discussed. 

Section I io devoted to accounts of the technical 

construction and experimental applications of five teste of 

Co-ordination, a Steadiness test, and a complex Hand-toot 

Reaction test, 4eeigned primarily tor measuring the sensory

motor skills of prospective air-pilots. All the teste were 

found to have useful reliabilitY'• and in all there were some 

measures that showed a significant relationship to euceeae in 

fiying training. Two of the testa that involved very tine 

patterns of muscular control, appeared to have the least 

usetulneaa for predicting euceeea in flying. In two testa 

there wae eome eYidence that the threat of physical punishment 

tor incompetence, in the form of moderately unpleasant electric 

shock. improved t~e validity of a teet in relation to a 

physically hazardous occupation like tlyine. 

ln .Gection I!, technical and research details are giftD 

of thirteen Genaory-motor teste intended mainly for industrial 

research and claeeitieation. Three of these are preferably 

called "Assembly" teats, a.s they involve both eenaorr-motor 

skill and the abilit7 to perceive three-dimensional form 

relations. Twelve of the tests showed useful reliability. 
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It was not J>OGSible to ueees the reliability ot one test as 

it was given as a continuous task once only. Two teats of 

fine Implement manipulation correlated oignif'icantlJ with 

a ·Specific facto%')' job. The one showed some connection with 

certain physiological and temperamental variates and also 

proved. useful as a situati~n for observing temperamental 

beha:viou.r. Results from th~ other indicated. that (a) there 

were ~o eignificent differences in the respective performances 

or Africans and Europeanet (b) Good performers tended to 

estimate their achievemont more realistically than inferior 

performera; (c) Most subjects were inclined to over-eetimato 
what they could actually achieve. and the over-eetimators 

tended to·be lese realistic • 

.Six simple eldll testa, .requirin(5·ill0derately tine 

manipulation showed no velidit)" for selecting operatives in 

a porcelain factory, which cou.ld partly have been due to·the 
la.ek o.f' specific and dependable criteria. Uowever; ueeful 

information was gleaned on reliability, intorcorrelat~.ons 

betwee.n tests, effects ot educati·onal levol and mtntal abilitr, 

and dif:fe.rences 1.n achievement attributable to 4ifferencee ·in 
sex and age. 

Three 11Assembly" tests discriminated well between certain 
occupational categories ofmine•workers1 and show•d substan-. 
tial validity for winch-driver selection~ Tw~ z.at~'<er specific 
Reaction tests also correlated significantly with tdncb-driviJlg 

· ability. 

Diverse SensoJ7-motor acti vi titus 1 -relationships between 
Sensory-motor testa, and between these and, M~ntal tests, 
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findings from various studies, the nature~ of the test sa~ple, 
.speed, tempo, accuracJ, and other matters ot practical or 

theoretical relevance in this field, are discussed .in 

Section. III. 

· Section lV deals with the construction and application 

o£ three seta or Visual-perception apparatus. The first, 

a Locus-estimation Test desiuned specifically for the 

eelection.of ground-control interceptor operators in the 

Air Force, ehowed useful predi·ct:i ve validity, and as the onl1 

;practical test among others of the written oort, made.a 

unique contribution to battery validity. The seoon4, a 

Cancellation Timer, is a basic instrument intended for the 

administration of varioue printed Cancellation testa. While 

a test of Dots-cancellation applied by means o.f it to air ... 

pilot ean.did.atea ahow•dno validity as.a meas~e of "auntained 

attention" in learning to flYt several findings of general. 

interest em$rged from the data~ among which the most signifi

cant was evidence of parallelism in the performance curves of 
subjects who were initially goQd1 medi~ a.nd poor. The 

third .apparatus, a Dual•purpose nFall" tachietoscope. ie a 

'bas:i.c instrument for presenting Visual tests of (a) Sp,ed 
ot Perqeption, in~olving the identification of stimuli moving 

quickly across a restricted field, an4 (b) SpP-n ot Attention, 
involVing the idonU.tication ot stationary stimuli exposed l. 

briefly. A test of the termer did. not relate to achievement 

in flying, but a test of the latter cor.related significantly 

with achievement. 

Section V comprises the -technical and research ttccounts 
of a device for obtaining measures of Flicker-Fusion threshold" · 
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Although this tunction primarily involves visual-perception, 

there is evidence that it might have wider significance, 

particularly in the sphere of temperamental measurement. 

Very significant relationships were obtained between the 

critical tuaion frequency (CFF) and the tendency to tree 

expression of emotion, and also success or failure in flying 

training. 

•rwo sets of apparatus, chiefly intended to provide 

controlled practical situations for measuring ability in 

various cognitive tasks or substitution or trial-and-error 

le6rning, are described in Section VI. Teats of paired· 

associate learning by trial-and-error, administered with 

these instruments, correlated significantly with certain 

flying-training criteria; a measure of Perseveration in a 

substitution task pres~nted on one of the instruments, also 

showed sisnificant validity. In addition to these results. 

information was obtained on rate of work and errors, recall, 

negative tranafert associative affin1tJ1 correlations with 

other variates• and the reapoctivo performances of English

speaking and Afrikaans-opeaking groupe. 

In Section VII, certain principles, limitations and 

advantages pertaining to tho uoe of practical tests in the 

vocational selection of personnel, are reviewed and evaluated. 
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DEVISING PSYCHOLOGICAL APPARATUS 

D. R. DE WET 

Since the middle of the nineteenth century, when the application of experi
mental methods to the study of human behaviour began to rival the well-established 
mental philosophy, this empiric approach to psychological problems which had 
its inception as a confluence of philosophical speculation with the natural sciences, 
has come to depend more and more on specialized apparatus for the acquisition 
of its factual material. Indeed, it would be no exaggeration to say that without 
apparatus experimental and much applied psychology could hardly exist, for 
usually it is the only means whereby the investigator can control the main conditions 
under which his subjects react, and particularly in the study of individual 
differences, maintain a standard technique for all subjects. 

Other advantages to be derived from the use of apparatus include the 
presentation of stimuli by the observer only when he is ready to record the subject's 
responses accurately; the repetition of experiments under the same conditions by 
either the same observer or others who wish to make an independent check on 
his findings; the systematic variation of certain conditions while others are held 
constant; and an objective measure of subjects' behaviour which is generally of 
greater scientific value· than personal assessment by the observer. 

This objective measure of response can be either qualitative, quantitative, 
or both. Quality is specific •to a _particular set of responses and there is no one 
technique suitable for measuring it in all. On the other hand, quantity of response 
lends itself to a standard procedure and can be measured either as the a:mount of 
response in a certain time, or as the time taken to produce a certain response. 
Time, variable or constant, affords a very versatile means of rating behaviour, 
and in psychological research, instruments for measuring time are among the most 
fundamental of all apparatus. 

The earliest noteworthy applications of apparatus to the study of psycho
logical problems were by physicists, astronomers, and physiologists, who very 
sensibly borrowed from the older sciences whatever laboratory equipment could 
be conveniently adapted to the new one. This was the start of the " brass
instrument psychology" of which William James disapproved so strongly. 
Influences of its distinctive apparatus-genre persisted with undiminished vigour 
until the late nineteen-thirties, and occasional· models, archaic in appearance, but 
excellent in both workmanship and practical design, were still being produced by 
a few conservative makers even after the Second World War. Boring (4; p. 354) 
mentions that many older laboratories keep samples of Hering's colour-vision 
apparatus as show pieces, and that these " were beautiful specimens of German 
manufacture and played their part in earning for the new science the name ' Brass
instrument psychology'." 

Psychology, like every science, is greatly dependent for its progress on 
developments in other sciences. Fechner's earlier researches on basic electricity 
(Brett, 6; p. 554) and likewise his knowledge of medicine and physiology must 
have been of value to him when in 1838-1840 he began to concentrate on experi
mental psychology. In 1838, Wheatstone's physical inventions and researches. 
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DEVISING PSYCHOLOGICAL APPARATUS 33 

and must therefore be made. Grings (15; p. 4) has aptly observed: "Because it 
will probably always be necessary to construct apparatus to fit specific research 
needs, the machine and electrical shops occupy positions of central importance in 
a psychological laboratory." 

There is hardly any modern psychological activity in which apparatus of one 
kind or another does not play a signiqcant part. Since Thorndike initiated 
quantitative experiments on animal learning in 1897 (Murphy, 20; p. 237), the 
demand for apparatus by animal psychologists has steadily increased, and although 
many basic recording and timing devices used on human subjects are also adapt
able to animal research, there is still the continual necessity to design and set up 
equipment for specific research projects. 

The social and ethnic departments of psychology, which have become so 
prominent during the last decade, particularly in Africa, are making considerable 
use of apparatus, mainly in the form of tests of individual differences suitable for 
group administration and inexpensive reproduction. The duplication of apparatus 
in quantity can be done most economically by commercial organizations equipped 
for this purpose, but before contracts for such work are assigned, it is usually 
necessary to evolve experimental prototypes in the laboratory. 

A comparatively new area in which apparatus is proving its worth, is 
"engineering psychology," concerning the design of industrial and other equip
ment with a view to making it efficient and safe for human operatives. Actual 
experimental models provide the most fruitful method of pursuing what Fitts 
(12; p. 1287) calls "the study of man's behaviour in using the mechanical devices 
of our technological society." 

Other notable fields are clinical work and personnel selection. Even in a 
collateral branch like statistics processing where most calculating equipment con
sists of industrially produced types used in all the mathematical sciences, there is 
also appreciable scope for the laboratory development of certain ancillary devices 
having a more direct bearing on the treatment of psychological data. 

Apparatus serves as a powerful research tool, yet it would be unwise to 
assume that it provides a miraculous and infallible means of solving all the 
problems encountered by the psychologist. In common with the mechanical tools 
employed in its construction, it has limitations, and should be used for definite 
purposes and in the correct manner. Djinns ot the calibre that emerged from 
Aladdin's lamp cannot be evoked by the manipulation of modern laboratory 
equipment, however cunningly contrived, and the research worker must simply 
resign himself to the fact that there is no deus ex machina capable of rendering 
him fantastic assistance. 

Sources of information 

From the .purely practical standpoint, psychological apparatus can be grouped 
into two broad classes, namely, standard equipment that is commercially available, 
and that evolved to further particular investigations, and for which the call is too. 
restricted to warrant production for the open market. Difficulty is seldom 
encountered in obtaining information about the first class as manufacturers issue 
catalogues, brochures, etc., covering things in current production. The second 
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DEVISING PSYCHOLOGICAL APPARATUS 35 

Another type of work on applied physics, which is rather a treatise or dis
course than a textbook in the accepted sense, yields fewer immediate returns to 
the searcher after practical ideas, but has considerable worth as " background " 
reading. An example is Whitehead (29) who discusses errors resulting from faulty 
elements in precision mechanism, and their relation to some general principles of 
design. 

There are, then, numerous auxiliary ramifications of technical knowledge 
linked either directly or indirectly with the development of scientific apparatus, 
and Wilson (31; p. 70) describes the situation well when he says: " The born 
experimenter takes pleasure in learning his business and avidly picks up scraps 
of information about techniques, components, and methods wherever he can find 
them." Sometimes he may be faced with a problem so highly specialized that the 
relevant literature is either J?.Ot easily obtainable or difficult to understand .. The 
obvious alternative is to consult a person who is likely to know something about 
the matter-preferably an expert. 

Apart from the transfer of specific knowledge that it effects, conversation can 
sometimes quite adventitiously give the designer a completely new perspective and 
sudden insight on other problems besides the one that has currently engrossed his 
attention. Expert opinion is not always imperative to induce this happy con
catenation, and the ideas of non-technical people on certain aspects of design are 
by no means to be despised. As G. K. Chesterton has noted, "the last lesson the 
wise man learns is that the fool is sometimes right."· 

Design and constructional procedure 

In evolving psychological apparatus, even in fields that have already been 
surveyed, it is hardly ever possible to start off by preparing sets of meticulous 
plans and specifications, although obviously the more intelligent foresight that can 
be brought to bear before construction starts, the better. James Watt, the 
distinguished Scottish inventor, is said to have maintained that a new device gets 
born on a workbench, not on a drawing-board, and this canny paradox will 
probably remain valid until man ceases to be a "tool-making animal." 

Although there can be no complete lay-out in advance after the manner of an 
architectural drawing, it must not be assumed that the designer, at the first flash 
of inspiration, puts a piece of metal in the vice and attacks it furiously with a 
hack-saw. Before an attempt is made to give any part of the concept a three
dimensional form, a considerable amount of rough sketching and figuring usually 
takes place in a notebook, or on the backs of envelopes and match-boxes, margins 
of newspapers, table napkins, and other materials requisitioned for their ready 
availability rather than for any intrinsic virtue conducive to good calligraphy. 
The activity of brooding and gestation does not end when construction starts, but 
recurs frequently throughout the whole process whenever problems arise and 
modifications in the original scheme have to be introduced as possible ways of 
solving them. Meanwhile the designer's scrap-boxes acquire new contributions 
of discarded material (very likely thrown in to the accompaniment of maledictions) 
and his emotional tone fluctuates erratically between the nadir of dysphoria and 
the very pinnacle of optimism when another bright idea presents itself. This kind 
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brass costs more than mild steel, but can generally be machined and finished more 
easily and is therefore preferable for many components. Contrary to popular 
belief, a hard, expensive wood often means less trouble to the workman than 
something softer and cheaper which cuts more easily, but is more prone to warp 
and split and may require special reinforcing, to say nothing of the difficulty in 
securing a presentable finish. 

As research findings can really be no more meaningful or precise than the 
apparatus allows, a fair sense of proportion with regard to the necessary tolerances 
in workmanship should be maintained. Some measure of accuracy is always 
desirable, and certain things have to be very accurately made for proper func
tioning, but it is uneconomical to strive after high precision when a more moderate 
level will meet the requirements. 

Often the successful operation of an apparatus will depend on the practic
ability of some central principle, and it is good policy to assemble and try out a 
rough elementary model of just this concept to determine its soundness before 
starting work on the rest. By this means the costly mistake can be avoided of 
doing much involved construction work on other parts that will prove worthless 
if the basic principle constituting the nucleus of the apparatus cannot be made to 
operate as planned. Having established that the main idea will work, it is fairly 
safe to proceed with the construction of the actual prototype, but in the case of 
complex apparatus there may still be considerable uncertainty about other points, 
and more detailed extensions of the rough-and-ready pilot model are to be 
recommended. · 

As the . apparatus progresses, tests should be conducted at certain stages to 
ensure that the physical relationships are being kept in order, and that there is no 
marked deviation from the desired psychological objectives. Some apparatus 
cannot be tried out until it is pretty well complete. In other cases it may be 
possible to make trial applications of a sort during construction, and the sooner 
this can be done, even on a few ·subjects, the better, because the further the con
struction has advanced, the more difficult it becomes to carry out modifications. 

Simplicity is an ideal to be sought in every design. Unnecessary complexity 
is a curse, partly due to muddled and immature thinking, and partly to conditioning 
in an age notable for the indiscriminate worship of "gadgets .. " As Grings (15; p. 3) 
says: " The more complicated the instrument becomes; the more subject it is to 
errors of various sorts; and the more complex it is, the more likely it is to be used 
incorrectly in a situation for which it was probably not designed." The smallest 
number of moving parts conformable with achieving the required function, and 
these of the plainest and most straightforward pattern, will greatly assist the con
struction process, make for consistent efficiency in operation and reduce the 
amount of irksome maintenance. 

Another very desirable quality in any apparatus is that all the mechanism 
should be readily accessible for adjustments, cleaning, replacement of defective 
parts, or modification. Today, some industries are inclined to overdo the "sealed 
unit " type of construction, for three reasons. Firstly, this system is usually well 
suited to cheap mass-production; secondly, "style" and "sales appeal" must 
often have priority over utility; and thirdly, it is in the interests of manufacturers 
that the consumer should purchase an entire new unit rather than repair a defect 
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and Wilson (31) treat it more concisely, and the latter (31; p. 107) sums the 
situation up when he says: " Mastery of the simple principles involved permits 
highly precise instruments to be built by an amateur." 

Where mechanism in psychological apparatus has to be actuated, there are 
only four "prime movers" that merit consideration, namely, electricity, direct 
muscular power, spring clock-work, and gravity. Electricity is most convenient 
for laboratory work, and in other localities equipped with a permanent current 
supply, but it has disadvantages when this amenity is lacking and heavy batteries 
have to be transported and somehow kept charged. 

Direct muscular power cannot be relied on when uniformity in the rate and 
quantity of the output is important. 

The spring clock-work system, if properly constructed, can be very depend
able and is better than the electric motor for apparatus that has to be really 
self -contained and conveniently usable in places remote from electric power 
supply. However, it will drive only comparatively light mechanism, and a con
tinuous run on one full winding of the mainspring is of a certain limited duration. 

Gravity is a source of power that is available to everybody, anywhere on 
earth, at all times, costs absolutely nothing, and for all practical purposes is 
wonderfully constant. The only creatures temporarily deprived of this universal 
force are passengers in capsules orbiting through space_.:._but then it is accepted 
as an immutable natural law that those who would savour the pleasures of travel 
must endure certain inconveniences. 

Gravity has been successfully applied to work a large variety of psychological 
apparatus, including fall-tachistoscopes and other exposure devices, chronoscopes, 
audiometers, and tests of visual co-incidence reaction, pursuit and other co-ordina
tion. An outstanding ~pecific example, which also conforms well to the ideal of 
simplicity in that it has few moving parts, is a method for measuring simple 
reaction time devised by Pieron (21) in collaboration with his assistant Boivin. 
A ·vertical metal rod in a stand falls freely when the observer releases a catch, 
and the subject has to check its fall by reacting on another catch. The distance 
of fall is read off on a scale, and his reaction time would be given by the formula 
T = ,f2D/G, where T is time in seconds, D is distance of fall in either centi
metres or feet, and G is the acceleration due to gravity (980 ems. per second or 
32 ft. per second). 

In a simple and effective exposure apparatus which he called a " serial 
discrimeter," Seashore (24) used the principle of an elementary escapement system 
in conjunction with a weight and cord round a reel. The idea has many possi
bilities for application to other equipment. 

A drawback of gravity-operated devices is that they sometimes have to be 
rather bulky, but this may well be outweighed by the advantages of cheapness, 
ease of construction and reliability in use. 

Mechanical wear-harmful and helpful 

The satisfactory functioning of a mechanism depends very much on the 
retention of proper constraint between moving or removable parts. When one 
surface rubs against another, there is an abrasive action that removes material and 
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disc of glass is ground on another with a motion that is both to-and-fro and rotary, 
the lower stationary disc being worn convex and the upper disc, concave. The 
technique is well known to all amateur telescope builders, and described in 
Matthewson (18), Strong (26), and Wilkins and Moore (30). 

These self-correcting methods of construction have the great advantage that 
the achievement of accuracy depends more on the process itself than on the 
proficiency of the workman. 

Useful industrial stock 

Of the many excellent commercial products having useful applications in the 
construction of psychological apparatus, and which it is generally either impossible 
or uneconomic to build in the laboratory workshop, the following are a few typical 
examples. 

" Meccano " and similar construction kits on the principle of perforated 
metal strips, angles, and plates can be used for numerous experimental purposes 
and enable the designer to work in three dimensions at the very start of a project. 
Most "Meccano" parts are made to quite fine limits of accuracy, and some of 
them, particularly the gears, are solid enough to be incorporated in permanent 
apparatus. 

" Handy-angle " is similar in principle to the " Meccano " angle-piece, but 
of thicker steel, much larger in cross-section (H" X H-"), and perforated with 
longitudinal slots. The makers also supply a standard gusset plate and bolts and 
nuts, which are very convenient. Structures from this material can be light, neat, 
and strong, and if increased rigidity is required, the joints may be welded. It 
has wide applications in the laboratory, and serves equally well for purely 
experimental models or final versions. 

Another way of constructing frames and stands, etc., is on the tubular system, 
using pipe-stock and fittings in either steel or aluminium. 

Clock-mountings, control-boxes, and bases for all sorts of both electrical and 
mechanical assemblies, can be made from blank steel radio chassis available in 
different sizes and formats; the use of such ready-made cases obviating the need 
for many hours of tedious sheet-metal work or cabinet-making. 

Threaded brass or steel rod of various lengths and diameters to take standard 
nuts is sold by the bigger hardware stores. The quality is perfectly adequate for 
most purposes, and the cost almost negligible when compared with the bother of 
cutting long ·threads with hand dies or on a laboratory· lathe. 

Two types of industrial bearings most suited to psychological apparatus, 
where mechanism as a rule is not very heavy, are plummer-blocks and ball-races. 
The neatest and lightest plummer-blocks have bodies of die-cast aluminium and 
porous-bronze bushes. Self-aligning ball-races, although somewhat more expensive 
and bulky than the plain sort, present fewer difficulties in mounting. 

Loose steel balls continue to be of value to experimental psychology as stimuli 
in tests of perception and sensory-motor capacity, and in other ways, such as the 
construction of special knobs, handles, and universal couplings. For the latter 
purposes it is necessary to fit stems or other fixtures rigidly to the balls, which 

' can be done by soldering, brazing, or welding, but more satisfactorily by drilling 
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practice here to enclose as much as possible, particularly movements like belts, 
gear-trains, and sprocket-drives, and furthermore, round off sharp corners and 
other projections that might inflict minor scratches and bruises, tear clothing, or 
even be just tactually uncomfortable and offensive to the. aesthetic sensibilities. 
A point to note is that enclosure need not necessarily interfere with accessibility. 
By the judicious use of hinged doors or easily removable cowls or panels, the 
mechanism can be made readily accessible when·required. 

Discretion is always to be advocated in ·the use of sheet glass, which is a 
potentially dangerous material in any locality. 

Handles and other controls to be operated by the observer should feel com
fortable and work easily, and the same holds for those to be operated by the 
subject, unless the contrary is required for some definite research purpose. When 
it is not expressly intended to incorporate the influence of sheer physical fatigue, 
this element must be kept under proper control. The necessary output of energy 
in performing the task should be well within the power of the weakest subject. 

If the observer's controls are few and simple, and all switches, knobs, etc., 
arranged in the logical sequence in which they will be used or according to some 
pattern of obvious relationships, there is less to distract attention from where it 
most properly belongs, namely, observing the subject's reactions. 

The mere appearance of an apparatus can exert considerable influence on 
the subject's mental comfort, which is very noticeable in children, and to a lesser · 
but still marked extent, even among sophisticated ·adults. The small, simple, and 
neat arrangement looks innocuous and encourages friendly co-operation; the large, 
complex, ugly machine appears ogre-like, or what Jack London would have called 
"pregnant with hurtfulness "-and repels. In the absence of a definite intention 
to promote unrest by the formidable appearance of the equipment, this back action 
effect, which at the best of times can never be a consistent, reproducible quantity, 
had better be kept subdued. Increased adaptation and familiarity during the 
progress of testing can be expected to reduce it, but not to a standard degree for 

·all subjects. Concerning back action, Davis (10; p. 393) wrote: " ... .it is almost 
as though the experimenter is turning on a light to see what the darkness looks 
like. It must be the experimenter's goal to disturb the response as little as possible 
with his paraphernalia of measurement." 

Apparatus tests of individual differences 

The elaborate psycho-physical techniques of the early European psychology, 
characterized by an intensely detailed study of isolated phenomena on a few 
subjects, has been largely supplanted by. the study of individual differences, 
originally founded by Galton. This involves measuring the traits of larger numbers 

· of people and intercorrelating the results to determine the extent to which there 
is a general tendency for one trait to be associated with another. 

The psychologist investigating individual differences is more concerned with 
relative than absolute measurement. Provided the units he uses remain constant 
for all the subjects in his investigation, it makes no difference what they are or 
how closely they approximate to any conventional scientific units. For example, 
if Pieron's (21) "Chronoptoscope" which was mentioned earlier is being used for 
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Most of the main principles and techniques in selection work concerning the 
development, validation and routine application of pencil-and-paper tests, are 
equally relevant to apparatus tests, and the literature devoted to these matters is 
among the most extensive in modern psychology. A concise, overall treatment 
is given by Bechtoldt (3). 

Whether the test intended mainly for selection purposes will involve 
" apparatus " or not, the ideal should still be a twofold one of devising something 
which will give the maximum correlation of validity with the occupational criterion 
and also be reasonably identifiable in terms of some factor or set of factors; for 
in addition to the utilitarian purpose of evolving a reliable aptitude test to predict 
the candidate's suitability for certain aspects of a particular occupation, there is 
the important object of hoping to further the study of behaviour as an inductive 
science. 

Conclusion 

The design and construction of psychological apparatus can be systematized 
to some extent, but success also depends on ingredients that cannot be prepared 
by any stock formulae, such as the correctness of hypotheses in the light of known 
facts, and the evolution of the best compromise between the instrument and the 
end. The same would apply to the production of apparatus in any science. 

When the designer feels himself handicapped and discouraged through his 
lack of proficiency in some specialized skill, there is consolation to be derived 
from a view expressed by Wilson (31; p. 120) which is typical of his acute practical 
insight: " Some experimenters succeed because of their magnificent technical skill, 
combined with adequate qualifications in other directions. Such skill is of very 
great importance, and is certainly worthy of cultivation, but in many cases its 
necessity can be avoided by intelligent design." 

The ability to improvise-to make do with available resources and overcome 
difficulties boeremanier or pioneer fashion when conventional methods cannot be 
applied, is perhaps the most valuable single asset in apparatus design and, in fact, 
all research work. 

Summary 

1. In psychological research, apparatus is a useful but. not a miraculous tool 
for controlling testing conditions and making objective measurements. 
There is the continual need to devise special equipment for use in all 
branches of modern psychology. 

2. Some examples are given of the designer's main sources of information. 
3. Practical procedure often involves trial-and-error, and always the necessity 

for compromise between the physical mt;:ans and the psychological end. 
Other significant points are the ability to apply concepts that have proved 
successful elsewhere, the hypothesis, economy, accuracy, the pilot model 
and the final prototype, simplicity, accessibility and portability. 

4. Elementary mechanical rules must be observed. Kinematic or geometric 
design can provide the solution to many problems. Sources of power 
for driving apparatus are compared. 
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SECTION I 

SENSORY-MOTOR TESTS INTENDED MAnU.Y 

FOR . Al:R ... PILOTS 
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SECTION I 

Introduction 

Air-pilotage ia a vocation in vhich auocesa depends not 

oD17 on aental and temperamental attributes, but also, to a great 

extent. on practical akUla, among which the tolloving have come 

to be resarded aa iaportant :-

(a) Co-ordination : Directed auacular activit7 requiring the 

hanlonioual.J integrated 110veunta or several parts ot the body 1 

asore epeoiticall;y, the abilit7 to uae the hantt., or the banda 

and teet. ei.ultaneoualy, and without conflict. 

(b} Distribution ot Attention 1 The abilit7 to aake adjuative 

aovementa in response to several eiaultaneoua atimulit without 

becoming contu8ed or concentrating undulJ on aome, so that othera 

are neglected. 

(c) Anticietion a The abilit7 to judge the tilling and amplitude 

or actor responses to allow tor the inertia factor involved in 

objects that are moving. 

(d) Saootbneea of Move•nt 1 1'b.e pertonaance of u.nual u.cV or 

pedal movements without roughness or jerkin•••• 

(e) Steadinee c Good auacular control, particularly under etreea. 

(f) Mu1 tiel• Choice Reaction a Speed and etticienc:v in tiratl1 • 

acquiring a aeries ot aenaor,-aotor habits, and aecondlJ, 
appl,.tng them. 
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.Five teats or Co-ordiution, a Stead.ineee teat, and a 

complex Band-toot Reaction teet, are dealt with in thie section. 

"Floati.Dg-eftect11
, 1a a Two-band Co-ordiDation teet of the 

pursuit or automaticall;y-paced type, speciall1 desisned to 

provide, in miniature, some or the senuine "feel" of actual 

air-craft control. In addition to Co-ordiution; it ie well 

loaded vitb Anticipation, Distribution of Attention, an4 Smooth• 

neee of Movement. 

"Handlebars'*, a self-paced teat of Two-hand Co-ordination, 

requires both co-ordination and very tine muscular control. 

The Variable Co-ordination teet, also eelf•paced, affords 

a large number of co-ordinative combinationa between the liabe, 

'but eo tar onl;y the full combination or both hancla and 'both teet 

hae been investigated. 

The Sp!citic Ars-les Co-ordiaation teet tor air-pilots, 

which had ita origin in the Aptitude Teets Section ot the 

s.A.A.F. durins World War li, ia of the pursuit t7pe and 

simulates certain basic controle of an aircraft cock-pit. 

The Roundabout, a complex pursuit test, wae devised aa a 

radical departure from the sedentary type of test usually applied 

to air-pUote. It involYes co-ordination o£ moot of the body 

ausoulature, and also Kiuesthetic factors, Distribution of 

Attention, Anticipation, llexibilit;y in reacting to sudden 

changes ot ••set", and Smoothnen of Movemeat. 

Steadiness of hand, under both normal and etreaetul 

condi tiona, is IH&sured by an apparatus baeioall7 similar to an 
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earlier war-time prototype, but ot improved technical design. 

In the Hand-toot Reaction teat, which also has a war-time 

background, the candidate must tirst acquire the habits ot 

moving the correct controls in reoponee to certain signals, and 

then react quickly and accurately tor a continuous period in 

accordance with theae habits. The initinl part of this test 

is mainly cognitive, o.a it requires trd:al-and-error learnins. 
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CO-ORDINATION AND FLOATING EFFECT 

D. R. DE WET 

(Received 24th November, 1958) 

During the Second World War, the in
crease of mechanisation in combat and 
industry caused emphasis to be put on the 
co-ordinative aspects of the motor-skills 
exacted from operatives. 

This had particular reference to the more 
complex occupations fraught wi~h hazard. to 
valuable equipment and huma.n hfe, o~ wh1ch 
aircraft-pilotage was (and still remams) an 
outstanding example. 

Various tests of co-ordination for air-pilots 
were developed in the applied research units 
of most combatant countries, including the 
Aptitude Test Sec~ion of the . South African 
Air Force under L1eut.-Col. B1esheuvel. 

Some were based on existing tests of co
ordination like Moede's Two-Hand machine 
on the principle of the compound lathe-slide 
and the Koerth (1922) Pursuit-rotor; at least 
one the "Carl Heinrich" Two-Hand machine 
used by the United States Army Air Force, 
was a hybrid combining the essential featur~s 
of both the foregoing. Others had the addi
tion of a pedal-response section at;td so~e
times included supplementary d1stractwn 
stimuli to further augment verisimilitude in 
the laboratory situation. 

Complexity was carried to the extreme in 
one machine devised in the Aptitude Test 
Section of the S.A.A.F. Known as the Dis
tribution of Attention Apparatus Mark IV, 
it incorporated three pedals, five hand con
trols and both visual and auditory distrac
tion. The task was a continuous "pursuit" 
type and starting off with just one control 
it could be made more and more difficult 
by switching in success~ve ~o~bina~ions until 
the subject reached h1s hm1t of mtegrated 
co-ordination. 

Most of these tests, notwithstanding the 
wide diversity of their individual design, 
have a common physical element which is 
one of several factors distinguishing the ex
perimental set-up from actual flying con
ditions, viz., movement of the controls 
produces a direct and rigidly . prescribed 
mechanical response by the machme .. 

In contrast to this, when an aircraft travels 
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as an isolated solid entity through a fluid 
and elastic medium such as air, the trans
mission of control becomes "cushioned," 
there is greater latitude in mechanical re
sponse and some measure of inertia, which 
collectively evoke a very different pattern 
of potential kinaesthetic expectation and re
action on the subject's part. Thus the rela
tionship between the aircraft in flight and 
its controls is not simple and direct like 
that between a motor-car and its steering 
wheel. 

The greater sensitivity of aircraft response, 
coloured as it is by the peculiar nature of 
the "drift" or inertia in a "free-floating" 
body, demands some other kind of judgment 
to avoid over-control and over-correction. 

Finally, there is the significant considera
tion that this shall function in more than 
one plane simultaneously. 

As a broad "working" definition of all 
these cumulative influences, the term "Float
ing Effect" is suggested. From the behavioural 
standpoint it is largely absent in steering a 
land vehicle but prevails on one plane in ves
sels traversing the surface of the sea, becomes 
salient on two planes in submarines pro
ceeding along below the surface, and assumes 
extreme prominence in the case of aircraft 
dependent on continuous motion for suspen
sion in an attenuated fluid like air and having 
of necessity to be dirigible in three planes. 

Although this phenomenon did not receive 
nearly the amount of attention it seems to 
have merited, nevertheless investigators were 
not entirely oblivious, as is evidenced by its 
inclusion in equipment such as the Link 
Trainer, the Rudder Machine of the A.T.S., 
and a "Triple Tester" designed by the Cam
bridge Psychological Laboratories. 

The possibility of duplicating the actual 
flying situation to the extent of propelling 
the subject at speed and in true aerial sus
pension within the confines of an average 
room by some expedient like a miniature 
helicopter, is beset with insurmountable 
practical difficulties. But this limitation is 
not without advantage, for the copying of 
actuality in the test situation, when carried 
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beyond certain bounds, may stultify a major 
purpose of the research which seeks to 
identify the factors involved in flying. If the 
test is made nearly as complex as the "real" 
thing, a similar obscurity may tend to persist 
over both. 

One apparatus which attempted a com
promise between "test" and "reality" was a 
Link Trainer fitted with special pendulum 
recording mechanisms and used in the South 
African A.T.S. during the latter part of the 
last war. 

As the actuation principle used on the 
Link, as well as its control transmission, is 
almost entirely through the medium of com
pressed air expanding in a system of bellows, 
a good proportion of the "Floating Effect" 
experienced in actual flight was successfully 
reproduced. The main disadvantages of the 
machine were the excessive amount of space 
it took up permanently and the fact that its 
close approach to "reality" in other complex 
detail and "gestalt" mode of operation 
detracted from its usefulness as an analytical 
instrument. 

To supply the need for a more controllable 
test situation of this "drift" or "Floating 
Effect," a device called the Rudder Machine 
was developed in the A.T.S. It utilised the 
principle of a swinging beam. Equilibrium 
was disturbed continuously by a motor-driven 
weight and counterpoise had to be accom
plished by another moving weight coupled 
with wires to a pair of pedals operated by 
the subject who did not have the beam itself 
in his field of view, but interpreted its move
ments in terms of a single spot of light 
drifting across a large screen. 

The Rudder Machine had three disad
vantages: 

(1) It was cumbersome and took up a 
great deal of floor space. 

(2) The activity was restricted to one 
plane only. 

(3) Excessive friction and variability 
could never be eliminated from the 
cable mechanism of the compensat
ing weight. 

A most ingenious little Pursuitmeter, 
known as a "Triple Tester," was produced 
in the· Cambridge Psychological Laboratories 
during the last war and Prof. Sir Frederic 
Bartlett very kindly presented a specimen 
model to the South African A.T.S. 
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This device secured "Floating Effect" (in 
one plane only) by means of a mechanical 
gear , transmission and a variable friction
clutch between the subject's control-wheel 
and the cursor which had to be steered to 
follow a track of dots on a rotating drum. 
The cursor was motivated through the trans
mission by a separate electric motor. Control 
of speed and direction by the subject was 
through the friction-clutch only. 

The resultant "Floating Effect" proved 
very successful, but a serious drawback was 
the play and backlash in the complex trans
mission. Allowing, of course, for the model 
at that time being still to some extent in 
the prototype stage, a lot of this would no 
doubt have been overcome later by more 
rugged and accurate construction, but a 
completely reliable version of such mech
anism would entail much slow and expensive 
precision work. Furthermore a separate 
clutch system would be necessary for any 
additional plane of operation. 

The Floating Effect Test. 

In the light of the foregoing, the apparatus 
to be described here attempts to provide a 
compact and moderately difficult co-ordina
tion activity stressing the kind of judgment 
required in controlling and compensating 
sensitive movements in a task where a major 
consideration is the subject's allowance for 
those physical factors (in totality to be called 
"Floating Effect") which interpose between 
himself as the gubernative organism and his 
direct attainment of some definite psycho
motor ideal. 

Although designed mainly with a view to 
air-pilqt selection, the principle may have a 
wider ·applicability to other occupations. If 
the "Two-hand" form is thought too limited 
for pilot testing or other purposes, then a 
modified machine having both hand and foot 
sections and mounted on an upright floor
stand should be quite feasible. 

Mechanical Principle. 

The "Floating Effect" test (Plates 1 and 2) 
distributes activity on two planes in a simple 
mechanical manner, moving parts being 
rugged and restricted to the bare minimum. 

All main bearings (Plate 2, Figures 4 and 
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Plate 1: The "Floating Effect" Test 

7) are ·such that the thrust is downwards so middle sections of their respective sets of 
that ~ear will not produce •post-motion" in bars where there are strips of insulating 
operatwn. t . . · material. (Plate 2, Figures 1, 2 and 8.) 

The stimuli consist of two ~large steel balls 
running on respective sets of bars at right
angles to each other. (Plate 2, Figures 1, 
2 and 8.) j · 

This orthogonal framework pivots on a 
gymbal and through a rodl and· universal. 
joint (Plate· 2, Figure 9) is motiyated by a 
constant-speed electric motor" at two revolu
tions per minute to descripe a steady "swash· 
plate" movement. l 

The structure· of m'otor,·hm1sing'and frame
work is mounted in ari outer set of large 
gymbals. · j . · · 

By manipulating a pair of: handles (Plate 
2, Figures 1, 2 and 5) attached to· the motor 
housing, the subject has to keep the frame
work level in two .planes against the action . 
of the motor which causes a continuous . 
disturbance of the level. i . . . 

The criterion of "ldvelness" is that the 
steel balls should always be :balanced at the 

•. . ; . 

i 

Electrical Circuit (Plates 1 and 3). 

· As a matter of convenience, the control 
panel is a . separate table-unit (Plate 1). 
Recording is done on two "Standard" elec
tric clocks (minutes and seconds) having 

. · clutch systems of suitably low voltage for 
exposed· circuits (Plate· 3). 

The balls, in conjunction with their sets 
of bars, act as simple switches in series with 
the clock clutches, and continuity is broken 
while. they remain on the insulated sections. 
Both clocks record total time off the criterion 
in a run of standard duration, one through 
the fore-and-aft bars, and the other through 
the lateral bars. 
. The· driving motor is a · "Klaxon"· Type 
EM5CBI-M21, continuous J,"ating with perma
nent capacitor. 
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Technique. 

On this test subjects work standing. The 
machine rests on a table so that its handles 
project over the edge and the control panel 
is placed well to one side. 

A standard starting position is kept for 
each trial: Left wing down and tail down, 
the handles being straight and "neutral." 

Instructions to the subject are as follows: 
"This is a test of your ability to control 

and compensate sensitive movements in two 
planes. 

"Using these handles, you have to keep 
the framework level, so that the steel balls 
remain on the black strips at the middle 
parts of their tracks. 

"Whenever you allow the steel balls to 
run off the black strips, error will be recorded 
against you. So when they run off bring them 
on again without delay. 

"Concentrate on keeping both balls on the 
black strips by watching the framework to 
see in which direction it is tending to tilt 
so that you can anticipate the correct control 
to keep it level. 

"You have three trials of three minutes 
each. When I give the word to start, bring 
the balls on to the black strips as soon as 
you can. Ready? Go!" 

Experimental Application. 

The test was administered to pupil-pilot 
candidates for the South African Air Force, 
the main objects of the investigation being 
as follows: 

(1) To get some indication of "Float
ing Effect" test reliability. 

(2) To obtain a tentative validation with 
the several Flying Training Criteria. 

(3) To sound its potentiality as a pre
dictor simply of success or failure 

· on a course of Flying Training. 
Follow-up on the training criteria was 

possible on 25 subjects who qualified in a 
1952 group and 33 in a 1955 group. 

In the former there was no available data 
on Formation Flying and in the latter none 
on Number of hours dual flying necessary in 
each case before the pupil was permitted 
his first solo flight. 

The various criteria are based on instruc
tors' reports containing their percentage 
estimates of pupils' performance in the several 
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branches during training and on placement 
in the final "Wings Test." 

"General Flying" is a unitary assessment 
of the pupil's all-round capabilities before he
embarks on the "Wings Test" and can be 
regarded as a close pointer to his final per
formance. 

It happens almost invariably that certain 
pupils are suspended from the course. This 
may be done for several reasons, such as 
medical unfitness which has developed during 
training, at the pupil's own request, because 
of inability to master the ground subjects, or 
most likely on account of some persistent 
deficiency under actual flying conditions 
which in the instructors' opinion precludes 
him from ever making an acceptable pilot. 

This latter class of suspensions especially, 
affords a useful additional criterion for 
assessing the value of the test as a predictor 
of successes and failures by the biserial 
correlation method. 

Suspensions for flying incompetence were 
4 in 1952 and 11 in 1955, thus for the 
biserials the groups are 29 and 44 respectively. 

Both groups were originally sections of 
larger samples (Table 1) who did a number 
of standardised tests both "intellectual" and 
sensory-motor on which recommendations 
for acceptance or rejection for flying training 
were based. "Floating Effect" played no part 
in this selection and was included in the 
battery only for experimental purposes. 
Nevertheless, since it must be assumed that 
both the standard test battery and the addi
tional hurdle of a selection board have some 
validity, it is apparent that the validation of 
the "Floating Effect" test must be viewed 
against a backdrop of curtailment. 

Table I 

DERIVATION OF SAMPLES 

1952 

Applied for flying course ..... 67 

Accepted for training ...... ...... 30 

Suspended from training (all 
reasons) ...... ...... ·····- ······ ...... 4 

Suspended for poor flying 
ability ...... ...... ...... . ..... ...... ...... 4 

Completed course successfully 26 

Number of latter who did the 
Floating Effect test ...... ...... ······ 25 

1955 

169 

51 

17 

11 

34 

33 
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Results and Discussion. 

It was unfortunately not advisabk co pool 
the two groups as their respective means and 
S.D's (Table II) were significantly different. 

The more heterogeneous 1952 group with 
the large S.D. showed a superior mean per
formance and the total of 29 subjects with 
an average age of 17.74 years ranging from 
16 to 19 is made up as follows: 

In addition to matriculation 
Spare-time work with a radio 

firm ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 1 
Radio transmitting experience ...... 1 

, Electrical apprenticeship ...... ...... 1 
Technical (N.T.C. II) qualifica-

tions ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 1 
One year at university ...... ...... ...... 1 
Clerical work ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 2 

Instead of matriculation 
Technical (N.T.C. III) qualifica-

tions ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 1 

Matriculation only ...... ...... ...... . ..... 21 

The more homogeneous 1955 group with 
the small S.D. showed an inferior mean per
formance and the total of 44 subjects with 
an average age of 18.27 years ranging from 
17 to 21 is made up as follows: 

In addition to matriculation 
Technical (N.T.C. I) qualifica-

tions and a radio diploma ...... 1 
Apprenticeship in Aero Design 1 
Clerical work ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 5 

Matriculation only ........................ 37 

On these small samples there. was no 
indication . that technical, clerical or post
matriculation experience as a whole in
fluenced performance on the "Floating Effect" 
test. 

"Technical" subjects were below the group 
mean in 1952 and above it in 1955. "Clerical" 
subjects tended to be average within their 
groups. 

The largest proportion of subjects in both 
groups had no post-matriculation experience 
and the respective means of these two 
sections came to 54 for 1952 and 73 for 
1955, which do not differ significantly from 
the total group means in Table II. 

Table II 

MEAN FLOATING EFFECT ERROR SCORES 
FOR SUBJECTS IN EACH GROUP 

(Including those later suspended for flying 
incompetence.) 

Floating Effect 1952 Group 1955 Group 

Mean (Error) 55 72 

N. 29 44 

S.D. 15.878 10.436 

The difference between the two means is significant 
at .1 %. 

The F-test shows that the S.D. difference is 
significant at 1%. 

It is unlikely that the significant difference 
between the means in Table II is due to arti
facts such as wear or maladjustment in the 
apparatus which could have made the test 
activity more difficult for the latter group. 
Any variation caused by slight spark
corrosion of the balls and bars through 
previous use, would on the contrary have 
made the task spuriously easier for the 1955 
group by reducing the sensitivity of error 
recording. 

A lower average age may have had some 
bearing on the superior performance of the 
1952 group. 

The proportion of suspensions (for all 
reasons) from Flying Training was 13.3% 
in 1952 and 33.3% in 1955. By the Chi-squares 
test this difference is significant at the 8% 
level, which suggests some flexibility in the 
criterion. It is of interest that the group 
with the high percentage suspension had the 
significantly inferior mean performance on 
"Floating Effect." 

In Tables III and IV giving the Product 
Moment correlations between "Floating 
Effect" trials separate and combined and the 
Flying Criteria, the samples are of necessity 
small and the results should not be regarded 
as more than indications of general tendency. 

Correlations are probably depressed to 
some extent through the effect of training 
that has smoothed away a certain amount of 
individual difference where the test might 
otherwise have shown its discrimination. 

2.8. 
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Table III. 
PRODUCT-MOMENT CORRELATIONS BETWEEN TEST TRIALS AND CRITERION 

(Decimal points omitted.) 
1952 GROUP. 25 SUBJECTS. 

Floating Trial Trial Trial Trials Worst of 
Effect 1 2 3 1, 2, 3 1, 2, 3 

Wings 44 21 27 36 3~ Test 

General 36 22 38 34 30 Flying. 

Night 27 20 48 29 27 Flying 

Pilot 07 02 32 08 09 Navigation 

Hours Dual 36 21 35 32 34 Before Solo 

Instrument 30 17 35 28 35 Flying 

Less thiin 32 is below the 10% significance level. 
38 to 45 falls between the 5% and 2% significance levels. 

Table IV 
PRODUCT-MOMENT CORRELATIONS BETWEEN TEST TRIALS AND CRITERION 

(Decimal points omitted.) 
1955 GROUP. 33 SUBJECTS. 

Floating Trial Trial Trial Trials Worst of 
Effect 1 .2 3 1, 2, 3 1, 2, 3 

Wings 26 18 15 29 ' 30 Test 

General 32 16 03 20 34 Flying 

Night 11 02 -10 OS 13 Flying 

Pilot 28 30 28 31 31 Navigation 

Formation 
I 

Flying 30 02 06 12 25 

Instrument 26 28 13 25 28 Flying 

Less than 28 is below the 10% significance level. 
More than 32 is significant at the 5% level. 

The "Worst of three trials" was included 
on the hypothesis that a measure of the sub
ject's lowest .limit of proficiency might be 
important in relation to his performance . in 

flying training. But the present samples are 
too small to warrant any conclusions on this 
point. There appears no significant difference 
between the "Worst of three trials" and the 

29 
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first trial because the first is usually (though 
not invariably) the worst. 

With the exception of Pilot Navigation, the 
correlations for the more heterogeneous 
group in Table III show, as could be expected, 
a tendency to be larger than comparable ones 
for the more homogeneous group in Table IV. 

On four of the five variables and Pilot 
Navigation there is a reversal of this expected 
pattern, and although none of the differences 
between corresponding items reaches the 
15% level of significance, nevertheless their 
recurrence along four cells in the row looks 
too consistently anomalous for chance fluctu
ations. If it is permissable to treat this as 
a case of compound probability, then the 
significance approaches the 10% level. 

A careful re-check of the raw data revealed 
no errors in coding. 

The correlations between Trial three and 
Night Flying (.48 in Table III and -.10 in 
Table IV) are significantly different at the 
2% level. It is possible that supervenient to 
any c<Ympositional disparity between the two 
groups, a change in flying training procedure 
had some influence. 

The 1952 group did initial training on 
Tiger Moths before proceeding to Harvards, 
whereas the 1955 group began directly on 
Harvards. 

Progress being more leisurely and less 
exacting on the former slow aircraft, definite 
sets of habits (both useful and otherwise) 
could have been engendered which persisted 
to some extent when pupils graduated to 
the faster Harvard machines. The higher 
correlation for the Tiger Moth group might · 
be partially accounted for in terms of different 

orientation. The slow plane afforded more 
scope for flying by kinaesthetic and extrane
ous visual reference and more time for the 
correction of wrong direction and bearings. 

In this respect the situation seems a nearer 
approach to the "Floating Effect" test. 
.. The 1955 group began flying directly on 
th~ faster Harvards and under these circum
stances Night Flying could conceivably have 
necessitated a greater insistence on theoreti
cal navigational aspects and less reliance on 
"feel" and environmental clues for correct 
course and position. 

As a "test-re-test" was not practicable, the 
inter-trial correlations in Table V must 
suffice as a measure of test reliability. 

Table V 
PRODUCT -MOMENT CORRELATIONS 

BETWEEN THREE SUCCESSIVE TEST TRIALS 

Floating Effect 1952 Group. 1955 Group. 
N. = 29 N = 44 

Trials 2 3 2 3 

1 .81 .84 .84 .72 

2 - .83 - .81 

Average correlation is .81 which is significant 
at .1 %. 

Taken on three trials together the Relia
bility Coefficients come to .94 for the 1952 
group and .92 for the 1955. group and the 
Standard Errors of Measurement to 4 and 
3 respectively. 

In Table VI the Biserial correlations be
tween the test trials and the "Success-

Table VI 
BISERIAL CORRELATIONS ON THE "SUCCESS-SUSPENSION" CRITERION 

(Suspensions through lack of competence in actual flying.) 

Floating Effect 1952 Group. N = 29 1955 Group. N = 44 

r bis rbis 
Trials r bis S.E. -- rbis S.E. --

S.E. S.E. 

1 .83 .17 4.9 .24 .20 1.2 

2 .63 .22 2.9 .35 .19 1.8 

3 .66 .21 3.1 .25 .20 1.3 

1 + 2 + 3 .71 .19 3.7 .31 ! .19 1.6 
i I 

30 
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Suspension" criterion conform to expectation 
by being greater for the more heterogeneous 
group. Trial I is prominent here and also in 
Table III on the "Wings Test," the Main 
Flying Criterion. 

An hypothesis that the initial stage in a 
sensory-motor learning series has importance 
in occupational forecasting would be sup~ 
ported by the findings of Woodrow (1956) 
on data from a Two-Hand Co-ordination test 
of the Moede type. She found that the first 
of five trials on this test had "particular 

value" as a predictor of flying-course sus
pensions. 

A study of instructors' reports on the 
suspended pupils in both groups gave the 
general distribution in Table VII. The con
densation of the main reasons for flying in
competence entailed some latitude in the 
qualitative interpretation of certain points 
mentioned by instructors and the arrange
ment adopted in this table lays no claim to 
rigid objectivity. 

Lack of "Balance" is stressed at least once 

Table VII 
GENERAL CLASSIFICATION OF ALL THE SUSPENDED PUPILS IN BOTH 

GROUPS BASED ON FLYING INSTRUCTORS' REPORTS 

Main Reasons for Suspension 1952 

Medically unfit; At own re-
quest, etc. ...... ...... . ..... . ..... ...... 0 

Failure in Ground Subjects ...... 0 

Poor Distribution of Atten-
tion ...... ...... •..... . ..... ······ ...... ...... 0 

Poor Learning Ability ...... ...... 1 

Nervousness; Lack of confi-
dence, etc. ...... ...... ...... ...... . ..... 1 

Slow reaction; No Anticipa-
tion or "Feel" ...... •····· ...... . ..... 0 

Lack of "Balance" and "Air 
Sense" ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... . ..... 2 

--:--~--- ----- -- -----~~~ 

m each of five cases, and in one of these 
twice. Lack of "Air Sense" is stressed in thre~ 
cases, but in one -of these there is slight '1 

_ prepo_~~eranc~_ in_ f~~()_:u!"___9_f_1CI_ck of "Balap.ce'_:, _ _) 
Biesheuvel (1942) gives a broad definition 

of "Air Sense" as: "An assessment of move
ment and position with regard to the new 
visual clues, particularly an ability to think 
in terms of three dimensions." 

In the absence of more specific knowledge 
about this concept, it does not appear un
reasonable to associate it behaviourally with 
"Balance." 

Summary. 

( 1) A comprehensive description is given 
of a sensory-motor test that attempts 
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1955 Total 

3 3 

3 3 

1 1 

1 2 

2 3 

2 2 

5 7 

to supplement co-ordination in the 
usual sense by making provision for 
such elements as kinaesthetic sensi
tivity, anticipation and spatia
temporal judgment. 

(2) Test reliability as indicated by inter
trial correlations on two groups 
separated by a three-year period 
appears satisfactory. 

(3) Correlations with the Flying Train
ing Criteria were all positive, except 
one and with a few exceptions larger 
for the m o r e heterogeneous 
group, where furthermore, a larger 
selection ratio implies comparatively 
less depression of the correlations 
through curtailment. 

(4) Biserial correlations on the "Success
Suspension" Criterion were all posi-
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tive and here again larger for the 
more heterogeneous group. 

(5) In this latter group, the first trial 
appeared more prominent than the 
second or third trials both in relation 
to achievement on the Main Flying 
Criterion (Wings Test) and Suspen
sion for poor flying ability. 
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HANDLEBARS: A SELF-PACED TEST OF TWO-HAND CO-ORDINATION, 

AND SOME RESULTS ON AIR- PILOT CANDIDATES 

D. R. DE WET 

(Received 31st December, 1960) 

Among various sensory-motor tests applied 
to prospective air-crew in the South African 
Air Force during the last war, two on which 
considerable reliance came to be placed, were 
Steadiness and Two-hand co-ordination. This 
was founded both on the empirical validity of 
certain performance measures and also on the 
usefulness of these tests as situations favour
able to the observation of wider subjective 
behaviour. 

Steadiness involved direct tracing tasks, 
where a stylus-point was guided by one hand, 
firstly, down a straight tapering track, and then 
along a zig-zag. Two-hand co-ordination was 
of the well-known Moede type, in which the 
subject rotates the handles of two lead-screws 
located at right-angles to each other, to guide 
a metal platform carrying a card with a cir
cular track, under a stationary pencil. 

The "Handlebars" test to be described here 
i,; an apparatus designed to incorporate the 
following features: Firstly, two-hand co
ordination on a lever-system rather than that 
of rotating handles, as the former has more 
direct affinity with the main aircraft controls; 
and secondly, a "steadiness" element that is 
lacking in m~chines of the Moede type •. where 
fine movements, voluntary or otherwise, do 
not register. 

Description of Apparatus 
(Plates 1, 2, 3 and 4) 
The functioning principle of "Handlebars" 

is extremely' simple, but careful fitting of the 
· moving part~ was necessary for smooth and 

precise operation. 
A sloping wooden base-board supports a 

structure of. metal plate attached by screws 
and spacing-pieces to a bakelite backing-sheet. 
The metal plate is cut out to form an open 
track, the contour of which is intended to 
provide within practicable limits, the maxi
mum distance of continuous travel, and a wide 
variety of changes in direction. 

Near the lower edge of the base-board, a 
sturdy vertical stub-axle is mounted; this 
forms the main pivot-point of two levers, each 
having a handle at one end and a bearing at the 
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other coupled to a linking-bar. The other ends 
of the linking-bars are connected together to 
form a single bearing, from which a round rod 
protrudes downwards through the track in 
the metal plate, but has adequate clearance 
above the bakelite backing-sheet. 

Fore-and-aft movement of the rod is obtained 
by drawing the handles nearer together or 
further apart; lateral movement, by pivoting 
them both simultaneously and drawing them 
together a suitable amount to compensate for 
the locus being an arc. 

Duration of contact between the rod and 
the sides of the track is recorded on a "Stand
ard" clock mounted on a separate control
box for the observer. One switch is in the 
main 220/230 volt A.C. circuit of the clock
motor, and the other, together with the rod 
and track, in the 6 volt A.C. circuit of the 
clock-clutch. A smrul transformer to supply 
the low voltage current, and a buzzer con
nected in parallel with the clock-clutch, are 
located inside the box. 
Testing Procedure 

The apparatus is placed on the table in 
such a way, that, with the metal rod at the 
starting-point (i.e., the upper section of the 
track to the right of the junction leading down 
to the middle or "star" section), the ends of 
the handles are in line with the table-edge 
where the subject will sit. 

During 1954 and 1955 the following instruc
tions were given to the subjects: 

"This is a test of the smoothness and 
accuracy of your hand co-ordination. By using 
these two handles you have to steer the metal 
rod through the track, trying not to touch 
the sides. Starting from here, you go to the 
right round the outer track and then to the 
right round the star, finishing again at the 
starting-point. Whenever you allow the metal 
rod to touch the sides of the track, a buzzer 
will sound, which means that error is being 
recorded against you. Work carefully and 
as quickly as you can without touching the 
sides of the track. Now centralise the metal· 
rod in the track so that it is not touching. 

Are you ready? Begin!" 
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Subjects did two trials each, but they were 
not told of the second until they had com
pleted the first. Measures were taken of both. 
the "Total Time" and the "Error Time" for 
each trial. 

During 1956 the number of trials was 
increased to five, and the new set of instruc
tions read as follows: 

"This is a test of your ability to steer a 
rod along a track. By using these two handles 
you have to steer the metal rod along the 
middle of this track. Starting from here, you 
go to the right round the outer track and 
then to the right round the star, finishing again 
at the starting point (Observer points round 
track). Don't try to work fast! 

(1) This first round is a practice one. Work 
smoothly and carefully and try to keep this 
metal rod (Observer points to it) well in the 
middle of the track all the way along. When
ever you allow the rod to touch the sides of 
the track, a buzzer will sound, which means 
that errors are being recorded against you. 
Go round very cautiously and try your hardest 
to keep the rod in the middle of the track. 
You may begin! 

(2) In this second round, speed is the 
important factor. Try to avoid touching the 
sides of the track, but drive as fast as you can. 
Ready? Begin! 

(3) The third round is an easy one. I 
want you to do the test in the way that you 

feel suits you best. Some people prefer to 
work somewhat slowly and carefully, others 
feel more comfortable if they work a bit 
fast. Both can be "good types". Do this 
round in your own individual way. You may 
begin! 

(4) You realise now that in this test the 
two important things are good speed and good 
steering so as not to touch the sides of the 
track. If you can do both well you will get 
a really fine score. This fourth round is very 
important. Work as fast as you can and try 
your best not to touch the sides. Ready? 
Begin! 

(5) This is the fifth and last round and it 
counts the most points, so try to make it 
your best. Try to work even faster than 
you did in the last round, and make even 
fewer errors. Ready? Begin!" 

(As before, "Total Time" and "Error Time" 
for each trial were recorded.) 
Application and Results 

The test was administered. experimentally 
to pupil-pilot candidates for the South African 
Air Force, with the object of ascertaining its 
reliability and potential usefulness as a predic
tor. o.f success or failure on courses of flying 
trammg. ·· 

For validation purposes, successful pupils 
(Table I) and only those suspended for. defec
tive airmanship have been included; however 
the means and inter-trial correlations fo; 

Table I 

DERIVATION OF SAMPLES 

1954 1955 1956 

I !Applied for flying course ...... ...... ...... 93 169 163 

Did Handlebars test ...... .. .... ...... ...... 93 130 161 

Accepted for training ...... ·----· ...... 42 51 47 

Suspended from training (all reasons) ...... 11 17 13 

'Suspended for poor flying ability ······ 8 11 8 

Did Handlebars test ...... .. .... ...... ...... 8 11 8 

rompleted course successfully ...... ·---- 31 34 33 

Dtd Handlebars test ...... .. .... ...... ...... 30 32 33 
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HANDLEBARS TEST. PLATE 1. 
.~ ... ~·· ........ ~"""'''' ~··· ""''.'"' ..... ~ 
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the 1956 group, include two additional pupils 
who were suspended for inability to master 
the theoretical training. 

In Table II, the means for both "Correct 
Time" (i.e., Total Time minus Error Time) 
and "Error Time" reflect the influence of 
practice; there is the expected tendency to 

work faster and make less error on repetition 
of the task. In the 1956 group, the very con
spicuous critical ratio of the difference be
tween the "Correct Time" means of Trials 1 
and 2, as compared with the ratios for Trials 
1 and 2 of the other two groups, shows that 
in addition to practice there is the effect of 
the different instructions for these two trials, 

Table II 

MEAN SCORES IN SECONDS 

CORRECT TIME ERROR TIME 
Pupil No. of Trial 
Group Cases No. 

I Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 

1 192.0 87.4 23.8 9.7 

1954 38 

2 157.1 78.0 18.9 5.9 

1 158.7 90.7 25.1 10.3 

1955 43 

2 128.6 68.2 21.1 7.6 

1 195.5 10Q.4 23.1 8.7 

2 102.6 78.8 18.9 5.7 

1956 43 3 165.1 95.6 16.1 5.8 

4 94.7 64.2 15.0 
I 

4.3 

"5 89.2 68.0 14.0 I 4.7 
I 

CRITICAL RATIOS OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE 

MEANS OF TRIALS 1 and 2 FOR EACH OF THE THREE 
( 

GROUPS 

-

Group Correct Time Error Time 

1954 . 4.46 4.32 

1955 6.17 4.17 

1956 11.99 7.92 
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HANDLEBARS TEST. PLATE 2. 
Bakelite 

backing-

~;------------------------------------18{6---------------------------------;----~ 
Lining or sort wood to form Outer frame Clamping-plate 

rebates for top and bottom. hard wood~ M/Sl 

~---------------------------------------18g---------------------r----------------~ 16 

0 

0 

0 
13-o. 

0 

0 

Metal parts nickel- plated_ 

37 

Brass bush 

held to MIS 

plate by four 

C/S4BA screws 

underneath. 

5 14Z 1&B SW 8 

21.J~ 
16 

4z 
8 

DRDW 
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1 
A~,2~ 
r{)n0 
5 
ii; BSW. 2 Reqd. 

D. R. DE WET 

HANDLEBARS TEST. PLATE 3. 
• LINKING- BARS '·r 

~!CS---+-1 ---1~~~~ 
z} MIS Screws 2 BA 1: , - : 

~--------1_6 ______ 8--------------~~·~~~E 
: 4 : 
I o 

S 1--r--pl.or------------------------------,:r-!t."!""-a'l 
M/ 4--L.J::i~----------------------:-t;f;t;ti::~ 

,f;
~4 

) 1iBsw Holes reamered 1~: 
~;J~ 6 BA for bolts. ' Brass ,, 

F: : LockinQ- , bushes: 

screw. M/s 41-:~, Le---11~ 
• ; 2 ·G 

Brass 5 

C collar. 
321,· ~Shouldered MIS rod 

f~ r ~ <weated into bar. 

1-~· r 
2 ••••, I 32 

;..§ .. : 

l~' Reqd. -- Tap 3 SSW ~--------4~ 
8 

- 8 . :- 4 -

: . 
f 

I - . 
"' 1 Washe$s brass ,-

6 

uw Lllllll~ Ebonite rod 
'1 

fl;;, ~,~~: ~~--\I) 3 R e q d. :.~_a;;..._ _______ _ 
D § LEVERS shaped from 

16 

0 3 
4 

2 Reqd. H 
' • . . . 
' 

J ~.~--------a----------------~ 
: 5 
;r1-6 BSW. 

All metal parts, except 

washers, nickel-plated. MIS 4 BA 

Bushes screwed 

tr and sweated. 

Brass 1/4Sides of the 

1 bushes :blank tangs riled 
I 1 I 

"E--12--9o; to 3/8 diam. arc. 
I ! 

, - h Thread cut wtt 

~ BSW die. 
I 

0 
1 8------~. ~ 

~'--.-.,;(]) ©=-: <D....J.-~ ___.:_t~.;....__---®__.z.._t~ ___,f:dl 
Letters refer to assembly in PLATE 4. 
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HANDLEBARS TEST. 
(PLATE 3 REFERS) 

PLATE 4. 

G 03 

Not!?: On!? purpoc:.l? of thl? wac:.hl?r'> Pol ishl?d MIS washt?r 1~00 X J-4 
ic:. to prl?vl?nt idt?ntical mt?tals from bl?tWI?I?n brac;c; facl?s. 

bl?aring againc;t t?ach otht?r. (Not shown in PLATE 3) 

caution being stressed in the first and speed 
in the second. 

It is of interest that in Trial 2 of the 
1956 group where speed was stressed, signifi
cantly less error occurred than in the pre
ceding trial with emphasis on caution. In the 
1954 and 1955 groups, where the instructions 
stressed both speed and accuracy equally, the 
critical ratio of the difference between Trials 
1 and 2 on Error Time was of the order of 
four; but in the 1956 group it is nearer eight 
and seems far too large to be accounted for by 
practice effect alone. The most likely expla
nation lies in some basic instrumental de
pendence that exists between Time and Error 
Time in self-paced tracing tasks, and has the 
effect of inducing a proportion of positive 
correlation between the two measures that 
tends to increase with speed of work. Opposed 
to this is the behavioural tendency for fast 
working to be associated with the production 
of more error, as shown in Table III. Here, 
for the 1956 group, the negative inter-correla-

39 
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tions between "Correct Time" and "Error . 
Time" are larger for Trials 1 and 3, done 
slowly, than for Trials 2, 4 and 5, done fast; 
this would support the hypothesis that the 
relative effect of instrumental dependence in
creases with speed of work. 

In the 1954 and 1955 groups the smaller 
negative correlations between "Correct Time" 
and "Error Time" on the first trial, as. com
pared with the second, suggest the influence of 
novelty in the test situation, where a certain 
amount of random fumbling by the tyro in his 
exploration for a successful technique reduces 
the consistence of the behavioural time-error 
relationship. The correlation for the first trial 
in the 1956 group has probably been depressed 
through the same influence. In the third 
trial, however, the subject has had the benefit 
of considerable practice, and a resultant 
stabilization of technique, conjoined with the 
important circumstance of unhurried work in 
this trial and hence less opposing effect 
through instrumental dependence, produces a 
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Table III 
PRODUCT-MOMENT CORRELATIONS BETWEEN ''ERROR TIME" AND "CORRECT TIME" (TOTAL 

TIME minus ERROR TIME) FOR EACH TRIAL. 

Group I 1954 I 1955 I 1956 

I 

N 38 43 43 

Trials 1 2 1 2 1 
I 

2 

I 
3 4 

I 
5 

r - .34 - .49 - .33 - .471- .40 I - .33 ,_ .58 - .31 ,_ .27 
I 

Mean r = - .39 p < .001 

(Fast working on the test tends to be associated with more error) 

Table IV 

PRODUCT-MOMENT INTERCORRELA TIONS 

BETWEEN TRIALS ON THE MEASURES 

"CORRECT TIME" AND "ERROR TIME" 

GROUP TRIALS ~ORRECT ERROR N 

1954.. 1 & 2 .84 .71 38 

1955 1 & 2 .96 .80 43 

1 & 2 .87 .64 

1 & 3 .80 .68 

1 & 4 .73 .65 

1 & 5 .76 .65 

1956 
2 & 3 .77 .59 

43 
2 & 4 .84 .84 

2 & 5 .77 .89 

3 & 4 .80 .65 

3 & 5 .75 .65 

4 & 5 .95 .86 

Mean r .84 .73 124 
' 

P of the difference = .020 

comparatively large . correlation. A further 
investigation of the interesting relationship 
between "Correct Time" and "Error Time" (or 

4;0. 

"Total Time" and "Error Time") on self-paced 
tasks, will be worthwhile. 

In Table IV, allowance must be· made for 
the fact that most of the intercorrelations 
between trials in the 1956 group have probably 
been depressed through different instructions, 
and overall mean coefficients are therefore an 
under-estimate of test reliability. A better 
indication of reliability is given in Table V, 
which is restricted to those trials where in
structions were similar, namely, equal empha
sis on speed and accuracy. Both tables show 

Table V 

PRODUCT-MOMENT INTERCORRELATIONS 
BETWEEN THOSE TRIALS HAVING SIMILAR 

INSTRUCTIONS 

GROUP TRIALS ~ORRECT ERROR N 

1954 1 & 2 .84 .71 38 

1955 1 & 2 .96 .80 43 

1956 4 & 5 .95 .86 43 

Mean r .93 .80 124 
I 

P of the difference < .001 

the measure "Correct Time" to have more 
reliability than "Error Time", the difference 
being more significant in Table V, where, in 
addition to uniformity of procedure, the close 
adjacency between these particular pairs of 
trials makes for larger correlations. 
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Table VI 

BISERIAL CORRELATIONS BETWEEN BOTH "CORRECT TIME" AND "ERROR TIME" 

AND SUCCESS/SUSPENSION IN FLYING TRAINING 

GROUP 1954 1955 1956 

N 38 43 41 

TRIALS 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 4 5 

CORRECT T 

r bis .21 .18 .06 .16 .32 .20 .04 .26 .27 

ERROR T 

r bis -.03 - .01 -.14 .15 -.35 -.29 -.27 -.25 -.11 

P (one-tailed) of .32 = .039 

P (one-tailed) of .35 = .030 

Table VII 

PRODUCT-MOMENT CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE HANDLEBARS TEST AND THREE OTHER 
SENSORY-MOTOR TESTS IN THE 1956 GROUP 

HANDLEBARS TOTAL TIME: r p 

Two-hand Co-ordination (Moede type). Time .152 .055 

Hand-foot Reaction (Speed trial). Time .035 .660 

Steadiness (Manual). Total Time .532 < .001 

HANDLEBARS ERROR TIME: r p 

Two-hand Co-ordination (Moede type). Errors .219 .006 

Hand-foot Reaction (Speed trial). Errors - .106 .180 

Steadiness (Manual). Error Time .404 < .001 

Number of cases = 161. (P is two-tailed). 

41 
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In Table VI, pos1t1ve signs on "Correct 
Time" imply that success in flying training 
tends to be associated with slow working on 
the test, and negative signs on "Error Time" 
that success tends to be associated with less 
error on the test. For the most part correla
tions between test performance and the flying
training criterion are not significant, an excep
tion, however, being the first trial in the 1956 
group, where correlations on both measures 
are significant at better than the 4 per cent 
level. While results on the Two-hand co
ordination (Moede type, 1956), Floating 
Effect (1958), and Steadiness (1959) tests 
suggest that the first trial in certain sensory
motor activities seems to have some special 
predictive value because of its novelty, the 
significance of the first trial on the Handle
bars test for the 1956 group could also be 
related to the emphasis on slow and careful 
work. This possibility is strengthened by the 
small but fairly consistent tendency for slow 
work to be associated with success, even in 
trials where . the instructions stress fast work. 

The correlations between performance on 
Handlebars and three other sensory-motor 
tests (Table VII) are largest and very signifi
cant for Time and Error Time. on the Steadi
ness test (1959), and a good deal smaller, but 
still acceptably significant, for "Time" and 
"Errors" on the Two-hand co-ordination test 
(Moede type, 1956). No relationship is shown 
between Handlebars and the Hand-foot 
Reaction test (1958). 

Summary and Conclusions 

(1) Details are given of the design and 
experimental application to air-pilot candi
dates of a two-hand co-ordination apparati.1s 
functioning on a lever-system and incorporat
ing an element of "steadiness". 

(2) As a measure of test performance 
"Correct Time" (i.e., Total Time minus Error 
Time) has more reliability than "Error Time". 

(3) Fast working on the test is associated 
with more error, to the exten.t of a mean corre
lation of- .39 (P = .00006) between "Correct 
Time" and "Error Time", which has probably 
been depressed through the opposite influence 
of some positive instrumental dependence 
between these variates. Such an effect can be 
sensed on other self-paced tracing tasks, and 
in the case of Steadiness (1959) the occur
rence of several positive correlations between 

42 

"Correct Time" and "Error Time" suggests 
that is was particularly significant. 

(4) "Handlebars" bears a closer relation
ship to the Steadiness test (1959) than to a 
Two-hand co-ordination test of the Moede 
type (1956). 

(5) There is a ~mall but fairly consistent 
tendency for slow working and less error on 
the test to be associated with success in 
flying training; but in this respect, the only 
trial having individual significance is Trial I 
in the 1956 group, where the instructions 
emphasised slow and careful work. Here 
the biserial correlations are: "Correct Time", 
.32 (P = .039), and "Error Time", .35 (P = 
.030). 

(6) The combination in a single apparatus of 
certain elements of a Steadiness test, and a. 
two-hand control-system on a lever-principle 
that seemed a closer approach to the feel and 
movement of actual aircraft controls than 
tl1at given by the rotating handles on machines 
of the Moede type, has not resulted in a 
significantly better instrument for the predic
tion of flying ability. It could possibly be 
improved by instituting a stress trial in which, 
by means of a pair of light electrodes strapped 
to the subject's arm, he would either work 
under the threat of shock at the end of the 
trial_ (as in the Steadiness test), or actually 
rece1ve shock whenever he made mistakes. 

(7) Although it appears to have small 
validity for air-pilots the Handlebars test 
might be usefully applicable in other fields, 
such as the skilled and semi-skilled artisan 
trades, or various industrial occupations re
quiri_ng proficiency in the use of machine tools. 
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A VARIABLE CO-ORDINATION TEST AND ITS POTENTIALITY AS A 
GAUGE OF APTITUDE FOR AIRMANSHIP 
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No test has yet been evolved that can be described as a universal tool, equally 
suitable for application in every field in which muscular co-ordination plays a 
substantial part; like the mythical philosopher's stone, such a device will probably 
remain an unrealized ideal. While there is evidence of group factors overlapping 
in certain sensory-motor skills, in others specificity appears predominant, and the 
demand for specific selection tests continues. 

The closer the behavioural corresppndence or " feel " between test and actual 
occupation, the more useful the former is likely to be as a predictor of occupational 
success, but the genuineness of this similarity is not necessarily guaranted by exact 
reproduction in the test of certain obvious material characteristics of the original. 
Such imitation may well produce a spurious laboratory model that bears a 
superficial resemblance to actuality, but lacks the psychological essentials. The 
latter are the all-important ingredients, and provided that their presence is assured 
in the test then the addition of other similarities, which would be worthless on 
their own, may contribute something of value by completing the total 
verisimilitude. 

As there would be no advantage whatever in a laboratory facsimile as 
complicated as the real occupation, the striving is towards simplification, by con
centrating attention on those aspects which seem to be most important. With 
regard to both basic interest, and considerations of practicability and economy 
in applied fields, there is a strong incentive to investigate and exploit to the full 
whatever potentialities might lie in group factors of ability. 

For personnel selection, the criterion of parsimony that governs " intellectual " 
and similar tests also applies in designing tests of sensory-motor capacities. Not
withstanding the great preponderance of specific matter in this last category, 
research here is likewise directed towards achieving an optimum situation where 
one condensed test adequately covers the common requirements for several 
occupations, and has to be supplemented by specific tests as few in number and 
elementary in structure as possible. 

The Variable co-ordination test that will be dealt with here is an attempt to 
produce a piece of equipment that lends itself to both basic research on co
ordination and occupational selection. In the mechanical design, careful con
sideration has been given to such points as reasonable portability, the minimum 
number of moving parts, the use of ordinary commercial items wherever practic
able, and overall sturdiness to prevent loss of standardization through wear or 
through possible damage to components as a result of rough treatment by the 
subjects. 

Description of apparatus (Plates 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5) 
Fundamentally the apparatus consists of two moving parts. 
(i) A wheel, with a raised track of irregular contour fixed around its periphery, 

is mounted between two bearings on a shaft having a crank handle at either end. 
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VARIABLE CO-ORDINATION TEST . PLATE 1. 
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(ii) Another pair of bearings, situated lower and at right angles to the wheel 
bearings, supports the shaft of a horizontal crossbar and a vertical arm terminating 
in a small knob on a spring-wire stem. The crossbar is fitted with handles, and 
also two hooks from which, by means of leather straps and rings, a pair of 
ordinary equestrian stirrup irons may be suspended. To permit the use of one 
stirrup only, or the introduction of loading to alter the trim of steering systems 
employing both stirrups or none, a small bellard on the front of the chassis serves 
for mooring one end of a spiral spring linked at its other end to the appropriate 
hook (Plate 3). 

There are two separate control boxes for the observer (Plate 1). The one 
carries a "Standard" clock, transformer, triple-pole relay, buzzer, and switch; 
the other is a shocking-unit identical in principle with that built into the Steadiness 
test (2). As one requirement in the subject's task is that the small knob should be 
kept in contact with the track, these two sections together constitute a switch in 
series· with the relay solenoid; while the latter is kept energized by contact, the 
buzzer remains silent, and no recording takes place on the clock (Plate 5). 
However, when the knob goes off the track, the relay armature is released and 
both clock and buzzer come into operation. 

The middle pair of relay contacts is connected to the shocking-unit as shown 
in Plate 5, so that with a pair of electrodes strapped to the subject's arm, in . 
addition to the sounding of the buzzer and the recording of error time on the 
clock, shock is automatically administered while the knob is off the track. 
Although the recording and shocking systems are treated together in Plate 5, in 
practice (Plate 1), the latter hls been constructed as a separate unit to make it 
conveniently adaptable for use with other tests. A push button "C" located on 
the shocking-unit and shown wired in parallel with the lead from the relay 
contacts in the box supporting the clock, is intended mainly for manual adminis
tration of shock by the observer in other test situations where it may be required. 
In the present situation it provides a quick means for the observer to do occasional 
checks on the intensity of any shock setting by holding the electrodes against his 
own arm and pushing the button. 

Testing procedure 

The task in this test is of the self-paced type, the subject being required both 
to rotate the wheel and steer the knob on the track. Its " variability " refers to the 
several different combinations that can be imposed for the accomplishment of this 
task. For all of them, the general positioning of the apparatus on a table as 
shown in Plate 1 is the same, the small apron section at the front of the chassis 
always being up against the edge of the table. 

The following co-ordinative combinations can be obtained. 

Rotation of wheel 
Steering of knob 

Section A 
Balanced steering mechanism 

1 2 3 4 
RH LH LH RH 
LH RH RF LF 
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5 6 7 
LH RH LH 
LF RF BF 

8 9 
RH BH 
BF RF 

10 
BH 
LF 

11 
BH 
BF 
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VARIABLE CO-ORDINATION TEST. PLATE 2. 
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Section B 
Unbalanced steering mechanism 

On certain of the above, additional variations in the distribution of muscular effort are obtainable 
by using the spring to load the steering system in one direction or the other. 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
Rotation of wheel RH RH LH LH LH LH RH RH BH BH 
Steering of knob LH LH RH RH BF BF BF BF BF BF 
Spring between bollard and 
hook 00 L R L R L R L R L R 

R = Right; L = Left; H = Hand(s); F = Foot (Feet); B = Both. 

In the present investigation, only combination No. 11 involving both hands 
and both feet (balanced steering) was used, but with a few suitable changes the 
procedure and instructions will also serve for any of the others:-

The subject is seated at such a distance from the apparatus that,. with his 
left arm fully extended he can just grasp the left handle of the wheel at its furthest 
position. His feet are then settled in the stirrups slightly forward of the insteps, 
and the wheel is turned to the " start " position with the stud (Plate 2) opposite 
the knob. He is then instructed as follows: 

" This is a test of your co-ordination and smoothness of movement. By 
using the stirrups, this knob may be steered to the left or right. With your 
hands on these handles, your task is to turn the wheel carefully towards you 
like this, and at the stame time use your feet to keep the knob in contact 
with the track. Whenever you allow the knob to get off the track, you will 
hear a click and a buzzing noise. This means that error is being recorded 
against you, so get back on to the track as soon as you can. You must 
concentrate on trying to work both fast and carefully. Remember, your 
accuracy in keeping to the track and the time you take to go round it are 
both equally important. Get your hands on the handles and have the wheel 
at the starting position there. Don't start until I tell you to. Ready? 
Start!" [A stop-clock and the main switch "A" (Plate 5) are turned on.] 
When the subject reaches the end of the track, stop-clock and switch " A " 

are turned off and he is told to "Rest." The total time he has taken to complete 
the circuit, and also his " time off the track " as registered on the " Standard " 
clock, are recorded. 

After a rest pause of 30 seconds, the usual instruction is: " You start another 
trial now; try to improve. Ready? Start!" However, if the first trial was per
formed in a very hurried fashion with obvious neglect of accuracy, the subject is 
now told: "Try to make fewer mistakes." On the other hand, if he has taken 
excessively long to complete the first trial, he is told: "Try to work faster." 

The second circuit is also followed by a rest pause of 30 seconds, " Total 
Time" and "Error Time" being recorded as before. The shock-electrodes are 
then fitted to the outer side of the subject's arm about three inches behind the · 
wrist-joint. They should be in close contact with the skin, but not too tight. 
"This is the third trial; whenever you go off the track now, in addition to hearing 
the noise, you will feel a shock. Just keep on trying to improve. Ready? Start!" 
(Switch " B " must not be turned on until the knob is in contact with the beginning 
of the track. The trial is followed by a rest pause, and the scores are recorded. 
Before the last trial is started, the potentiometer on the shocking-unit is set to a 
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VARIABLE CO-ORDINATION TEST. PLATE 3. 
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point that raises the previous intensity of the shock by about a half.) " This is 
the last trial, try to make it your best. When you get off the track now, the shock 
will be stronger. Ready? Start!" (The final set of scores is recorded in the 
same way.) 

Application and results 
A group of air-pilot candidates for the South African Air Force was given 

the test experimentally on the combination involving both hands and both feet 
(balanced steering). The purpose of this initial study was to investigate the test's 
reliability, and its value as an instrument for assisting in the future selection of 
candidates most likely to succeed in airmanship. 

The sample dealt with here is made up of the two smaller groups (a) and (b) 
in Table 1, and confined to candidates who were accepted for training. Suitability 
for admittance to the course was determined through findings on other testing and 
interview procedures, and not influenced by performance on the present test. Six 
candidates who were suspended for reasons other than that of poor flying ability, 
have been excluded. 

Table ·1 
Derivation of sample 

Year 1959 

{Applied for flying course .. .. .. .. 152 
Did Variable co-ordination test .. .. . . 149 
Accepted for training . . . . . . .. .. 55 
Suspended from training (all reasons) . . .. 22 

f"'"""dOO foe poo' fiyi"g •hility .. .. . . 16 
Did Variable co-ordination test .. . . . . 16(b) 
Completed course successfully . . .. .. 33 
Did Variable co-ordination test .. .. .. 31(a) 

In Table 2, the means for " Error. Time "· show a progressive diminution 
through the four successive trials, and clearly indicate the effect of practice. For 
" Correct Time " (i.e. " Total Time " minus " Error Time ") the position is some
what different. Here there is improvement in speed of work between Trials 1 and 2, 
and then in Trial 3, notwithstanding the effect of previous practice, a very 
Significant regression to slow working brought about through the fear of punish
ment by shock whenever error is made. 

It was noticeable during the administ~;ation of the test that some of this fear 
seemed to be anticipatory, and subjects usually started off very slowly in Trial 3 
and continued thus until they received the initial shocks. Henceforth, the 
realization that it was not as painful as they had expected lessened apprehension 
somewhat, and they risked stepping up the pace. As a result of this reassurance; 
and also the considerable degree of physical adaptation to actual shock that took 
place through repetitive experience, the effect of practice is allowed to emerge 
again in Trial 4, where there is a tendency for. speed to show an improvement 
over that in. Trial 3 despite an increase of shock intensity. But in Trial 4 the 
fear of punishment as an incentive to slow and careful work, although in a measure 
reduced by familiarity and adaptation during the course of Trial 3, still persists 
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VARIABLE CO-ORDINATION TEST. PLATE 4. 
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Table 2 
Mean scores in seconds 

Correct Time . Error Time 
Trial No. 

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 

1 119·6 54·6 24·1 10·7 
2 109·9 48·7 16·6 10·3 
3 163·2 72·3 12·0 7·5 
4 141·6 65·4 10·1 7·5 

Critical Ratios of the differences between the above means 

-

Trials Correct Time Error Time 

1&2 2·21 4·97 
1&3 6·79 8·18 
1&4 3·79 9·52 
2&3 7·87 3·38 
2&4 6·12 5·56 
3&4 4·26 2·35 

Number of cases=47 

' strongly and is reflected in the significant difference between the mean for Trial 4 
and the means for the unstressed first and second trials, particularly the latter. 

The correlations between " Correct Time " and " Error Time " for each trial, 
given in Table 3, show a general tendency similar to that observed in relation to 
performance on the Steadiness (2) and Handlebars (3) tests. Negative correlations 
are larger for the trials done slowly (in this case, 3 and 4) than for those done fast 
(1 and 2). This would also be compatible with the hypothesis that the factor of 
basic instrumental dependence that exists between " Time " and " Error Time" in 
self-paced sensory-motor'tasks, becomes more prominent as speed of work increases. 
It is notable that Trial 4 has a more substantial negative correlation than Trial 3, 
although time for the latter was longer (Table 2). It seems likely that at this 
advanced stage of the test the effect of instrumental dependence, with its bias 
towards the production of positivity in the correlation between " Time " and 

Table 3 
Product-moment correlations between " Error Time " and " Correct Time " ( " Total Time" minus 

" Error Time" ) for each trial 

N 47 

Trials 1 2 3 4 

r -·21 -·22 -·36 -·54 

p ·16 ·14 ·02 
I 

·Q004 
I 
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" Error Time," is overrun by other factors such as Improvement in motor skill 
through .practice and an increased familiarity with the " punishment " situation. 
These together would tend to make the subject's technique more stable, and thereby 
boost the negativity of the correlation. 

Reliability of the test, as indicated by the intercorrelations between trials in 
Table 4, appears significantly higher for " Correct Time " than for " Error Time," 
which is in agreement with results obtained on the Steadiness and Handlebars 
tests. A probable explanation lies in the fact that in all three tests " Error Time " 
usually constitutes a much smaller proportion of the total than " Correct Time," 
and is therefore more markedly influenced by chance fluctuations both in the 
subject's response pattern, and in the mechanism of the apparatus where minor 
irregularities like specks of dust or tarnish between contacting surfaces can alter 
the sensitivity of the recording. 

Table 4 

Product-moment inter-correlations between trials on the measures " Correct Time " and " Error 
Time" 

Trials Correct Time Error Time 

1 & 2 ·84 ·53 
1 & 3 ·80 ·44 
1&4 ·80 ·45 
2&3 ·78 ·50 
2&4 ·85 ·64 
3&4 ·88 ·73 

Mean r's ·84 ·55 

P of the difference < ·005 

N=47 

The relationship between scores on the test and proficiency in flying training 
is shown in Table 5. Instead of the usual method of biserial correlation on 
successes and suspensions, the more refined rank-difference procedure was applied 
to this particular group. Successful pupils were ranked in accordance with their 
final positions on the flying course. These were followed by the failures, ranked 
from the pupil suspended last to the pupil suspended first. 

On the present test, contrary to the tendency observed in the Steadiness and 
Handlebars tests, fast working is associated with success in flying training. 
Inclining towards agreement with results on Handlebars there is indication that, to 
a small extent, less error favours the chance of success; whereas error on the 
Steadiness test showed no correlation with the flying criterion. This is consistent 
with the idea that the kind of co-ordinative activity in the Handlebars test and 
the full hand-foot combination (balanced steering) on the Variable co-ordination 
test, is less remote from aircraft-pilotage than that incorporated in the Steadiness 
test, where the small relationship with pilot success probably concerned rate of 
work as a temperamental rather than a skill factor. 
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Table 5 

Rank-difference correlations between final placement of pupils on the flying course, and scores on 
both " Correct Time " and " Error Time " 

Correct Time Error Time 
Trial No. 

I 
p p p p 

1 ·34 ·03 -·23 ·13 
2 ·28 ·08 ·09 ·57 
3 ·42 ·01 -·25 

I 

·11 
4 ·48 ·002 -·14 ·35 

N=47 

(Positive signs on " Correct Time " and negative signs on " Error Time" imply, respectively, that 
success in flying is associated with fast working and less error on the test). 

" Correct Time " in Table 5 appears to relate more closely to pos1t10n 
attained on the flying course than " Error Time." Of the four trials the two last 
involving punishment of error by electric shock are the most significant, particularly 
the fourth with more severe shock. 

Below are two supplementary rartk-difference correlations, obtained on the 
measure "Correct Time," between final positions of pupils on the flying course 
and the following derived scores. 

(i) The difference between the average for the two unstressed trials (1 and 2) 
and the average for the two stress trials (3 and 4): 

Q = 0·42 p = 0·01. 
(ii) The score for Trial 4 plus the above difference: 

Q = 0·49 p = 0·001. 
These correlations imply that the smaller the increase of time under stress 

conditions, the better the chance of success, and it would appear that in addition 
to the motor aspects of the test, there is a temperamental element in the form of 
fear of punishment that also relates to proficiency in flying. This is supported by a 
finding on the Steadiness test that the trial carrying the threat of shock had more 
significance in relation to flying success than the unstressed trials. 

Aircraft-pilotage continues to maintain its tradition of being a comparatively 
hazardous occupation; and to a degree that varies with individuals, it fosters the 
dread that mistakes can lead to either physical disaster or, at the very least, injury 
to the pupil's ego through adverse criticism by the instructor. A well balanced 
sensibility to danger can be regarded as an excellent and very necessary attribute 
for success in airmanship, but obsessive fears of pain or disgrace would certainly 
incommode the pupil and reduce his chance of succeeding. 

While subjects were doing the test, the observer made notes of their general 
comportment and any particular reactions that might have significance. Points 
of interest that emerged from a later examination of these " reports " with reference 
to the pupils who succeeded in learning to fly and to those who failed, are given 
in Table 6. 
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Table 6 
Some points of behaviour observed during the test, and the percentages of the 31 successful pupils (S), 

and the 16 failures (F), who manifested them 

Percentage 
Approx. P of 

---- Diff. 
s F 

(1) Very willing and co-operative .. .. .. .. . . 32 25 ·61 
(2) Fidgety and restless . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 19 ·75 
(3) Movements jerky, and/or a tendency to lead with one set of 

controls and follow with the other .. .. . . . . 26 44 ·22 
(4) Extremely talkative and socially at ease .. .. . . . . 23 6 ·08 
(5) Very active and hurried throughout .. .. 16 6 ·25 
(6) Overtly responsive to potential and/or actual shock 10 44 ·01 
(7) At some stage or other pressed so hard on the stirrups that the 

back of the machine tilted up off the table . . .. .. 23 6 ·08 

Fear of shock, positively associated with failure, stands out as the most 
significant (P = 0 · 01). Talkativeness and sociability (P = 0 · 08), and the tendency 
to press very hard on the stirrups (P = 0·08), are both positively related to success. 
Evidently this last item must not be identified with the kind of " tension " or 
" freezing up on the controls " that is anathema to most flying instructors, but 
interpreted rather as being a natural muscular concomitant of intense application 
to the task. 

No significant correlation was obtained between performance on the Variable 
co-ordination test (full hand-foot combination/balanced steering) and learning time 
or reaction speed on the Portable hand-foot reaction test (1); or fusion-threshold as 
measured on the Compact flicker-fusion machine (4); although both the latter tests 
have also shown a relationship to success in flying training. 

Summary and conclusions 
1. Full technical details are furnished of an apparatus designed for purposes 

of both basic research on co-ordination, and occupational selection; 
together with an account of its experimental application to a group of 
air-pilot candidates. 

2. Twenty-one co-ordinative combinations can be obtained, but the present 
study has been restricted to the one involving both hands and both feet 
(balanced steering), which seemed to have the closest relevance to aircraft 
control. 

3. "Correct Time" (i.e. "Total Time" minus "Error Time") is a more 
reliable measure than" Error Time," P of the difference< 0·005. Results 
obtained on two other self-paced sensory-motor tests-Steadiness (2) and 
Handlebars (3)-show a similar trend. 

4. In the last two trials, where errors are punished by shock, rate of work 
is significantly slower and error less than in the preceding two trials 
without this stress. Irrespective of the stress element, however, normal 
practice effect will have contributed to the progressive improvement in 
error. 
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5. The negative correlation between "Correct Time" and "Error Time" 
is more substantial in the slow than the fast trials, which also fits in with 
findings on the above two tests, and supports the notion that the 
instrumental dependence between " Time " and " Error Time," with its 
bias towards positivity in the correlation, is more pronounced in fast than 
in slow working. 

6. On the present test, contrary to the tendency observed on Steadiness and . I 
Handlebars, fast working is associated with success in flying training; 
but inclining towards agreement with results on Handlebars, to a small 
extent, less error favours the chance of success; whereas error on 
Steadiness showed no correlation with the flying criterion. " Correct 
Time " would be a better predictor of flying success than " Error Time," 
and of the four trials, the two last involving punishment of error by 

· electric shock are the most significant-particularly the fourth, with a 
rank-difference correlation of 0 · 48 (P = 0 · 002). 

7. In relation to flying success, the importance of a temperamental element 
in the form of fear of punishment was also noted on the Steadiness test, 
where the trial carrying the threat of shock had more significance than 
the unstressed trials. 

8. Of the various points of subjective behaviour observed during the test, 
fear of shock, associated with · failure in flying, appeared the most 
significant (P = 0·01). Talkativeness and sociability (P = 0·08), and 
the tendency to press very hard on the stirrups (P = 0 · 08) are both 
associated with success. The latter could be interpreted as an expression 
of strong concentration on the task. 
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li.. SPECIFIC ARt-1-LEG co-ORDINATION TEST . ll'OR . THE 

SEI.h'CTlON . Of PUFIL AIR-PILOTS 

Tho apparatus to be describe4 here simulates certain 

elements of ~ idrerart cocl<p~t i.t.t!d p~ovid.es ~ sp~cif~c ''job*' 

teat tor the selection of pros~ctive air-pilots. 

The Mark l model was a:n experimen~al protQtype 

designed and built by the writer during ~orld ~ar II tn the 

Aptitude ~rests Section or tho s.A.A.F., an.d intended to replace 
an earlier Ani-leg co-ordination ~ppa;atu~ ( sM.A:n ·eugS.,ste.d by 

W/Cdr. G. O. Williams anq evolved by Dr. E. J. SchuGter.tof thb 
l ! ' ,. • • ' • ' 

British t!e<iical .Research Council. The St~A:5, which ut.il!zeci a · 

wide variety or mechanical transmistdons, ftiJ a wry compU.ca.te<l 

mecha:n:i.am difficult to keep etsn®rd under the r1gou.rG of long 

periods or . sustained test·ing •. 

Ia designing the A.T.s. machine (Pla.te·s 1 and 2), an 

attempt was made to produce ~. aimplified and .less costly device 

'Wld.cb would provide a similar .behavioural aituatiorh It was 

hoped that fe1110r moving parts and those of rugged construcU.on 

would make for more reliable and positive mechanical action. 

thereby reducing tbe disturbing eff.ect of change in teat stan&rd$ 

1Mvitable (but not always immediately obvious) when alterations 
,occt\r in the setting of the .mocha.nism through .wear, friction, 

strain and other causes. · 

The test preeentea a tTncktng task in which a 

drifting li.ght-spot ( correoponding to the nose of the aircraft 1n 

flight) h-!ad to be kept central on a screen by mo'ri.ng rudde.r.bat" 

pedal~ left or right tor laternl direction, and f.l n jo7stick11 fore 

and aft for vertical direction. The target was a circle in the 
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middle of the screen. When the light-spot drifted mora than hnlf 
ita diameter &cross the circumf'orence or this circle, ~ontact 

ey.etems e.tta:ched to the rod carrying the light brought clocks 

into operatit.tn, which recorded continuously until the Ught•.spot 

was .steered btltCk into the circle. 

At a later eta ge in the testing J;X'OCedure the task 

we,s complicated b)' the addition of a 11throttle" lever which the 

.candidate had to move backwards and. f'or•ards to &xtinguish tfiO 

rtdtstu.•·action.n lights situated respectively on the right tiltld lett 

ot the stimulus panel• 

Experimental applications indicated that. in general, 
the test performance of subjects with a huruired houz-8 ot actusl. 

tlyin~ experience was greatly superior to that of unselectetl 

recruits alnd while some of this ditf'eren.ce could be tltt:ribttted . . 
·to acquired skill on the part or the trained men, it was unlikely 

that the latter would have progrese>ed 60 far on the course without 

the r~qu:isit~ .initial ability. On the strength of this ra.ther 

.rour,h valida.tion, which wan the best prooe~ure posd.~le at the 

timet it was therefore concludea that teet_ scores had some 
potential. usefulness for pilot selection. · 

· The apparatus gave several years of $ervice until it 

was superseded (some time .o:fter the war) by ·the nark II model, 

which exaete the same tasks from the candidate. 
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P.RESWlT J!tOCEL (J.:~RK II) 

The A.J ... c. Jo1ark II (flates 1 to 6) incorporates the 

bnsic design of its predecessor, but achieves further precision in 

the detailed aspects ot bearings, loci, and better proportioning 

of moving parts. Furthermore, where the earlier reodel had 

neceseitnted tho use of both direct and alterna.ting current, the 

preeent one requires laterna.ting current only, all the recording 

being done on "standard'' clocks which were ec.nrce during the war 
period when reciprocating direct-current counters had often to 

eerve o.s rather uni'Jtltiatactoey substitutes. 

The present apparatus was thought to have certain 

advantages over an electronic model of SMA3 in use by the R.A.F. 

and elsewhere in the Commonwealth after the war. I.t io mechaniQnl 

in operation, requiree very little maintenanct;t 1 and rl~tunlly no 

adjustmenta to remain sta.ndard in performance. It is probably 

cheaper to construct than the electronic modei, eltbougn it has 

a rather expenaively made panelled housing, which :l.s not strictly 

necesMJ7. 

Moftment of the lipt•apot 

As in tbe Mark I model, movement or the "drifting" 

light-spot in obtained very simply by a conotant•epeed permanent

capacitor motor driving a crank-disc to which the rod carr,ing the 

lamp is universally pivoted at its one end. At ita ndddle the rod 

bears on a universal fulcrum attached to the plattorm carr,tng the 

motor (Plate 3). By staggering the line ot the disc•axis $lightly 

relative to thi8 fulcrum, the actual locus described by the light 
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spot on the ecr~en becomes olliptical instend of c.ircula-r~ Tbia 

"distortion" is not essential; its sole object is to ~e the tatlk. 

ot keeping ·the light-spot central a little more di.fi'i·cult than it 

would be if th.e locus were a symmetrical circle. A'!l irro~ar 

path could have been achieved by having the rod .loaded against a 

cam of appropriate profile, instead of hnving it coupled u.t a 

fi~d cre..nk .. dietance, but tbe extra conatroctio:nal compli9ation 

wa.s not thought worthwhile a.s the atnggered· crank syotcm made the 

task sufficien.tly d.ifficul t. 

The method whereby the manipulation of rudd•r-'bar and 

stick controls the drift of the 11ght•a:pet is a straightforward 

application of nmobilis in mobile" • The platform ca.rrying the 

motor and light-spot lamp is .supported on horizontal be~.:!irl.nga in 

a metal frame (Plates 3 and, 4} which in ita turn pivots "'f~'t'tically 

in a ia.rgel" frame fixed to the chassis ot the machin~., PfM moving 

frame is coupled directly to the rudder-ba.r by rods und~rn&-ath 

the chassis. Its range or movement is greater than that of the 

rod carrying tbe light-spot lamp• so that even ma:d.mu:m movements 

of the la.tter call be :more then compensated for by suitable oppo

site control on the rudder-bar. 

Corrections of light-spot movement in the vert~ct'll plane 

are accomplished by the stick, pivoting fore tu·u:r, art. :r.t :ta 

coupled directly to the platform careying the motor through .a 
long connecting-rod haYing a uniYersal joint at eithttr end. 

These joints are necessary to allow the rod to t.ndng £Ji>eely 

without impeding the movement of the ru.dd.er mecJttanisn. The range 

of movement :btipartad to tbe platform b:r the stick well exceeds 

the mo.Xirnwn traverse of the crank throw. 
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Recording of the length of time that the light-spot is 

outside the limi t1ng circle ia done by mean a of t\\"0 11 ~tiper arms" 

connected universally to the lamp rod through small tole1;;COping 

•connocting-rodt;. Ea.ch of the twO ldpers contacts \~rks radially 

across a metal plate having a triangular piece of bakelite running 

down the middle and recesaed flush with the plate eurfnce (I;.late 

6). '.'i'hen the wiper-contact travels beyond the limit:;.; of the 

bn.kelite on to the plate, s. cloc.\;-clutch acta e.t the test.cr• s 

control panel and the clock continues to record untU the wiper 

is beck again on the bakelite. The reason tor having t.he bakelite 

piece triangular is to allow a fair margin of adjuutmll)nt for 

sensitivity of the recording. The wiper-contact itoolf is ndjus

ta.ble along its arm.. If it is set to brush neroso the apex of 

the triangular piece, recording will begin before the llght•spot 

bas touched the circumference of the limiting circle; if, on the 

other hand, it brushes near the bo.sei' recording wiU only start 

when the light~spot is well out of the circle. It must be set at 

such a position that recording will begin only when tho light has 

travelled hal.f itn own diameter either vertically or horizor,;tally 

across the circle's circumference. standardisation being oti this 

cri. terion. 

One set of wiper-and•plate ia situated at the top ot the 

me.in structure below a hatchway i.n the wooden housing w:hich gives 

accees for periodlc inspection and. cleaning. Thia net records 

devie.tione of the light-spot on the horizonte.J. plane. 'i.1ho other 

set (I~ate 5} ia located on the motor platform and recorda 

deviations on the vertical plane. It ie accenaible from the back 
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of the machine where two larre doors are fitted to the houe:tng 

(Plate 2). 

Distraction lfi'-ithts 

The latter section of: the teet, ~n which the candidate 

has the additional task of extinguishing panel lights (vlate 1) 

as soo-n as they come on, by an appropriate movement of tb.a 

throttle-leve.r, i.s simply an elementary ehoice-rea.ct:l.on t.te:ries. 

J!".ach or the two distraction light systems relays to a ttstandard'1 

cloctq when a light flashes on, its clock begins to run and 

continuos until the light ia put out by moving the throttle

lever in the correct direction for that particular .U.ght, either 

backwards or forwards. Irregularly spaced pips on 't:b.o r~ of a 

rota.ting cra.nk-disc (Plate 3) actuate two miero-aritches $ltue.ted 

tangentially to the disc, and energize the diatrnct~.cm light 

systems a.t intervale. 

Electrical Circuits 

For convetl.ience, the teeter's control•panel (Plate 1 1 

lower) ca.rr;ying the switches and clocka, etc. • i.e designed aa a 

oeparate table unit coupled b;y a multicord "umbilical~' to the 

machine chassis. 

The source of power is 220/230 volto A.C. stepped down 

through bell tranetormers to 6 volts A.C. fo.r the bulb cirt-uits 

ot the light•npot nnd distraction lights and also the panel. 

indicator. 1'be other units, camprising clocko, rel&y's and motor, 

operate directl7 off. the m&ins po.er. 
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The two "Standard" clocks, recording respe.ctiv~ly 

vertical nnd hori,...ontal drift of the light-spot outside the 

c:i.rcle are calibrated in minutes rmd. seconds• whereas the two 
udietrec.tion•light" clocks ars ·in minutes and thousandths ot 
a. minute,f8. The latter <lre in efteet just chronoscopea recording 

the candidato•s choice reaction time in extinguishing the ligh.ts. 

There a.ro seven togglo•sritc:heG on the teeter's panel; 

(l} Mains; (2) Light-spot; (3) Driving flJOtor; (4) Rudae.r; 

(5) Stick1 (6) Clock motors (Distraction); (7) Distraction 

light e. 

Each circuit has an appropriate ~i'et.:y fuse: 

(a) Distraction clock clutches 1.5 A.; (b) Spot light end panel 

.light 1 lh 1 (c) Drivlng motor i· 0.5 A.; l~dder 0•5 At; 

(d) Rudd.er 0.5 A.; (e) Stick 0.5 A.; {f) Clock motora (r:4st.) 

0.5 A.; (g) Diatr$Ction lights of 0.5 A. 

All circuits ere quite straightforward with the possible 

exception of the ''distraction lightu Sl'Stems wbich incoX>pora~ 

two"hanging in" relays. 

The throttle itself (Pla.te lt uppeJ-) io ~· ~ two
wq break switch. In the upright position, rthich it tentls to 

assume ot ita own accord by sprimg loading, there is continuit7 

to each relay, but tbe relays are not energised watU the pips 

on the crank•disc rim {Plato 3) actuate the micro-switches. When. 

a m1cro-awitch is actuated ite relay clones, switching on a 
clit.:ttraction light and starting a clock • 'lhe mlcro-md. t<:h eonta.ct 

ie momentary but the relay remains closed• keeping the elodk 

running and the light b;J.ndng until the nbenging in" circuit :ts 

broken by movement ot tbe throttle-lever backwards or forwards 
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as tho case may be. 

The eeating accommodation on the machine ia an ord1Wlt'1 

tubular steel chair with arm-rests (Pl.ate 1). It is. hOld by 

strap clamps and. wing-nutn to the chassis so that it has some 
ad.justment nearer to or t'urther from the controls. In practice 
alteration or the average setting is only neceG8lllJ!1' :in eo.oos ot 
very tall or very ehort subjects. 

The illustrations help to clarity the method of operation 

and the mechanism or the apparatus. 

PLATE l The general layout of controls 81'ld stimulus panel 

in the ·cockpit, and the machine in Operation. 

PLATE 2 The doors of the housing are open to ,show the m.eolm ... 

nism from the back. Tho long spiral. spring aerfts as a counter ... 

poise to the weight of the motor and platform. .:;ithout it 

exceesi ve force would have to be exercised in puehic:g the stick 

forward. . Spring tension is such that when no to.nard prtOSU1"8 

is put on the stick, it is balo.nced at about the mid pooition. 

, With the counterpoise spring removed, the motol' 

platform is viewed !rom above on. tb.e CMdidate• e right. The 

gearing system between the motor•sp:lndle and th• cranlt-diiSC makes 

the latter rotate at a spoed of six revolutions a minute.. The 

rod carrying the light ... spot lamp is shown extending t':rom the 

crank•di.ec towards the glass screen through the universol fulcrum. 

Between the fulcrum and the lamp a uni versa.l coupling lea.ds ·. ...:... 
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. through the small telescoping connecting-rod to the wiper--~ 

of. the upper recorder. On tlle lamp rod, between the fulcrum tm.d 

the point of coupling to the crtmk•disc, a si:milar G'fStem leads 

horizontally to the. other recorder • 

. PLitTE 4 This is another view of the motor platform f~ the 
back on the candidate•s right, only one micro-switch at the 

rtm of the crtitlk-d1sc being visible. The tlat r<tctll.l"lG'dlttr 

object near the . taU end . ot the platto.rm below the JDO'tor is the 
latter's permanent capacitor. 

PJ:,~TE ' Here the motor platform is seeu from the ba,ck on tbb 

candidate's left, without the counterpoise sprlnl• 'l'he :1pig

ta.1.1e'* le~ding from inside the housing to the motor; mit;~ 

switch, and Hwiper-and•platett recorder, are flexible co.r.necti()ns 
that allow for the up and down and ld.dewaya movements ,of the 

motor platform when tb.e candidate rmrke 'the rudder-bar tmd sttok. 
The un1 vereal joint at the end of the loq connectiarl'Qd to the 

stick is coupled to a rigid stem ~:xtending downwards f't>ont the 

tdl end of the mot~r ·platform. 

PLATE 6 The hatchwq in the top ot the housing gives access 

to the one set of nwiper-and-plate" recorders. The knurled 

oorew on the wiper coatact is loosened to adjust it higher ~ 

lower o.n the arm for eetting and maintaining standard Gefieitt.;.. 

-d.ty. 
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TlSTING PROCEDURS 

The test is givon in t-.o sections. :First, the aubjoct 

controls the li&ht-spot with stick and rudder tor a stnndard 

period; the task. is then repeated with the addition of the 

distraction lights which have to be put out with the throttle. 

~en the subject has been seated comfortably with his 

right hand on the stick and his teet on the rudder-ped.:Us, he ls 

instructed as followa1 

"Do you see this spot of Ught on the SCl"ecm.? If you 

110ve the otick forward (demonstration) the spot of' lig.l}t moves 

domwardo, and it you move the stick backword.a ( eema::1otro.tion) 

the spot ot light moves upwards. SimUar]3 t if you push the 

rudder with the lett foot, the light wUl. 1110ve to the lett and if 

7011 puGh with the right foot, the Ught will mow to the right 

(demonstration). Thus, by co-ordinnting tho movoccnto ef stick 

and rudder, the spot can be moved in any direction. llow mon 
the spot of light back onto the centre of the circle on the 

ecreen. 

During the test the li.ght \ri.ll tend to move b7 itself 

ewq from the circle. By co-or4inllt1rlg the movemente of the 

stick and rudder you an.ust counteract the tendenq of the lisht to 

wander and keep it in the centre of the c1role. Should it 13J more 

than halt its diameter 'beyond the circumference of' the circle, 1n 

any direction, a clock will record against you the length of time 

that it ia outside the circle. 

Your task ia therefore to keep tho spot of light central, 

and should the light mov. beyond the circumference of the circle, 

to bring it back to the centre ae quickly a..o poDSible. Is tbat 
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quite clear? Now keep the light in the centre of tl1e circle 

and do not tnove the controls until you get the starting E.dgMl. 

Are you reedy? Beginsn 

It is customary for the obsorver to switch on t;trst ~e 

main supply and then the light-spot, to let the aubject ~men ... 

etrate tor himself' the effect of the controls Oft the Ught-s~t • 

'Then, when he is '1set11 and baa the l:i..;.:~t contra!, t'!Rudder·'' and 
nstick" switches ere put on and tinall7, the 11ilri.dng VJ>tor"'1• 

When the subject has performed tor three minutes, the 

main switch :I.e turned ott and the tf~rror-time'* ill seoo:O.dtii on. 

the respective "Stickn tm.d uRudder" clocks :is record.ed.~~t Then 

the second section follows• 

"In the next test tri.Ql, you are :requi:red to ~me the 

~ever on your loft as well~ At irregular intervals• thea& twe 
lights will switch on. 'l'o put out the r1gbt•hend. lil?'J's.t; l\!'"t>\1 

pu$h the throttle baCk. To put out the left-heuld U.ght, you 

puoh the throttle forv;ard. (:Demonstration) It :ts esfllentiQ]. to 

put tha lighta out as quickly ns poeaible.1 a$ the t:l.me th«t thuy 

re1il'lain on is recorded agai.nst yot1.. You tr.iat avoid pushins · the 

lever backwards and forwards wildlJr, and tt ~must be r•tunted to 
the central position each time, 

t;;J..e_ 
As before tA spot of Ught must be kept in the 4tntre of 

the circle. It you allow it to drift 'beyond the circw.ntoronce • 
.... 

errors will be recorded against you. Treat the lights as Q side 
issue, but do .not neglect them. Noe. remambexo, co-ordinat4t the 

stick · e.nd rudder movements. and at the Sl:.Ule time put thtt lights 

out whenever ther appear. Ready? Begin·ttt 
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This section alao lasts for three minutes. The "Error

time" on the"etick" and "rudder' clocks, and the rea.ction-time to· 

the distraction lights which has accumulated oa the other two 
4~ . clocka, is recorded. The eubject•t~~ t•IM'CI 1a the total "Er.ror-

time" in eecol'lde for both uct1ons1 pl.u.e: the total reaction-time 

in tho second section alter it bas been con.nrted froe 

thcueandtha of a minute to seconds. 

Results ed .Diacuaaion 

Aa it waa not practicable to do any re-testing of air

pilot candidates, en indication of the test•s reliability was 

obtained by 11spli t•half'' correlation betften the first and 

second .. ctiono corrected by the Spearaan•Brown formula, The 

coefficient a (Table I), coaputod on t.o separate a.Dl'Ulnl. groups of 

subjects, indicate ~uite good reliabilitJ, particularly in view 

of the fact that the second Action of the test ne n.ot identical 

to the first because it incorporated the additional taSk of 

reacting on the throttle-lever to the distraction. llgnte. 

The rele.tionahip of teet performance to success in fl7-
ing training is Shown in Table 2 by bieerlal correlations with 

a Peas/Fail criterion on the annual flflng courses ov.tr a period 
ot fiye years. 

The eigniticance leYela and alao the mean biserial 

coettic1enta for all the annual groupe were obtained by Tate's 
Z*•transformation method (4, 5,). All the Gigniticance levels 

are two-tollled, although ther-e would probably have been good 

juat1f1eat1on tor giving them ae one-tailled because it was 
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expected, in the light of previous findings ri.th the A.I •• c. 
Mm It that the pre.aent test weald rel.e.ttt to tlylng auoceas. 

With tho exception or the 1955 group• there ita a 

gen&ral tendency tor test pcrfow.o.nee to corr<!!la.t·e with fl;,ying 

succcUJfSt but, because of the small .A.ze or the eepare,te JiUUlual 

~ups, most of the coef'fici.ents do not roagh the ~fi'· level of 

eie;rdticance. However, the meen cootfici•nts f~r the fiw group\ 

na.me}J' o.;2 (section 1), 0.31 (section 2) Md 0.25 (Diatraction 

lights,. only), .are highly signi:t'icnn.t and in the e:q.eete!S 

direction. It is l1kel;r tbat the validit7' al1om bf the tilia

tmetion-li&ht sub-ISection derives l~gely t:rom its e~~n~ 
:lnvol.vement in the main co-oi'Ciipativo task of ~Steering the light..• 

spot with the stick end rudder-bar. !arly inwatigatiooo in t.h~ 

A;ptitude Teet Sectiott during the lest war showed ;.retty Cl)ft¢lu ... 

sively • that this elementaey lld.nd. of reaction by i.t~lf i:id not 

rela.te. to flying success. 

The Yelidation in fable 2 .e.o done on groups wbi¢h l1a6 
' ' 

been blgbl.J selGeted for flying trsiming by mean~J ·Of a. bntte17 

that included tho A.l •• C. as one of the pr.iacipal testa. Tllia 

meant the .inclusion ot very few inferior pretormaJ'lef.tGt and tho 

rosuitant restriction of range in tb'O criterion groups must ha.'t'& 

bad qulte a eona1dereble effect in doprossia~ the correlations• 
so that, for tbe most part, the1 .are probably an u:nder-

esti.mate of the actual valiciit7 of the test. 

Product-moment corrtitla.tions · betw0en tho total score 

on the A.:t .• c .. test (positively acoelerated) and achiewm~nt in 

some ot the main bra.nches of a recent tlying course are g"l~n in 

!able .;. As ·the I ... L.c. test was bcl:u.ded again t.n. the at:leeti.on-
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battery, depression of the correlations through curtailment of 

the sampl~ could also havo occurred here. 

As could be expected, there appears t<~ be littl.e or no 

rele.tionship between the A.L.C. test and the "ground'i or theoreti• 

cs.l br~ncbee of the course, but the test correlates e.t.gnifieMtly 

(0.40) with practical air!Tl9nGhip. Intellectual teste GUCh as 

Mental Alertness and Technical and Scrl.entiftc Comprehension which 

correlate vd tb certain or the ttcorot1cal branches. n.~ow no 

trl.gnificant relationship to practical e.irmo.nahip. The latter ie 

regarded as the ultit!'l8te proof of the pilot's profic1ency1 an.d if 

he cannot fnlfil certain minimum req,airements. he doe~;; not qttalif'y. 

irrespective of. how well h.e may havo tar:Cd in the theoretical 

exnminations. It ie tberetoro obvious that a teat whi.ch ohoa 

useful Vo.lidity for predicting G!lCCOSS in pr<:~ct:i.cnl n;J'ing, ie 

·highly dedro.ble. 

Rela.tionabipe between achievement on. tho A.L.C,. and 

scores on various otber teste are given in fable 4. The .i.!,.C. 

appears to be e. very spec:i.tic test. Apart from e.. very smnll 

eorrelatton with Thur.ston.e•s Repea.ted Letters test, it rihows no 

connection with any of the intellectual• perceptual or te.rement 

and portJOnality variates. However, it shows n small to Il'OM::t'i)te 

overlap witb Floating Effect Co-o:"dination (1), Vttriable co
ordination (2), ud the Willemse Board (3) in which a loag Sloping 

board 1s tilted by the subject to steer a rolling marble .paSt 

obstructions into a. receptacle. 

Table 5 gives the mean scores on the A.I.,.c., and fotlr 

m.entel tests, of subjects whose home le.nguago was respeetivelr 

Engiiah or Afrikaans. Scores for the mental tests retloct pos1~ 

tive achievement, but thoae for the tt.L.c., tb6 total ~'.Brror-timeu 
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in seconds. On the mental tests the English group e.corad 

aig.niticantly more. On the A.t.c., whil.e it appears that the 

Afrikaans group fared rather better, the significance of tho 

di!'terencc betweon. the means does not re~ch the 5;{, le-vel. 

There are vnrioua possible explanations tor th.n 

superiority or the Bnglioh-speak1n.s group on tho mental teste 

which •111 not be discuese4 here apart tram mentioning 3u.st two. 

F'irtstl1• there is a far greater quantity and variety of' tec.'mical 

and scientific literature available to the Engl.iott-sr,;eatdng in 

their own langQagea secondl7, military air-pilotage e.s a career 

has leas attraction for the intellectually bigher-grtl\de Af'rikaan.s 

speaking tJwn for the t;nglish-speald.ng or similar standard!*' 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

1. The mechanical functioning and application ot an l~Leg 

Co-ordination test apparatus specif.ically de.signed for use 

in selecting candidates tor air-pilot training in the ~1outh 

African Air Force, is described. 

2. Reliability coefficiento derived fro~"spltt-haltu correla
tion between the first and second eectione ot the teat on 
separate samples of 161 and 185 subjects, ttet•e respectively,. 

0.89 or 0.91. 

3• On five co.n.secutive s.nnual groups totalling 181 pupil. pUot.s, 

The following mean bioertal correla.tions wero obtai~ 

between achievement on the test and euccoss or feUure in 
fl.ying trai~g: Section lt Stick and Rud(ler Co.or(linntion, 
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0.:;2 (P • 0.0002.); Section .?., St!c'k am4 Ru4a&r Co-o:rdiASttlon 

plu11 1!'hrottle-light diatrn:CtiOBt O.;:il {P ~:t O.C003) ;. fbJiOttle

ligbt distraction b:ritselt. ·o.2;; (!> ft o.oo42) • 

.\. A p.roduct•mollleDt corrole:tton ot' o.4o, 8119\iflc~t a.t bett-;,r 

than the 5'i~ level w~u!l obteieed betit't)$f.i total po:rfrOif~Q~ $,U 

the A .L.c. Md acbi~Y&t'l;!ent. in pr~ctietitl. ~lro~l'd.pifi 

-'• !be e,.hov• v.\?il1ditr eoettf..o:tents probubl.;r gi'fe uner-~ettmat-ea 

of ect.uel validS.tr ~e&.uae ot reotrlet:14n of re~,att t:n. the 

criterion groups through Jl1'rO•acloctlon. 

6. !her& eppears to b~ no signifiol'Jftt rel•t1on.mtd.p btil\~n tile 
A.t.c. ana the tbeo.reticilll br·;~Jloh•s ot the tlr1ng eour•• 

1• 1'ho 1'1i: .. l •• c. 18 e. very .• d.f.lc to~. but it .&GO"a ,(!.ba-;;J MilU, 

to !li!!Ode.rate corr.·ol~·ti~tUil with three otber eo•or:c.U.nati<mG 
tests. 

s. While $t.t'bjects u:boae holM .lMgttl!l.wtl waf:l fl!l(!U . .sh t~:;.dod to ~O· 

'better at certlll:ht mcnt~l teoto tlll*D thoso tthop hotgft l$:n.pap 

wtu!l :~frik:ae:na, t:hore weu r:o tdgn!.t1c~:ot tUff~tr-Mce t.n the 

•e~.n perform~.nces of the gi'O~ps en the: .;~.taC• 
• 

9• Bllaed esae.nti&ll1' o.n an ea:rliel" protot)'Jle', dniH4 'b:r tht 

. writer tn the .;ptitu.de te~J>tG t~etion or tbe lhA.t,,.r-. &~:rtns 

tb• lsat war, tho proeent ~~W4fll or tho A.L.c. tftco:t-~r~.ks . 

eertain mech&:nieal improv•enta ant! 4nr.tag tho ~ fUtt.eea 

ycara S.t ha6 been a stand.crd te.~mt 1D e,U s.A.:A.f,, pU:ot 

selection b~tte:rtech Sbc:rtlr at:t.or the .rJill.u:.htno hu ~n 
eompleted au tried out, full c<m:tJtructic~ de-tmile r..-.re 
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ma.de available to the Royal Air ForcEr in Britain. it has been 

reported tha.t the R.A.F. constructed tmd are us1ng, a stmUar 

device they call the HSpriagbok" •. 

Construction of the M.ark II model was done 1n th~ 

Central 'Workshops or the south African CoucU fo.tt scie:ntifie and 

Industrie.l. Research unde.r the superv1td.on ot Mr. J. vnn ®r Staay,. 

Mr. s. fia.rrison did the mechttn1calt' work; J.lr. I-l.J. Botes, th• 

!IOodwrk; aJtd Jil.r. £l..J. BOtes the electrical installat1'0th 

1. PE lft1!, D. R. Co-ordination em a floa.titlg effect 
Nat. Inst. Perscmnel Uee., 1 19591 St 28•38• 

DE Wf.'T, D.R. A variable co-or-dination te~ and its 
.PQtentialitJ as 11 gsuge or aptitude for ~..i~ 
ship. Pezchol. Afr., 1962, 9, 8c;...99. 

SKAWRAN • R.F. The Willemse board. as a peraouelitr test. 
Pgchol. HAfr., 1962, 9, 72•8' 

TATE, R.F. The biserial and po~t correlation coef'fieients. 
Univ. N. Carolina I.net• Math. Stat., YJ.meogt,>aphed 
Seriet1! No. 14. · 

lflALKER • H. P. and J. u:v. Statistical Inference 
New York, Men17 Holt, 1953• (refers to Tate 
above 269-270) 
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TABLE l 

Correlation between first and second section of test .. 

Group N 't' Rel. 

l 161 o.ao 0.89 

2 185 o.84 0.91 
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TABLE 2 

Biserial correlations with Pass/Fail Criterion. 

Year 195.2 1953 1954 1955 1956 Overall 

N 29 23 38 48 43 181 

Pasees 25 18 30 34 33 140 

Failures 4 5 8 14 10 41 

Co-ord. 
Section 

r bts o.:;s 0.27 0.43 0.02 0.52 0.32 

p 0.0930 0.1892 o.o182 o.8886 0.0019 0.0002 

Co-ord. + 
Distraction 

r bis 0.31 0.35 0.38 -0.02 o.63 0.31 

p .0.1586 0.1616 0.0536 0.8886 o.ooo2 0.0003 

Distraction 
Lights only 

r bio 0.17 0.19 0.32 0.26 0.30 0.25 

p 0.4778 0.4716 0.0930 0.1470 0.09'70 0.0042 
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TABLE 3 

Relationship of A.L .c. and two mental teete to various 
11,-ing trainins criteria. 

(Decimal pointe oMitted) 

N FlJ1ng Training A.L.C. t-1ent. Tech. 
Criteria Total Alert. s. COI'Ip. 

55 Aero D,ynamice 17 18 318 

57 MeteoroloQ -18 ,,. .3le 

55 Aviation 18 ...04 18 

55 Engines -23 ll 09 

55 Instruments 22 15 3le 

63 .Radar 02 06 25e 

55 Approach Aida 06 39a 27e · 

;6 Navigation 15 28e 23 

54 Ground% 05 26e 36e 

55 Flfing% 40s Olf. 10 

nsu imp11ee significance at the ~ level or better. 
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TABLE 4 

Correlations between A.t.c. and other testa. 
(Decimal pointe omitted) 

N Other Teste A.L.C. 

177 Mental Alertness 01 

177 Technical and Scientific Information ·09 

17l Technical and Scientific Comprehension -ol 

171 Fl7fng Interest Inventor,r ..04 

176 Mathematics 05 

132 Gottecbaldt Figures 05 

132 De-eigne Teet -o9 

120 Dote Cancellation 10 

132 Repeated Letters 22s 

177 Span of Attention ll 

17? Serial D1ecr1Eination -o? 

171 Flicker Fusion ..02 

113 E.E.G. Alpha Frequency o6 

128 l'ersonal.itr InYentoi'J 02 

172 Temperament ~uestionnaire 09 

171 steadiness (V~ual) 12 

177 Floating Effect Co-ordination 25s 

17? Variable Co-ordination 26s 

rn Willemee Board (Co-ord.) 32s 
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. ' 

TA~LE .. 5 

Metuts and. s.D.e of l!~nglish and Afrikaeaa apealdns 
subjects .. 

. 

~glisb N:172 Afrikaans. Ncl05 c.R. of TJCST 
)lOSil s.n. Mean S.D. Diff. M•.e 

Tech. and Scient. · 
Informa.tion 37.49 4.4b 29.99 ,5.44 9.98 

Tech. end Scient. 
comp. 22.26 3~78 19.7? 4.27 4-.06 

· . ~g Interest 
InV&nt~~ 54.67 1.?.38 45.80 10.35 4.96 

H~n~ Alertness 27.?6 }.98 24.'+9 5.27 4.68 

Arm--1og 
Co•oritnator 379.19,74.1} :;64.96 ·85.U 1.1? 
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AIR-PILOTS' ARM-LEG CO-ORDINATOR MARK I. PLATE 1. 
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AIR-PILOTS' ARM-LEG CO-ORDINATOR MARK II. PLATE 1. 
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AIR-PILOTS' ARM-LEG CO-ORDINATOR MARK II. PLATE 2. 
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AIR-PILOTS' ARM-LEG CO-ORDINATOR MAR~ II. PLATE 3. 
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AIR-PILOTS' ARM-LEG CO-ORDINATOR MARK II. PLATE 4. 
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AIR-PILOTS ARM-LEG CO-ORDINATOR MARK II. PLATE 5. 
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AIR-PILOTS' ARM-LEG CO-ORDINATOR MARK II. PLATE 6. 
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THE RoUNDABOUT TEST 51 

ROUNDABOUT PURSUIT TEST. PLATE 2. 
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50 D. R. DE WET 

which on the smooth metal surface proved too difficult when attempted simul
taneously with the other task. 

The pursuit-unit is a straightforward piece of electro-mechanical equipment 
made up as follows. A rectangular wooden case constitutes both a housing for 
certain electrical components, and a platform for mounting a switch-panel, a clock, 
a constant-speed motor driving a metal disc, and some smaller fittings, including 
holders for the two sections of the tiller-rod. 

Pivoting on an extension of the motor-spindle, but insulated electrically from 
the disc, is a vertical bush having at its upper end a fork and thimble to provide 
linkage with the tiller-rod, and at its lower, a pointer projecting out radially over 
the disc. This pointer is slotted to allow of adjustment in the position of a small 
stud that clamps to it and makes light spring-loaded contact with the disc-surface. 

On the disc, extending back from its rim, an inset of bakelite forms a non
conductive area between disc and stud, and being triangular with its apex outwards, 
permits the difficulty of the subject's task to be pre-set at a higher or lower level 
by clamping the stud at a position on the pointer nearer to or further from the 
periphery of the disc. (For all testing done in connection with the present study, 
the stud was kept clamped at a constant position seven-eighths of an inch inwards· 
from the apex of the inset.) 

As shown in Plate 4, a spring-loaded brush at the top of a vertical pillar under 
the disc connects the latter to a wire leading to the clock-clutch and a potentio
meter that functions simply as a convenient means of controlling the loudness of 
the buzzer with which it is in series. Another wire couples one 6-volt pole on 
the transformer with the motor-housing, and continuity extends via the motor
spindle to the pointer and stud, but only includes the disc when the stud is off the 
bakelite inset and in contact· with the metal surface. For the duration of such 
contact the buzzer sounds and the clock records. 

Switch A controls the main power-supply; B enables the clock and buzzer to 
be isolated when the disc is run on to the standard starting position for each 
section of the test by means of D. The transfer-switch C potentializes either D 
for the above purpose, or the remote-control switch E used during the test for 
stopping and starting the motor and changing its direction of rotation. E is 
mounted in a small ebonite case and has a long. three-cord cable terminating in 
a jack-plug that couples to a socket in the switch-panel. Rotation of the disc 
in either direction is always at a constant speed of four revolutions per minute.· 

Two accessories that greatly facilitate operation of the remote-control in a 
standard manner are the index-rings for the observer's stop-watch, shown in Plates 
1 and 3. Constructionally identical, each has on its flange a particular series of 
painted marks to indicate the time-intervals for changes in control. The ring fits 
snugly in position around the stop-watch dial, and with the test-trial in progress, 
as the stop-watch hand passes each mark in turn, the observer gives an appropriate 
turn on the knob to stop and start the disc or change its direction of rotation. 

Testing procedure 
The upper photo in Plate 1 shows how the apparatus is arranged. The 

pursuit-unit rests on a small square table in the middle of the room, its disc being 
more or less central with the table-top. Two trays, each containing six steel balls, 
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52 D. R. DE WET 

are so placed that one or other will be easily accessible to the subject from any 
point round the table. The remote-control switch is fixed with a light G-clamp to 
the observer's table that stands well to one side, and the cords leading from both 
this control and the main-supply to the pursuit-unit are covered with a piece of 
linoleum to prevent the subject from tripping over them. Having assembled the 
tiller-rod in its fork and set the bakelite mark on the disc at the standard starting 
position (i.e. pointing . towards the corner of the room diagonally opposite from 
where the observer will sit), the observer demonstrates to the subject what is 
required. 

" The disc with the black mark will be turning steadily, and by means of the 
rod which you hold in your left hand at the knob, you must try to keep this pointer 

. over the black mark. . Whenever you allow the pointer and mark to drift apart, 
a buzzer will sound, which means that error is being recorded against you, so get 
them together again as soon as possible. Now while you are doing this and 
moving round the table, you must keep a steel ball balanced like this with your 
right hand. Both tasks are equally important; the longer you keep the ball 
balanced and the more carefully you keep the pointer on the black mark, the 
better your score will be. If the ball rolls off, don't try to pick it up; just take 
another from one of these trays for the next trial. Get into position now and see 
that the pointer is on black and the ball nicely balanced." 

At the remote-control, the observer says, "Ready? Go! " and sets the disc 
rotating forwards, at the same time starting the stop-watch. When the subject 
lets the ball drop, both watch and disc are stopped, and the duration of the trial 
is recorded on the scoring-sheet. However, should the ball be kept on the mortar
board, the trial is prolonged for thirty-seconds and this figure recorded. 

Using either the same ball, or taking another from a tray, the subject gets it 
balanced in readiness to start the second trial from the position where the first 
ended. The observer says, "Ready? Go! " and as the stop-watch is started, sets 
the disc going in reverse. · This trial ends likewise when the ball drops or the 
maximum duration of thirty seconds is attained, and the time is recorded as before. 
For the third trial, the subject takes another ball from a tray if necessary, and 
carries on from where he stopped in the second, but· the observer sets the disc 
running forwards again. Procedure in the fourth trial is identical, except that 
the disc runs in reverse. These four trials comprise Section A (Plain Circuits), 
and the subject is allowed a brief rest while the observer records the " Error Time " 
on the clock (i.e. total period during which the pointer and disc-mark were out 
of alignment), resets the clock to zero, and runs the disc on to the starting point 
with the mark pointing towards the corner of the room. The subject is then told: 
" You start another series now; take up your position with the ball balanced and 
the pointer in line." 

The observer slips the index-ring labelled B over the stop-watch dial, says 
"Ready? Go! " and starts the disc rotating forwards. As the stop-watch hand 
passes each mark on the ring, the control-switch is turned to alter direction of 
rotation, and in this series also, activity continues for thirty seconds or ends when 
the ball drops. The next trial is carried on from where the previous one ended, 
rotation starting in reverse this time and the direction alternated accordingly as 
the stop-watch hand passes the marks on the index-ring. A third trial, starting 
forwards again, completes Section B (Simple Alternations) and the subject gets 
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THE RoUNDABOUT TEST 

ROUNDABOUT PURSUIT TEST. PLATE 3. 
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54 D. R. DE WET . 

another short rest while the observer ·notes the "Error Time" on the clock, resets 
to zero, and runs the disc back to the starting point for Section C (Complex 
Alternations). 

The index-ring labelled C, used on the stop-watch in this last series, has some 
marks for imposing changes in direction of rotation, and others (bracketed in the 
note below) to provide a momentary stopping of the disc and resumption of 
movement in the same direction. Procedure is essentially the same as for Section 
B, three trials being given, starting respectively: reverse, forwards, reverse. As 
before, the duration of each trial up to the maximum of thirty seconds, and also 
the " Error Time " that has accumulated on the clock1 is recorded. 

The calibrations on the index-rings correspond to the following second
intervals on the stop-watch: 

Ring B: 3, 6, 10, 12, 16, 19, 24, 27. 

Ring C: 4, (7·5, 8·5), 11, 14, (15·5, 16·5), 21, (23·5, 24·5), 27. 

The above procedure, which was used in the experimental application of the 
test to be described here, has a distinct weakness that should be remedied in any 
future work. This concerns the ending of a trial .when the subjects let the ball 
drop, which benefits those who are unable to keep the ball balanced for long, in 
so far as they have less time in which to accumulate error. It would be much 
beher to have an equal total amount of actual balancing time for each subject. 
Recording would be stopped temporarily when a ball dropped, and then resumed 
when it had been replaced. In this latter method the two measures would be the 
total period during which the pointer was off the mark on the disc, and. the number 
of balls dropped; total time spent in actual performance being an equal quantity 
for all subjects, although the number of breaks in the continuity varied from one 
subject to another. 

Application and results 

The test was applied experimentally in 1956 to a group of air-pilot candidates 
for the South African Air Force, with the main object of ascertaining its usefulness 
as a predictor of success or failure on a course of flying training, but also to 
obtain some information on the inter-relationship between measures and sections 
within the test and the extent of its relationship to certain other sensory-motor 
tests. 

Selection of the forty-seven candidates (Tabk 1) who were accepted for 
training was done on the basis of other testing and interview procedures, and 
performance on the Roundabout carried no weight. For validation purposes, five 
candidates who were suspended from the training course for reasons other than 
poor airmanship, have been excluded. 
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56 D. R. DE WET 

Table 1 
Derivation of sample 

Year 1956 

[Applied for flying course . . . . .. 163 
Did Roundabout test .. . . .. . . 161 

Accepted for training . . .. . . .. 47 
Suspended from training (all reasons) . . .. J3 
[Suspended for poor flying ability . .. .. 8 

Did Roundabout test . . . . .. . . 8 
[Completed course successfully .. .. 33 

Did Roundabout test . . . . .. . . 32 

As Section A of the test consists of four trials, and B and C of three each, 
to make direct comparison easier the means in Table 2 are given in terms of the 
average time per trial for each section. 

Table 2 
Means in terms of the average time per trial in seconds for each of the three sections of the test . 

Number of cases = 161 

Three sections of test .. .. A B c 
Number of trials in each .. 4 3 3 
Possible duration per trial .. 30 30 30 
Average duration achieved .. 16·8 13·0 15·0 
Average " Error Time " .. .. 2·5 3·0 3·3 
S.D. .. .. . . 1·8 2·0 2·0 
Average" Correct Time" .. 14·3 10·0 11 ·7 
S.D. . .. . . .. . . 7·5 6·0 6·7 

Critical Ratios of the differences 

Sections of test .. A&B A&C B&C 
Average "Error Time" .. .. 4·10 6·56 2·24 
Average" Correct Time" .. 8·32 4·86 3·96 

(t ~ 2 · 24 implies significance at better than the 3% level) 

Two opposing influences are present; firstly, the effect of practice which makes 
for improvement, and secondly, some increase in basic difficulty between the 
sections that retards improvement. In Section A, successful activity· is maintained 
for a longer period and less error made than in B and C. Between A and B there 
is a significant reduction in the period of successful activity and an increase in 
error-time, together reflecting the substantially greater basic difficulty of Simple 
Alternatioqs over Plain Circuits. In C there is a marked increase in the period 
of successful activity over that in B, accompanied by an increase in error-time 
considerably less significant than it was between A and B. Present results do not 
warrant any conclusion on whether tP,e gradient of basic difficulty between Plain 
Circuits and Simple Alternations is greater or less than that between Simple 
Alternations and Complex Alternations, but in either case it seems likely that the 
cumulative effect of practice would have been greater at the later stage of the test .. 
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Interco'rrelations between the three sections of the test are given in Table 3. 
These values will have been depressed because the introduction of changes of 
direction in the second section and stops in the third made the three sections rather 
different, and in a sense, separate tests. Nevertheless they can be used to give an 
indication to the lower bound of the reliability of the procedure as a whole. By 
applying the Spearman-Brown prediction formula, using the average of the inter
section correlations as the lower bound estimate ·of reliability of a single section 
of the test, and. regarding all sections as being of approximately equal length, then 
the overall reliability would be of the order of 0 · 80 for " Correct Time " and 0 · 84 
for "Error. Time." 

Table 3 
Product-moment intercoi·relations between sections on the measures " Correct Time" and " l:.rror 

Time" 

N = 161 Correct Time Error Time 

A&B .0·55 0·64 
A&C 0·55 0·63 
B&C 0·64 0·62 

Mean r 0·58 0·63 
P of Mean r <0·0001 <0·0001 

P of the difference between Mean r's >0·45 

The correlations between " Correct Time " and " Error Time " in Table 4 
are practically zero for Section A, but significant at the 10 per cent level for B, 
and at better than the 0 · 01 per cent level for C. In the Roundabout test, even 
although instructions stress the equal importance of both activities, the subjects 
cannot be compelled to distribute their attention .in an identical and consistent 
manner. Differences are likely, both between the performances of individuals 
and between stages in the individual's own performance, and the latter differences 
in particular, could be expeCted to occur most markedly during the early section 
of the test where the subject finds himself in a strange situation and uhder the 
necessity to explore for some suitable system whereby he can accomplish two 
exacting tasks simultaneously. The instability characterizing this experimental 
period seems a probable reason for the apparent lack of any relationship between 
the two activities in Section A. 

Table 4 
Product-moment correlations between " Correct Time " and " Error Time " for each of the three 

sections 

P of the differences betwee 
N 161 left 

Sect. A ·B c 
I 

r -0·05 0·13 0·23 A&B A&C B&C 
p 0·529 0·099 0·004 0:097 0·009 0·340 

I 
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With regard to results obtained by the autilor on Handlebars (I) and Variable 
Co-ordination (2), it was mentioned that in self-paced sensory-motor tasks there 
is a factor of instrumental dependence that makes for some positivity in the 
correlation between "Error Time" and "Time." This implies that the longer 
the duration of the activity, the greater the scope for the accumulation of "Error 
Time," and to make such a relationship possible, it is of course necessary that 
the duration of the activity should also be a test-variate. This requirement is met 
in the case of self-paced tasks affording measures of both quantity and quality, 
like the above two tests, but not in certain " pursuit " tasks exemplified by the 
Koerth rotor (3) and the Carl Heinrich co-ordination apparatus (Melton, 4) where 
duration of activity is a constant and there is only a qualitative measure of time 
on or off a criterion. In the latter category, therefore, the question of such 
dependence does not arise. 

Although the Roundabout is also a " pursuit " test, in so far as a constant 
rate of work is imposed on all subjects, the fact that both the duration of the 
activity and its quality are test-variates, makes it, in another respect, more closely 
identifiable with the self-paced type, and the presence of some instrumental 
dependence between the variates can be reasonably assumed. This would be 
supported by the significant positive correlations between " Correct Time " and 
"Error Time" in Sections B and C (Table 4). It is possible, that in Section A 
where there is no correlation, the effect of this dependence has been overrun by 
stronger influences relating to adaptability in the new situation. 

Biserial correlations between performance on the Roundabout and subsequent 
achievement in flying training are given in Table 5. "Correct Time," which 
reflects the duration of successful activity in keeping the ball on the mortar-board, 
shows no significant validity. On the other hand, the aggregate of "Error Time," 
which is a measure of failure in keeping the pointer synchronized with the rotating 
disc, has a correlation of - 0 · 35, significant at better than the 7 per cent level. 
Whether subjects in general tended to allocate more attention to the rotating disc 
than to the ball and mortar-board, cannot be inferred from the present data. With 
regard to the three sections A, B and C of the test, the differences between the 
respective correlations are not significant, and there is accordingly no indication 
that any one section would be more useful than another for the prediction of 
flying ability. 

Table 5 
Biserial correlations between performance on the 'Roundabout test and success/suspension in flying 

Correct Time Error Time 
Section of test 

'his p 'his p 

A. Plian Circuits . . .. .. 0·20 0·312 -0·25 0·184 
B. Simple Alternation . . .. . . 0·02 0·897 -0·33 0·078 
c. Complex Alternations .. .. .. -0·17 0·412 . -0·30 0·114 
Aggregates . . .. .. .. . . 0·05 0·749 -0·35 0·066 

N = 40 (Successes 32, Suspensions 8) 
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To sound the extent to which censoring of the distribution as shown by the 
selection ratio in Table 1 would have affected the v.alidities obtained, two biserial 
correlations (not given in the tables) were done on Roundabout performance 
between the group accepted to undergo flying training and the rest of the total 
sample who were rejected. On aggregate " Correct Time " the biserial was zero; 
on aggregate'' Error Time" it came to -0·18 (P = 0·063); the number of cases 
being 161. Censoring has proQably had a slight adverse effect on the validity of 
the " Error Time " measure. 

In Table 6, showing the correlations between the Roundabout and certain 
other sensory-motor tests, a point of general interest is the similarity in pattern 
between the columns for ''Total Time" and "Correct Time," produced by the 
obvious close connection between these measures. 

Table 6 

Product-moment correlations between the Roundabout and other sensory-motor test~· 

ROUNDABOUT 
' 

Total Time Error Time Correct Time 

r p r p -r-1 p 

FLICKER CFF (Aggregate) .. -0·11 0·165 -0·01 - -0·12 0·129 

TWO-HAND CO-ORDINA-
TION (Moede Type) 

Errors .. . . . . 0·06 - 0·00 - 0·06 -
Time .. .. . . . . -0·30 <0·0002 0·16 0·043 -0·35 <0·0001 

ARM-LEG CO-ORDINATION . 
(Air-pilots) 

Without distraction .. . . -0·17 0·032 0·09 - -0·20 0·011 
With distraction . . .. -0·25 0·001 0·00 - -0·27 <0·001 

--------
STEADINESS (Manual) 

Total Time . . .. . . -0·02 - -0·01 - -0·02 -
Error Time . . .. . . -0·19 0·016 0·03 - -0·20 0·011 

HAND-FOOT REACTION 
Learning Time .. '. -0·07 - 0·02 - -0·08 -
Speed .. .. . . -0·01 - -0·15 0·057 0·03 -
Errors .. . . . . -0·06 - -0·07 - -0·04 -

---
HANDLEBARS CO-ORDI-

NATION 

- I 

Total Time .. .. . . -0·09 
0·001 1 

0·01 -0·09 -
·Error Time .. .. . . -0·25 -0·07 -0·24 0·002 

Number of cases = 161 

" Error Time " correlates to a small but significant extent with speed on 
Two-hand co-ordination (Moede type) and Hand-foot reaction, which means that 
there is a slight tendency for fast workers on these tests to do better than slow 
ones in keeping the pointer synchronized with the disc on the Roundabout. 
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All the more substantial correlations are on Roundabout "Time" (Total or 
Correct), and the largest of these is with " Time " on Two-hand co-ordination 
(Moede type), implying that proficiency in keeping the ball balanced is linked with 
fast two-hand co-ordination. In the Arm-leg co-ordination test subjects had to 
use an aircraft-type stick and pedal-bar to keep a drifting lightspot on a target. 
The second section of this test, with the additional complication of distraction
lights that had to be extinguished by reacting on a "throttle" lever, appears to 
relate more significantly to " Time " on the Roundabout than the first section, 
probably because of the increased demand for distribution of attention. Success 
in keeping the light on the target is associated with success in keeping the ball . 
balanced. 

"Total Time" on the Handlebars test has no connection with any measure 
on the Roundabout, but " Error Time " correlates with " Time " on the Round
about, which denotes that careful work on Handlebars is associated with 
prolongation of the balancing-activity on the Roundabout. 

The correlation between " Time " on the Roundabout and Flicker-fusion 
threshold misses acceptable significance, but does not run counter to the hypothesis 
that the less inert subjects with a higher fusion-threshold should have a rather 
better faculty for distribution of attention and be less disorganized by a sudden 
change of set than the more inert or " secondary " subjects. 

From the practical standpoint, the most noteworthy fact emerging from this 
table is that " Error Time " on the Roundabout relates much Jess to the other 
tests than " Correct Time," whereas it surpasses " Correct Time " in having some 
validity for flying training, and this suggests that " Error Time " on the Round
about might be a useful contribution to a battery of sedentary tests. " Error 
Time " being the measure intrinsic to the pursuit-unit that actually keeps the 
subjects moving, is perhaps more directly representative than " Correct Time " 
of those factors of overall bodily agility and kinaesthetic control which are lacking 
in the sedentary tests. 

Summary and conclusions 

1. This paper describes the construction and experimental application of a 
sensory-motor test involving postural balance, co-ordinated response from 
diverse body-musculature, distribution of attention, and flexibility in 
reacting to a sudden change of " set." 

2. The test comprises the two-fold task of balancing a ball on a mortar
board while moving about to keep a pointer synchronized with the mark 
on a rotating disc, and it was administered in three sections intended to 
be of progressive basic difficulty. In the first, trials always proceeded in 
the same direction in which they started; in the second, sudden changes 
of direction took place during trials; in the third, there were both sudden 
changes and momentary stops to arouse the false expectation that changes 
were occurring. 

3. On a sample of 161 prospective air-pilots, the following three measures 
were obtained: Duration of activity in keeping the ball balanced (Total 
Time); period during which the pointer was off the mark (Error Time); 
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duration of successful activity (Correct Time, i.e. Total Time minus 
Error Time). The present study is mainly concerned with the measures 
"Correct Time" and "Error· Time." 

4. In Section B subjects tended to make more error on the pursuit-unit and 
keep the ball balanced for a shorter time tha!l in A. In Section C they 
made more error, but kept the ball balanced for a longer time than in 
B, and if C is basically a more difficult section than B, then this actual 
improvement on the one measure has probably come about through the 
cumulative effect of practice. 

5. There is no indication that one of the measures " Correct Time " or 
" Error Time " is more reliable than the other; as far as can be judged 
by the inter-section correlations both have a useful reliability. 

6. Small but significant positive correlations between " Correct Time " and 
" Error Time " in Sections B and C are in agreement with the influence 
of some instrumental dependence between these variates; such dependence 
implying that the longer the duration of the activity, the greater the scope 
for accumulating error. In Section A it has probably been overrun by 
stronger influences germane to the novelty of the situation. 

7. "Correct Time," or the duration of successful activity in keeping the ball 
on the mortar-board, shows no significant relationship with the flying
training criterion. But the aggregate of "Error Time," which is a 
measure of failure in keeping the pointer synchronized with the rotating 
disc, has a biserial correlation of -0 · 35, significant at better than the 
7 per cent level. 

8. There appear to be no significant differences between the three sections 
of the test, namely Plain Circuits, Simple Alternations, and 'Complex 
Alternations, as regards their respective value for the prediction of success 
or failure in flying training. 

9. Roundabout "Time" (Total or Correct) reflecting the duration of the 
balancing-activity, relates more noticeably to certain other sensory-motor 
tests than "Error Time," the largest correlatioa being -0· 35 (P<O·OOOl) 
between Roundabout "Correct Time " and " Time " .on Two-hand 
co-ordination (Moede type). In view of its comparatively small correla
tion with the other tests and the fact that it has some validity for flying 
training, Roundabout " Error . Time " can possibly make a worthwhile 
contribution to a battery of such sedentary tests. 

1 0. It is strongly recommended that the present testing procedure be modified 
by having a constant total duration of performance for all subjects instead 
of ending a trial when the ball drops. This would eliminate the effect 
of experimental dependence that benefits those subjects who cannot keep 
going for long and have proportionately less time in which they can 
accumulate error. 

11. The Roundabout apparatus would lend itself to a variety of experimental 
work; and the simple system of index-rings for a stop-watch (or clock) 

. might be useful in other tests where the observer has to present stimuli 
manually at short prescribed intervals. 
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AN IMPROVED STEADINESS APPARATUS AND ITS VALIDITY FOR 

AIR-PILOT SELECTION 

D. R. DE WET 

(Received 31st July, 1959) 

Equipment for testing steadiness of hand 
can be classified into three broad types on the 
basis of a patent behavioural distinction. 

The first comprises "Non-volitional" tests, 
applicable when the main purpose is to study 
involuntary hand-tremor, usually of toxic, 
organic, or functional origin. Two well-known 
examples are Sommer's "Tridimensional 
Analyser" which uses a system of levers 
operating three styli to record vertical, longi
tudinal, and lateral finger-movements; and 
the Beall and Hall "Ataxiagraph" using an 
optical system to obtain photographic records 
of finger-movements in two planes. 

In the second group, which can be described 
as "Volitional-dexterity", the emphasis is on 
voluntary manipulative performance and 
special provision is made to eliminate or damp 
down the effect of finer involuntary tremor. 
Such tasks are essentially visual-motor co
ordination activities involving the use of one 
limb. Most tracing-board tests of the kind 
developed by G. M. Whipple and others come 
into this category. Throughout the task, the 
stylus-point is in contact with a solid ground 
and involuntary movements are greatly 
reduced. 

Between these two extremes of "non
volitional" and "volitional" steadiness there 
is a wide variety of possible situations com
pounded from both in different proportions. 
A good example of such an "Intermediate" 
test is the standard laboratory apparatus con
sisting of a stylus and a sloping metal plate 
having a series of holes graded in diameter. 
The subject must try to insert the stylus
point almost its full length into each hole and 
withdraw it without contacting the sides; any 
contact is recorded as error. The acts of in
sertion and withdrawal are voluntary, but as 
the subject works "free-hand" and no part of 
the stylus is on any solid support, involuntary 
tremors have unrestricted play and 'in· the 
smaller holes may become the principal source 
of error. 

Steadiness tests like those used during the 
last war by the American Army Air Forces 
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(Melton, 1947) for air-crew selection, could 
also be grouped as "Intermediate". They took 
the general form of a metal rod supported by 
the subject at arm's length inside an orifice, 
as far as possible without contacting the sides. 
Periods of holding were alternated with 
periods of rest. The act of holding was volun
tary, and here, too, the lack of support meant 
that involuntary movements were untram-. 
melled, except to a slight extent by the weight 
of the rod. 

Excluding toxic and organic tremors which 
are usually associated with abnormal physio
logical conditions, the commonest manifesta
tion of involuntary tremor is that of func
tional origin. While this may be a recognised 
symptom of certain psychotic or neurotic 
conditions, its most familiar occurrence in 
normal life is in relation to emotional states 
such as fear and rage. 

Steadiness tests ofthe "Non-volitional" type 
would seem to be best suited to clinical work 
and as indicators of temperament traits rather 
than skill in normal subjects. For occupational 
selection purposes tests have tended to be of 
either the "Volitional-dexterity" or the 
"Intermediate" type in which the degree of 
latitude allowed for involuntary tremors has 
been determined to some extent by the speci
fic job requirements and the relative import
ance attached to the "temperamental" and 
"skill" aspects. 

Let two analogies be compared; say, the 
respective selection of rifle- and pistol
shooters. The first group will be using a 
heavier weapon less responsive to fine tremors 
and held with both hands against other por
tions of the body to secure a further steadying 
effect. The latter group will have to hold in 
one hand and at arm's length a comparatively 
light weapon with less inertia to dampen un
wanted movement and no auxiliary support 
whatever; a situation of extreme mechanical 
instability, that not only fosters involuntary 
tremors but magnifies these greatly at the 
gun-muzzle. As Melton (1947) records, in 
connection with findings on an Aiming Stress 
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test applied to air-crew candidates: " ... the 
arm acts as a lever in the amplification of 
movement of the upper arm and shoulder 
musculature". 

Moreover, those emotionality factors that 
relate to a complex fear-pattern and are col
lectively known to shooters by the sobriquet 
"Buck-fever" (Libasci, 1949), would be ex
pected to exert greater influence on the per
formance of the latter group through the 
superior efficiency of the tremor-transmission. 

Hence, while a Steadiness test of the "Voli
tional-dexterity" type appears to have better 
face-validity for the rifle-men, something of 
the "Intermediate" type, with ample scope 
for involuntary tremor, would seem preferable 
for the pistol-men. 

Irrespective of the different potentialities 
for recording involuntary movements inherent 
in the various Steadiness tests, some form of 
standardised emotion-induction may be in
cluded as a portion of the procedure, par
ticularly if selection is intended for occupa
tions in which "stress" situations can arise. 
In their war-tin:te air-crew selection, the 
American Army Air Force (Melton, 1947) 
favoured a "verbal stress". This imposed a 
distraction-task of having to remember 
jumbles of numbers and letters simulating 
combat orders, and was interspersed with 
stock criticism, admonitions, and runriing 
comments delivered very audibly by the 
observer in the best "back-seat driver" 
tradition. Under this sort of pressure the sub
ject's emotional set would probably be 
coloured by rage rather than fear. A consum
mation by no means inapposite, when it is 
realised that in addition to the fear-inducing 
physical hazards of flying, personal relations 
between instructor and pupil may at times 
become strained. 

The Americans also experimented with 
powerful auditory distraction including 
screams and aircraft noises, but did not em~ 
ploy this as a standard procedure. 

Prototype Apparatus 

In the Aptitude Test Section (A.T.S.) of 
the South African Air Force, a Steadiness 
test of the "Volitional-dexterity" type was 
used. There were two tracing tasks, the first 
being a standard Whipple-board on which the 
stylus-point had to be drawn down a straight 
tapering slot in a metal-plate, and the second 
a specially designed tracing-board with a zig-
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zag track imposing· changes in direCtion. The 
sug&estion fo~ supplementing Whipple's 
stratght slot wtth a track of this latter sort, 
emanated originally from Miss M. E. White 
(now Dr. Baehr, University of Chicago) who 
felt, in common with several others, that the 
former task by itself might not discriminate 
adequately between subjects who went 
through quickly because they had the neces
sary motor-skill and those who "took a 
chance" on a quick dash through. 

When the subject had performed certain 
trials "normally", i.e. without any definite 
emotional pressure, he did a final trial under 
the threat that he would receive an electric 
shock if his speed did not at least equal the 
average standard he had previously attained. 
Thus on the A.T.S. test, fear rather than rage 
pervaded the emotional-set. 

There were several practical disadvantages 
in this apparatus. All main components such 
as boards, switches, shock-plate, induction
coil, counter, and an electronic interrupter 
providing timed impulses for the latter, were 
separate units arranged on and below a large 
table and interconnected with a tangle of 
flex. The counter recording duration of con
tacts between the track-sides and stylus-point, 
and likewise the shocking-system, worked off 
direct current from accumulators, while the 
interrupter required alternating current. On 
both the Whipple- and Tracing-boards the 
track-plates were firmly screwed down, the 
former over glass and the latter over bakelite
strip, so that it was a nuisance to replace these 
backings when they became scored by the 
stylus-point. 

Present Model 

The following apparatus retains all be
havioural essentials of the A.T.S. prototype, 
including dimensions of tracks and stylus
diameter, but incorporates extensive technical 
modifications, mainly with a view to in
creased compactness, portability, and ease of 
administration. Apart from the need for re
ducing the physical inconvenience of the 
original lay-out, re-design seemed expedient 
on the psychological rationale that its "make
shift" appearance might adversely affect 
standardisation by alarming certain subjects 
and inspiring others with a contemptuous atti
tude towards the test. 

The present model shown in Plate 1, con
sists of two compact table-units, viz., a Sub-
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ject's Panel and a Control Cabinet for the 
observer, interconnected by a four-cord flex. 
Plates 2 and 3 give the construction of the 
Subject's Panel and arrangement of the boards 
and shock-plates. In Plate 3 the lid-stays are 
described in some detail because commer
cially-produced fittings of this kind suited to 
a shallow space are not always easily obtain
able. All essential dimensions of the stylus 
and boards are supplied in Plate 4. The use of 
o standard No. 53 high-speed drill for the 
stylus-point facilitates replacement of this 
item when necessary. 

B~th tracks are backed with glass-strip held 
in place by a system of pressure-pads that 
gives firm holding without the need for 
screwing down the tracks, and enables the 
glass to be easily and quickly renewed. 
, Only a,bout a third of the Control Cabinet 
shown iri Plate 5 is occupied by mechanism 
and controls; the rest of the space serves to 
store cable, spare glass, cleaning materials, 
and testing stationery, etc. 

Electrical System 

On the original apparatus, a record of the 
time the stylus has been in contact with the 
sides of the tracks during a test trial, was 
obtained by means of an electronic interrupter 
in conjunction with a reciprocating counter. 
Later, on a semi-portable demonstration test, 
some reduction in bulk and slightly better 
reliability of functioning were obtained by 
replacing the above electronic device with a 
mechanical interrupter. This consisted of a 
serrated disc driven by a small constant
speed motor so that it alternately made and 
broke contact at regular intervals in the cir
cuit of the counter. 

A limitation of both the above systems is 
that few reciprocating counters will operate 
satisfactorily at intervals of less than a fifth of 
a second. On the short tracks in this test, fifths 
were thought to give rather a coarse measure 
of performance and tenths became standard, 
but this entailed a special direct-current 
counter of considerable size. The present 
apparatus (Plate 6) records directly on a clock 
and so dispenses with an interrupter. A suit
able model of clock is the "Standard" Type 
S-6 recording in thousandths of a minute and 
having its motor wound for 220/230 volts A.C. 
Its clutch, however, is restricted to 6 volts 
A.C., because a low voltage ensures less 
sparking and corrosion between the stylus-
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point and the track and no risk of harm to any 
person inadvertently touching such an exposed 
circuit. 

Instead of the separate direct-current induc
tion-coil to supply the shock-potential during 
the stress trial, there is a simple and compact 
"built-in" system of two small transformers 
with their low-voltage sections connected 
"tail-to-tail" as shown in Plate 6. The high
voltage winding of the one transformer is 
coupled directly to main current, and the cor
responding section on the other becomes a 
secondary output conveying induced current 
via a potentiometer and push-button D to the 
shock-plates. When switch C is closed, a 
vibrator, which is simply a weak buzzer con
nected in parallel with the low-voltage poles, 
comes into operation and gives auditory re
inforcement to the threat of possible shock. 
Actual shock is administered only when push
button D is depressed, and although its in
tensity may be varied within certain limits by 
pre-setting the potentiometer, a median setting 
that gives about 150 volts across the plates 
is maintained for all subjects. The above 
method provides a source of induced current 
high enough in voltage to be decidedly un
pleasant to most people, but of sufficiently 
iow amperage to preclude the hazard of 
injury. 

Switch B sets the dock-motor going, but 
recording can take place only after switch A 
has been closed. Contact between the stylus
point and track-sides energises the clock
clutch and sounds the buzzer; 

Testing Procedure 

Figures C and D in Plate 1 show a subject 
doing the test; and as implied by the small 
legend inside the lid in Plate 2, he is allowed 
to use his preferred hand. Holding the stylus 
like a pencil, and with arm and hand otherwise 
unsupported, he draws it down the Whipple
track as carefully as possible to avoid touching 
the sides. Contact records as error, and the 
longer the duration of any contact, the greater 
the error. He does this twice, and in addition 
to his error time, the time taken to complete 
each run is noted by the observer on a stop
clock. 

As a brief change of occupation in lieu of a 
rest-period, the subject now does eight simple 
additions on a list of printed numbers, after 
which he starts on the Tracing-board at the 
top right-hand corner. Keeping the stylus 
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vertical, -and again striving to avoid contact 
with the sides, he proceeds leftward to the ter
minal-bay of the top track and then carefully 
transfers the stylus-point to the adjacent bay 
of the lower track and traces along to the end 
on the right. This is followed by another 
series of eight simple additions, while the 
observer notes down both the "error" time 
for these two tracks and the "total" time ex
pended on each. The foregoing procedure in 
toto constitutes one trial. The subject is in
formed that the first trial is a practice one and 
that there is no time-limit for doing it or the 
next two trials; the object is to work carefully 
and make as few errors as _possible. 

However, before starting the fourth or 
"Stress" trial, he is told the average time he 
took to complete the second and third trials, 
and instructed that he must now try to finish 
within this time, otherwise he will receive a 
fairly severe electric shock. Procedure is the 
same as before except that his free hand rests 
on one or other of the shock-plates throughout 
the trial.~ 

It is usual to warn subjects that any contact 
with the sides of the terminal-bays also counts 
as error. 

Application 

The test formed part of a selection-battery 
administered to pupil-pilot candidates for the 
South African Air Force. Each annual ~roup 
shown in Table I comprises somewhat less 
than one third of the whole sample of matricu
lants, who, having been passed as medically 
fit, were screened first on the battery and 
finally by a selection-board. 

The Suspensions listed refer only to candi
dates eliminated because of poor flying-ability; 
this excludes a few who discontinued training 
because of medical unfitness that developed 
on the course or for other reasons. 

Results and Discussion 

An indication of test-reliability is given by 
the inter-correlations between trials in Tables 
II and III; those for the measure "Correct 

Table I 

_._,,-' 

SUCCESSFUL PUPILS AND THOSE SUSPENDED FROM TRAINING BECAUSE OF 
POOR FLYING ABILITY 

Year 

······~· 
1955 1956 1957 

E Successes ...... ...... ...... . .... 34 33 36 5 

Suspensions ______ 11 8 11 

I 
14 - ... -- ............ ·-----1 8 

Total ;N ___ ······. .................... 
-----1 38 I 45 I 41 47 49 

The above Total N in each annual group remains the same throughout the five subsequent tables and decimal 
points are omitted from the correlations and probability-values. 

Table II 

PRODUCT-MOMENT INTERCORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE FOUR TRIP.!...S ON THE MEASURE 
"CORRECT TIME" (TOTAL TIME minus ERROR TIME) 

TRIALS 
I 

1954 1955 I 1956 1957 1958 MEAN r 

1 & 2 I 77 90 BE 93 91 89 

1 & 3 I 73 87 89 86 85 

I 

3 

1 & 4 56 83 84 86 77 79 

2 & 3 G= 96 95 97 92 95 

2 & 4 86 92 89 87 87 i 
3 &.4 I 83 I 90 94 87 83 I 88 

I 
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Table III 

t>RODUCT-MOMENT INTERCORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE FOUR TRIALS ON THE MEASURE 
"ERROR TIME" 

TRIALS 1954 1955 

1 & 2 80 51 

1 & 3 64 67 

1 & 4 68 57 

2 & 3 69 68 

2 & 4 67 70 

3 & 4 50 72 

Time" (i.e. "Total Time" minus "Error Time") 
in Table II being appreciably larger than those 
for "Error Time" (Table III). The inferior 
reliability of this latter measure could be due 
to the fact that for a given run "Error Time" 
is almost invariably a very much smaller pro
portion of the total than "Correct Time", so 
that even minor mechanical irregularities like 
dust or tarnish on the stylus-point and track
sides or scratches on the glass backing-strips 
can produce substantial variations in the sensi
tivity of the recording and the standard 
difficulty of the task. 

For this reason observers are urged to 
change the glass-strips before scratches be
come too pronounced and to keep the tracks 
free of dust, occasionally also cleaning their 
inner edges and the stylus-point with a little 
fine metal-polish. 

In both Tables II and III the mean inter
trial correlations obtained by z-transforma
tions show that the largest of these is between 
Trials 2 and 3 and the lowest between Trials 
1 and 4; which is interesting in view of the fact 
that correlations between "Error Time" and 
"Correct Time" in Table IV are generally 
small. 

In Tables II and III, if only the first three 
"normal" trials are considered, Stress Trial 4 
being excluded because of its different motiva
tion, then the smallest mean correlation is 
between Trials 1 and 3 and the next between 
Trials 1 and 2. If Trial 1 is excluded and only 
Trials 2, 3 and 4 are considered, then mean 
correlations involving Trial 4 remain smaller 
than the comparable ones for Trials 2 and 3. 

The evidence above suggests that Trial 1 
and Trial 4 each have some distinctive campo-

1l0 

1956 1957 1958 MEAN r 

74 68 52 65 

57 56 50 59 

28 39 40 47 

73 87 55 72 

50 56 32 56 

70 68 65 66 

nents additional to the matter they share in 
common with each other and Trials 2 and 3. 
Stress Trial 4 is obviously loaded with a fear
motivational influence. Trial 1 can be ex
pected to have elements relating to novelty 
and adjustability in a strange situation. Some 
of these may have been tempered by telling 
the subject that it was a "practice" trial and 
implying that within reasonable limits he was 
free to explore for a technique that suited him 
best in attaining the prescribed goal. Con
versely this assurance may have accentuated 
the effect of other elements by allowing the 
subject to be more "himself", so that his 
behaviour in this first trial was very much a 
reflection of individualism. 

In Table IV, "Error Time" was correlated 
with "Correct Time" for the reason that 
"Error Time" itself is a part of "Total Time", 
and a direct correlation with the latter would 
be biassed by the common element. 

The mean correlation of .05 for Trial 1 is 
not significantly different from zero, so that 
there seems to be no relation between speed 
of work and error. Negativity is just apparent 
in Trials 2 and 3 and becomes si6nificant in 
Trial4. 

The significant negativity in Trial 4 suggests 
some tendency for speed of work in this trial 
to be positively associated with error. A lack 
of such relationship in Trial 1 may be partly 
attributable to the collective neutralisation 
effect of various influences that are not identi
fiable with the basic motor-skill, but have been 
engendered by the novelty of the situation. 
Among these could be counted tension, inse
curity, cognitional inertia, social embarrass
ment, etc., that for a time override whatever 
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Table IV 

PRODUCT-MOMENT CORRELATIONS BETWEEN "ERROR TIME" AND "CORRECT TIME" (TOTAL 
TIME minus ERROR TIME) FOR EACH TRIAL. 

TRIALS 1954 1955 I 1956 1957 1958 MEANr P= 

1 23 -18 I -14 22 11 05 478 

2 06 -20 -36 12 -23 -13 074 

3 01 -39 -11 05 02 -09 203 

4 -03 -37 -43 -03 -37 -25 0002 

(Negative signs imply that fast working on the test tends to be associated with more error.) 

potential skill for this task certain subjects 
may have. More specific to the motor-skill, 
there is probably a composite abulia, taking 
the form of varying inability to come to a 
decision about such aspects as optimum body
posture, muscular equilibrium, angle of arm, 
strength of grip, downward pressure on the 
stylus, and rate of progression. Such an in
fluence seems a likely factor behind the overt 
restlessness shown by some subjects and their 
proclivity for asking "stupid" questions. It 
may be aggravated by confused notions about 
the test which have been gleaned from discus
sion with others already tested and whose 
reports are often very much coloured by per
sonal opinion. 

When Trial 4 is reached, subjects have 
settled down to the task, and much of this 
differential mediation has been reduced; the 
sensory-motor functions are more stable, and 
with most of the "uncertainty" resolved, each 
subject· has now a fairly definite and well
established technique. Even more significant 

is the introduction in Trial 4 of strong, com
mon motivation, represented by the threat of 
physical punishment if there is failure to attain 
a certain previous standard. 

In Trial 1 there was the desire to excel, 
diluted with a variety of adventitious influences 
of which the combined effect was to render 
the speed-accuracy relationship an individual 
matter for each subject. In Trial 4, however, 
these influences are much less, and the initial 
desire to excel is now braced by common ex
perience and the strong, common motive of 
wishing to escape punishment. Thus the group 
becomes more homogeneous in its reaction, as 
evidenced by the now significant negative cor
relation between time and error. 

A comment by Mr. A. 0. H. Roberts puts 
the matter in a nutshell: "The stress situation 
generates urgency, and urgency generates 
error." 

With one exception, the biserial correlations 
between "Correct Time" and the Success/ 
Suspension flying criterion in Table V are all 

Table V 

BISERIAL CORRELATIONS BETWEEN "CORRECT TIME" (TOTAL TIME minus ERROR TIME) AND 
SUCCESS/SUSPENSION IN FLYING TRAINING. 

TRIALS 19~ 1955 1956 I 1957 I 1958 MEAN P= 

r bis S.E. r bis ~ r bis S.E. r bis S.E. r bis r bis S.E. 
----1-

1 42 20 32 19 29 21 06 20 -10 20 19 021 ----'--- - --------
2 19 22 25 19 12 22 02 20 07 19 12 124 

--·-- - ------------
3 20 22 30 19 05 23 05 20 06 19 12 124 -------,-------;-I 4 30 21 44 17 08 23 15 20 15 22 I 007 

(Positive signs imply that success in flying tends to be associated with slow working on the test). 
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Dositive, indicating a tendency for success in 
flying to be associated with slow working on 
the test. This appears reasonable, for fast 
work does not necessarily result from superior 
motor-skill, but may well be induced by tem
peramental factors like tension and fluster. 

Most of the correlations are small, particu
larly for the 1957 and 1958 groups. Tate's 
z*-transformation method was used to com
pute the mean for each trial over the five 
annual groups and its level of significance. 
Trials 1 and 4 reach the 2% level of signifi
cance.while the other two miss the 10% level. 
The results of Trials 1 and 4 give some support 
to the hypothesis that the individual who can 
remain controlled and unhurried in a strange 
situation, and likewise in a situation that has 
become physically threatening, will stand a 
better chance of succeeding on a course of 
flying-training than one who lacks these attri
butes. 

In Table VI, the biserial correlations be
tween "Error Time" and the criterion do not 
differ significantly from zero, which suggests 
that the qualitative performance on the test 
bears no relationship to success or failure in 
flying-training. 

as a function of test validity, it has in fact 
shown less diagnostic value for success in fly
ing-training than the basically similar proto
type did during the war. Biesheuvel (1943) 
used an age-group of below 21.4 years which 
was thus similar to that in the present samples, 
and he obtained an average validity of .30. 

There is a logical view, supported by 
Biesheuvel (1958), that the apparent reduction 
in validity of formerly successful war-time 
tests when applied to air-pilot candidates 
during peace-time can to some extent be ex
plained by differences in training procedure. 
During war the training has of necessity to be 
highly intensive, impersonal, and standardised 
very much on a "conveyor-belt" system. The 
rigid adherence to prescribed programmes 
allows little extra time or resource to be ex
pended on stragglers who in any way fall short 
of minimum requirements·. On the other hand, 
in peace-time, instructors have much more 
opportunity to give personal and specialised 
tuition; they take extra trouble with pupils' 
individual shortcomings and so contrive to 
make successes of some who under war-time 
conditions would have been suspended with
out more ado. As a result of this the group 

Table VI 

BISERIAL CORRELATIONS BETWEEN "ERROR TIME" AND SUCCESS/SUSPENSION IN FLYING 
TRAINING 

TRIALS 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 

1 05 -01 02 03 -03 

2 03 04 07 06 -03 

3 -03 01 01 03 -12 

4 01 -01 -02 06 -12 

£Negative signs imply that success in flying tends to be associated with less error on the test). 
The S.E. of the largest (.12) is .19, hence none differs significantly from zero. 

As reported by Melton (1947), the United 
States Army Air Force found very little signifi
cant relationship between Steadiness and Aim
ing tests and success in air-crew training. · A 
noteworthy feature of their tests is that the 
measures were almost invariably of qualitative 
performance, time being a constant for all 
subjects. 

While it is reasonable to believe that the 
.present apparatus is technically more reliable 
tlian the prototype, and reliability is accepted 

1.14 

accepted for training is made artificially homo
geneous and the possible existence of discrimi
nation by test performance becomes obfus
cated. 

Curtailment through selection-procedures 
is a possible contributary reason for apparently 
low validity. The Steadiness test was actually 
part of the battery on which candidates were 
screened, and both the "steadiness" score and 
written comments by the observer on other 
features of behaviour during this test did carry 
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some weight when assessing the candidate's 
degree of all-round suitability for enrolment 
as a pupil. 

However, it must be pointed out that these 
assessments served only as recommendations 
to assist a selection-board that had full 
powers to accept or reject them when making 
its final decisions on which candidates should 
be admitted for training. As there has often 
been considerable disparity between recom
mendations founded on pre-selection and final 
acceptances, the influence of such curtailment 
was probably less than could have been ex
pected in a hypothetical case having perfect 
correspondence between the two groups. 

To evaluate more precisely the extent to 
which discrepancies between recommenda
tions and acceptances affect the apparent 
validity of tests in a selection-battery, will 
need further investigation beyond the scope of 
the present study. 

Summary and Conclusions 

(1) Details are furnished of a "Steadiness" 
apparatus basically similar to an earlier proto
type, but embodying extensive technical re
design with a view to increased compactness, 
ease of administration, and reliability. 

(2) Of the two performance-measures, 
"Correct Time" showed greater reliability in 
terms of inter-trial correlations than "Error 
Time". On both measures the largest mean 
correlation was between Trials 2 and 3 and 
the lowest between Trials 1 and 4; there is also 
other evidence pointing to the distinctive 
nature of Trials 1 and 4. 

(3) The least significant mean correlation 
between "Error Time" and "Correct Time" 
was obtained on Trial 1, and the most signifi
cant on Trial 4 (Stress). Hence there is some 
tendency in Trial 4 for speed of work to be 
positively associated with error. This appears 
to be due to the common experience and 
strong common motivation characterising this 
stress-trial. The lack of such relationship in 
Trial 1 may be accounted for by the collective 
neutralisation-effect of various influences like 
tension, insecurity, social embarrassment etc., 
engendered by the novelty of the situation. 

(4) "Correct Time" showed some correla
tion with success in flying-training, and "Error 
Time", none. The positivity of the correla
tions with "Correct Time" indicates a general 
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tendency for slow work on the test to favour 
the chance of success in flying-training; slow 
work presumably implying an absence of 
"fluster'". This relationship is more noticeable 
on the first and fourth trials, and it seems 
likely that in these trials the effect is accentu
ated by extraneous factors like the capacity for 
adaptation to a new situation and freedom 
from disturbance under stress. 

(5) Curtailment and aspects of peace-time 
training have been mentioned as possible con
tributary reasons for the low average validity 
of the test. Although it has not hitherto been 
identified, some progressive change on the 
training and criterion side during latter years 
seems not improbable, for such validity as the 
test showed for the two earlier groups deterio
rated markedly during the three later ones; 
whereas reliability, as indicated by inter-trial 
correlations, has shown no concomitant reduc
tion. A similar trend has also been observed 
on certain other tests, and there is no reason 
to assume that differences in sampling could 
be entirely responsible. 

( 6) It has been customary to regard the first 
trial on some sensory-motor tests as a mere 
practice or "warming-up" period that is not 
intended as a measure of serious performances 
but fulfils the function of setting the subject 
at his ease, and is thereby supposed to make 
the later trials more reliable indicators of his 
actual ability. This derives from perfectly 
logical considerations to limit variables when 
the main purpose is to obtain a straightfor
ward measure of sensory-motor ability specific 
to a particular test and as far as possible un
contaminated with other factors (emotional or 
otherwise) induced by the novelty of the situa
tion. However, the likelihood should not be 
ignored that the first trial has particular use
fulness in aiding selection for certain occupa
tions, mainly because it is loaded with these 
very influences. 

(7) It is concluded that the sensory-motor 
ability measured by this test has no appreci
able relationship to success or failure in flying
training, and that such small validity as the 
test does show is attributable rather to the 
subject's "manner" of application, exemplified 
by his optimum rate of work, which has prob
ably more affinity with functions of tempera
ment and personality than with basic motor• 
skill. 

(8) When a source of alternating current is 
available, the present shock-system employing 
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two small bell-transformers "tail-to-tail" and 
a suitable potentiometer could also be applied 
in other laboratory work as a substitute for 
the more costly and cumbersome induction
coil. 
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IMPROVED §TEADINESS APPARATus 

(Note on earlier model) 

The internal consistence of performance on the basically 
similar apparatus used during tho war, shown by split-hal! 
correlation between errors in the second and third trials on a sample 
of 342, was 0. 677, which, corrected by the Spearman-Brown 
formula, is 0. 807. 

Validity, in terms of biserlnl correlations between a test 
score of Average total error and success or failure at Flying School. 
was as follows: 

- ' 

I rbis S.E. N 

0.309 0.067 262 

0.361 (Not available) 170 

The time measure showed no significant relationship with flying 
success or failure. 

A score consisting of the Average Time divided by the 
A vei:-age Error was investigated as a possible objective temperament 
measure, the rationale being that the Primary-functioning 

· individual would tend to dash quickly through the task and produce a 
small score for Av. Time I Av. Error, whereas the Secondary
functioning individual would tend to work comparatively slowly, make 
few errors, and produce a large score for Av. Time I Av. Error. 

On a sample of 67 subjects, who bad been rated as Primary or 
Secondary In accordance with the combined ratings of several testers 
and the material from two separate questionnaires and an information 
sheet, a biserlal correlation of 0. 45 (±. o. 06) was obtained between 
Av. Time I Av. Error and the function assessments. This finding 
supported the hypothesis. In peace-time, however, the primary: -
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secondary distinction as related to fighter or bomber suitablllty, was 
not regarded as very important; the emphasis being more on general 
pUot sultablllty. 

As regards the apparent lack of validity of the Steadiness Test 
for post-war selection, Bieshe.uvel (1) comments thus: "It is not 
unlikely that the validity of the Steadiness Teat during the war was 
due to the fact that it tapped personality atttibutes which were of 
greater importance as determinants of success in flying training at 
that time than at present. " 
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A PORTABLE HAND- FOOT REACTION TEST 

D. R. DE WET 

(Received December 12th, 1958) 

As an instrument for measuring mere 
rapidity of voluntary motor-response to sen
sory stimulation, the Simple reaction - time 
apparatus is still standard and the most 
efficient. 

The presentation of a stimulus, usually 
visual or auditory, starts a chronometric 
recorder which stops as soon as the subject 
performs the required reaction, and allowing 
for the small time lag inherent in all electro
mechanical chronoscopes, a fairly accurate 
measure of reaction time is thus obtainable. 
In connection with certain modern electronic 
recorders, it is claimed that the inertia ele
ment has been reduced to such an infinitesi
mal amount that practically absolute 
measures of reaction-time are possible. 

The Simple reaction- time procedure has 
proved of great value in clinical work, but its 
limitations in specific occupational forecasting 
were realised long ago by many of those who 
pioneered selection for industrial operatives, 
air-crew, and other personnel. 

It very seldom occurs, either in normal 
routine or emergencies, that situations arise 
in which a quick simple reaction as an isolated 
and almost reflex response, can prove effi
cacious. On the contrary, there may be occa
sions when such an action precipitates 
disaster. 

Successful reaction in even simple environ
ments depends most often upon some success
ful antecedent discrimination. This factor of 
initial cognitive choice increases in import
ance as activities get more complex, and in 
an extreme situation like the cockpit of a 
large aircraft with its multiplicity of controls 
and instruments, becomes so overwhelming 
that simple reaction-time is swamped to in
significance. This does not imply that the 
temporal factor as such no longer carries any 
weight; it remains very important, but merges 
into a composite measure where time taken in 
identifying the correct response from several 
possible alternatives, is inseparably conjoined 
to time taken in performing the motor-act of 
response. As the process of identification or 
recognition tends to take comparatively much 
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longer than the final efferent response, simple 
reaction-time becomes a lesser ingredient. 

For occupational selection then, far more 
reliance has been placed on Choice-reaction 
tests, which vary a good deal in . their degree 
of complexity and nature of stimulus and 
response, but have as a common feature some 
insight appurtenant to the subject's reactions. 

One well-known laboratory apparatus of 
this type is a direct technical elaboration of 
the simple-reaction procedure. It takes the 
general form of three or four response-keys 
and a small window before the subject, and 
an equal number of stimulus-keys and a 
chronoscope behind a screen for the observer. 
A closed compartment behind the window 
houses separate but adjacent coloured lamps 
corresponding in number to the subject's 
keys. The wiring is so arranged that by 
depressing a stimulus key the observer causes 
one of the lamps to come on and the chrono
scope to start recording. The subject has to 
react on the appropriate one of his keys, 
which extinguishes the lamp and stops the 
chronoscope. Reaction on any of the other 
"wrong" keys produces no result and the lamp 
continues to burn and the chronoscope to 
record until the correct key is located and de
pressed. 

In an elementary form of this test, which 
may be called "Immediate Choice-reaction", 
the subject's response keys are clearly marked 
in colours corresponding to those of the lights 
and his main task entails merely direct recog
nition of the required key to be depressed for 
whichever colour illuminates the window. 

Usually, however, the subject's keys are not 
marked, and his initial task is one of insight 
learning, at first with some trial and error, 
to determine which key relates to a particular 
light colour. 

Chronoscope recordings during this early 
part of the test are thus mainly measures of 
learning progress in establishing the associa
tion between a colour and a locality. It is only 
after the subject knows the combination that 
his performance reflects his Choice-reaction 
time. 
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In the above example the stimuli consist 
of coloured lights that from the subject's 
view-point are all spatially identical behind 
the same window. An alternative arrangement 
is to have separate lamps of the same colour 
situated in the open at different points on a 
screen; identification in this case depending 
not upon distinctive colour but upon physical 
position. 

Moreover, the subject's responses, instead 
of being restricted to one finger, may be 
spread out to compass both hands and both 
feet. 

As a technical refinement, the somewhat 
inconvenient manual presentation of stimuli 
may be replaced by an automatic system 
which leaves the observer free to concentrate 
on studying the subject's general comport
ment during the test. 

For most purposes it appears unnecessarily 
laborious that discrete reactions be recorded 
with chronoscopic accuracy. In the learning 
part of the test, accumulated time covering a 
series of reactions and measured on an ordi
nary stop-clock, is quite accurate enough. In 
the subsequent "speed" part, the number of 
responses made in each successive period of 
say half-a-minute is probably quite adequate, 
provided there is a means of differentiating 
between correct and wrong responses. 

Prototype Models 

The apparatus to be described here has no 
intrinsic originality either as regards funda
mentals of Choice-reaction test design or the 
several variations mentioned above. It com
prises no more than an attempt at certain 
practical improvements on earlier models by 
other designers. 

Behaviourally the present test is identical 
with a reaction apparatus built in 1941 by 
Prof. W. Cormack and his assistants in the 
Department of Electrical Engineering at the 
University of the Witwatersrand and used for 
war-time air-crew selection in the Aptitude 
Test Section of the S.A.A.F. Dr. S. Biesheuvel 
initiated the construction and advised on the 
psychological aspects. 

This prototype was essentially of a non
portable kind, and as it operated off 24 volts 
D.C. and suitable rectifiers could not be 
obtained, a set of bulky accumulators became 
an indispensable adjunct to the apparatus. 

The construction of a semi-portable version 
of the above was started by P. Webster and 
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completed by G. Walker in the A.T.S. 
Although less bulky than the original, it also 
required accumulators. 

The condensed outfit depicted in Plate 1 
has been designed to fulfil the need for a more 
mobile Hand-foot reaction test. 

General Description 

As both military and industrial testing is 
usually done in urban areas having a main 
power supply of 220/250 volts A.C., the test 
was planned ab initio to work straight off such 
current, and thus dispenses with heavy accu
mulators or rectifiers. 

There are two compact, portable units, viz., 
a table-cabinet and a pedal-board. 

The cabinet (Plates 1 & 2) has a hinged 
front that is lowered to expose four light
jewels on the subject's stimulus-panel and two 
manual response-keys. At right-angles to this 
side is a recess housing the observer's control
panel. 

The pedal-board (Plate 3) rests on the floor 
and is connected to the cabinet by a three
cord cable and plug. Another cable and plug 
leads from the cabinet to the power-supply. 
For convenience in transport both these 
cables may be coiled and stored in a compart
ment at one end of the cabinet (Plate 2). 

A larger compartment extending the full 
length of the cabinet at its base, accommo
dates supplies of testing stationery. 

All electro-magnetic components and also 
the observer's controls are mounted on a 
separate drawer attached to the back panel 
and can be slid out as an entire unit for 
maintenance purposes. 

Testing Procedure 

The subject is seated comfortably with his 
hands at the manual-keys and his feet on the 
pedals. He is then instructed thc:.t each one 
of these four controls relates to a particular 
light, and if he presses the correct control for 
the given light, a buzzer sounds and he scores 
a point. 

The light sequence is random, only one 
comes on at a time, and it remains on until 
the subject presses and releases any one 
control (right or wrong), when it is ex
tinguished and the next light-stimulus 
appears. 

His task is to find out by trial and error 
the control that always makes a given light 
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"buzz", and to go on applying it until he can 
make twenty successive correct responses; 
which constitutes the criterion of having 
learnt the combination. He must accomplish 
this within a time limit of fifteen minutes. 

In the "speed" part of the test he is told 
to continue pressing the correct controls for 
the lights as he has learnt to do, but this time 
without the corroboration of the buzzer, 
which is switched off at E, Plate 2. 

The combination remains the same and he 
must work as quickly and accurately as pos
sible. 

After a practice trial of one minute he does 
a continuous run of five minutes during which 
the observer records his response-scores on 
the "Correct" and "Total" counters (Plates 
2 & 5) at every half-minute interval. 

If the subject depresses more than one con
trol at a time in either part of the test, the 
apparatus "cuts-out" and the observer has 
to reset it by putting the main-switch C 
(Plates 2 & 5), off and on again. 

Application 

Like its prototypes, the test is being used 
mostly for pupil-pilot and navigator selection. 
However, it has also shown promise for other 
categories, such as wireless operators, re
search technicians, scientific administration 
staff, and clinical consultation cases. 

On two consecutive groups of pupil-pilot 
candidates, the following biserial correlations 
were obtained between performance on the 
test and the Success/Suspension flying cri
terion: 

Year 1954 1955 

N 38 47 

Learning rbis .31 .52 
-----

Time 
fb;s/S.E. 1.45 3.48 

rbis .60 .48 
Reaction -----

Time fb;s/S.E. 3.54 3.13 
I 

A rough check in which the above correla
tions were assumed to be estimates of product 
moments, showed the significance of the dif
ferences between comparable ones for the 
l954 and 1955 groups to be well outside the 
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10% level. It is likely that the differences 
reflect only sample fluctuations. 

In view of the small samples involved, 
Tate's z*-transformation for testing the sig
nificance of biserial differences was not con
sidered to be usefully applicable. 

As a possible means of increasing the test's 
predictive value, a modification was intro
duced and applied to some later groups of 
pupil-pilot candidates (not shown here). This 
had its origin in the assumption that visual 
stimuli are generally more important than 
auditory to the aircraft pilot. 

A small green light-jewel was mounted on 
the subject's panel approximately central to 
the four lights and connected up in place of 
the buzzer. Correct response to a given light 
was now indicated by an accompanying illu
mination of the green jewel instead of a 
sound on the buzzer. 

This change failed in its object, and the 
author's theory, in so far as an increase of 
test usefulness was concerned, appears to 
have been refuted by the results of Van der 
Reis (1958). 

She found that under the new system 
neither the learning nor the reaction part of 
the test was significantly correlated with the 
flying criterion, and moreover there was a far 
greater preponderance of subjects who were 
unable to learn the combination within the 
time limit. 

To account for this increase in test difficulty, 
she advances several astute explanations, of 
which the most noteworthy refers to addi
tional time taken in eye-movements between 
stimulus and indicator lights. 

However, the possibility of a more straight
forward explanation should not be ignored, 
namely, that the addition of a fifth light to an 
already complex system of four made the test 
instructions more difficult for subjects to 
understand, and a larger number tended to 
flounder on with an imperfect knowledge of 
what was really required of them. 

Unfortunately the exigencies of testing for 
selection purposes have as yet precluded any 
investigation on the various theoretical issues 
that might relate to this apparent superiority 
of the auditory indicator. 

In any case, loss of validity was considered 
ample justification for restoring the status 
quo; the green light-jewel was accordingly 
removed and the buzzer re-coupled as indi
cator of correct response. 
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Selector System 

· Automatic presentation of the stimulus-lights in 
a predetermined and fixed random sequence is 
effected by the selector-unit in Plate 4, which con
stitutes the principal electro-mechanical component. 

The earlier models of the apparatus had utilized 
standard telephonic line-selector switches working 
off 12 or 24 volts D.C. 

As no industrial product of this sort designed 
for 220/250 volts A.C. could be obtained, it was 
necessary to construct one. 

The solenoids and frame-extensions were cut off 
a standard line-selector, and the contact-banks and 
ratchet-mechanism fitted with a laminated armature 
and a new spring-retainer bent from light steel-bar. 

This assembly is supported over a bakelite sub
base by three metal pillars having their top ends 
threaded and provided with nuts, so as to permit 
fairly accurate three-point adjustment for height 
and both lateral and fore-and-aft tilt. 

A special magnet with a laminated core made 
from transformer-iron, is mounted below the arma
ture, and a suitable distance and alignment between 
the two obtained by adjustments of the pillar-nuts. 

Not only is the overall armature-traverse im
portant for satisfactory working of the ratchet
mechanism, but both contact-faces must be accu
rately "squared on" to prevent excessive vibrations 
and humming noises which subjects might confuse 
with the sound of the buzzer. 

For compactness, the "cut-out" relay that 
switches off all stimulus-lights if subjects depress 
more than one control at a time, is mounted on a 
small bracket under the pawl of t,he selector-switch; 
although there is no direct mechanical coupling 
between them which makes this location com
pulsory. 

There are two semi-circular contact-banks, each 
having twenty-five insulated contacts engaged in 
turn by a brush on the ratchet-spindle. 

When the magnet-coil is energised, the armature 
is drawn down against spring-tension and the pawl 
raised from one ratchet-tooth on to the next. When 
the current is switched off, the armature is drawn 
Jp by spring-tension and it causes the pawl to drag 
the ratchet round sufficiently for the two brushes 
to engage their next pair of contacts. 

Electrical Circuits 
Referring to Plate 5, the twenty-five contacts 

on Bank No. l are wired in the random order shown 
here to form four groups, each linking up perma
nently with one of the stimulus-lights Ll, L2 L3 
and· L4. ' 

Now in exactly the same order, the twenty-five 
contacts on Bank No. 2 are wired up into four 
groups identically parallel with those on Bank 
No. 1, and each of these is connected, preferably 
by a wire of distinctive colour, to one of the four 
;;ingle-pin plugs 1, 2, 3 and 4. 

Each of the four response-controls, viz., the two 
manual-keys marked Left H and Right H, and the 
two pedals Left F and Right F, is basically a micro
switch (normally open) in series with the solenoid 
of a triple-pole relay having at least one pole 
double-throw. These relays are marked LH, RH, 
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LF and RF respectively, to correspond with their 
controls. 

The "cut-out" relay (mounted for convenience 
on the selector-unit, Plate 4) is shown at the 
bottom of Plate 5. It is also triple-pole, but with at 
least two poles double-throw. 

One main 220/230 volt input lead is common to 
all of the following: The primary coils of the 6 volt 
"Light" transformer (lower right) and the 6 volt 
"Buzzer" transformer (middle); the solenoids of the 
four "control" relays and the "cut-out" relay; the 
solenoids of the two re-set counters A and B (lower 
left) and the selector-magnet (top). 

The other 220/250 volt input lead passes via 
the main-switch C to the primary of the "Light" 
transformer and the first and third "arm" contacts 
~f the "cut-out" relay. From the latter pole, which 
Is normally closed, current is fed through to the 
four response-controls and the first and second 
"arm" contacts on each of the four "control" relays 
LH, RH, LF and RF. 

The third sections of these four relays and the 
secm;td sect!on of t~e :•cut-out" relay are arranged 
to give senes contmmty between the one 6 volt 
secondary pole of the "Light" transformer (lower 
rig?t) a!!-d ~he _selector-brush of Bank No. l regu
latmg d1stnbut10n to the four stimulus-lights Ll 
L2, L3 and L4. - · ' 

From ·the other 6 volt secondary pole of the 
"Light" transformer a common leads to the four 
stimulus-lights and the "cut-out" signal-light D on 
the observer's control-panel. · 

The second sections of the two "control" relays 
LH and LF lead respectively to the upper and lower 
mo_vable contacts of the double-pole-double-throw 
switch No. 5, and corresponding sections of the 
"control" relays RH and RF to the movable con
tacts of a similar switch No. 6. 

To accommodate the four single-pin plugs l, 2, 
3 and 4 of Bank No. 2, four sockets are provided. 
Each of these is connected as shown to one fixed 
contact on switch No. 5 and one on switch No. 6, 
so that the following settings are established: 
. (a) Wit~ bot? switches in the "up" or "X" posi

tion, relatwnsh1p between relays and sockets is: LH 
to Left Upper;· RH to Right Upper; LF to Left 
Lower; and RF to Right Lower. 

(b) With both switches in the "down" or "Y" 
position, relationship between relays and sockets is: 
LH to Right Lower; RH to Left Lower; LF to Right 
Upper; and RF to Left Upper. 

By this means, as each of the four response
controls is coupled permanently to its own relay, 
the alteration of switch-setting from "X" to "Y" 
produces a "diagonal" interchange between con
trols and sockets: Right-hand takes the place of 
Left-foot; Left-hand that of Right-foot, and vice 
versa. 

As was mentioned earlier, the four plugs are 
wired to distinct groups of contacts on Bank No. 2 
positionally identical to their counterparts on Bank 
No. l. 

A lead passes from the brush of Bank No. 2 to 
the "Correct" counter A and one primary pole of 
the "buzzer" transformer. 

Now although the sequence of light-presentation 
remains fixed in accordance with the grouping on 
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the selector-banks, the combination of correct con
trols and lights may be varied by inserting the plugs 
into different sockets. The criterion of correct 
response for any given combination is that the 
"buzzer" transformer and the "Correct" counter A 
shall be potentialized via the brush of Bank No. 2. 
(In the first or learning part of the test, with switch 
E closed, the buzzer itself is also potentialized and 
the resultant sound is the subject's criterion of 
correct response.) 

To ensure that the controls and lights are 
switched off automatically if the subject depresses 
more than one control simultaneously, a principle 
conceived by Prof. Cormack and applied on his 
prototype, is used here with minor modifications to 
suit the present circuit. 

An extension is taken from the coupling between 
each response-control and its relay-solenoid to a 
carbon resistor of 9000 ohms. These four equal 
resistors have their other ends common with one 
lead to the solenoid of the "cut-out" relay. 

When any one response-control is depressed, the 
resistance of 9000 ohms provides an adequate bar
rier to the solenoid of the ''cut-out" relay; but with 
two or more controls depressed at the same time, 
two or more of the resistors in parallel let sufficient 
current through to trip the "cut-out". When this 
happens the first section of contacts closes, current 
from the main by-passes the resistors, and the relay 
"hangs in". The second section breaks continuity 
to all stimulus-lights and flashes on the observer's 
signal-light; the third section breaks the common 
to all four response-controls. 

By turning off main switch C, the "hanging-in" 
circuit is broken and the "cut-out" relay returns 
to its normal, unenergised position. 

The magnet of the selector-unit as described in 
Plate 4 was found to be somewhat more powerful 
than necessary. A wire-wound resistance of about 
850 ohms, .5 amp. (not shown) was accordingly 
fitted in series and made operation more quiet. 

Although, for the sake of clarity, the selector
brushes in Plate 5 are shown as consisting of one 
arm apiece, in practice each has two arms at 180 
degrees, so that stepping proceeds directly from 
the last bank -contact in the series on to the first 
again. 

The following brief synopsis of functions com
pletes the circuit description: 

When the main switch C is closed, one of the 
four stimulus-lights (determined by the contact on 
which the selector-brush of Bank No. 1 happens to 
be at rest) comes on. 

As the fixed contacts on the first sections of the 
four "control" relays are in common with the 
selector-magnet and "Total" counter B, and the 
third sections are links in series with the brush, 
actuation of any relay by depressing its appropriate 
control energises the selector-magnet, records once 
on the "Total" counter, and extinguishes the 
stimulus-light. 

If the control depressed and the light are correct 
partners for the combination pre-set on the "X" 
and "Y" switches and the plugs, the "Correct" 
counter A also records once, and provided that 
switch E is closed, the buzzer sounds. 

If control and light are not correctly matched by 
the subject for the given combination, there can be 
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no continuity to the "Correct" counter and the 
buzzer. 
. When the control is released, all solenoids men

tiOned above are de-energised and the selector
mechanisll?- move~ on another step to illuminate 
another ~tlmulus-hght; or occasionally, the previous 
hght agam. 
. Should more than one control be depressed at a 

t1me, the "cut-out" process described earlier takes 
place a_nd the main switch C must be turned off and 
on agam to reset the circuits. 

Discussion 

The four stimulus-lights, like those on the 
prot~type models, are arranged unsym
metncally to prevent a too direct spatial 
association with the controls. 
. There ~re twenty-four possible combina

tions of hghts a~d controls. The following 
four of these, which were found in a short 
~xp~rimental study to be pretty nearly equal 
m difficulty, have proved adequate for general 
selection testing: 

(1) Ll Right foot. 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

L3 Left foot. 
Ll Left foot. 
L3 Right foot. 
Ll Right hand. 
L3 Left foot. 
Ll Left hand. 
L3 Right foot. 

L2 Left hand. 
L4 Right hand. 
L2 Left hand. 
L4 Right hand. 
L2 Right foot. 
L4 Left hand. 
L2 Left foot. 
L4 Right hand. 

A significant behavioural feature of the 
learning part on this test and its predecessors 
and one that distinguishes them from mor~ 
usual laboratory choice-reaction tests is that 
t~e subject is permitted o?-lY a singl~ imme
dia~e r~sponse-essay to a glVen light. Whether 
he IS nght or wrong tbe light promptly goes 
out. To identify a correct response he has to 
rely on comparatively extraneous auditory 
indication. 

On. more us~al tests of this kind, the light 
remams on until the correct control is located 
by trying more than one in succession and 
here the criterion of correct response i's the 
going out of the light. 

At present, available data does not warrant 
any speculation on the relative advantages of 
the two systems for application to highly 
selected groups aspiring to complex occupa
tions like aircraft-pilotage. 

However, it appears likely that the latter 
method would be preferable in a test intended 
for subjects less advanced intellectually or 
culturally, for there is no doubt that the 
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former imposes more difficult tasks, both in 
understanding the nature of the criterion and 
in learning the combination. 

Many less successful subjects seem to be 
baffled by the fact that the lights themselves 
behave in exactly the same way whether the 
control depressed is right or wrong. Such an 

~ attitude could be induced to a considerable 
extent by prior conditioning, founded on the 
very definite relationship in everyday life 
where lights go out only when their proper 
switches are turned off. Further research is 
necessary to determine how ·far the useful
ness of the test depends on the influence of 
"perseveration" or "rigidity" which affects 
those subjects who are so hide-bound by well· 
fixated associations, that they are hampered in 
acquiring new sets. 

It was with this in view that the "X" and 
"Y" switches were fitted to the apparatus. 
On the prototype model, there was provision 
for altering light and control combinations by 
four binding-posts and terminals, but no "X' 
and "Y" change-over system. 

The inclusion of some such quick change
over that would give a convenient "diagonal 
reversal" of any combination set up at the 
distribution-points, was later suggested by 
Dr. Biesheuvel as a worth-while addition for 
investigating "perseveration". 

Having learnt one combination thoroughly, 
subjects may be switched over to another 
diagonally opposite, and some measure ob
tained of the hindrance-effect exercised by the 
"X" over the "Y" activity. 

Summary and Conclusions 

(1) A reaction apparatus retaining the same 
behavioural aspects found of value in two 
earlier models, but incorporating certain tech
nical modifications and improvements, is fully 
described. 
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(2) It has given reasonably trouble-free ser
vice for a period of ten years, during which 
approximately 2,750 subjects have been tested. 

(3) The ideal of compactness has possibly 
been carried a little too far, and internal com
ponents, although accessible, are somewhat 
more crowded than is desirable for ready in
spection and maintenance. 

(4) The frame-and-panel design of the cabi
net provides a structure both light and strong 
but one which does not lend itself to easy or 
economical reproduction in any quantity. A 
slightly larger and plainer cabinet would be 
an advantage, despite the increase in weight. 

(5) An apparatus reverting to the prototype 
system, with all electro-magnetic components 
working off 24 volts D.C. and used in con
junction with one of the modern selenium
rectifiers that are today commercially obtain
able, is worth consideration. This will obviate 
the need for making a special selector-unit, 
but increase the overall bulk and weight, be
cause in addition to the rectifier, a trans
former of substantial size will be required. 
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POR'rABLE HAND-FW!' REACTION 'rES~ 

(Note on earlier model) 

Tbe relia~111 ty of the earlie.r war-time fiOdel, which 

lacorporated the same behaVioural essentials as the· present one, 

is indicated br the following inter-trial correla.tioruu 

MEASURE r ti 

VLU"iabilitz 

(10 ad 5 minute trials) 0.710 208 

Ree,ct1on §p!Gd 

(10 ana l ·minute trials) I 0.837 ,316 

(10 and 2 minute trials) I 0.900 241 
T - ·• ut t o. 24 .- 8 I ( 1W 5 mn e rials) 

I 
9 

Va:rinb:i.li ty was the deviation trom the aYe rage nu.mber ot 

contt'Ql$ ;pressed tor each 30 Meon.d period. It was not _ praoti• 

cable to obtain a coefficient on the Learning Time section, whtoh 

wol44 have me.ont a repetition of the rather lengthy learning 

procedure on another combination of lights and controls. 

Validati.ons of the earlier model yield•d the follo1fins 

biserial cor:relations between test scores and success or failure 

at FlJing Schools 
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I-1EA.SUBE r bie s.E. N 

t.::ettrnina 0.201 0.089 219 
Time . 0.241. (Not available) 170 

R&ac:tion 0.363 o.o84 2!76 
rime 0.418 (Not e.vailable) 1?0 -

(Sheri Lea.nd:ng end Rea.ction times were fllVOUt'able to success) 

These correlations ere somewhat smaller than these 

obtained on the post-war groups for 1954 or 1955 with the . . . 
. redes1.gned epp.aratus. In adaition to the fe.·ct that the latter 

was mecha.n.1.eally more eff~.cient than its predecessor, there were 

some prooedural changes in the poet-war testing. Greater 

emphasis was placed on epeed., which gav• more sco~ to rapi.d 

letU"ning capacity • tmd by changing the relationellipa between ' 

lights and controls mer~ frequ·ently, there was ~e.ry little chance 

that eubjecte. e.lrea.dy tented could divulg'e the combinations to 

others awaiting their turn. 

In 1942 (with the earlier model) ah attempt cas made 

to derive an objective temperament measure from the test, on the 

ase:.u.roption thnt Frirmary-f'uncti.oning eu.bjectn would work more 
' ' 

quickl:r but be more 'Variable from period to period1 wbe1 .. eas 

secondtill7-f'unctiontng subjecte would. work more sloflly but be more 
consistent. On a s9.ll'!ple of l72t where the subjects had been.. 

· i'!t.ted ae r;ri~ tCr.l. Seeondar;r by three or more independent 

obsel'VQra, a bi.serial. correlation of o.4S <.t 0.09) was obtalned 

between vari.sbility on tbe test (deviation from the a.verage 
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number or controls pressed for each 30 second period) and the 

· function ratings. The biserial correlation between speed of 

work and function ratings was 0.30 (!: O.O?). A combined speed 

and variability score gave a biserial correlation of 0.57 

(! 0.06). On a. later sample o.£ 102. a combined epeed and 
' + 

variability score correlated 0.55 (- 0.06) with function ratings. 

All these results were consonant with tb.e above assumption. 

Other research had indicated that, in general, a 
Primary tendency was desirable tor fighter pilots, and Secondary, 

for bomber pilots. In peace-time, however, with air-training 

on. a very much smaller scale, it was not considered worthwhile 

to emphasize this distinction at the selection stage •. 
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SECTION I 

1. Constructional details are given of five co ... ordination 

teste, a Stead.inees test, and a complex Hand-foot neaction 

test; together with a.coountG ot their application to groups 

ot air-pilot candidates. 

2. As indicated by inter'-trial correlations, all the tests 
have useful reliabilitye 

3· When a test such as Handlebars, Variable Co-ordination and 

Steadiness affords measures of both ncor:reot'ITime" and 

"Error T1me11 , the former is the more reliable. (In the 

Roundabout, nError 'l'ime" is quite a different concept as it 
refers to achievement in a part ot the teet separate from 

that 1n which "CorreetTim~" wae_measured). _Where Time and 

Error are involved in the same activity, as in Handlebars. 

Variable Co-ordination and Steadiness, there is usually some 

negative correlt:ltion between them, implying that faet work

ing does tend to favour the production of more arror .. 

Opposed to this, however, there is some instrumental depen• 

denee between the measures ~thereby fast working reduces 

error because the subject simply baa l.ess time in which to 

accumulate error. In a complex task like handlebars, 

which demend.s very precise and cnretul work, thio ,effect 

is. less marked, a.nd Time correlatea with Errol" to the 

comparatively large extent of -o.:;9. However, .in the 

simpler Steadiness task it is more marked, and while the 
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average correlation between Time and ~rror is about -o.10, 

on some groupe there were actually small positive correlations 

between the measures, indicating that in this test fast 

working may sometimes be slightlJ conducive to the production 

of !!!!!! error. 

4. In all the teste, there are some measures that show a 

significant relationship to success in flying training. 

Validity coefficients are biserial correlations between 

test performance and a Success/Suspension criterion in which 

suspension was only for reasons of poor practical airmanship: 

Floating-effect co-ordination 

On two annual groups, overall performance gave respective 

coefficients of 0.71 and 0.31. The first group, that 

produced the larger one, was significantly more heterogen• 

eous in ita composition. 

Handlebars Co-ordination 

Only on one of three annual groups tested was there any 

validity, and this was confined to the first trial : 

Correct Time, 0.32; Error Time, 0.35. (Slow working and 

less error in the teat, was associated with flying success). 

Variable Co-ordination 

Results from one group tested indicated that on the "Correct 

Time" measure three of tho four trials were valid 1 1, 0.34; 

3, 0.42; 4, 0.48. (Fast working in the test wae associated 

with t11ing success). 
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Specific Arm-les Co-ordination 

On four of five annual groups tested, total performance 

gave coefficients ranging from about o.;o to o.6o. The 

mean validity coefficient tor all fivo groupe (considerablY' 

depressed by an inexplicable lack of validity in one group) 

was 0.31, which is nevertheless highly significant. (In a 

sixth group, tested subsequently, a significant product 

moment correlation of 0.40 with practical flying, was 

obtained). This machine has become a standard "job" teat 

for selecting pupil air-pilots • 

.Roundabout 

Results from one croup teoted, showed thnt measures on the 

Pursuit part of the teat ("Error Time'1 ) bad an aggregate 

validity of 0.35• 

Steadiness 

On five consecutive annual groups, the "Correct Time" measure 

showed small but significant mean validities in two of the 

four test trials : 

1 1 0.19; 4 (Stress Trial), 0.22. 

(Slow working, probably indieatins an absence of *'nueter", 
was associated with flyin5 success). 

Hand-foot Reaction 

Results from two groupe (supported by results from two large 

war-time groups, obtained with an earlier prototype) 

indicated that both the initial Learning part of the test 

and -the subse~uent Reaction part had useful validity, but 
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the latter, in which the candidate had to apply what he had 

learnt, quickly and without error. was the more significant, 

with coefficients ranging from about 0.40 to o.6o. 

5· The tests which appear to have the least use.fulness ae 

in.streente for predicting success in flying trainin€; are 

Handlebars Co-ordination and Steadiness. Pos!!ibly the 

mul!loular control involved in the former is of a much finer

pattern than is ever likely to be required by the air-pilot. 

This test might give better results in rela.tion to some of 

the finer industrial occupations. Performance in Steadiness 

(particularly u.nder stress) is ver1 dependent on peraonali ty 

factors which were concf!d. vably of more importance for .success 

in war-time training, when the test showed useful validity. 

Flying • .however, remains a basically inti.miclat.ing vocation, 
·.and it is of' interest to note that in both Steadiness and 

Variable Co-ordination the tr1a.1JS that showed the most 

sigl'lificant relationship with fiying success were those in 

vhic'h there was the threat of puniahm8nt by electric shock. 

6. It ia likely that the validit,- coefficients obtainod with 

these tests have been depressed by the restriction of range 

in t}l:e criterion. groups through pre-selection. This han 

particular reference to Spf)cific Arm-leg Co•ordtnatton, 

Steadiness, and Hand-toot Reaction. which formed part of 

the actual selection battery. 

Scores in the other tests did not play any part 1n the 

actual selection of the candidates on whom the subsequent 

validation studies were don~. and the d.epreasive effect 

would theretore have 'been less :l.n these tests •. (See 
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Section VII, nRelb.b1lity and Validity"). 

? • For various practieal reaa011B1 it was not possible to 

administer all the t&ets to the samo groups of candidates. 

The rev available correlation& between teete are mostly 

rather small and %'$Strieted to certain parts ot tests, but 

in the case of Handlebars and Steadinees there appears to 

be a subatantia.l overall relationahip, the coetficie.nts 

being 0•5} (Time) and o.4o (Error Time). These and other 

available correlations are discussed 1n Section III. 

8. Although a group of Englieh•spealdng eubjects did better 

t!uln a group of Afrikaans-speaking in·certain mental tests, 

there was no significant difference in Spoc1f1o Arm•leg 

Co!i=ordina.t1on. tater resuits from Floating-effect 

Co-ordination and.Variable Co-ordination (not q_uoted here) . . 

have likewise shown no significant differences between groups. 

9· 'While the tests in this section were intended primarily .for 

air-pilot candidates.. some of' them might have wid.er applica

tion in. both basic research and occupational selection~ 
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SECTION II 

SENSORY-MOTOR TESTS INTENDED MAINLY 

FOR INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH AND CLASSIFICATION 
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SECTION li 

Introduction 

Industrial operatives, like air•pilota, are primaril7 

concerned with aituationa in which practical skills pla7 an 

important part, but which are~ generall7 leas complex, exacting 

and hazardous than fl7ing situationa. In induat1"7 1 •DY 

occupations of the selli-skUled and aldlled sort such u tend.i.Dg 

•chines, car1"7ing out aechanical repqirs, handling tools, and 

assembling components, uauallJ require directed aen&oi'J-motor 

activities that are well controlled and fiDe or moderatelJ fine, 

in acoptt. Others, like the dri Y1ng of vehicles and. winchee, ~ 

require, in actdition to muscular co-ordination, prompt and preciae 

reaction to certain atiauli. 

In air•pilot research, there are the probleu of 14entit)-ing 

and aeaeuring the akilla neceseary to control one kind of V!£1 

complex machine. Industrial research ia faced with the probleaa 

of developing teats that will predict abilities to control meny 

kinde of physical thinaa, which, although generall7 much simpler 

than aircraft, often involve patterns of manipulation that are 

highly specific to themselves. 

While it ia undoubtedl)' true that specific ,. job" testa 

pro•14e the aoat adequate means of meaaurtng abilities for practi• 

cal jobs, it ia onl1 in coaparativelJ few apecialiat vocations 
that their uae ia eoonoaicall7 juatifiable. For the industrial 

rank-and-file, overall expediency impoaea the need to develop 

instru•nte having more "general-purpose" appl1oat1ona. 
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This aection coapriaea three chapters. The tirat ia 

concerned with two Senaory-110tor teste, narael7, Chopaticka and 

Tweezer-Noszle. -in which tine co-ordinated aauipulationa are 

pertor=ed with implementa. The aecond deal• vi th ab Seuoey

aotor teats that involve 110deratel7 tine anipulatiorw, nuel71 

Tveezer-lfuta, 'l'wee&er-M1rror, Two-band Sticka, SteacU.nesa Stick, 

Tra1 Co-ordination and Ring Throwing. Iapleeenta are emplo7ed 

in the tour former, but not the two latter. In Tweeur-Hirror 

there is also ari element of perceptual-motor conflict. 

The third chapter describes five testa ot which the tirat 

three, aaael7, Tripod-and•weiaht, Object Sort ins and "Thne

di•naional" Peg-board. are reaU7 h)'bricla invol Ying both aeUOJ'7-

aotor ekill and the abilit7 to perceive three-di .. ~ional to~ 

relationa. For thia reuon it ia preferable to call thtm 

"Aaaeebl.7" teat•. Code-aignal Reaction, •uurea choice-reaction 

to aipala giftn in an eleaentar, coc!e; and Dplaaic Coincident 

Reaction, aiaple but preci .. reaction to a aoviDg ati.utua. 
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TWO TESTS OF IMPLEMENT MANIPULATION. 
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Introduction. 

Broad distinctions have been mentioned in 
the past by Muscio (1922) and others between 
activities which are predominantly mental and 
those where the elements are mainly motor. 

Although it is still a moot point whether the 
organism can undergo mental experience with
out some concomitant motor activity, at least 
on a reflex or autonomic level, there seems to 
be fairly general agreement that all voluntary 
motor activity exhibits an essential nexus with 
some sort of 'mental' process in the central 
nervous system. 

A decapitated snake or fowl is capable of 
marked motor activity for a short time, but 
the movements are random, without direction 
or motivation. 

Even the simplest manual skills have a 'mental' 
element which persists in all tests of this type 
to a greater or less degree despite our attempts 
to eliminate it. We are still faced with the 
dilemma which baffled the earlier investigators 
like Muscio (1922), Perrin (1921), Wyatt (1926) 
and Seashore (1928), viz. :-

'Mental' or 'Intellectual' tests tend to give 
significant inter-correlations, whereas 'skill' 
tests do not. 

The 'simpler' the skill tests (i.e. the smaller 
the 'mental' content), the greater appears their 
specificity. On the other hand, more complex 
ones may tend to give higher inter-correlations, 
but the 'skill' relationship becomes less interpret
able on account of increased 'mental' overlap. 

The apparent specific nature of 'simple' skill 
tests is not at present adequate justification for 
discarding this approach. It may well be that 
our concept of 'motor skill' is far too general 
and our interpretation of 'specificity' insuf
ficiently relative. 

From the practical standpoint of personnel 
selection, although the correlations between 
certain individual skill tests and operational 
criteria may'not be large, their contribution to 
the battery as a whole can still be of value. In 
discussing 'Specific duties tests', (which describes 
the majority of applied skill tests) Biesheuvel 
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(1955) pointed out that : "Even a small gain 
may be an important consideration in pro
grammes involving scarce or highgrade man
power, costly training procedures or vitally 
important duties." 

Muscio (1922) drew his conclusions from 
tests as diverse as Aiming, Tapping, Tracing, 
Form-boards, Putting matches in a matchbox, 
Wrist movements, Pursuit, Steadiness and 
Auditory Reaction. In the light oflater research 
it is not surprising that his correlations were 
low. 

The 'Matchbox' test is an example of a 
'manipulative dexterity' test as we regard the 
term today. These seem to fall into a distinct 
category of motor skill tests, comprising those 
where the activity is a repetitive process, usually 
simple, involving a series of separate identical 
stimuli. Even in this restricted sense, permu
tations and combinations are many and parallel 
activities legion. It may be exemplified by an 
operative placing successive nuts on an assembly 
job or a simian placing successive nuts (of an 
edible kind) i~to his own maw. 

Resembling the 'Matchbox' test are certain 
simple sorting activities and Peg-boards. Most 
of these have a common feature, viz. the stimuli 
are directly prehensible to the subject. In 
another class of manipulation test the stimulus 
is not handled directly by the subject, instead 
he manipulates it with a tool or implement of 
some sort. 

The two tests described here are of this latter 
kind. 

Chopsticks Test. (see figures I and 2, pages 
77 and 79.) 

This apparatus is intended primarily for in
dividual administration to investigate the more 
specialized manual skills which appear to pre
vail in certain occupations, and lends itself 
also to the study of temperament and person
ality traits by direct observation of the subject's 
performance. 

Where a measure of straightforward attain
ment is the main object, several identical models 
could be administered to a small group at once. 
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The inclusion of a 'frustration' element is To get the most comprehensive data from 
intentional, as this is characteristic of many this test when it is administered individually, 
delicate assembly operations in industrial and ·the observer should make a note at short, 
other work where a wrong or careless move can regular intervals of say a minute or two minutes 
suddenly undo the results of much painstaking of the exact number and distribution of balls 
labour. which the subject has succeeded in locating on 

the plate. 
Description. 

The apparatus consists of a rectangular 
wooden case having a transparent top and a 
hole in the middle of each end. The case hinges 
ori a solid wooden base-board designed to rest 
on a table, and its angle relative to the base
board is made adjustable by means of two slotted 
struts and thumbscrews. On the bottom of the 
case is fixed a metal plate perforated with 
identical holes in rows. 

A number of steel balls (corresponding 
usually to the number of holes in the plate) 
reposes inside the case. 

By manipulating two rods through the holes 
in the ends of the case, the subject transfers 
st¢el balls to the surface of the plate and directs 
them so that they come to rest over the holes. 
The score is commonly calculated in terms of 
the number of balls placed in a given length 
of time. 

The normal angle of the case relative to the 
bo1rd is ten degrees. 

To obtain a 'frustration' element, the holes in 
the plate are made of considerably smaller 
diameter than the balls, so that although the 
latter are positively located, they can easily be 
dislodged by careless movements of the rods. 

Technique. 

It is customary to tell the subject that he 
loses credit for the balls which he knocks off · 
i.e. at the end of the standard time period h~ 
scores only according to the balls which are 
actually on the plate. 

As it is somewhat more difficult to get balls 
placed on the upper rows of holes than on the 
lower rows, a graded system of scoring may be 
advisable. If this is decided on the subject 
had better be informed briefly of the relative 
values of the rows before he starts the test. 

Although the subject is told that he is scored 
n terms of those balls actually on the plate at 

the end of the time limit, a great deal of useful 
information is neglected if we consider only this 
final picture. 
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This can be facilitated by using a scoring 
sheet having ten or twenty blank charts of the 
perforated plate printed thereon. Dots may 
represent positions of holes. At every time 
interval the observer makes a mark over those 
dots which correspond to holes where balls are 
in position. 

By this means a continuous and compre
hensive record of the subject's progress through 
the test is obtainable. 

Not only will this provide more varied and 
accurate scope for rating his skill performance, 
but his individual method and preferences for 
a particular section of the plate at different 
stages ; the precise locations and occasions of 
upsetting balls already placed and the possible 
effects of these mishaps on subsequent per
formance, are objectively and permanently 
recorded. 

Opposite each chart a space may be provided 
for the observer to make a quick note of any 
overt reactions by the subject. 

A suitable standard time for normal subjects 
is fifteen or twenty minutes. 

Tweezer-Nozzle Test. (see figure 3, page 77.) 

Whereas in the Chopsticks test the subject 
sits comfortably at a table and may steady his 
arms on its edge, the Tweezer-Nozzle test is 
intended to investigate manipulative dexterity 
in relation to a background of wider muscular 
control and postural dynamics. ·· 

As an individual or group test it may be done 
standing, sitting, or in other positions, provided 
that the arms are not steadied against the body 
or any other supports. The object of this pre
caution is to give hand tremors and general 
involuntary body movements, unrestricted play. 

Description. 

There is a metal nozzle, surrounded by a 
cup-like flange to which it is fixed so that its 
lower end forming a plug section fits into a 
hollow handle of bakelite or other suitable 
material. 
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The handle is made easily removable from They may insert the needles blunt end or 
the top section by having two parallel saw cuts sharp end first at random, but they ate in-
in the plug part which give it a measure of structed not to rest their hands against each 
lateral spring tension. other or the tweezers on the cup edge and not 

to worry about retrieving any needles which 
It is preferable that the cup and nozzle be may drop on the floor as these are lost points 

made of non-magnetic material. anyway. 

Technique. 

Gramophone needles are placed in the sur
rounding recess and the activity consists in 
transferring them by means of a pair of tweezers 
into the nozzle-tip through which they fall into 
the hollow handle. 

The usual procedure is to distribute 30 
needles in more or less random equality in the 
cup recess and rate performance in terms of 
the total. number of needles transferred into 
the handle in a standard period of time. For 
individual application, however, it may be 
varied. For example, ten needles may be 
placed in the cup and a measure of time taken 
in each case to transfer them all, recorded as 
the score. 

Most persons prefer to hold the nozzle in the 
left hand and the tweezers in the right, but 
subjects are free to hold them the other way 
about if desired. 
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Up to a dozen of these tests can be con
veniently administered to a group at once. 
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Figure 1. 

The Chopsticks Test. 
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APPLICATIONS 

African Subjects 

The Chopsticks and 1weezer-Nozzle tests were adminis

tered by Hudson, Mokoatle and Mbau (2) to 18 untrained African 

operatives in a factory producing nuts and bolts, with the object 

of answering the following three questions in relation to the 

tasks involved in these tests and in operating a "Nutting" machine: 

(1) Will a period of systematic training even out individual · 

differences in initial ability? (2) Does incentive have any 

effect on performance? (~) Can the tests predict ability to 

perform a simple, repetitive operation like "Nutting", which 

consists essentially of picking up each bolt in turn from a 

container, holding the threaded end in alighment with a nut 

rotated by the machin.e, until the two are joined, and then 

dropping the assembly into a chute? 

Candidates were given five one-minute trials, once only, 

on Tweezer-Nozzle; two three-minute trials daily, on Chopsticks 

for 21 days; and two three-minute trials daily on the Nutting 

machine, for 21 days. On Chopsticks and Nutting, up to the 

eleventh day, a daily one-minute period of. general training in 

principles of operation preceded the first test trial, and a 

three-minute'period of specific training, the second test trial. 

Instructional training was then discontinued, as unnecessary, 

and the stimulus of a small monetary incentive intrqduced. 
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Achievement scores on Chopsticks and Tweezer-Nozzle 

correlated, respectively, 0.59 and 0.51 with achievement scores 

on Nutting (with incentive), whereas, without the incentive, 

these correlations were 0.51 and 0.38. Increment scores on 

Chopsticks and Tweezer Rozzle, reflecting the amount of 

improvement in performance, correlated 0.59 and 0.04 with 

achievement scores on Nutting (with incentive). A8 the test 

sample is small, only four of these correlations reach the 10% 

level of significance. In connection with the validities 

obtained, the investigators state : "Of the two tests which 

predict Nutting machine achievement score, Tweezer-Nozzle is the 

more useful. On this test achievement score is the mean of 

trials 2 - 5· It is possible with a short simple teat lasting 

five minutes and capable of group administration to obtain 

prediction of eventual work performance after training." 

On the twelfth day, the introduction of a small 

monetary incentive stimulated the Nutting operation, which was a 

monotonous task having a rather low "status" value in the factor,r. 

As performance on Chopsticks had not yet reached a plateau when 

the incentive was introduced, it was not possible to determine 

its effect here. 

Results obtained from Chopsticks and Nutting over the 

21 day period showed that practice and training did not even out 

individual differences in initial ability. The good starters 

tended to retain their ascendancy. It was not possible to 

assess Tweezer-Nozzle in this respect, as it was administered 

once only. 
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Chopsticks (Reliability) 

Where available, the individual Chopsticks scores of 

subjects who took part in the above investigation have been 

examined by the writer with the object of obtaining some 

indication of range, re-test reliability, and inter-trial 

consistency. 

Table 1 shows the distributions and means of all 18 

subjects on the first and seventh days of testing. Zcoring was 

according to the graded system: a ball located in the top row 

counting 5, and in the consecutive lower rows, 4, 3, 2, 1, 

respectively. On the first day the distribution was skewed 

towards the .. difficult" side; on the seventh, it was more 

symmetrical. 

Test - Re-test reliability, as indicated by the 

correlation between performance during seven consecutive days of 

testing, is shown in Table 2. The coefficient increases from 

0.51 on the second and third days, to 0.89 on the fourth, and 

thereafter remains about this size. Even with such a small 

sample, the improvement in reliability on the fourth day is 

significant at better than th& 5% level. 

Table 3 gives the Mean total score, S.D., and 

relationship between trials 1 and 2, on each of 19 consecutive 

testing days. Unfortunately, scores were available on only 

eleven subjects who were present at every testing session. 

The average uncorrected internal conaistency of the 

test was 0.57 for days 1 to 4; 0.85 for days 5 to 7; and 0.85 
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for days 8 to 11. Maximpm consiscency was reached by about day 

6. The introduction of the monetary incentive to performance 

on day 12, appears to have had a rather disturbing effect on the 

internal consistency, which dropped to the lowest level of 0.35, 
although the overall mean periormance was still equal to that of 

day 11. On day 11, one subject ~td moderat~ly worse in the 

second trial than in the first, whereab the rest tended to 

perform slightly better or about the same in~'-· Jcond trial. 

On day 12, two subjects showed considerable decrement in the 

second trial, and two, very great improvement, which in such a 

small sample depressed the correlation appreciably. 

After day 12, when the subjects had become more used to 

the idea of the monetary incentive, the internal consistency 

tended to increase again, the mean for days 13 - 15 being 0.69, 
and for days 16 • 19, 0.71. However~ it does not reach the 

maximum of the pre-incentive period, although the mean performance 

continued to improve. 

While the introduction of the monetary incentive was 

probably beneficial to all-round achievement, it could have 

reduced internal consistency because (a) the more strongly 

motivated subjects sometimes tried modifications in technique, 

with or without success; and (b) their judgment was sometimes 

adversely affected by their ambition to excel:., and they took 

risks that resulted in the loss of balls already located. 
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Chopsticks {European Subjects) 

{1) 

In an investigation of relationships between stress 

tolerance and psychological and physiological variates, conducted 

in the Electro-encephalographic Department of the NIPR, the 

Chopsticks test was included as a medium for assessing tempera

mental aspects of behaviour which might be related to differences 

in the ability to tolerate stress. 

The following two sensory-motor tests were also 

included in the battery : 

Visual Selective Reaction 

Geometric figures of six different kinds were automatically 

presented one at a time on a screen, and in each case the subject 

reacted as quickly as possible by pressing the corresponding one 

of six keys. If he pressed the wrong key, the figure remained 

on the screen and an error was recorded. When he pressed the 

correct key, the figure was replaced by one of the other five at 

random, or it might be repeated. The scores were : (a) Correct 

reactions during a continuous period of five minutes. (B) Errors. 

Visual Perception Rate 

Using a Hodge electronic tachistoscope, eight white cards marked 

with three to ten black squares were each presented twice in 

random order for 200 milliseconds. After the exposure of each 

card the subject had to report the number of dots he perceived, 

the score being the number of correct responses. 

While the subjects performed the Chopsticks teat for a 
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continuous period of 10 minutes, temperamental manifestations in 

terms of Activity, Emotionality and Primary-Secondary Function 

were observed and rated on scales. 

In addition to the psychological tests, which vere~all 

performed under normal conditions, a large number of neuro

psychological and physiological measurements were taken, including'' 

EEG Alpha Frequency, Heart Rate and Respiration Rate, the two 

latter under various conditions. All the subjects were 

European males 18 to 22 years old. Of these, 43 had previously 

undergone intensive physiological testing at the Human Sciences 

Laboratory of the Chamber of Mines. Among the many measures 

taken there on this group, was the subjects' Pyruvic Acid level 

in millimole after controlled periods of strenuous physical work. 

Performance at Chopsticks was according to the graded 

-system, a ball in the top row counting 5t and in the consecutive 

lower rows 4, 3, 2, ·1. The distribution of scores obtained on 

the sample of 139 is shown in Table 4. It is skewed slightly 

towards the "difficult" side. The mean score achieved during 

the continuous 10 minute trial was 34.84 (S.D. 16.11). 

Correlations obtained between Chopsticks achievement 

and some of the other variates, are given in Table 5· There are 

.small positive relationships with Secondary Function (tendency 

to Cautiousness, Steadiness; Reserve, etc.), Emotional Stability, 

Visual Selective Reaction (Correct), and Visual Perception Rate; 

and small negative relationships with Heart Rate (both at rest 

and during noise), and Respiration Rate {at rest). The noise 

stimuli were wide spectrum at.a level of 92 db, each lasting 

for 1.75 seconds and presented at short random intervals. 
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The most significant result is the negative correlation 

of -0.36 (P< 0.02) between Chopsticks Achievement and P1ruvic 

Acid level after physical work. Mr. G.K. Nelson of the EEG 

Department considers that biochemical factors influencing 

behaviour might be responsible for this finding and also for other 

significant correlations found between Respiration Regularity and 

Lactic Acid level (.0.31), and GSR Adaptation Rate and excess 

Lactate (-0.37). 

It is not possible to compare the mean Chopsticks scores 

of the African and European samples, as the former did two three

minute trials, and the latter, a continuous ten-minute trial. 

(2) 

The Chopsticks test was applied by_Holtz (1) in a 

preliminary analysis to her investigation on temperament and 

personality factors, with the object of assessing the overt 

reactions of the subjects in this frustrating manipulative task. 

Instructions to the subjects (46 European university students) 

emphasized the skill aspects of the performance, so that they 

should not suspect the real purpose of the test. 

While the subjects worked for fifteen minutes at Chop

sticks, they were independently rated by two observers on each of 

the 24 items of the NIPR Temperament Form, where eighteen items 

related to the Heymans-Wiersma system, namely, six in each of the 

categories Primary-Secondary Function, Activity, and Feeling Tone; 

and the remaining six to Emotional stability and instability • . 
As the ratings of the two observers corresponded closely, they 
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were combined into one. Product-moment intercorrelations were 

then computed between the 24 items and subjected to factor analysis 

by Thurstone's method. Five factors emerged, and after rotations 

directed towards the achievement of simple structure, these were 

identified by Holtz (;:l; P•95) as follows:- "(A) Vitality and 

unrestricted expression of feeling. (B) Emotional disturbance, 

nervousness and tension. (C) Positive motivation and concentra

ted effort. (D) Disintegrating and disorganizing aspects of 

primary function, as evoked by the frustrating Chopsticks test. 

(E) Agitation; ready mobilization and utilization of energy." 

Holtz ( ~1; P• ?8) remarks : "In our investigation, the Chopsticks 

test provided a valuable situation for gauging the degree of 

task involvement and efficiency of motivation." 

Tweezer-Nozzle. (Reliability etc.) 

Table 6 shows the distributions of total Tweezer-Nozzle 

scores over five one-minute trials obtained from respective 

industrial groups of 18 Africans and 18 Europeans, and Table ?, 
the mean scores achieved by the groups in each trial. In neither 

range, variability, mean performance in each trial, nor mean 

overall performance, is there any significant difference between 

the groups. 

The correlations between Trials (2 + 4) and (3 + 5), 
and the corresponding reliability coefficients obtained by the 

Spearman-Brown correction, are shown in Table 8. On the present 

small samples there is no significant difference between the 

coefficients for the respective groups, although that for the 
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Europeans is somewhat larger. They indicate that, for either 

group, a testing period of five one•minute trials has good 

reliability. 

Relationships obtained between the Tweezer-Nozzle test 

and some other tests administered by Murray (3) to 130 industrial 

Africans, are given in Table 9, and also the relationship between 

Tweezer-Nozzle and Chopsticks computed from the data of Hudson 

!L!!• (2). It has no significant correlation with Wiggly 

Blocks and Street Gestalt, which are primarily tests of form 

recognition, but correlates significantly with Cube Construction, 

Two-hand Co-ordination (Moede-type) Accuracy, Object Sorting, 

Screws-and-Nuts Assembly, Lett•r-and-Numeral Sorting, Tripod 

Assembly, and Chopsticks. (The six former tests are described 
.c~uk-

in another"section pp • .zoo- ~2z ) • The largest correlations are 

with Tripod Assembly (0.44; P< 0.02) and Chopsticks (0.48; 

P~ 0.05), where the patterns of manipulation also require fairly 

fine muscular control. 

Tweezer-Nozzle (Performance and Estimation) 

The Tweezer-Nozzle test has been administered under 

the direction of Dr. Reuning of this Institute, to 193 European 

mining apprentices ranging in age from 15 to 24 years, with the 

object of investigating actual performance·in relation to sub

jects• own estimates of their performance. Ten one-minute trials 

were given, and before starting each trial the subject was asked 

to "guess" how many needles he would succeed in inserting. The 
following are some results from a preliminary examination of the 

test scores by the .niter. 
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Table 10 shows the mean total Performance and Estimation 

scores, and the mean amount of Error in Estimation in terme of a 

percentage of the Performance score. The Estimation aean is 

larger than the Performance mean, the difference being ~ery 

significant (P • 0.0001) because the data is highly correlated. 

The mean amount of Error in Estimation by the subjects 

(irrespectiTe of the direction of the error) was 11.79%. 

Intercorrelations between tho three measures are giTen 

in Table 11. There is no significant relationship between the 

percentage of Error in Estimation and Estimation. Ae subject•' 

estimations were baaed largely on their actual achievement in 

preceding teet trials, there ia a large correlation (0.824) 

between Performance and Estimation. A significant correlation 

of -0.350 between Performance and Error in Estimation indicates 

a tendency for the good performers to predict their achieve .. nt 

more accurately than the inferior perforaera. 

As shown in Table 12, six of the 193 subjects estimated 

.their overall performance exactly; 67 under-estimated by 9.7}%; 
and 120 over-estt.ated by 13.53%. Error in Over-estimation was 

significantly larger at better than the 5% level. 

Of those subjects who estimated either over or under, 

significantly more tended to over-estimate, the 99% confidence 

interval for the proportion of those who under-estimated being 

0.275 to 0.450, which shows that the value 67/187(0.}6) is 

significantly different from 0.50 at something beyond the 1% 

level. 
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Tweezer-Nozzle (Effect of Alcohol) 

In an investigation on the behavioural effects of 

mild to moderate alcoholic intoxication, Nelson (4) applied 

various EEG measures and the following sensory-motor teste, 

to 29 African male adults : 

(l) Tweezer-Nozzle; (2) Improved Steadiness Apparatus (p ); 

(3) Code-Signal Reaction (p ); (4) Simple Reaction Time; 

(5) Two-hand. Co-ordination (Moede-type); (6) Visual Perception 

Rate; (7) Visual Discrimination; (8) Tapping Spee~; 

(9) Two-hand Pursuit; (10) Card-Sorting. 

'l'he only sensory-mo·tor tests in which performance 

was significantly interior under conditione of mild to moderate 

intoxication were : Visual Discrimination, Tapping Speed, Card 

Sorting, and Two-hand Co-ordination (Accuracy). 
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TABLE l 

Chopsticks 

(African subjects. Two 3 minute trials) 

lst Day ?th Day 

Score a ii Score a N 

0 - 4 3 29 - 35 1 

5 ... 9 2 36 - 42. 0 

10 - :~14 1 43 - 49 2 

15 ... 19 2 50 - 56 3 
20 - 24 4 5? -· 63 1 

25 - 29 2 64 ... ?0 1 

30 - 34 l ?l - 77 1 

35 - 39 l 78 - 84 4 

40 ... 44 0 85 - 91 2 

45 - 49 0 92 - 98 1 

50 - 54 1 99 - 105 0 

55 - 59 1 106 - 112 2 

18 18 

Bange : 0 - 56 Range J 29 - 109 

Mean : 21.61 t-1ean : ?1.83 
S.D. : 15.36 n.n. : 21.42 
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Chopsticks 

Teet - re-test. leliabilitJ 

(African subjects N = 16) 

·Days r 
~ 

1 and 2 0.51 . 
2 and .3 0 • .51 

3 and 4 o.89 
4 and 5 o.86 
5 and 6 o.89 
6 and 1 0.89 
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TABLE 3 

Chopsticks 

Means and s.o•s (Trials 1 & 2) 1 and correlation 

between trials 1 and 2, on successive daya of testing 

(African aubjecte N • 11) 

Dar Mean S.D. .,. Rel. 

1 20 16 .48 .65 
2 35 1? .63 ·17 
3 41 17 ·59 .?4 
4 ;o .20 .56 .72 

5 53 25 ·19 .88 
6 62 29 .9() ·95 
7 67 24 .85 .92 
8 73 27 .94 .9? 
9 75 24 .69 .82 

10 87 29 .89 .94 
11 (}2 32 .88 .94 
12 91 24 ·35 ·52 
1.3 92 24 .?8 .as 
14 101 31 .?4 .85 
15 96 24 .56 .?2 
16 105 32 ·79 .88 
17 89 2i .46 .63 
18 110 36 .82 ·90 
19 104 35 .?6 .86 
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TABLE 4 

Choesticks 

(European subjects. One 10 minute trial) 

acoros N 

5 - 10 I 7 

11-16 ll 

17 - 22 J 16 

23 - 28 J 22 

29- 34 I 16 

35- 40 18 

41 - 46 18 

47 - 52 10 

53- 58 10 

59 - 64 I 7 

65- 70 j 3 

Above I (Scored 101) 1 

13~ 

Range : 5 - 101 

J.1ean : }4.84 S.D. : 16.11 
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TABLE .5 

Chopsticks 

Correlations with other variates 

(Decimal points omitted) 

Other -mriateo r N 

Primary Function 02 133 
Secondary Function 18a 121 
Activity 17 121 
Emotional Stability 23• 117 
Visual Selective Reaction (Correct) 228 139 
Visual Selective Reaction (Errore) -11 139 
'visual .t'erception Bate 19a 139 
Ho~a slept previous night 06 119 
Heart Rate (Rest) -19• 139 
Heart Rato (During noise) -20s 139 
Heart Rate (after noise) -13 139 
Respiration Rate (Rest) -19• 139 
Respiration Hate (During noi•e) -16 139 
Respiration Rate (after noise) -07 139 
~.E.G. Alpha Frequency o8 139 
Age 15 139 
Pyruvic Acid level after work -36& 43 

ns" icplies significance at the 5% level or better. 
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TABLE 6 

Tweezer-Nozzle 

Tot~l scores of five one-minute trials 

Scores Africans Europeans 

29 - .33 1 B~nge : 1 Range: 

34 - 38 4 29- 83 2 31- 86 

39 - 43 1 1 

44 - 48 0 2 

49 - 53 4 Mean : 1 Menn : 

54 - ;8 1 54.22 3 5?.00 

59 - 6:; 2 4 
64 - 68 0 0 

69 - 73 2 S.D. : 1 S.D. : 

?4 - ?8 2 15.?5 0 16.0} 

79 - 83 1 0 

84 - 88 0 3 

Total N 18 18 
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TABLE '1 

T11eezer-Nozzlo 

Means and S.D.•s of ttve one-minute trials 

and total 

Trial Africans N • 18 Europeans tc • 18 

No. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 

l 8.56 }.06 10.17 .,.30 
' 10.94 4.85 2 11.17 }.?0 . 

' 11.39 4.26 12.28 4.19 

4 11.6? 3.21 11.50 2.95 

5 11.67 }.28 ·11.89 4.39 

Total 54.22 15.75 5?.00 16.03 

No significant differences between groups 
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TABLE 8 

Tweezer-Nozzle 

Correlations between Trials (2+4) and (}+5) 

Group N r Rel. 

African 18 0.79 o.88 

European 18 0.91 0.95 
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TABLE 9 

'i'weezer-flozzle 

Correlationc with other teste (Atricane) 

{Decimal points omitted) 

ll = 1)0 r p 

r:iggly Blocks 10 > 23 

Street Gestalt 16 > 07 
1-

Cube Construction 28 

Two-hand Co-Ord.(Acc.) 28 
< 

Object Sorting 29 02 

Scr.ews-and-nuts Assembly. 31 

Letter-and-Numeral Sort. 32 

Tripod. Assembly 44 -

N = 18 ' r p 

Chopsticks 48 < 05 
''• 
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TABLB 10 

·.rweezer-Nozzle 

Heane and ;j. D. ' s (Europeans) 

(Totals of 10 one-minute 

trials) 

N • 193 }'ean J.D.' 

Performance 1:;c.cG ,;o.69 

£atimation 135·34 32,20 

'I· ~or in 

L&timation 11.?9 12.91 
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Tweezer-Nozzle 

Intercorrelat1ona (N • 193 Europeans) 

r p 

Portormance and Estimation 0.824 < 0.0001 

Performance and Error in 

Estimation (Ditf!rence ) -0.,50 <:. o.oo1 (Performance ) 

Estimation an4 Error in 

Estimation (Difference ) ..0.109 > o.uo (Performance ) 
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TABLE 12 

Tweezer-Nozzle 

Direction and Accuracy ot Lstimation 

(N = 193 Europeans) 

Estimation N Percent S.D. P ot ditt. 

Error Error M's 

Over 120 13·53 14.16 

<. o.o, 
Under 67 9·?3 9·96 

Correct 6 o.oo - -

Most subjects (P < O.Ol) tended to over-estimate. 
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The construction and experimental application of some 

Hflimple" teste of manipule.tive skill, suitable tor administration 

to eevexoal subjects at a time, is described. While using the 

minimum of apparatus. the be.tteey \faa intended to cover factors . 

such as dexterity, steadiness, aiming, co-ordinati-on and percep. 

tual...motor conflict. Results obtained on adult Africans indicated 

that: (1) Reliability of most of the teats was reasonably good. 

(2) Educational leYel correlated negatively with only one sensory. 

motor test. namely., Steadiness. C~) A practical mental teet 

correlated with tV~eezer•rnanipu.lation by mirror-new. (4) The meli'ID. 

intercorrelating betv;eon all the .sensory-motor tests wa.e about 

0.15. (5) In a. less intelllge.nt male group the mental test 

sh0\1ed t~. mean overlE~.p or 0.24 with the sensory-motor tests; in a 

more intelligent female group tho overlap was 0.12. (6) There 

were some Mff&rences in aehievemen.t n.ttributable to differences 

in se~ 81l.d age. (?) The tests showed no ueeful potentiality for 

selecting operatives in a porcel.ain factory. 

Two principal drawbacks of ap:paratun testl3, as compared 

rlth npenc1l-:and-pa:per11 testa, are the costliness of reproduction 

in quantity and the general u.nsui tabili ty for .administration to 

more ·than one oubject at a time. However., in studying practical 
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skU.la the use ot "three-dimensional" apparatus is often cacessary 
ana tor certain bat?.ie reaeareh, or the saleetion of' specialist, 

big..lt-gra.de personnel, ind~ vidual t&sting on oxpenf'Ji ve equipment is 
usually justified.; but this is not worthwhile .in many elementary 

investigations, or for low-level industrial selection., Here, the 

equipment should be constructionally simple • compact to store an.d 

transport., ob.ea.p to reproduce, and witable for administration to 
sevex-al subjects et s. time. 

i'he followi.ng simple pt.oces of apparatus, used in certain . ~ "' ~ 

combinations, provide s battery or six or more te.!its ot m&nipula• 

tift akil~ intended. to cover oeveral factors such as dexterity,. 
I ~ I ' ' t 

steadiness, aiming, co-ordination and perceptual-motor conflict. 

·The tests are well suited to tlliteratea as moet .of the irustl"Uction 

itS b;y practical demontJtration. · Up "to Six su.bjecte at a time can 

be conveniently managed by one observer. 

A bnsic component in five of tho tests is a small square 

pan with a stainless steel rod. mounted vertical.ly •t the middlet 

as shown in Plate 1. " For convenience in pacl<'.i:ng, the rod is 

,detachable from a fixed bush in which it fits eilU.gly, and to 

afford some means of adjuotment to compensate for wear which would 

tend to J.oosen the fit, the lower en.d of the rod is split. When 

the rod ie in position there should be no perceptible wobble at 

the free end. Thia end is flat, but the sharp circwnferontial 

edge is rounded very slis;htly with a fine file. The pan is made 

·Of a fairly heavy gauge of iron sheet because the extra weight 
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improYes stability in use and there is aleo no need to solder the 

corners. The tweezers are of a. standard round-ended surgical 

pattern set with a gap of approximatelJ three-quarters of an irich 

between the ends at the open position. 

The other implemente are shown in Plate 2. Both metal. pins 

in the Steadiness-stick are a light dr1 ving fit through the wood. 

The ends of the cross-pin mq be round or chamfered, but the 

protecting end or the other pin, like that of the rod in Plate 1 1 

is flat, with the edge rounded only very slightly. Similarly, the 

ends of the wooden Two-hand sticke are flat with edges rounded 

just a. little. The wooden ferrule e..t the middle of each of these 

etioks is glued fe.st. The rubber rings (I'lnte 2) arc of a stan

dard fruit-jar type readily obtainable in packets of a dozen. 

Plate 3 illustrates a Gimple case bent from a single piece 

of iron sheet to provide support for a mirror at one end and a 

screen at the other. The mirror, permanently fixed in a light tin• 

plate sheath to protect its backing, is held in two channels 

formed by bending over the vertical edges of the support, and it 
can be slid out easily for transportation or storage. 

The tin-plate tray depicted in Plate 4 has a ramp along 

the middle of the large compart0ent that Glopes up to the partition 

and the narrow opening in a tunnel communicating with the small 

compartment. An Ul)right baffie is soldered to the surface of the 

ramp directly opposite the narrow opening. Tho 11P~rspex" cover 

for the tr&y is a friction. fit in tho robGtes eo that it does not 

nl.ide out _£.uring use and. is nevortheless easily removable tor 
occasions.~ dusting of the interior or to toke the balls out to 

prevont rattling when tho apparatus ia transported long distances. 
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Both the Mirror case (Plate 3) and the Co•ordination tray 

(Plate 4) are spray-painted a dark grey, but it is important that 

there be no small lumps or other irregularities in the paint 

surface on the ramp in the latter. 

Procedures 

Tweezer Nuts (Plate 5, Upper) 

The small square pan, with the .vertical rod in position 

and twenty nuts lying flat and randomly about its base, is set 

on the table within easy ~each of the sitting subject. The 

observer demonstrates, how, when the signal to start is given, 

the nuts must be picl{ed up one at a time with ,a pair of tweezers 

and slipped over the rod. There are two trials of half-a-minute 

each. After a trial, the number of nuts placed on the rod is 

recorded and the nuts are dropped back randomly in the pan, 

ensuring, however, that they all lie flat. 

Tweezer Y.tlrror (Plate ;, Middle) 

The case holding the mirror is set on the table vdthin 

easy reach of the sitting subject, so that the mirror faces lrlm, 

and the pan with the vertical rod and nuts is put inside the case 

against the upright part of the screen and laterally more or less 

at its middle. The subject performs the same task as in the 

preceding test, but is now permitted only a mirrored view of his 

activity. There are two trials of four minutes each. 
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Two-hand Sticks (Plate 5, Lower) 

The pan with the vertical rod and nuts is ple.ced on the 

table within easy reach of the sitting subject, end he is 

required to transfer one nut at a time to the rod, using the two 
short sticks, one in either hand. No part of tlie Sllbject•s hand 

mar extend beyond the ehoulder of the ferrule at the middle of 

the stick. There are two trials of two minu:tes each. 

Stea(l!ness Stick (Plate 6, Upper) 

The subject sits upright and stretches out his arm and 

hand over the table. The observer then sots the pan and rod on 

the table in line with the subject's arm at a distance of half the 

mea.suring stick (7i") from hie finger tips to the rod. Ut!ling the 

Steadiness stick.,. held in one hand behind the cross-pin, the 

subject i.s re(luired to piek up nuts one at a time with the pin 

at the othtr end a.nd transfer them to tho rod. He may not rast 

hie arms or the stick on the table. There are two trial.s of 

three min~tes each. 

~~at C~rdinntion (Plate 61 Middle) 

The tray, having the ten steel balls in the large com

partment, is held by the subject in both hands eo- that the 

smaller compartment is away from him. By suitable tilting the 

bolla must be guided carefully up the ramp, past the baff'le1 sntl 

through the opening into the small compartment. It is not 

permissible to try flipping the bllll·ls tirectly o.n to the higher 

end of' the ramp near the openin.g. There are t• trials of tour 

minutes each. After a trial the number ·Of balls .in the emeU.l 
compartment ie recorded• and . this end or the tray is then r>aised 
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and tu.med over by the observer to roll the balls back into the 

large compartment. 

Rinr; .f.hfowins (Plate 6, Lower) 

The subject sits upright and stretches out his ~rm nnd 

hand over the table. The observer then puts the pan and rod on 

the table in line with the subject's arm and at a distan<:e . ot a. 

tull rrseasuring stick (15") from his finger10otips to the roa. '!'he 

mirror ca.se is set up on end about six inches behind the edge of 

the pan so that ita bottom faces the subject and eftords a uniform 

i:la.c!tground and a convenient stop for the thrown rings. (Mr. Cur.rif): 

made this useful sugge.stion) 

A bundle of twelve rubber rings is given to the subject, 

who .is requiredt without leaning forward, to throw one ring at a 

time over the rod. Twelve ringo constitute e. trial, ed. toore 
ere ten triale in all. After each, the number of rings correctly 

thrown over the rod is recorded. There ia no time limit. 

In all the ~hove tests, the observer, relying mainly on 

mft, demonstrates exactly •hat the subjects h.a.ve to . do, but does 

not allow them any preliminary practising. A ,gong-stroke or other 

suitable S()und $1gnale the beginning &."!.d. end of' each trial. In 
the one-hand tests, the preferred hand is used. In sll teats, 

except the Ring Throwing, subjects ere instructed. to work as 

quickly as they can. 

FQrM Seri-es Test (Not illustrated.) 

This is primarily a test or inductive reasoning ab:U.ity 

administered through a practical medium, the instruction being by. 
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both verbGl explanation and mime. The subject is provided with 

e. board do\Vll the left•lnmd aide of which are shown incomplete 

sections of a recurrent pattern of geometrical figures that may 

var.~ in shape (triangle, equ.are or circle) • size (large. meditUD 

or smell) and colour (red, blue or yellow). Ria ttask is to 

complete the pattern in each row by adding two appropriate plastic · 

figures selected from a quantity randomly mixed in a tray. The 

first f'i• rows ere practice items, and the .w.bsequen.t eight.een, 

test items, in which the patterns become progressively more 

complicated. There is no time limit. A point is scored for every 
. . 

item-row completed correctly. Full detaUe of the test are given 

by Grant (2) who developed it. 

Aeplication and Result! 

The tests were administered experimentally to Afrl.can. 

-emplofets ot both sexes at a newly-started f~ttctory for producing 

ceramic-ware, the .objects being to investigate: (a) Reliability; 

(b) Vf.llidity tor occupational selection; (c) Intercorrelatiorw 

between the tests; (d) Relationship to educat~onel level and 

intelligence; and (e) 3ex, tribal and age differences in test 

performance. 

The inter-trial correlations of' the six senex·u:7•motor 

teats and· the corresponding reliability coefficients obtained by 

the $pearm.an-Brown formula tor "split•hslf" correlation, are given 

in Table 1. All the testa appear to have .acceptable reliability, 

the worst heine Tweezer Nuts, and the best• Ring Throwing. 

Tweezer Nuts was both the shortest teet and the first to be 

administered; the novelty of the test sit~ation could have induced 
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temperamental · and other extre.neous influences. It is notewortbl 

that the coefficient for the female group is considerably the 

smaller, although on the present restricted samples the difference 

is not statistically &ignificant. Ring Throwing, in addition to 
being performed' as the laat test in th0 battery, after subjects 

l".ad got_ well used to the testing .eituation, wa.s also the lonseet 
with~ more trials than the others. The reliability ot 

T~oezer ~iuts could ·probably be improved by increasing the number 

ot trials to four. 

Table 2 shows the respective mean scores and standard 

dev.iaticns of the male and female groupe, an4 eleo the e:rit:l.eal 

.ratios ·Of the differences between the means. On educational 

Level mid Form Series (the mental test) the femal~ group was 

markedly OOJ>erior. On Twee~'!r Nuts the male E.,"l"Oup was slightl,-: 
superior. The pattern of movements in this taok bears a certain 

resemblance to those in ust.ng small hand-tools like pliers and 

spanners and the rMles might have had the adve.ntage of more 

preVious experience at this kind or manipula.tion. lt i.s also 

pcestble that the f~malee were more emotionally affected br th& 

strangeness of the initial test eituation. on Tweezer Mirror• 

the male group also pe.roforrned slightly better, but the stgni£1-

cance of the difference does not reach the ~; level. Although 

this test introduced a perceptual set alien to that in Tweezer . .,. 

Nuts because ot the fore-and-aft reversal or direction in the 

renected image, the motor patterns in both were mt~ch the same. 

Qn Two-hand Sticks, Steadiness Stick, Tray Co-ordination 
and Ring tl1.rowing, there are no dif.tereneee in the mean scores~ 

Aa a broad tendency, the male group shows more heterogeneitr 
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(reflected by larger s.o•s) on all the variates.except Steadiness 

Stick, but considered individually most of these differences 

are not significant. 

Tables 3 and 4 show the intercorrelations between tests 

in the male and female groups. In both, Eduoational Level 

correlates with the mental test Form Series, but ie negatively 

related to steadiness Stick. The more educated Africans were 

those who had the mixed ble~Ssing of more contact with European 

culture, many aspects of which• markedly in urban areas. tend to 
promote neural and cardio-vascular conditions unfavourable to 

"stendinosa". There ie also the likelihood that the l&ae

od.u.cated 11tribal n Africans had more experience with the manipula

tion of a longish stick both as a weapon_ and a tool. 

Form Series is positively related to Tweezer Mirror, which, 

like conventional mirror-tracing tasks• particularly when applied 

to young or other wise low-grade subjects, probably has a moderate 
loading ot g. Because o.f the extra dimension involved in Tweezer 

MiiTor it ie a. rather more frustrating task than mirror-traoi.n.g 

on a tlat surface. In the intellectually inferior male group, 

mental factors WO\lld have played a greater part in the mirror 

task, and the laraor correlation vd th Form Serieo is in the 
expected direction, although, on the present small swnples, tb.e 

difference in size between .the respective male and female co

etticiente is not statistically significant. 

steadinese stick correlatee With Two-hand Sticks. 

Although. one requires tlio banda and the other, one onlr, both 

tasks involve the remote control ot objects by "stick" manipula

tion. 
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In the intellectually interior male group, Ring Throwing 

an.d Tra:t Co•o:rdination correlate with Educational Lewl, and Tray 

eo-ordination alco with. Form Serieth ln the female gl"'up, Fo~ 

S.ries is t'Olated to Tweezer Nuts, in wbicb. tbe temlille mean was 

lower. Tile more intelligent females did better at a sensory• 

motor task which was generall;, rather more difficult for females,, 

v.>hether through lack of preYioue tool-wielding oxperienc& or their 

greater sensitivity to the novelty of the teat situation. 

In the male group, the most specific tests were Tweezer 

Nuts, (mean r, o.o;> ant! Ring throwing (mean r, 0.09}; and in the 

female group, Ring Throwing (mean r. o.05) and Tray Co-ordination 

(moS\13. r., 0 .. 0'7). While Tweezer Nuts, at which the males perfor.med 

better, ahowa a. high. degree of epecificit:r in the me.le group,. in 

the female group it is t.he test which shows the widest overlap 

td.th otb.ers (mean r. 0.25). Among the moles, tha teat showing 

the vt.ldeat overlap nth others is '!'weezer Mirr'?r (mean r; 0.30). 

:tn both groups. T.ra1 Co-ordination is related. to only one other 

.&e-BS0!7•11l9tor test: Tweezer Mirror (males) ·• and Tweezer Nuts 
(females). 

In the in.tellec:tua.lly .inferior male ·group, Form Series 

(tho menttll test) has a mean correlation of 0.24 lld.th the aenso~· 

motor tes·ta; in the .superior female group$ the co:rresponding mean 

correlation is 0.12. 'l'his tits in with genera~ findings that the 
lower the intellectual grade of the subjects, the more signifiea.nt 
becomes the r6le of intelligence in.performing various taSks. 

In both the male end female graupe1 the mean intercorrela~l. 

tion betv~een all the sen.sory•motor tests is of the order of 0.15. 
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Validit . l 

To obtain some indication of the usefulness ot the teats 
for predicting success a.t the factory joba, t'be mean test scores 

o:t' 25 operati Yes who rs.ted high acceding to observation of their 

manual proficiency on the job, were compared with the me~e of 

25 who rated low. The results are given in Table 5. 

Higher educational level is associated with high•r job

rating at between the 10% and 5% level of' significance. On 

.Stead:i.neaa Stick, the group rs .. ted low at their jobs performed -
better than the one rated high, the difference being significant 

at about th.e .5% level. This appears to be consistent with the 

finding that there was a {Iegati ve correlation between Educational 

Level and Steadiness Stick. None of the other tests distinguishes 

either wa..y between the job groups. 

It should be mentioned. that fnt~.ch of the ·testing was dono 

under WJ:f makeshift conditions before thlll tactory was in produc

tion, an4 most ot the operatives had been at their jobs tor only 

a short time when the subsequent merit ratings were carried out. 

However, none of the teste was s~ecitically designed to simulnte 

the functionttl patterns of e..ny of the t'actocy jobs, 1:uu1, as 

Vernon (3, p.l03) haa observed, •••"the notion or dexterity or 

handiness as a genertal factor in manual occupatione, which em be_ 

measured b7 one or two pegboard, nut and bolt or similar tests, 

Should ·be diecouraged". 
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Tribal Ori(ln 

'rhe means and standard deviations of tour tribal grGups 

and the significance of the differences between means and between 

s.u.•s are given in. Tables 6 Wld 7. Tribal claesifica.ttcn of tn• 
combined. i'Mle aud female samples we.e according to general 

linguistic end caltu.rol affinityJ (1) Zulu, Xhosa and. Swaz1J 

(2) Sotho and Tswana; (3) Pedi and Nctebele; (4) Shangaon, 

Tsonga nnd Venda. 

None of the Chi-squared valuee in Table 1 derived by 

&rtlett's analysis for homogeneity of w.r18l1ce (l,) is as large 

a a 7 .81, which is necesea17 for the 5% level of significance with 

three degreeq of freedom. Hence the differences betwen the S.D.'s 

are .not eignificant. As none or the F-valu.es in the right-hand 

Column obtained by an analysis of variance tor homogeneity ·Of · 

meanJS reaches the minimum 2.68 required here 1 there are no 

sig.niticant differences between the means. It would appear, 

therefore., that in the present tests the tribal origin of the 

sub,lects had no innuence on their achievement. 

The means and standard deviations of tour age groups, 

and the significance ot the ditfe.reneee between meus anf! betwe$n 

S.D.'s are shown in Tables 8 and 9. All subjects, irrespective 

ot eex or tribal origin, were classified a.ccordin& to age into 

the followi,ng groupe: 1(16 to 20), 2(20 to 2!5), 3(26 to 35), 
and 4(36 to 55). By Bartlett• e Chi•eq_ua.red analysis for homo

geneity of variance, none of the differences between the s.n. •s 

(T.a.ble 8) reaches tho 5% level of significance, as none of the 
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Cbi•squared values (Table 9) is as large ae: ?.81. The anal7si1.3 

ot Yariance tor homogeneitt of means preducod the F•values in the 

r1ght-llan.d column of Table 9. Four of these, which exceed. 2-.68, 

indicate that there are differences at better than the ~% level 
en Educational Level, Form Series Test, Tweezer Nuts and TrtAy 

Co-ordination. 

~'lith regard to Educational Level (Table 8), the two 

junior groups 1 end 2. (which are not significantly different) are 

'the highest, Group 3 ie nex~. and Group 4 the lowoat. 'I'he erlt:ice.l 

ratios betwoe.n me~ a~jacent in si~ are: 1 and 2, 1•501 2. and 

l 1 .;.:;o; 3 and 4, 2.05. on. Form Series, the two junior Groups l. 
and 2 are superior to the two senior Groupe 3 snd 4, but th~':,test 

6oes not discriminate between Groupe 1 an.d 2 or 3 and 4• the 

crit.ical ratios between adjacent means bei.:ng 1 and 2, 0.75; 2 and 

'' .2~53; 3 and 4. 0.52. 

On Tweezer Nuts, Gro\lp l is inf&1"io:r to all tho •lthet"S• 

the critical ratios being, 1 and 2, .2.00; 2 ana 4, o.?9J 4 and :;, 

o.lo. Poasible explanations for this arQ: (a.) The most 

itnltature subjects were moat itdverself affected b;y th.e novelty ot 
the test .situation. {b) The majority of the very youngest were 

femal<u~, r.r:ho, having had little previ.ous experience in manipu• 

lat.ing hand•tools would bave found this initial test part~.c\llarly 

strange. On T~ay ce-ordine.tion, the critical ratios are as· 

tollewst 1 and 4, 0.17; 4 and 3, o.83; 3 and 21 1.40; (l and :;, 

1.67) none o.f which is si50ificent. Ho~ver• there is a a:tgnitt ..... . ' 

cant difference between Group 1 and Group 2, and probably tdao 

between Group 4 and Group 2. It would seem that Group 1 (the 

most juu:l.or) and Group 4 (the most senior) did :a.ot fare a.~ ·wn 
ae Group 2. 
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(l) All the sensory-motor tests appear to be acceptabl~ 

reliable. Tweezer Nuts, the initial one, and the shortest, 

. showe~ the loweat reliability, and Ring Throwing, m-dch was 

botb the longest end the last teat, the highest. 

(2) F&ma.les were superior on .Educational Level and Form S.riea 

(t4enttllll test), and 11l8.lee on Tweezer nuts (also to a t;;llght 

extent on Tweezer Mirror), where previou5 experience with 

611M'lll hand•tools might have been an advantage .• 

(3~ In both male and female groups, Educational Level corr&lated 
positively with Form Series end negatively with Steadi~ss 

Stick. The more educated Africans were possibly lees 

familiar with a stick as a tool, or just lees steady because 

of closer aaaociation with certain enervating influ~nces in 

European culture. Form Seriee related to Tweezer Mirror• 

probably because of an overlap of g. Steadiness Sticlt Eind 

Two-twnd Sticka corrcle,ted. Ring Throwing was a rather 

epeeific test. For either males or .females, the mean· 

intercorrelation between ill the seneoey-ootcr testa \llaE; of 

the.order of 0.15. 

(4) In the leaa intelligent male group, Tweezer Mirror ehoW$d 

the large.st overlap with other senaol"f•motor tests (me<m r 1 

0,;30). Form Sflrl.es (mental teet) correlated with Trtft 

Co-Ordination and gaft a mean correlation ot o.24with the 

sensory-motor tests. In the female group, Tweezer Nuta 
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shewed the lo.rgoat overlap with other enso~JDOtor te$ts 

(mean r, o.-25) Md correlated 0.30 witll J'orm series (mental 

test). In this more intelligent group, Form Series ga.ve a 

meon correlation of o.la with the senso1'7•motor teste. 

(5) Younger eubjects tended to have a higher educational le"'l 

and sl.so ~o perform better at Form Series, The vef:J yount!J 

ones, who were mainly females, fared the worst at Tweezer 

Nuts, (the initial sensory-motor test). On Tray Co

-ordination the moat ~urd.or group, end to a loe~r extent, 

the; most senior, scored less than an intermediate group. 

(6) 'rbe teste, which were not specifically deeisned to Simulat~ ,:.:;;. 

-a'fl'1 of the lllknual occupations in a _factoey producing 

cer-a.mic•ware, shond no validity with a criterion of arit 

. l"atings 1n these oceupationa. 

(7) The simple design -of mirror end eaM described here can be 

used in conjunction with varioue other small manual a.ctid• 
ties, including conventional mirror-drawing on · pnper sheets. 

T~lumd Sticka is particularly interesting when performed 

by ,mirror vievi, but because of ita 4if'ficultr tbis combine.• 

t1on us net o.pplied in the :present study. 
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I~ter-trial correlations and rel!abilit.J coefficients 

ot Sensor,v•motor teste 

(Decimal points omitted) 

Senaoey-motor Teats Males S5 Females .58 Comb. U3 

r Rel. r Rel. r Rel. 

Tweezer NUts 60 75 42 59 59 14 

Tweezer Mirror 6S 79 ~ 78 6' 79 

Two-han4 Sticka 64 78 6} 71 66 80 

Steadiness Stick 82 90 75 86 81 90 

Trq Co-ordination 6} 11 70 82 10 82 

Ring ThrowiDs 86 92 84 91 90 9J 
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Malee N • 63(. Females N • ~ ~ 
... r 111 1- f' l¢1 • • 

.c.a. 
Ditt. 
.Reana 

I t 
2 • .56 l a.aa 4.7/ 

'1·10 !l.28 ia.o' 
22.48 . 

s.fM) I 
I 

i 1.?9 I ,.a, 
5·76 

ll,.i+6 ~,· .,.,4 12.1;5 ?.10 

·Jl.S.14 l 8.?6 !16.94 1 9·Sl 

in.94 1 6.n 
1
u.oa ·I 6.03 

~S0.$4 18.84 j 84.66 ll8.ott 
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Intercorrelations between teets oft Male group N • 63 -

(Decimal points omitte4) 

Teste .. 1 2 ' 4 ' 61 1 I 8 

1 Educ. Leftl 

2 Form Series 3}8 
I 

' Tweezer Nuts C11 09 

4 Tweezer l.U.rror 06 I 46e o4 

I ' Two-hand Sticks 11 22 •CYl 48s 

6 Stea4. Stick -24a 12 21 32• ,Z.s 

7 'rrsq Co-ord • ,,. JOs 22 37• 14 .OS 

8 Ring 1'hrow • I Z'/s ;22 -26 -r/tJ i!/a lit 02 
I I 

I 
I i 

Mean r' s of SeneoJ'7-motor ' 2:5a! teats l 0} 
I 30• 19s 14s 09 

I I 

"s" implies significance at the .5% level or better· 
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TABLE .. 

Intercorrelatione between teeta OD Female group N • 62 

(Decimal points Ollitted) 

Testa 1 2 3 .. 5 6 7 8 

1 Educ. LeYel 

2 Fora Series !)2e 

3 Tweezer Nuta 12 '30• 

4 'l'wee•r Mirror 09 '29• 32• 

5 Two-Hand Sticka o8 01 338 13 

6 Stead. Stick -26a -02 ~· 06 38• 

7 '1'ra7 Co-ord. -06 ll 31• 12 ~06 -02 

8 Ring Trow -os OJ 01 12 ~2 12 00 

Mean r' a ot Senson-
ilotor teeta 2,. 1~ 15• 16• 07 OS 

I 

"•" implies significance at the 5~ leyel or better 
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'fABLE 2 

Means and standard deYiations of low-rated and 

high-rated groups ot tactor7 operatives. 

Low If • 25 Hip K • 25 c • .a. of 
Testa Mean S.D. Keaa S.D. Ditt. 

Mean a 

Educational Le.e1 ,.oo 2.,, 4.32 2.36 1.90 

form Series Test 10.64 ,.0,3 11.56 4.64 o.6? 

'l'weer.er Nuts 22.M 4.6, 2,3.00 7·53 0.09 

Tweezer Mirror 7.64 6.92 8.}2 6.82 o.,, 
Two-hand s ticka 13.1to 8.1,. 10.96 '·'' 1.18 

Steadiness Stick 1?.60 ll.lt4 12.16 1·39 2.00 

fray Co-ordinatio 1,3.48 ,.49 u.so 6.14 1.02 

Ring Tbrovillg 8,3.20 11.91 ?8.96 l?JJJ o.84 
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TABLE 6 
Meana ed Standard deriationa ot tour tribal groupa 

2. N • 41 3· N • ItO I 4. • • 28 l 
1. N • 15 

Shangaan, 

Teate 
Zulu, Xhou, Sotho, Pedi, Taouaa, 

svast. 'l'awau.. RdeBele. Venda. 

I 
I 

Keu S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Me &A S.D. 

Education LeYel }.69 3·09 }.88 2 ... ? 3·95 2.62 2.96 2.}8 

For. Series Teet 8.75 5·85 10.90 4.74 10.43 5~00 8.64 5·0? 

Tweezer Nuts 19.80 4.55 21.51 5·51 20.98 6~41 21·75 6.98 

Tweezer Mirror ,_,, 5·98 1·95 1·11 8.40 6.69 6.14 ,.18 

Two-hand Sticka 9·'*1 s.o1 1}.20 ?.81 12.93 ?.}4 1}.57 1·02 

Steadineaa Stick 11.53 8.12 15.81 9eo8 16.60 9 ... 1 18.olt 9·20 

Tra7 Co-ordiJJ& tiClll 10.60 6.63 U.76 6.09 12.58 6.00 9·96 5·78 
I 

Rin& 'J.'hrovins n.8o 24.0? 84.}2 17.?:1 8}.18 1?.68 8}.)2 18.231 
I 
I -



TABLE 7 

S1SD1ficance of the ditterencee between the 

means and s .D.' a of the tribal sro-cws 

Chi- I F Teats Sqwared I Value 

Eclucat1onal Leftl 1.!$9 l.()S 

Form Series Test 1.02 1 • .54 

'l'weezer Nuts 3·<1'1 2.S2 

Tweeaer Mirror ,5.o4 1.20 

Two-band Sticks ,.,o 1.22 

Steadineea Stick 0.42 1.?, 

1'rq Co-or4illat1on o.,o 1.1, 

R1ill Throwing 2.81 o.4? 
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TABLE 8 

Means and Standard de•iationa of tour age groupa 

1. • • 21 2 • N • 57 ,. Ji • 37 

16 to .20to 26 to 
'!'est 20 Tft'• 25 -rra. 35 JI"B• 

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 

Educational LeYe1 5e10 1.84 4.}5 2.2!/ 2.58 2.74 

For. Series Teat u.n ).84 10.93 4•73 8.16 5·58 

Tweezer Nuta 18.24 5·52 21..19 6.43 22.68 5·58 

Tweezer Mirror 6.6? 6.98 7·51 6.59 7·32 1·11 

'l'wo-hand Sticka 12.86 ?.00 12.67 ?.42 1,.,., ?.75 

Steadiness Stick 11.?6 1·92 1?.23 9.47 16.24 8.4? 

!'ra7 Co-ordiDa ticm 8.48 6.01 13.07 s.s2 U.27 6.29 

Bins Throwing 83.48 15·51 85.49 19.07 79.00 18.77 

4. N • 10 

36to 
55 ,ra. 

Meaa S.D. 

1.10 1·79 

?.20 5·0? 

22.50 4.48 

1·70 5·.52 

U.lO 4.68 

1?.40 10.83 

9·90 4.10 

79·30 19·35 



I 

Si~fioance ~ the difference• 'between the 

means and S .. p. • e ot the age ,roupe 

. 
Testa Chi• F 

Sq~4 Value 
-

Educatioaal .Level s.O? u.os. 
Fom Series Teet 3·49 

4 "' • a 

Tweezer Nuts 2.)6 2.69. 

Tweezer I>tirror l.Ol 0.09 

Two-Han4 Sticks ).Ol ·o.28 

.Steadihess Stick 1.81 1.9? 

11'.ra7 Co-ordination 2.21 '·'*'· 
1l1.i16 ~wifts 1.24 l.o6 

( 

ns'' implies signit'icanco at the 5% level or better 
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PLATE I. PAN, ROD AND TWEEZERS. 

Pan with d~?tachabl~? 

upright rod at middle 

Also 

nut~ 

Rod 

Stainles'i. ·!.teel 

l.,Tm. 
'-----:;;..> 4 

5 

1 ]f~-- Bross 

.1~ ~bush 
2 0 0/ 

~ r1-1 __ ':>~...a...:n:.;...Lo-....z..r.::.....~ ;'--_~I 
I 

Saw-cut---.....:::. 

. . . . 
·~------ 5.-------:;.o~ 
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Gal vani!>~?d-iron 

!.hee t 20 g. 

/ 
.. ,. 1 
-* 2 

Tweezers (stainles!>) 

..... ·:.:. · .... ~ 

DROW 



24~ 
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T 
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______ L __ 

3 . 
4dldffi1 
1 f ... : : 
2 ----"l.... : : rg 

1 
2; Cro~;-pin 

'-e-g . 
- d1am. 

64 s.s. 

Two-hand Stick!. 
2 Reqd. I . 

teE---Birch Dowel rod 
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PLATE 3. 

Mi rr or-e;. heath 

Tin-plare 

Galvani"'ed- ' 

iron "'heet 

20g.~ 

l 

196 

3 

glasc;. 

7 
64 6 

1 .. ..... -
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;: 16 . 
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PLATE 4. 

Tunnel opening 
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Bent 1 
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PLATE 5 . 
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PLATE 6 
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A3SEMBLY AND s~;~ORY-MOTOR T~TS 

.FOli AF.t\lCAU t-1If1E 'lv'ORlt .... RS 

Largely as a result of the success achieved in the 

application of aptitude tests in various military and industrial 

spheres during the last war, the South African gold-mining indue

try became interested in the possibility of utUizing similar 

procedures for the selection and classification of their African 

labour, and in due course the N.I.P.R. was commissioned to under

take preliminar1 investigati.one on one of the mines. 

It wee soon realized that, firstl7, because of the 

cultural heterogeneity of the subjects and the wide preYBlence 

of illiteracy, all tests would have to be of a practical nature; 

secondly, most or these would have to be specially devised ae 

few of the standard laborator,r and industrial tests available 

were really suitable tor African use; and thirdly, oome teets 

would have to fulfil a "general-purpose" screening function and 

others be more specific for jobs like those of the loco- or 

winch-driver. 

Among various apparatus tests, both 11general-purposc" 

and "specific", which were specially devised with a view to 

suitability for both the subjects and the occupations, were the 

following: Tripod-and-weight AesemblJ (Model B); Object

sorting; "Three-dimensional" Feg-boa.rd; Code-signal ... 

Reaction; and Dynamic Coincident Reaction. 
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Thim. urd.·t om 'bodies an oppli.ea tion of cne of' the old eat 

mechanic~ principles known to man • tbo atable etructuro oft 

tbroe slop1rtg lese capable of sopportins • woigb.t such sa a cook• 

1ng .. r,l0t or a lump o£ meat. Stability dspenda on the r·lgi,dity of 

the .l.egtit ttdeq;u.ate apD.Ci~ of the teet, and !!lOtte Guitablto cheek 

$.g&iMt the tettd$nCJ ot the teet t.o Glide apart. Such a a~e-

ture boia.g <tomon in maay oulturea ·past and presont, seemed 

p:.rai61ng tor a teat which eboul.d proterablJ be aa t
1cultur&•free'' 

an po~J~e1blc. 
!be 'rripod-tand-vetght Aa.setmbl.f {Model 8) ta & d.mpler 

cu.1d mer• ru"ecl version of an earlier model which tomed ·pllrt ot 
a •ehanical illsigbt bait tory intended tor uo on subjecta :ather 

MH lopb:ieticatc4 the» Afr1~G m:lne wc:uic,erlh 

At~~ cahcwn in the lowe!" figuf'e, reoeeoes in c liiOOde.n block 

accCltlmodate ttigbteen l'ACtal. co:cpoaect.e and enwro a standard 

er-ran.ee=eut of' pr•-eeniatioa. ~· eo•poneDts ocmtJ.iet of three 
leg& e1x irJcbes long made troro rectan&'lllar bar (.f'~ x i-"h each 

lUl.,ing a book ec.ea-eiab.ths from the lower e1rtreml.ty &.ad a bole 

()/l'tt dJ.Gm.) &t the U~pel"J 4 tripod•h&Md Cf li8 diu. X Jtt ,stock 

.fihD.ped to form three equ14lata:~.t tons ··ud havilsg a hook t1xe4 :lD 

:l.ta c~nt"J a CJllnd.rical weight 2" a 17/16•1 d1am •. fitted with a 

book ot 1/81t diam. rod at tbe ceatrc of one eati; n ring-i*n 
· outs14o 4iamete.r ( 1 /8*1 diam. rod); mix links (7 /8" 1eg) ot er4i• 

tiar'J' be4Gtea6 cbabl (wire appro:sr.iatelJ 1/16" eU.u.); three 

che.ese-heade4 ffo. 2 B.A. ISCNWD tutftft•e1ghtho ot sn inch lOJll, 

end. three No. 2 l:l.A •. hexagon ft\lte. 
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PROCF..OURE 

The block holding the metal components is set before 

the subject and he is required to produce the assembled struc

ture shown in the upper figure. Before the first trial prac

tical instruction ie gi•en either through the medium of mime 

end a demonetr•tion sample, or a movie film. The subject scores 

a poin.t for every correct connection of parts made within a time 

limit of three minuteo. After the first trial has been comple

ted and scored, the observer dismantles what has been assembled 

and replaces the looee parte in their recesses in the block. 

The subject io then shown either a completed sample or a proj&d

ted illustration of such, for twenty seconds, a.nd proceeds with 

the second trial, which lasts for two minuteo. After scoring 

and replacing the parto in the block, the completed sample (or 

illustration of same) is shown for ten seconds and he then does 

the third trial, aloo of two minutes duration. When the number 

of subjects being tested simultaneously is large, demonstration 

b1 optical projection is preferable to tho use ot mime and a 

physical sample. 

OBJECT SORTING 

Tbie apparatus-teet is another example ot a point made 

1n the introductory chapter to the effect that quite ordi.nary 
f 

commercial articles can sometimes beve usefUl applications for 

research purposes. 

It consists of a wooden tray twelve inches square and 

one and throe querters deep, divided up into sixteen equal com

partments; a flat oven-pan about nine inches square and one 
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deapa and an aaeortment of small hardware comprio1ng two aizea 

ot nails, five sizes or types of wood-acrewa, one type of roofing 

bolt, three sizes or types of rivets, three sizes ot washers, 

and two types of nuts • 

.bach compartment in the wooden tray is ''labelled" b7 

haYing an actual sample of each. item fixed to its bottom. For 

sorting, there are five samples of each item randomly mixed in 

the pan. 

PROCEDURE 

The apparatus is &et before the subject aa shown in 

the upper figure and he must sort the items from the pan into 

their appropriate tray compartments, as in the lower figure. 

Instruction 18 given by actual demonstration, or a movie fila, 

if the group is large. 

The first t~l lasts for two and a half minutes, and 

the subject's score is the nuaber of items correctly sorted. 

There ie no deduction for items incorrectly sorted; they are 

siaply ignored. All items in the tray compartments are then 

put back randomly in the pan, and without any further instruc

tion the subject proceeds to do the second trial, which laate 

tor one and a half minuteo and ia acorod in the seme way. 

An improvement suggested by Dr. Hudson became stan

dard practice on all the later batches of tho apparatus. This 

was the replacement of the oven-pan. by a wooden tre1 similar 

in external format to the one with compartments, but without 

compartments. At the end ot a trial this t'bluk" tray is 

placed edge to edge over the other, and by turning them upside

down the items are quickly transferred trom the latter to the 

former, where, after being ehaken to mix them up well• the1 are 
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ready to be oorted again. The convenience of this system, par

ticularly when zaD1 sets ot the test are being administered to 
a group, more than justifies the cost ot the additional tray. 

"THREE-DIMENoiONAL" Pill-BOARD. 

l~oet form- and peg-board teats impose a two-dimen

sional task in that the subject bas to consider the length and 

breadth ot objects and recesses. But material reality is not 

"i'latland", however ingeniously it may be represented as such. 

The ubiquitous third dimension must constantly be taken into 

account, not only in a specialized human activity like the con

struction of a machine, but in the myriad activities of all 

organioms in relation to their physical environment. 

The "'l'hree-dimensional" Peg-board provides a test 

that is really a transition between conventional form- and 

peg-boards and actU&l mechanical-assembly models. As in the 

latter class, the three criteria ot length, breadth, and height 

must be conformed to, but there is no catenary relationship 

between tbo various parts like that ill a dyn&~~ic meclulniam such 

as an engine or an iamobile entity such as a bridge. 

The apparatus (Plate l) consists of a board (9i" x 8") 
with recesses, thirty special pegs, each of which is designed 

to fit a particular recess, and a tray tor preeentins the pege 

to the subject& in a. standard manner. 

As shown in Plate 21 the board ie a composite struc

ture of two one-sixteenth brass plates with a half-inch bakelite 

section in between. Ten of the recesses extend all the wa7 
through; tour have baffle-piu projecting up from the lower 

Sheet, one of these being located asymmetricallJ; one has a 
transverse asymmetrical baffle-pin the end of which shows as a 
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round dot on the edge of the bakelite near the lett front corner. 

The small grouped recesses in which double• or triple-ended 

pegs fit, extend only a certain distance into the bakelite. 

The remaiaing recesses, going as far down as the lower plate, 

are w'i.thout baffles. 

Details ot the brass pegs will be apparent in Plate }. 

A peg with shoulders is intended tor & recess open at the bottom; 

in a closed recess ot the same size it will stand p-oud; whereas 

a peg without shoulders will fall through an open recess. A 

peg with s. cavity will tit an unobstructed recess, but the sub

ject will then find that he is lett with a similar peg without 

a cavity which stands proud iD the corresponding recees with 

the baffle, In the two recesses having asymm~~ttri.cal baffles, 

the pegs will only fit one way, and the same holds for three of 

the pegs with rectangular ends and ell six or the pegs with more 

than one end-piece, shown in the top row 1n Plate }. 

PROCEDURE 

The upper figure in Plate 1 shows the test as it is 

presented to the subject, who is required to place the pegs in 

their proper recesses as quickly as possible and ensure tha.t all 

topo are at the same level above the surface of the board. In

struction may be by actual demonstration or a movie film, The 

subject works for a con.tinuous period of ten minutes and his 

score is the number o! pegs correctly placed,· 
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A very essential branch of under-ground activity in 

gold-mining is the oper~tion of winch-driven scrapers to remove 

the broken .material from the working face and dump it at conven

ient localities near the end of the stope from which it can be 

loaded on to the coco-pans. The scraper is attached to a steel 

cable that i& wound by the drum of a stationary ldnch through 

pulleyaa ancho~d at 8'1lit~ble points. 

Pre-arranged code-signals sent from either the working 

face or the dumpiag station to a bell or light near the winch 

indicate to the operator that he must set the winch moving or 

stop it for special purposes, including emergencies. Promptness 

and. precision in interpreting the .signals and reacting on the 

controls is desirable, not onl:y for efficient working, but also 
to avoid accidents. 

The following apparatus was constructed to measure 

choice-r~action to signals given in an elementary code. 

Aa shown in the illustration, a wooden chassis hae 

·rour finger•ke:ys mounted at one end for the observer, and three 

for the subject at the other. Opposite the observer's ke7s a 

flat metal true open at one edge holds a list of the stimuli 

to be presented, which is protected by a sheet of celluloid. 

li.t the lower edge or the liet, numbers from one to four are 

located opposite their respective k$1S• A narrow frame ot 
similar construction holds a strip with three code~marka 1 each 

in line with one of the subject's ke.:rs; the first 'being one 
' small dot and s.large, the second being two small and a large, . 

. . 
tho third, three s~all and a large. 
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A vertical screen at the middle of the chassis prevents 

the subject from seeing a "Standard" clock calibrated in seconde 

and hundredths, a reset counter, two toggle-switches, and the 

movements of the observer in operating ei.ther the controls here 

or the stimulus-keJ•• The screen is strong and rigidly mounte4 

in between the sidee of the chassis to provide adequate support 

tor the counter. One toggle-switch controls the .ain power, 

and the other has two eettinge1 labelled reapectivaly "Light" 

and •'Buzmer". On the subject• a aide of the screen there is a 

panel-lamp in the top of the chaaeie. 

The apparatus works off 2}0/250 volta A.c., but a small 

transformer inside steps this down to a aate si• volta for the 

exposed key-circuits. The tlex from the main aupplJ ia connec

ted to the case at a junction-block below the front of the clock. 

PROCEDURE 

Teat Series A consists of presentations that are entire-

11 audito17. Hav.lng put on the "Main" switch, turned the other 
on to ttBuzzer", and aet. the clock and counter to zero, the ob

eener retera to the first item on hia liat, which reads ••113n. 
Thia means that two decided tepa must be given on the code-kef 

(nuaber one) followed bJ a auatd.ned depreuion of ke)P n1111ber 
0)1,~ 

three, producing two short sctmda ad a lcmgl\buzzer. · Ae soon 

•s keJ number three ia depreaaed., the clock etarta recording, 

and stope when the subject responde on the correct kef tor the 

aignal given, which in thie instance, would be hil! lliddle keJ• 

A reaction on anJ keJ regiatere aa one unit of the counter, but 

it must be on the correct keJ to stop the clock. 
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The obeerYer either reeete the clock and counter to 

zero after noting the reedings, or leaves the reodings up it 

the eubjeet'o awrage ocore tor sa7 ten trialo ie required, and 

proceeds to administer the next stimulue, which on the present 

list, is ul211
• Hence, one tap on the code-key (nueber one) ia 

followed by auete.:Lned depression of ke)' number two, which pro

duces e short and Pl long sound, and the correct ke7 tor the sub• 

ject•e reaction is that on the right. When the stimulue is 

"1114", as in the fourth presenta.tion1 three rhJth!lic taps on the 

code-ke7 precede the depression of key number four, and the sub

ject must react on bi& lett ke1 to stop the clock. Theobeerver 

ma:Lntairus a uniton interval of about three quarters of a second 

between all the components ot the at11111lue, which is not ditfi• 

cult to achieve with a little practice. 

In teat Series Bt the procedure is the 68M as for .A 1 

except that the toggle-switch under the counter ill set over to 

the position marked "Light"'• and the last component of each 

etimulu.e ia signalled b7 the panel-lamp cOtaing on instead of a 

long eound on the buzzer. Subjects must react as th~y did in 

Series A, the large dot 1n each code-mark representing the light. 

Ten trials are given 1n Series A (Auditory) and ten in Series B 

(Vieual). 

DYNAMIC COINCIDENT REACTION 

Uauall7 the winch-operator has no direct viet~ of the 

scraper when it approaches the working face or the dumping 

station, and in either case he has to rel7 on a painted mark 

or a piece ot rag oa the cable. \:/hen thia indicator i.e in li.Qe 

with a fixed mark be knows that the ecraper has reached ita 
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the risk of the insets being touched accidentally when the elec

tric power is on. The cowl can easily be slid out tor occasional 

cleaning of the inoets. (Plate 2, lower figure). 

The reaction unit (Plates 1, 3, and 4) is a wooden case 

housing a counter, lamp-and-socket, control-switch, and specially 

constructed reaction-key. i~t the rear end of the cane there is 

a junction-block for connecting the cord from the main supply, 

and a socket !or the plug on the stimulus unit. The counter 

protrudes sufficiently through the top to make its reset-knob 

ecceeeible, and a translucent window of ground Perspex is located 

directly over the forty-watt lamp. Aa the apparatus works 

entirely off 230/250 volts A.C., adequate enclosure of the com

ponents is neceaoary for eafe operation. 

Details of the special reaction-key are apparent in 

Plate 4. A lever of three-eighths square bra·ss bar pivots 

vertically between two short uprights of one-inch angle-iron 

screwed to a bakelite base. At the front end of the lever, a 

eaall round insulator of bakelite is fitted, and below this, on 

the base, there is a rubber buffer. The rear end of the lever 

carries the round bakelite finger-piece, and a eloping leather

covered block of brass fixed to the base below, limite the down

ward tr~verae. 

Two upright braes pillara, each made up of three separ

ate sections bored through centrally, are mounted on the base in 

line with the round inaulator at the front end of the lever. A 

pair of steel cross-pieces have their ends interposed between 

the sections of the pillara, and the tope of the upper sections 

are bridged by e bakelite cross-piece. A steel rod inside each 

pillar hae threaded ends for nuts that clasp the structure firmly 

to the base. The two steel erose-pieces are drilled in the 
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middle and function as guides for a vertical weighted plunger 

rounded at the lower end whore it bears on the insulator at the 

end ot the lever, and faced at the upper end with a relay

contact stud sweated on with soft solder. Another contact stud, 

attached to its flat spring, is supported directly over the 

first by having the spring clamped between the lower part of a 

screw-terminal and the ba~elite croao-piece and bent over,m a 

suitable bow. A screw and washer on the plunger-weight provide 

the connection tor a light tlexible "pig-tail•'; the other con

nection be.ing at the screw-terminal on the bakelite erose-piece. 

(Plate 3, lower figu.re). Between. the top of the weight and the 

upper steel cross-piece, a pad of soft leather ic interposed to 

act as ·l. shock-absorber. 
. . 

The main purpose of this special resction-keJ is to 

ensure that contact between the pointe ie never oore than 

momentar.r. When a quick, positive reaction in asde on it, the 

"flying" plunger rises oft the bakelite insulator, makes contact 

with the opring-oection, and then breaks contact by falling back 

on the insulator. Uo contact occurs if the key is depressed 

slowly, nor can any be maintained b.r keeping it at the "downn 

position shown in the right figure in Plate 4. 

The two units are arranged before the subject as shown 

in Plate 1, and the elevation of the rail is set at the lowest 

graduation with the rod in tho bottom hole of the fork. Steel 

balls, nine sixtee_nths of nn inch in diameter, are placed one 

at a time by the observer at the raised end of the channel and 

allowed to roll down. The subject must snap down the key eo 
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as to make contact while the ball ie in line with a red mark 

directlJ opposite the braee insets in the channel. lt he suc

ceeds in doing this, there is a flash of light at the window and 

the counter registers one unit. ~hen he has done five trials, 

the reading ia taken, the counter reoet to zero, the elevation 

of the rail set at the next hole in the fork, and onother similar 

series performed. The procedure ie repeated in this wa1 up the 

scale. As the slope of the channel steepens, the balls travel 

faster ond correct reaction becomes aore difficult. 

APPLICATION 1. 

The Object :.iorting Test, Tripod-and-weight (Hodel B), 

and Three-dimensional Pee-board were administered under the 

supervision of Hudson (5) to i\frican employees on a · .. itwaters-

rand gold mine. Other teste included in the bnttery were Cube 

Construction, Formboards, Jcrews-and-nuts Assembly, and Letter

and-numeral Jorting. 

The Cube Construction teet consisted of twenty-seven 

one-inch wooden cubes, one being plain ~nd the rest painted red 

on one, two or three sides; and four rectangular wooden blocks 

of different sizes painted red all over. Tho subject's task 

was to arrange loose cubes to form an ttall-red" replica of each 

block. 

Formboarde were ot the Ferguson type, requirins the 

fitting of blocks of ~arious geometrical profile into their 

proper recesses in boards. The test comprised four sets graded 

in order of difficulty. 

In Screws-and-nuts Assembly, the subject had to match 
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screws of' different diameter and. thread-pitch with their appro

priate nuts. 

Letter-and-numeral Sorti.ng consisted of uniform metal 

discs stamped with letters and numerals, either singly or in 

combina.tion, and a compartmented tray identical in eiz~ and eon• 

etruction to that uaed in Object Sorting, the same principle 

being applied of mounting an actual sample stimulus in each com

partment. Further detail& of the teet will be found in the re• 

levant N.I.F.R. publications (1, ?). 

As the tribal origins or the sul)jectu varied considera

bl7• sttlndard verbal instructions could not be given, and nll 

the teats·werc administered instead through the medium o:f' mime. 

Later a system of demonstration by meane of·a silent movie film 

was developed. 

Using Sichel*s (9) minimum reliabi.lity formula, which 

giYee a very conservative estime.te, inter-trie.l reliability 

coefticents (Table 1) ware computed tor all th.e teGts except 

Screws-and-nute And Three-dimensional Peg-board, where only one 

continuous trial we.e given and it was imJ>raoticable to do a re

test. The lowest coefficient is that for Formbonrde, which is, 

however, otill acceptable. 

The jobs underground in the mine bad been analysed by 

Hudson (5) and oth.era !lnd finally claesified into: 

(1) l~on .. mechanical; (2) Mechanical; and (3) Superdsory. 

Non-mechanical work wao of the unskilled labouring kind, some

times requiring an understanding of certain simple, specific 

techniques, but mainly dependent on ph.ynie~l stamina and gross 

bodily co-ordination. Mechanical work involved the semi• 

skilled activities of assembling pipe-tittiogo and other simple 

components or operating simple power units like winches or small 
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locomotives. Supervision or the workers in the Non-asech!lnical 

and Mechanical groups required not only qualities of leader&b.ip 

but also knowledge and practical competence 1n both branches. 

Ta.hles 2 and 3 give the means and S.D.•e ot samples in 

the respective ca.tegoriea on each of the tests, and Table 4, the 

significance of the differences between the means. There is a, 

general tendency (Table 2) tor the Supervisor,. gro\lp to score 

the highest and the Non-mechanical group, the lowest. As shown 

in Table 4, the differences between the means ot the three cate

gories on Cube Construction are not significant, but thiG may 

have resulted because the nMechanical" sample used in this test 

was too small to be reliable. 

Tripod-and-weight Assembly distinguishes significantly 

between the Non-mechanical and Mechanical categories, but not 

between tho Mechanical and Supervisory. On all the other tests 

the differences between the means ore significant. Referring 

.--~ to the last two columns in Table 4, it will be seen that when the 

Supervisory end Mechanical catesorles are combined, all the tests, 

including Cube Construction and Tripod-and-weight, distinguish 

very significantly between these and the Non-mechanical cntegory. 

A comparison of the relative meaa performances ot sub

jects from various African tribea by Gouwa (4) revealed that on 

all the tests except Cube Construction the:re were aignificrmt 

differences. Tribes from Mocambique and the Cape Province tended 
t 

to be superior to those from other South J~tricen areas and the 

Tropics. No significant difference was found between an1 of 

the tribes in their perforl'll8.nce om Cube Construction. Hudaon 

(5, p.85) proposes that "the capacity for .three-dimensional 

thinking involved in this test is universally undeveloped among 

African tribes". 
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No significant relationship was found between the ages 

ot the subjects, which ranged from below twenty to over forty

five years, and their performance on any of the tests. 

Most of the subjects (6?.}%) had no scholastic educa

tion, and of the rest, only 1~ got further than Standard 1. 

Although a primary consideration in devising the teste had been 

to make them as "culture-f:r-eett as possible, it seemed likelJ 

that subjects with more educational experience and hence closer 

contact with European culture would have some advantage in test 

performance. The graphs of Biesheuvel et al ( l) indicate that 

education definitely exercises ouch an influence. This was most 

marked in Letter-and-numeral Sorting where familiarity with the 

symbols greatly facUitated their .identification, and also sig• 

nificant in Object Sorting, Formboards, and Three-dimensional 

Peg-board, which require an appreciation of various geometrical 

forma and relationshipo that are more characteristic of ~uropean 

than African culture. lducntion played a less significant part 

in Cube Construction, Screws-and-nuts, and Tripod Assembly, but 

the curves for these teats also showed n general upward trend. 

Biesheuvel (1, p.82) expresses the view tbo.tl "The tnato remain 

primarily measures of.potential ability, the level of perfor

mance being enhanced, but not determined by the rudimentarr 

schooling which a few mine nativee have received." 

To investigate the possible effect of mining experience 

on test scores, the subjects were divided into ten groups accor

ding to their length of service and graphs plotted tor the res

pective group means and fiduciary limits. (Biesheuvel, 1). 

On Letter-and-numeral Sorting there was a slight but 

significant upward trend in the first three groups only, probably 

because it is during the earlier stages of mining experience that 
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the illiterate men lea,rn. to identify letterrs and. numera.ls, which 

ie neeesoery !or understanding. among other things, the implica

tion of printed direction. and warning signa. 

On Screw.e-Md-nuts there was n very signif'ica.nt upvard 

trend. This was the only test in the be.ttery having a fairly 

specific relntionahip to activity in the job situation and it is 

likcl1 that the amount of preceding voeati.onal practice e.t manipu

lating different types nnd. sizes of screw-threads markedly affec

ted achievement on the test. 

· Perfor~~nce at Object Sorting, Tripod-and-weight, Cube 

Construction an.d Three-dimensional Peg-board wan not influenced 

by the length ot previous mining experience. Although, in 

Objoct ~iorting, it cauld be expected. that aubjectG with longer 

experience at working with different kind.tJ of "hardware" would do 

better, this does not occur, probably because the test requires 

finer nnd more varied diacrimin.atione than are usually necessary 

on the job. 

In a teat designed to measure inherent ability, it is 

obviously undesirable if specific knowledge and experience play 

an important part in determining the subject's level of perfor-

mance. Although Screws-and-nuts waa round to difterenti•te so 

well between the Supervisory, Mechanical, and Non-mechanical 

groups, it wae therefore decided not to include the Gcorea !or 

selection purposes, but to administer thio test only as an 

inital "buffer" to make the subjects familiar with the general 

testing situation. 

APPLICATION 2. 

With the object of investigating validity for the 

selection ot mechanical operatives. particularly wincb-drivere, 
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the following t~sta were e.dm1td.stered t,o A:f'.ri.can nin~ workera by 

l:~k~le (6) Qnd other met,;be.rs ot &%! N.I .P.R .• tes.r»: (1) Object 

Sorting.; (2) Letter-a.nd-numera~ oprt.!J:I.g; (}) Cube Construction; 
·' 

(1•) Tripcxt-anct.-weipt; (!)) Pursuit (Two•bMd); ('«)) Two-hen4 

Co-ordination (Moede tJp&) Time Score; (?) ·:rwo-hand Cc-ordina.

t1on (Moe<!e t)'pe:.) Error Soon; (.8) DJruamtc Co1ncidoct ·aee.cticn; 

(9) Cocie ... sigMll ~~eactio.n (Light); (10) Cod~·eigul Reaction 

(Soundh (11) Variable Co-ordination (Tlm•); (12) Variable 

Co-ordiMtion (Error); (1}) Ofaemto Ant1cip3tor7 RoacUoa. 

fhe Puraui t ( Two-l:ulnd) teat wa .. $ :bee.icsl.l:y the ~Soaae ne; 

t~ •'Carl !iei:oricbtt mod.el u~ed. by the U.S.ArtaJ l•ifo for-cos in the 

lot "'"r• t~ rotttti.ntt _di&c·Ci!lr.ried a t~mall target-utu-tl wbich 

the aubj~et bad to keep in contD.ct with .a pointer by tllrt~ift€; the 

hsn¢les on ,a pair ot orthogon.a.l 1-e$d•sc:·ewf.l. Ia the Two-hW'ld 

Co-ord1n.at1on Test Uioe4e type), a simile:rly arran-ged p9.ir ot 
lea.tt-screwe controlled a plat.rorm c~rrying a. card with a. printed 

track under 4: sb tionar3 ·pencil. In n,nrunic. A~tiai.p~toey Reac

tion; a. mnct.ll trolley dr~.wn bt a strins and. taliinr; weight c,long 

:rails ha.d to be brough·t to rest at a aiv•n pout on the rails b7 

appl:Jint a brer.ke to t'be string at a .mil table atage iA advance to 

allow for th·e over.rtan thll'oup im.erUJll• 

. The reli.lt;bility an~ .v&ltdit,- coettict.cnta obted.ned with 

the temts arc 4l1hO\liB in ·'l'.rl'ble ,5. · .o,.namic Anti.cipato!";?· n~•cti.on 

e~bowed no rol.ationebip to the criterion, auggestii116t that the 
anticipatory ktnd ot . !'f.N'ilctiotl i.1z not impo:rtcnit in mi:no wi:nch• 

d:ri.rtng where tb~ fairly loow•epced . .and Ol(C•es1 ve total friction 

in the !)yatem ttret\tJ.,.· HF.Jtricto ov•rranaing through mcc'hlu~;icel 

iri.~rtith On the other h~nd, DfnM"iC Ccineidtrn t :Reaction, which 

bas 1.8. closar bebaviouf'tll affinity with tbe actual witu:b-drtvtng 

·task in tbm,t a. re~cU.on is made wb:o:n e: mov!n~ indicator is more 
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or lese directly in line with a stationary reference point, gave 

a coefficient of 0.45. 
Vi th the exception of Dynamic Anticipatory Reaction and 

the nTime" measure on Variable Co-ordins. tion, the nlidi ty co

efficients ot all the tests are significant at better than the 

0.001 level. Ot the three Co-ordination tests, namely, variable 

Co-ordination, Two-hand {Moede type), and Pursuit (Two-band), the 

latter showed the most substantial relation to the criterion, 

possibly because response to the moving stimulus involved an 

element of compulsion that helped to sustain attention and motiva

tion. 

On the two self-paced co-ordination testa, namelJ, Two

hand {~~oede type) end Variable Co-ordination (combined he.nd and 

toot), accuracy of performance is more closely related to the 

winch-driving criterion than speed. Object Sorting, requirins 

the recognition of three-dimensional mechanical items bas a rather 

higher validity for winch-driving than Letter-and-numeral Sorting, 

which is loaded with a literacy factor that does not enter into 

the criterion. 

It is curious that an aaaembl7 taek like Tripod-end

weight should have produced the largest coefficient. c.vidently 

an appreciation of simple mechanical relationships, combined with 

adequate ••g", is even more important for success in winch-driving 

than the ability to react preeiseiy or co-ordinate well vith the 

liabs. 

The intercorrelations obtained between the ten more 

valid test measures are given in Table 6. Those larger than 

0.25 surpass the 0.001 level of oign.ificanee. The most oubatan

tial are: 0.63 between the two Sorting Tests; 0.61 between 

Code-signal Reaction to a light and to a sound& and 0.60 between 

Cube Construction and Tripod ~seemb1y. 
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In. the two Sort1 ng Tests, th.e eeMory-motozo :Pt'OC08$4!Hi 

al"e practicall)' id~ntical, as thf} die.teJ\ee tt"lilveroed b7 the hand 

"bet¥t:l&n tro.ye ana compartments aJ"e about the same, and both the 

ina;u:rib~d disc:® 1n th!!i! on~ test and the miocellaneous items of 

bl!lrf.hnar~ in the other COin be handled cotllfortrAblf• tbere b~ins; no 

lU~c~stjitJ to tuttblt> with extn®lt s!Y.ll or tlet objects affor

ding little purch~ae to the fingers. The recogn1t1oa ot tho 

atimulue•pieceo in both tc~t.G dC~pends on vi.su.l!ll perc$ption, and 

the main 41tteroncc iG that in tho one set the configurations are 
tvo-dimet&sional, anti in the otber, three-dimeneional. 

As Code•slpl rea.etion tG either e ligbt or a eound 

:i.trfolvea a. cboice-reaction senee w:trtere the time tll\ke:D: in mald.ng 

the $Gleeticn .of the cor~t :rt!'apon.ae in conai4ere.blr greater 
than that re~uired tor the .simple initiAl perception of thf.l 

sUmul:Wi1 the particular se~tuse-eodb.U.ty employed. 1a probt\bl)' l•aa 
aigm:U:'icant th5n in the caee or simple resction t1r&e 1 whoro, 

accot"di:ng to Seashore (8) the u6ual cornlet!;on obtained. between 
naction to a vim.1al u.d to a:n. o.utlitor1 stimulus il!tl or the order 

o£ 0.4,5. 

Cube Construction an.d 'Z'rtpod AuemblJ probabl;r haYe 

aome co.mmon eleeents of "gn and the 11meeh4nical•S'pQt.ial" function 

·recotnized bJ Cox (2), Vemon (lO) and othera.. ftd.s l~Att.r 

function could almo be preec~n.t in Object Sorting. 1iilhicb bas a 

correbtion of 0.50 with 'fripod Aes:"~blJ• 

Tbe most uique teet "~~pe-.rc to be 1'wo-ban4 Co-crdi.no.t:l.on 

(M~de tJpo), the ayerago cor.-relationa with the other teet~ be.btg 

veey small. P~rticu.l."rly r«)markablo 1a the fact th•t Two-lumd 

(Moede type) Time haa almost no correlation with Pursuit (Two

hand)dmd Two-hand (Moede typo) Br-ror, a correlation. or only 0.26. 
The essential tiitterence betveu these te.8Jtr;> ie that iA the •1GidO• 

Ty~ perto.rm(!u:ace is selt-paoe4, attd in the Pureuit.•t1pe, auto-
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-maticnHy paced. The stress element in the automntic pacing 

may well have introduced temperament factors that ten.ded to over

run the skill factora common to both tests. There is aloo the 

likelihood that Pursuit (Two-hand) made more demands on general 

intelligence and mechanical-spatial comprehension, for it corre

lates more substantially than Two-hand (Moede type) with the Assem

bly testG ( 1, 2, 3 nnd lj.). :neiehmun ( }) has reported the presence 

of a n.on .. motor factor identified as 11mechanical experioncen in 

the si.milar Pursuit (Two-hand) test applied to American Air Force 

recruits. 

Tripod Assembly eho~s the largest average correlation 

with the other testa ( 0.1+4); it also had the best velidi ty for 

winch-drivi.nr; (0.60). These results are probably related to 

the wide coverage of general i.ntelligence, mechtmical-spo.tial 

comprehension, and manipulative skill afforded by this test, par

ticularly to an African industrial sample that was also culturnl.ly 

heterogeneous. 

The following multiple correlations were obtained between 

three groups of the tests an.d the winch-driving criterion: 

!'lumbers 1,2,:; and 4 (known ao the '1Screening Batteryn), 0.66; 

Numbers 5,6,7.8,9 and 10 (known e.s the 11Psycho:notor Ba.ttery"), 

0.71; all combined, 0.74. ~lthough the inclusion of the psycho

motor tests made an appreciable increase to the predictive value 

of the battery, it was decided that ss they involved pieces or 
appa.r.otus comparatively costly to build, maintain, and administer, 

future selection for winch-drivers should be confined to the 

"Screening Battery", which consists of much simpler devices that 

can be reproduced fairly easily and admin.iotered as group tests. 
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SU~~RY AND CCNCLU~!ONS 

(l) Five apparatus teats designed tor the classification and 

selection of African peruonnel in the gold•minins industry, are 

described and illustrated. Three of these, namelJ• Tripod-and

weight AesemblJ• Object JOrting, and Three-dimensional Peg-board, 

are of the more "general-purpose" type, whereas Code-signal 

Reaction and Dynmllic Coincident Reaction are rather specific to 

the occupation of winch-driving. Results from experimental app

lications, in~luding reliability, validity, and relationohips 

to other testa, are discussed. 

(2) Although the tribal origins of the subjects varied con

aiderablJ, and it was therefore impracticable to depend on stan

dard verbal instructions, the tests could be administered 

mainly through the mediu. of mime or a short movie film. 

(J) Tripod-and-weight Assembly (ReliabilitJ 0.83) diotinguished 

significantly between tho Non-mechanical and Mechanical Cate

gories, but not between the Mechanical and Supervisoey. Object 

~orting (Reliability 0.88) and Three-dimensional Peg-board 

(Reliability unknown) distinguiohed significantly between all 

three categories. , 

(4) On all the "general-purpoaet• testa except Cube Construction 

subjects trom Ko9aabique and the Cape Province tended to do 

better than thos4 from other South African areas and the Tropics. 

Differences on Cube Construction were not sicnificant. 

(5) The age of the subjects, ranging from below twenty to over 

forty-five years, bore no relationship to their test performance. 
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(6) The subject's level of education msrkedl7 influenced their 

performance in tetter-and-numeral Jorting, Object Jorting, 

Formboards, and ~bree-dimensional Peg-board. 

(7) length ot previous mining experience had a ver,r signifi

cant effect in Screws-in-nuts Asaembl7; a moderate effect in 

Letter-and-numeral Sorting; 
~ 

and .-.e in the other tests. 

(8) The most valid of the "general purposett tests included 

in the winch-driver battery were Tripod-and-wei~ht Aseembly 

(0.6o) and Object Sorting (0.50). 

(9) or the various eensor.1-motor tests applied to the winch-

drivers, the most valid were D,naaic Coincident Reaction (0.45), 

nnd Code-signal Reaction (Light, 0.53; Sound, C.49). 
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TABLE l 

In~et-trial Reliab1lit7 Coefficiente 

teste r No.of Cues S.E. 

Letter-and-Numeral. Sorting 0•911 365 0;009 

Ob3~t Sorting 0.881 '547 0.012 

Tripod-anti-Weight o.s,o :563 0.016 

Cube Construction 0.?85 :565 0.020 

Formboarda 0.704 %0 0.027 
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Mean Scores for the ~~jor Job Categories 

'· 

Non-}fech. Mech. Suporviaorr 
Teets 

R Mean N Mean N ~an 

Letter-and-Numeral 
Sorting 595 44.0 2,S .,,., 257 78.0 

Object ~tins "' 65.0 248 ?6.2 251 ss.o 
Tripo4-an4 Weight 19, 25.8 88 ,,., 257 ,S.l 

CuM Coaatruction 60 18., u 2}.8 257 26.? 

FOI'Jiboards 596 21.2 260 24.1 '" 25.9 

Screwa-ud-ltute 591 6.? 259 8.? 558 10.7 

'l'hree-Dillfnt. Pes-
board 536 12.3 2}5 14.9 257 16.9 
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Stan4ar4 lleriations ot the Meane 

in Table 2 

S.D. •a 
Testa 

Noa-Mech. Mech. 

Letter-and-Nume~al Sort. 28.6- 32.0 

Object &orttns , ...... 31·3 

Tripod-and-Weight 15·3 14.2 

Cube CoMitruction 11.4 9·7 

Formboal"da 9.1 9.4 

Screve-and-tlut& ,.o ,.? 
Throe•Dicen. P&g·b~d ?.2 ?.4 
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}2.7 

:51·5 

l).J 

12.2 

9·3 
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TABLE It 

Critical Ratios of the difterencea between 

the means ot the Major Job Categoriea. 

tlon-Mech. Mech. and · Non.....Mech. and 

Taata and )'..ech. Superri.eory Supen. + l·:ech. 

C.R. p C.R. p c.R. p 

Letter-and-Numeral Sort. 4.1 <..001 8.6 <.001 u.s <.·001 

Object Sorttna 4.0 <..•001 2.9 .004 7·5 <•001 

Tripod•and•Weight s.o <-001 1.6 .uo 8.8 ~.001 

Cube Conetruction 1.6 .no 1.0 .,17 4.9 <.001 

Forraboards 4.2 <.001 z.6 .0()9 a., <.001 

Screva-and-Nu.te 7-5 <..001 ?.4 <.001 19.3 ~.001 

''fhree•Disen. Peg-board 4.5 <..001 3.0 .oo, 8.0 <'.001 
i 
I 
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TABLE 5 

Reliability and ValiditJ (N•l.50) 

Teat ReliabilitJ Validit7 

1. Object-sorting .88 .,50 

2. Letter-and-lhlmero.l Sorting .91 .4ft. 

,. Cube Conatruction ·79 .49 

4. Tripod-and-weight .a, .60 

.5· Purauit (Tvo-hand) .89 .42 

6. Two-Hand Co-ord. ( Uoede•t)'118) 
Time .85 .}l 

7· Two-Band Co-ord. ( f.loede•trpe) 
aoror ·9:5 .,a 

8. Dynamic Coincident Reaction .68 ... , 
9· Code...Signal Reaction (Light) .89 .,, 

10. Code-Sip.al Reaction (SOUlld) .94 .49 , u. Variable Co-OJ"din'.).tion (Time) ·93 .u 
12. Variable Co-ordiJlation (trror) ·93 ·:50 

13. DJnamio AnticipatorJ Reaction .n .08 
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Intercorrelations between testa -

(Decillal points omitted} (5•1,0) 

T 
Teet 1 2 ' 4 ' 6 7 8 9 10 

l Object-eort. 

2 Letter-and· 
r~ral. Sort. ,, 

3 Cube-
conatruction )) lt2 

It Tripod. -and-
weight so 46 60 

s Pursuit 
(Two-band) 40 38 ;s6 46 

6 Two-hand 
(Moede) flu lit 16 21 27 09 

7 Two-band 
{Moede) Error 31 24 19 31. 26 1' 

8 D;rn.Coin. 
Reaction 25 26 26 43 22 21 15 

9 Code-alpal. 
(light) )7 44 39 " 26 25 2} .. ,. 

10 Code-eigaal 
(Sou4) ~ 43 41 46 26 09 26 2!1 61 

Mean r 36 38 '' " 30 l? 2} 28 38 ,. 
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TRIPOD-AND-WEIGHT ASSEMBLY. MODEL B. 
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OBuECT- SORTING TEST. 
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"THREE- DIMENSIO NAL" PEG-BOARD. PLATE 1. 
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"THREE- DIMENSIONAL'' PEG- BOARD. PLATE 2. 
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"THREE- OIMENS I ONAL" PEG- BOARD. PLATE 3. 
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DYNAMIC COINCIDENT REACTION. PLATE 2. 
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DYNAMIC COINCIDENT REACTI ON . PLATE 3. 
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5ECTION II 

1. Technical and research details are furnished ot two tests of 

tine Implement manipulation; six tests of moderately fine 

.Manipulation, or which tour involve the use of implements; 

three Assembly teats, and two Reaction tests. 

2. Inter-trial correlations show that twelve of theoe thirteen 

teats have ueetul reliability. It was not possible to 

aaaeao the reliability of the "Three-dimensional" Peg-board, 

because it was given as one continuous task. Chopsticks, 

which was administered mote than once, also showed good Test

Re-test reliability. In this test repetitions tended to 

improve both internal consistence snd Teat-Re-test relia

bility, but the introduction of a monetary incentive, while 

beneficial to all-round achievement, reduced internal con

sistence, possibly 'because subjects were sometimes tempted 

to "take chances". 

3· Achievement in Chopsticks and Tweezer-Nozzle-correlated 

respectively, 0.59 and 0.51 with achievement in a factory 

operation of "Nutting" (with incentiYe); without incentive, 

these correlations were 0.51 and o.}S. 

4. Results from Chopsticks and the Nutting operation over a 21 

day poriod ohowed that practice and training did not even out 

individual differences in initial ability. Those subjects 

who were good initially, tended to keep ahead. 
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5· Chopsticks showed small positive relationships with 

Secondary Function, Emotional Stability, Visual Selective 

Reaction an4 Visual Perce,ptio:n Rate; and small negative 

relationships with Heart and Respiration r&.te. The most 

significant result ~as a correlation of -0.36 between 

Chopsticks achievement and Pyruvic Acid level after 

physical work, probably attributable to biochemical factors 

influencing behaviour. Cbopeticks bas proved useful as a 

situation for observing temperamental manifestations. 

6. On Tweezer-Nozzle, where .it was possible to compare the 

l"eepective P*rformance .of Africans and Europeans, no 
significant differences were found between the groups .. 

7. Tweezer .. Nozzle correlates .meet significantly with Chopsticks 

(0.48) and Tripod Assembly (0.44), ·where the patterns of 

manipulation_also require .rather fine musculazt control. 

8. On Tweezer•Noezlet good performers_ tend to ·estimate _thetir 

-achievement more realistically than inferior performers. 

Moat subjects appear to have a more or less exaggerated 

idea or their ability and are inclined to over-estimate what 

they can actually achieve. The over-estimators tend to be 

further out in their estimations, than the under-estimators .. 

9e Although mild to moderate alcoholic intoxication. caused a 

aignificant deterioration of performance in Vieual Discrimi

nation, 'rapping Speed, Card Sortins and Tw-o-hand Co-ordina

tion (Accuracy) it had no significant effect on performance 

in Tweezer-Nozzlee 
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10. While Chopsticks and Tweezer ... Nozzle botb l.end themselves to 

group administration. they are somewhat co.stly to reproduce 

in quantity. Tho six ''si:mple't skill tests, namely 1\fee:Eer

Nute, 'l'weezer-Mirl"Or1 Tvo.hand Sticks, Steadiness Stick. 

TraJ Co-ordination, and Ring Throwing, which provide quite 

a wide variety of manipulatiYe patterns, are also suitable 

for group administration and have the advantage ot being 

fe:lrly cheap to construct. 

11. The tact that the six latter showed no valid.ity for 

selecting operativee in a porcelain factory, could he.ve been 

partly due to the lack of specific and reliable criteria. 

TweezeJ":-Nuts, 'two-hand StickS, and Steadiness Stick have 

. since been applied 'by a large industrial 'organization to 

opora ti ves, in a cashew-nut- factory in Mocambiq,ue, and. more 

definite validation results should be obtainable because· 

the da:Ll7 productivity of operatives in this factor:r will 

provide a specific and accurate criterion. 

12. ln Tweezer-Mirror. where the task was complicated. by 

perceptual motor conflict• the more intelligent subjects 

performed. better. These skill tecta tend to be highly 

speeit:ic with a. mean intereorrela.tion of only 0.1,;. Among 

the more intelligent subjects the eorrel.ation between mental 

ability (measured by a Form Soriea test) and the sensorr~ 

motor tests is very small (0.12). Among the less intelli

gent it i.e sligb.tlr but eigniticantl)l' latger .(0.24). In 

certain .of the teats there were differenee.s in achievement 

attributable to differences in sex and age .. 
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1,. Ot the three Assembly teste adminiatered to mine•workera, 

Object Sorting and "Three-dimenaional" Peg-board dietinguiah 

well between the Non-aechanical, Mechanical, and Super'riaory 

categorieea and 'l'ripod-and•weight, between the Non-mechanical 

and Mechanical, but not between the Mechanical and Supervis

ory. 

14. While no significant tribal differences were detectable 

with the aix skill teste applied at the porcelain factory, 

on most of the •'general-purpose" teste applied to the 

mine-workers there were significant differences, subject• 

from Mocambi~ue and the Cape Province tending to be 

auperior. 

15. Previous foriD&l. education did not benefit the "porcelain 

factory" group• in their performance at the six "simple" 

skill teats, but it was advantageous to the aine-workere in 

those Aaeembl7 teats where the main factor was the ability 

to relate forD!8, naraely, Sorting, For•boarda and ,.Three

diraen.e1onaln Peg-boa:rd. 

16. In nono ot the mine-workers' teats did the age of the 

subjects bear •DJ relation to their teet performance. But 

in the "aimplen skill testa applied to tbe facto1"7-workera, 
very young eubjecte (aa1nly females) tared the worst at 

Tweezer-Nuts. the initial teat. At Tray Co-ordination 
both the youngest ond the eldest scored lees than an 

intermediate group. 
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· 17. Length. ·Of previous mining experience had a. very significant 

effect in a test of Screws-and-nuts Aesembl.y, e. moderate 

etfect in a test of Letter-ana-numeral Sorting$ but none 
in any other tests. 

18. The most villid .of the "gene:ral-purposeu teste included in 

the winch-driver batteey were Tripod-and-veight {0.60) and 
Object Sorting (0.50). Of the various Sensory-motor tests 

applied to the winch-drivers, the most valid were DJnamic 
Co1ncid.en,t Reaction (0.45) end Code-signal Reaction {Light, 

0.53; Sound, O.lt9). 

19. All the tests are suitable :tor use on polyglot groups because 
moat of the requirements can be communicated to the subjects 

by dernotustration through mime or .a movie film. 
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SlroTION III 

AN APPRAISAL OF SENSORY-MOTOR ACTIVITIES 
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Introdictle»n 

Partly on phUoeophical and empirical grounds, and 

partly as a matter of convenience in research, it has been found 

useful b7 many to accept a rough classification of animal 

behaviour into the following five prooesses: (l) Sensory, con

cemed with the reception of physical stimulation from the en

vironment or trom within the phJ'sict.tl structure ot the orgaaiem 

itself. {2) Perceptual, in which ~he sensory data is inter

preted; (3) ~totor reactioae of muscles and glands 1A response 

to the perceptual process, or reflexively• in direct response 

to the .sensory stimulation; (4) Emotional, involving effective 

or conative eets, uaually accompanied b7 reflex muscular anti 

glandular activity, particularly 1n .response to etron.g elemen

tary drives such a.s selt'•preservation, mating, sn<i aggression. 

{5) Intellectual, vbi·ch seems to involve c complex amplification 

of the perceptual in that simple and rather isolated uni ta of 

interpretation become ast;ocie.ted and systematized. This process 

. i.e the part~cular speciality ot horno . eapiet~• and manifestat.ioas 

ot it by lese voluble and conceited animals like the eh.imponzee, 

oat, dolphin, horse or dog, are \\Wall)' regarded by man as not 

strictly "genuine''. 

The designation "motor" implieo movement. In biologi-

cal contexts,. movement is eomething more than the stra1ghtfo~ 
ward result of applied mechanical force, for even at the reflex 

·level .it ia often preceded 'by a mod:lcu.m of elementar7 coding 

d.ependent on sensory data. In referring to the movements of 

animate ·organisms it has theNfore become conventional to employ 

a more descriptive composite term auch as sea&OQ'•motor, percep:

tual-motor, .or J!S.Jchomotor. The detailed investigation of tbe 

physiCal mechanism of cells; organa t nerves and muscles· tbat 
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produ.ce such movements, falls within the provinces of phyeiolog, 

anatomy and biochemistry. Psychologists, educationists, and 

employers of personnel are mainly concerned with the 'behavioural 

aspects of movements in relation to external things, and general~ 

ly, they are more interested iA volunt8.1"'1 than 1nvoluntal'J 

activity. 

Ruman beings, like other animals, spend much of thoir 

lives iR making muscular movements towat'ds, away from, among 

and With, a variety. of things.. There :S.e continual physical 

reaction to seneory data from a material environment, either in 

prusuit of n livelihood or for recreation. 'l'he most fundamental· 
. 

kinds of directed senoory•motor activity are t.hose of a gross 

nature. like walking or nm.ning, jumping, swimming, climbing, and 

the c;arrying o:r dragGing ot o bjecta, where the main requisites 

are strength or speed, or a comb1natioa of both. In these 
" " 

. fields, lilan is markedly izlferior to the brute creation, and de• 

spite the powerful incentives provided by Olympic gold medals 

and Qona&quent .national deification, he cannot outrun the' hare, 

jump further than the kanp-oo, outmm the shark, climb with 

greater .agility than the baboon, or move heavier weights then 

the horse. In one kind ot gross activity he has a certain ad

vantage over most animals, his hands enable him to grip an imple

ment such as a spade or leve~ but even 1n this respect be 1s 
physically tnferior to the anthropoid ape w1 th four preheneilfl 

members, and the elephant With a slo.gle big one. 

On the score of ''quMt1ty11 in sensory-motor poten

tiality, man is therefore ·a puny creature, but Nature has s&eD 
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fit to compensate him well with superior endowments as regards 

nquali ty11 • He excels 1n those activities where spatial preci

sion is important. These mey also be of a gross kind, 

necessitating considerable strength, like .moving a piano to a 

definite position, felling a tree with an axe, making a long 

place•ld.ck in football and hitting sixes at cricket; or of a 

fi.ne ldrui where the movements are usually of rather restricted 

scope, requiring little p}qsical. streng\h1 end the greater btllk 

ot the ~dy:ls .more or less statio ond serves as a bu.ttress -.· 

that facilitates the maintenance .of balance and optimum posture. 

li'.:K:amples of the la.tter are, the barber shaving either his own 

chin or a cu.stomer• s; the den.tist drillin.g and filling a tooth; 

the little girl practising her scales on the piano;. her brother . . 

tloiilg fret-work on a smal.l treadle machiae.; mother daming 

soe!tsa. and tatber at his writing table etruggliag to reassemble 

the. dor.:u~tstic. alarm-clock which he was unwise Emough to take 

apart and cleaa. . . 

Among tb.e lOwer creatures, spatial precision relates 

mainl7 to the judging of distance that has to be traversed. 

qu1okly9 in order. to avoid oosta.cles or seize pre1• but in the 

case of certain species it is al8o .notable in the construction 

of dwellings and devices for securing or storing food. The web 

·Of )bit garden-spider, the den Of the trap-door spid.er, th" honey

COmb of the bee, tbe nest of the weaver-bird, the perfect funnel-· . 
. shaped pit in the sand made by the tiny, ferocious "ant-lion" .to. 

trap the unwary ant, the dams of the beaver - are ,remarkable for 

both precision of execution .and efficiency in use. Such inge• 

nious activities on the part ot organisms that are osteneibly 

devoid of volition, we ascribe ;mguely to uinstinctn, but until 
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biological science is able to give some positive definition of 

''instinct", we cannot lightly dismiss the conclusion reached 

long ago by Lord Avebi.t~, that the mental powers of certain 

lower ereatures "differ :from those of man not so much in kind as 

.in degree. ,. 

Althouib it is usefUl to postulate a broad distinction 

between gross o.:ctivities of the athletic type end those requi.ring 

the exercise of finer muscular co-ordin.a.tions, there tn·e at 

least siX princi.pal aspects to all volu.nta%7 activity, namely, 

the quantitative ones of strength, speed and amplitude of move

.ment, an.d the q~~tative ones of accuracy, action and pacing. 

In nsingle•aotion" activity, separate unitary movements are made, 

like pressing a key whenever a bell ~s, .striking a cricket

ball, or using a atop..watch; in nser.lal action" a more or. lees 

· connected sequence of' similar unitary movements :l.s made, ae in 

sendi.llg meDaages by the telegraph-key, typing and knitting. 

Sometimes an activity ma,- include both. For exemple, in playing 

the organ, aerial-action in pressing the manual keys and the 

pedals is interspersed with single•action in operating the stops. 

In "continuous action", the movements tend to be smooth and 

rather wetained, as in tracing or drawing, i:roning a garment, 

or pu.shing a cart.. · Rhythm :of 801!le .sort can play a part in all 

kinds of action. 

As regards pacing, there is the distinction between 

"self-paced*' activities, where there is uo definite stendt.trd of 

speed to be maintained, and although it mq be necessa.ry to move 

"as q~ick17 as possible"; the actual physical implication of 

this remains a matter of personal judgmentJ and t•pursuitH 

actiVities where there 1s some overt external compulsion to move 

at a certain rate, which m&J'. well be rather faster than is 
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comfortable. Examples of the first kind are, walking alone 

to work (briskly, if you are behind time), writing a fair cop1 

of a letter, and sewing a piece of cloth by hand; and of the 

second, walking beside a loug-leJged r~end who is in a hurry, 

writing .notes in a lectu~e (particularly if til• speaker pro• 

ceeds rather fast), and sewing with a motor-driven machine. 

Much human sensory•1110tor activity is concerned with 

either the production of material things that ~ contribute to 

physical and mental well-being, or the use of such things. To 

make up for his own poor quantitatiw endowments, man is forced 

to rely extensively on mochanical accessories, and hae become 

a tool•maki~g and a tool-using aniaal who constructs and applies 

a multiplicity or instrumental aide for securing food, eating 

food, obtaining protection froa the elements, bringing forth 

and rearing young, deatroyins his enemies, boosting his ego, 

journ.eyins far and near, and amusing himself generally. 

Obpervation and SPSculation 

It ia possible, that long before the science of 

differential ps.rcholqgy came into being, certain basic facta 

about ability in various sensory-motor activities were quite 

well know.n. Firstly• at a given activity, whether it was 

shaping a flint arrow-head, shooting with the completed arrow, 

chasing a wounded. antelope, processing its .sld.n into a garment, 

or carving an eftigy ot the animal on the cave vall - eome 

practitioners were better than. others. Cecondly, a !ow of them 

were superlatively good; a few, really poor; and the majority 

middllng. Thirdly, it was rare tor an iDdividual to excel at 

many widely different activities. Fourthly, practice increased 

proficiency. For thousands of years there vae _probably little 
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speculation about mtch rather obvious facts, which were just 

accepted in the light of casual. observation Glld corllrnon-senae. 

Things might, or might not have been whtit tbey seemed, but life 

wa.s real, life was earnest and mere theorizing seldom produced 

tangible results. When not e.ctually engaged in hunting, 

fashioning weapons, garments and recepto.clos, preparing food, 

eating, fitthti.ng or procreatin.g, it was preferable to sleep and 

invigorate the tired frame for the resumption of these active 

pursuits on the lllOttow. 

However, ~emf12r&. mu.tantur1 et. nos m.u-tamur uin illis, 

and with the change in times Md ou.tlook speeulation of a 

superior kind, that often .soared out of eight above ordinaq 

observation and commo.n ... senae, became another of man•s diver-

sions: coaito ez;go sum1 and so forth. In this absorbing new 

paet1me, which might be c!!U,_led the philosophical precursor or 

indu.ctive psychology,. the plS3'er directed hie efforts towards 

the establie~nt of general laws and principles by sitting in 

a comfortable armchair and thinking about .numerous individual 

fiSpeeimens, both real and imaginary. Only much later did it 

become fashionable to get up occasionally and submi.t some of 

the real spccimena to detailed and critical examination. wben 

the former uphilQsophicu approach waa more 1n vo,sue than the 

l&~ttor "empiric 11, a grouping of abilities was postulated that 

tended to be very broad, and produced a compact, plroisible pic

ture which subsequent research has shown to be, in many respects, 

an inaccurate portrqal of reality. For example, the eighteenth 

century faculties of memol"J', will-power, attention or concentr~t

tion etc., were f'ound to bo little more than theoretical 

nblanket" concepts, because experiments demonstrD.tt-d that in.di• 

vidual abi.lity in any one of them varied greatl.y with the nature 

of the au.'bject matter •. 
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Much of the early work in experimental psychology 

comprised the intensive testing of rather small samples to es

tablish how well the "average person" could perform various men

tal, perceptual and sensory-motor actsr among the latter, the 

measurement of simple reaction-time to several kinds ot stimuli 

being particularly popular. 

Individual differences (the "personal equation") in 

the performance ot various taaks, had, of course, been observed, 

but when it was generally appreciated that somewhat larger test 

sacples were more representative ot·humanity as a whole, and 

these were usod, the sicniticance ot individual differences be

came accentuated and the main interest shifted to the question 

of the interrelation between abilities. 

nensoty•motor and Mental Abilitie~ 

Durins the first quarter or co of tho present century, 

there was considerable interest in the rel.ati on between "mental" 

and ttmotor" performance. Research on mental tests had shown 

pretty conclusively that a powerful central tendency pervaded 

all facets of conscious cognition, and there was adequate justifi

cation for postulating a general factor or 1ntelli6ence. Large-

17 on the strength or thie, it was tacitly assumed by eome 

investigators that a general factor of nmotor" ability aloo 

existed, end in the literature of the period, titles, diecus

Dione and conclusions frequentl;y allude to "motor" abilit;r, 

co.pnei ty, power, or oldll etc. in the singular. 

Corrol&tion botvoen porformance on certain mental and 

aeneor.7-motor teats produced a wide diversity or results. Some 

investigators concluded that the relationship vas approximately ... 

zero, others that it was positive, and a few, that it was 
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actuall1 negative. Subsequent research has tended to co:rro• 

borate a dictum of' Thorndike 1s which is. aptly quoted by Seashore 

(59): "In general, desirable human characteristics are slightly, 

but positively, correlated.'' Seashore (59) interprets "slightly" 

as implying a correlation of the order of 0.15 to 0.25. 

Table 1 shows a fairly typical set of intercorrela• 

tiona obtained wi ~h a batter,y of ment.al "peneil•and-papern tests 

on a sample of male matriculants. All coefficient$, with the 

exception of that between Arithmetic and Aviation Interests, are 

significant at better than the 5% level, and the mean coefficient 

tor the vhole table is o.40. The pattern suggests that there 

is, firstly, a strong general factor pervading all the tests 

and most concentrated in Mental Alertness and Progressive 

Ms. trices; secondly, a more specific reasoning factor in Mathe

matics and Arithmetic; and thirdlyt a "knowledge" factor in the 

two Technical and Scientific tests and the Aviation Interest 

Inventory. 

In Table 2 are tb.e interoorrelations obtained between 

meaeuree on tour sensory-motor tests administered to the same 

sample. The three self-paced tests, namely, Steadiness (1.5>. 

.Hand-toot .Reaction (14) and Two•he.n.d Co-ordination (Moede-type), 

afforded measures of both speed and accuracy, but the Air-pUota 

arm•leg Co-ordinator (A •• L.C. ), which is a pursuit test, only a 

.measure of accuracy • On Rend-foot Reaction. (14) there ie the · 

additional sp~ed measure reflecting the time taken to learn the 

combination between stimuli and controls. 

In this table, only ten of the twenty-eight .coefficients 

are significant at better then 5% level. 'l.be mean llntercorrela• 

tion between the four testa, irrespectiYe of whether the measures 
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are speed or accuracy, is 0.12; the mean intercorrelatian be• 

tween all accuracy measures, 0.10; and that between all speed 

measures, 0.10. There is no suggestion of a general sensoi'J• 
~ 

motor factor or group factors of speed • accuracy. Of the 

ten significant correlation coefficients, seven are between 

speed on one test and accurac1 on another, two between speed 

measures, and one between accuracy measunts. With the exception 

of the coefficient of •0.17 between Steadiness (Speed) and Two• 

hand Co•ord.ination (Accuracy), all the significant correlati.ons 

are positive, but, for the moat part, nl<l811 1 the three lo.rgest 

being between A.L.c. (Accuracy) and Two-hand Co-ordination 

(Speed), o.lto; A.L.C. (Accuro.cy) an.d Hond•foot Heaction (Reac• 

tion Spoed)1 0.301 Two•hand Co-ordination (Speed) and Hand-toot 

Reaction (Reaction Speed), 0.26. 

The main point illustrated b1 Tableo 1 and 2 is that 

the mental tests tend to intercorrelate quite eubstantially1 

whereas the sensor,r-motor tests show a comparatively high degree 

ot specificity. However, as Vernon (701 p.96) has observed in 

connection with work on other sensory-motor tecta: "At the 

same time there is not complete specificity; most of the corre

lationa are positive, though some may be negligible and even 

negati.ve, especially in hich•grade or restricted groupe. n 

tables 3 and 4 Ghow, respectivelJ, the correlations 
obtained between speed and accuracy measures on the eeneor.y• 

motor tests and scores on the mental tests. Moat of them are 

small and positive, the mean coefficient for Table 3 being 0.13, 
and for Table 4, 0.12. Stead1Deea (Speed) hn.e almost nothing 

in common with anr of the mental tests but Steadiness (Accuracy) 

is related to Progreseive Matrices, Mental Alertness and 

Technical and Scientific Information. Rand-foot Reaction 
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(Reaction Speed.}, Hand-foot Reaction (Accuracy) and Air-pilots 

Arm•leg Co-ordinator (Accuracy), have very little in common with 

the mental. teats, and. Two-hand Co-ordination (Accuracy) corre• 

lates only slightly with Progressive Matrices and the two Tech

nical and Scientific tests. The sensory-motor mea.surea which 

appear tqhave the most atgnit'icant "mental'' content are Hs.nd•foot 

Reaction (Learning Speed) and Two-hand Co-ordination {Speed), the 

largest correlation being 0.28 between !Togrcasive Matrices and 

H.F.R. (teaming Speed). 

It is curiouet that of the two co-ordination testa, 

namely, .Piir-pilots arm-leg (A.L.C.) tmd Two-hand (Moede tJP0) 1 

the latter, which would ordinarily be regarded as the less com

plex, shove more overlap with mental teats than the former. 

This applies particularly to the speed measure on Two•hsnd co
ordination, which relates significantly to all the mental tests 

except Technical and Scientific Information. It would seen3 

that the comparatively large correlation of o.4o (Table 2) between 

Two-hand (Speed) and A.L.C. (Accuracy) .is attributable to some· 

common co-ordinative rather than cognitive element. 

In his investigation on the relationship between 
different "motor capacities", Muscio (49) used simple motor tests 

to minimize the mtm tal element which "would. tend to produce aome 

positive intercorrelation&, even ·if none eXisted between the 

motor capacities themselves... He was aware, however. that in· 

telligence cannot be entirely eliminated. While the somewhat 

greater overlap usually .found between the more complex sensory

motor tests m~ be due mainly to some common overlap of '' this 
is a.pparently not always the case, as e;hown by the above corre

lation between two-hand (Speed) and A.L.c. {Accuracy) and also 



b7 en average intercorrelation of 0.25 obtained by Farmer (21) 

between Choice Reaction, Dotting Machine and PUrsuit Meter, none 

of which correlated to any significant extent with in.telllgence 

The fact that many sensory-motor teete show no s1g

n.ificant corMlation. with ment.U tests should not be taken to 

imply that mental factors play no part. A certain minimum of 

comprehension b7 the mbject is necessary for the performance 

of all voluntary ,_eM. vi ties, even the Elimpleat, requiti.Dg little 

more than elementary orientation in apace and/or time. In more 

complex activities there may be the additional need to tti·scrimi• 

nate quieklJ end acCQrately between more tb4D one kind of 

stimul~s and response, master the correct order of a series of 

operations, and und4tratand causal relations. The Hand-foot 

Reaction test is of this type, but even here, tho correlation 

with conventional mental tests is by ·no means large, and 'one is 

led to conclude that general mental ability in excess of that 
necessary tor a proper appreciation or what bas to be done in 

the senaory•motor task, affords onl7 a slight extra advantage 

to the subject. 

Mental f'tmctions iJi sensory-motor l0a.miQ.s 

Granted that man is a pa1cho-physical orgatrl.sm whose 

voluntary reactions are extensively dependent on the netynamic 

unity of mind and 'bodytt stressed by certain psycho-therapeutists 

like Lamb (39) 1 there is ,still much to be investigated about the 

. rile of men tel factors in the e.cquis:i tion of improved · sen.sory• 

motor skill through ~earning, Althou~h there ia no conclusive 

proof that general intelligence enters more eignificsntly into 
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practice then 1t does into initial ability at .a particular motor 

task, improvement is not simpl7 a matter of increased muscular 

efficiency• there are certain central processes involved which 

mJ11 not be covered by conventional mental tests. Freeman (28) 

has noted implicit muscular activit;y during mental work; Bues;el 

(6) foud that the introduction of ideational elements in a·motor 

task was beneficial to lea.rtting• and the results ot Lockhart (40) 

indicate tha.t 1n learning the game ot Qc,wling Sllpplementaey 

theoretical instruction by motion•picture can contribute aig

n!f'i can tly. 

An 1nte:reat1n~.S appro~ch, which sbowe considera'ble 

prol'llise, 1s the investigation of the effects ot "mental practicen. 

There appears to be evidence that proficiency 1c certain sensoey• 

motor activities can be increased not only be actusJ.. performance 

but also by intensive thinking about them.. 'fwo similar ex,.. 

perlments, the one involving dart-throwing and. the other, basket• 

ball shooting, were conducted by Vandoll9 Davis and Clugston (68) 

on two differ.ent samples. The subjects in each were equated 

for intelligence, sk1ll and. other factors and then divided into 

throe groups. . On. the first day all groupo were g1 ven physical 

practice and the one was thtm dismissed. . During the subsequent 

18 days one of the· remaining groups carried on With a daily 

stint of physical practice and the other spent 15 minutes daily 
1'mentally throldngn do.rtm or baekot•ball.S at imaginary targets. 

On the 20th day all three groups wore r~·tested. The findings 

indicated that, while no improvement followed whon there was no 

practice of' either kind, mental practice was almost as effective 

as physical practt.ce in producing .improvement .•. 

Twining (66) did a comparable study in which three 

groups of subjects threw rope rings at a peg. On the first day 
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all groups perfomed physically, and during the following 20 

clays one group had no practice of any kind, one had regular 

physical practice, and one spent 15 minutes daily at a mental 

rehearsal of the first day's activities. After n re-teot of 

all Bl:'Oupa on the 22nd dq, it was found that tho first had not 

improved significantly; the oecond, with physical practice had 

illproYed 13'7%; and the third, with mental practice, 3$. Later 

studies on the effect of mental practice b.1 Clark (10) and 

Start (62) have tended to contim its significance in learning 

a motor skill. Start (62) noted that the degree of improve

ment attained through the mGntal practice was unrelated to scores 

on tntellige.nce tests, which would be in agreement vi th the 

view that in ph7sical skills there can be mental. concomitants 

ot a kind not necessarily covered by such tests. 

Sometimes the rl!ental processes required in n sensory

motor task are so preponderant that it is quite possible to 

design a special "pencil-and-paper" aubsti tute that 8Ucceaatully 

incorporateD many of the principal components. This was done 

by Nesberg and Smith (50) who evolved a ttpencil•end-paper" test 

that extensively reproduced results obtained with the Vector 

Complex Reactometer, a complex reaction-time apparatus used in 

air-pUot !"$Search. 

Nature of the test samp1e 

A point which doea not appear to baTe been generall7 

known to earlier 1nvesti6ators ia that the degree of relation

ship among seneory~otor tests and between these and intellec

tual tests can be mark.edly tnnuenced by the composi tio.n of the 

sample examined. In a selected high•grade ·Gi'oup of air-pUot 
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candidates the correlations would tend to be considerably 

smaller than in heterogeneous or low-grade groups where general 

. intelligence or cultural differences account for much more ot 
the variance. on a sample ot African mine-workers the mean 

1ntercorrelation between tests of aeeembly, sort1ag, co•OJ"dination 

and reaction-time was of the order of 0.3.5. Vernon (70, p.l3l) 

has .noted that .among college students •• • • "1 t is often quite 

difficult to establish a .S.•" 

A large battecy of sensory-motor tests, three complex 

and fourteen simple, administered to students by Perrlu (51)· 

Jielded intercorrelo.tions that fo.r the .mo~5t part were insigni:£'1-

cant and in man)" casea, about zero. On the other ruma., Atten• 

borough and Farber (J) who tested defective boys, obtained. a 

mean intercorrelation of about o.4o between simple tests .like 

Tapping, Peg-insertion and Nute-ud-bolte assembly; and a mean 

correlation of about 0.50 between these tests an.d the St~mtord

B1net and Otie f'riJnary intelligence scales. Malpass (42) foW'ld 

that among retarded ebUdrOl'l ot both sexes there was a high 

degree o! relati.onahip between motor proficiency and. intelligence, 

but hardl~among normal children. An investigation on a group 
of senile patients by Eyeenck (a) reveale.d a meen r of o.pproxi• 
mately o.4o between Steadiness, Aiming and Ergo~ph, and a 
mean :r of' 0.26 between a ~trices test of intelligence and 

.steadiness, Ergograph, J)yllamometer and Tapping. 

It is poss:!ble that senso17-motor abUitlea are 
i 

linked with 1 via a major practical or spat11U•mechani.cal group 

factor ltun identified by Vernon (69.1 '70) 1 Cox (ll., 12) and - . 
others. Vernon (71) considers that the most clear-cut distinc-

tion is between this group factor and verbal abilities. 
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Admittedly correlations tend to be very low, but even here there 

ia evidence of some connection. For exa~ple, Uhler (6?) inves

tigated two samples of children• orie with high psychomotor 

dominance and. the other with high verbal dominance, ~nd found 

that a wido disparity between vorbul and pGyobomotor Hintelli• 

gence" was rare and associntod with some heroclitary mental 

abnorraali ty in tho fami.l.y history. 

91-oupiqg of Sensorz•motor Abilities 

1'he conclusion reached. by Perrin (51), Muscio (49), 
Seashore (54), Akroyd (1) and othero tbat there io probably no 

general factor .of eensory•motor ability, is eKtensively sup• 

ported by subsequent findings, and much of the later basic re

search in this field has been directed towards tho identifica

tion of certain principal dimensions in the form of group 

factoro. 

The work of McCloy, i!~. (46), McCloy, C.H. (44,45), 

Wendl.er {?2), Carpenter (8), :Uempol and Fl<tisbman (37) and 

othere has shown. that there is conGiderable overlap between 

gross motor abilities of the athletic sort, and clear-out group 

fa.ctora such as strensth, tlexibili ty, gross body co-ordination• 

velocity, doo.d-woight and energy-mobilization have been identi• 

fied. Howevor, hardly ony relationship hns boen round between 

groos motor activities and fine motor skills. 

Reymert (52) was one of tbe earliest to demonstrate 

that in eimple reaction-time experiments there ia a high degree 

of relationship between various cooobiJJO tiona of stimulus and 

muscular response. Earle and Gaw (19) applied two groups ot 
testa, the first requiring mainly speed, and tho second, accuracy 
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ot movement. Average intercorrelations were 0.36 in tho 

"speed" group, 0.29 in tlle accuracy group, butonl.y 0.13 between 

the two. Results from a battery oi' 21 practical testa (19 

sensory-motor, one spatial rela.tiono, and one mechanical assem

bly) were subjected to factor ·analysis by Seashore, Buxton and 

McCollom (56). One of the six factors that emerged they iden-

tified five, as !ollowa: (1) Speed ot single reaction; 

(B) Finger•h.and epeed. in reatrictod oscillatory movements; 

(3) Forearm and htmd. speed in oscUla tory !lOvements ot moderate 

extent; (4) Steadiness; (5) f4an1pulation of spatial relations. 

A broad motor co-ordination factor \ltas identified 

in teste like f;ureuit, Aiming, Complex serial reaction, and 

certain de.xteri t7 teats, whicb were applied 1.n the American-

Air forces during the last war (Melton, 4?}. Rather narrow 

Y..anual dexterity tactora htlve been found by Cox (12) and 

T.akala (63). Harrell (}4) included fifteen manual teats in a 

battery applied to cotton-mUl operatives, and found a strong 

Manual dexteritt factor pervading tests liko Block-packinth 

Dotting, Pin-board and Nuts-and•bolta nasembly. In an analy.Gis 

of teet data obtained on radio-assemblers, Goodman (3) and 

Chapman (9) located a f~an.ual factor in tests of Tracing, Tapping 

and Dotting. The findings of Fleishman and Hempel (24, 37) 

that Manual and Finger dexterity are separate !actors, is in 

conformity with those of the DiVision of Occupational Analysis, 

as reported by Vernon (70, p .. g8). 

The results of £eashore and hie collnboratora 

(55, 56, 51, 60), Reymert (52) and Campbell (?) show that the 

boundaries ot group factors of fine sensory-motor activities 

particularly theme involving simple single-action and serial-
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-action reeponses,.cut across the boundaries of specific muscu

lature and specific sense modalities. Seashore, Buxton and 

McCollom (56) found a lack of relationship between apparentl7 

similar activities like visual reaction-time with ~he right 

hand a.n.d the maximal rate of tapping with the rie;ht hand on 

the same key. Here, precisely the same musculature waa em• 

played, but to produce two distinct patterns of movement. In 

another investigation, where thOJ movements were all single 

reactions, Seashore and Seashore (60) found that the subject 

who reacts quickly with his right hand will also tend to co so 

with his left hand., either of his feet, or his jaw, elbow, 

shoulder or neck; and the converse h~lds for the eub,ject who 

reacts slowly. · 

In an experiment by Campbell (?) tb.e subjects bad 

a baton strapped to either band and foot and made a aeries o£ 

responses to a light by striking a metal plate or key. Th& 

<very large correlations obtained between the respective perfor• 

mances of the different linfbs, led to the erroneous conclusion 

tha.t there ie: a general factor of motor abilitJ. Actually, 

they indicate that there is a strong group factor in activities 

that have the same pattern. 

· The pa.rticul.ar senae-modality ueed appears to have 

a moderate effect on sensory-motor performance of the simple, 

unitary sort like pressing a key in response to a light or 

sound. For both• reliabilitiee are usually about o.ao, and 

correlations between the two on normal, adult I<;uropes.ns, are 

of the order o£ 0.4,5. As a rule, reaction to the sound stimu

l~s is slightly faster (Woodworth and Schlosberg 73, p .• l6). 
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Seashore (.59) inclines to the view that certain 

groups of activitiee are more or less related because they 

involve similar patterns of movement, and the grouping is. 

therefore, functional rather than anatomical. This is borne 

out among some of the writer's teats. Cn the Code-signal 

reaction apparatus for mine winch-operatore there io a corre

lation ot 0,61 between reaction to a light and a sound. Speed 

and accuracy· in the "steadiness" activity of t.racing along 

slots with a stylus held in one hand correlate respectively, 

0.53 and 0,40 with speed and accuracy in the Handlebars test 

(16), where a similar but more complex tracing "Oask requires 

two-hand co-ordination and more critical postural control. On 

the I4oede-type co-ordination machine• the making of rapidt com

pensatory movemen,ts with two han.ds in order to guide a track 

below a stationary pencil-point• correlates o.,4o with the act1vi• 

ty of making a generally similar orthogonal pattern of compen

aator1 adjustment with one hand and both feet to keep a drifting 

light•epot inside a target area on the Air•pilota' Arlll-leg 

Co-ordinator (A.L.C.). In thia instance, ~1e fact that the 

Moede-type teat is self-paced and the A.L.C. of the pursuit 

or automatically-paced type, is apparently not very significant. 

Performance on the Roundabout test (18) correlates 0,27 with 

that on the. A.L.c •• but zero with any measures on the Rand-foot 

Reaction tests the letter involvin.g a pattern of serial dis

crimination responses, and A.:t.c., like the Roundabout, being 

a eontinuoua pursuit test, although the musculature of both 

hands and feet w~ operative. in all three tests. 

Sometimes the functional differencea are lesB ob

vious. Fo.r example, in the Floating Effect co-ordination test 

(13), there ie also an orthogonal pattern of compensatory move-
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-ment, but the marlted element of inertia between control and 

stimulus makes this a rather-different pattern from that in the 

A.t.c. and Moede-type teats where the:re is a more risid mechatd• 

cal relationship-between control and stimulus. The correlation 

between either of the latter and Floating Effect. is of the order 

of 0.30. However, achievement on Floating Effect and on the 

Willemse-board test (61) in which a. long sloping board is tilted. 

left or right to guide a rolling marble past various baffles 

into a pocket, correlate to an extent of 0.50; the element of 

inertia to be e.ll~wed for in controlling moving stimuli be1ng 

common to both. Here again, a pursuit or tuttomaticallf•paced 

test (Flo~ting Effect) correlates aubstantial.l; with a self• 

paced test (Willemee-Board), but sometimes a difference in 
& 

pa~~~g appears to be quite important. For example, a battery 

of tests for African wincb•operators includ.ed the Moede•type 

Two-hand and a Two•hand Pursuit test in Wbich the subject turned 

tbe handles_ on a. pair of orthogonal lead•sere'W.s to keep a 

point~r in contact with ,a an'lall target-stud moVingautomaticalJ.7 

~ong an irregular path. The pattern of movements required 

was practicall1 identical in both tests, the only aignifica.Dt 

distinction being in the matter of pacing, and a.e the test 

&ample was a fairly heterogeneous on.e wi·th a. preponderance or 

rather low..;.grade subjeet.s, a very high degree 9£ overlap could 

have been expected between the two tasks. Actually, pertormance 

on·the Pursuit testwas found to correlate only to an extent of 

0.~6 and 0.09 respectiyely, with accuracy an4 ape~a measures . 
on the .Hoede-type machine. 

One likel:r explanation ·for tho a,reater infl~enee 

ot po.ci~g here, lies in the difference between teet samples. 

The air•pilot teste were administer.eQ. to European matriculants 
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e.»~ th~ winch-oper&tor teste to ccmparativel;r vneducated 

At:r1cui!M1 many .of wtU3m had. f.Utperit\ocuH.l only tteey suport1e1al 

co-.ct ritb :E.'uropean cultUH. Worki1'13 iA a Gteedy• V.nhlU"~ied 

f$sbion iG cha.ract·eri&tic of th~ tribal Africen•e V$7 otfl.ite. 

Whtl:n uceoait7 drives, be ia quito· capable of ~\U.<r.k and effie• 

ientGpvta of aoti.vity, but eustained pertorme.nce under the 
· pre~taure of htlving to work at e. f'td.rlJ' fast rate ie Oj!lpo.eed to 

his outlOOk and 41apoaiti.on. Among the African #Ubjeota, 

theref'~re, the compulni.on ot an a.utoma.ticallt•pacri elemen.t 

in a te.at p:robabl1 introduces mora temperament&l vari"'nce than 

among Eu%"4peen subjecte.. :Hcve'fer, it is q,uite potllsible that 

the pursu4.t ~lament in the trwo-hat'l4 Pur&n1 t teat te pnoralll 
more stzoe.e.sful than. it is :ln t\1e .A.t •• c. or Floatins ~ttect. 

'l'ablo .5 gtve¢'a tho intercorrelations obta·icod 

betvecn Educational ltrvcl• a r.wntal teltl:t tilnd m:K "a:lmpl•" 

sonaory•\t~Ctor toota admtn1e,tor&d to 1?5 J~fric~n multn,. 6.:S m•leG 

an.S 62 femQlea. The taaka involv\'ld in tlle tentQ •. ten ae 

follOVSI 

In thia primarilJ' ment$1.1 tG-mt, · 
. I 

each ito•:rov on a bom.rd c~;prltie~ pal"t of ~ t'OCI'Ul'T'ent pattern 

o:t ge01%letr1cal figuroe var11n8 in eba.pe, aiz.e a.nd col.our, and 

the aubjects were re(iui.l'(;d to ad4 two apprcpr1ate pla!!tic 
ti~r.es to conU.M.te f.M. pattern itt Qach. 

I!eezer .~uta: . .1\. a'i:lC.U ~qwu-e' pant witb a vertical rod tixed 
at the middle, rested on the tQ.bl(t within oasy reach, and. b7 

meams of a.· ptd.r of tweesaera in hie preferred hand the eubject 

tmnateZ"l"'ed metal .nlilttfit onott. at a Ume and, Q$ qu.ickl:y ae p&ssibl.e 

.from tb~ pan on to the rOd. " 
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T~ezer Mirror: Similar to the ~bove, except that the pan and 

rod rested behind a shielding case on a table and the subject 

had to view his activity in a mirror. 

TWo•hand Sticks: . With the pan and rod resting before the aub

ject on the te.ble, nuts had to be transferred to the rod by 

means ot two wooden sticks, on& in· either hand.· 

.Steadiness Stick: With tho pan and .rod resting o.n the table 

several feet away, ·nuts had to· be transferred to the :rod by means 

of a single lOll€; wooden stick having a metal pin projecting at 

right-a.nglea nea.r the f'a.r end.. The other end of the stick was 

held in the subjectls pref•rred. hand. 

Tra:.Co-ordination: B,i· suitable tilting of a metal tray hold 

in both hands, steel balls bad to be manipulnted, one at a time., 

up a narrow ramp, past a baffle, and through a small opening 

into a receptacle. 

Rins Throwing: With the pan and rod resting on the table 

several feet away, subjects endeavoured to throw rubber rings 

ov~r the rod.· 

The mean intercorrelation betveen all the sensory

motor tests is 0.18 which surpe.sses the 5% level of significance. 

i'hoee most intimately related .are Two-hand Stioks and Steadiness 

Stick (0.3?). Although the. one involves the musculature o£ 

both hands, and the othtu.• that of one only, there is .some basic 

· similari.ty in the pattern ot movemonta roquired in "stick" 

manipulation. 

Educational level correlates 0.50 with the mental 

te8t (Form Series) but ia Unrelated to performance on the 

sensory-motor tests e.xcept Steadineas Stick, where there is a 
small negative correlation. 
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Form Series correlates significantly vith only one 

of the sensory-motor tests, namely, ·rweezer Mirror (0.28). In 

this connection it ie of interest that significant correlations 

between general intelligence scores and perforatance at a mirror 

tracing taek have been .r&ported by Harmon and Oxendine (JJ). 

Tweezer Mirror bas ita largest correlation with 

Two-hand Sticks (0.33) but it is also related significantly to 

all the other sensory-motor tests, and has the largest mean 

correlation of 0.24. The motor conflict induced by the mirror 

image made this th& most complex and "difficult" of the sensory

motor taeks. 

Ring Throwing, with the smallest mean correlation 

of 0.12, ia the most specific teat, which wae expected, as the 

pattern of movement is ~ry different from the fine, sustained 

manipulations required in the others. 

Tray Co-ordillations (a two-handed task) is most 

closely related to Tweezer Nuts (0.31) and Tweezer Mirror {0 • .27) 

which are beth one-handed tasksJ but it is unrelated to Two
hand Sticka, notwithstanding the apparently atrcng common element 

of tw~hand co-ordination. Here again, the respective eatterns 

of co-ordination requi.rod, are very different. 

Even in this comparatively low-grade eample, the 

sensory-motor abilities measured by the tests appear to be 

predominantly specific, and there is no indication. o£ a seneral 

factor of dexterity or hAndiness. 
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The wqrk of Fleiehma.n and Hempel. 

Because of the laborious and costly nature of testing 

for eensory-motor abilities, which usually requiree individual 

administration and special apparatus, experimental groups and 

the number of tests applied are often rather small, and factor.• 

ial results statietically insign.ifica.nt. Notable exceptions 

are the largo scale investigations done by »~eisr~an (23, 26, 

27) and Fleishman and Hempel (24, 25, 37) which merit particular 

consideration. 

In a preceding review of earlier analyses by himself 

and others, Fleishman (22) described certain factors which 

appeared to be the most consistent and distinctive, and others 

which were onl: tentative. He atreaeed that the list was baaed 

solely on the results of factor-analysis studies. and acknow

ledged that there are other ways of classifying and describing 

motor sk.Ula. Briefiy, hie categorization was ao follows:-

(a) M01~R FACTORS: (l) Reaction Time. Speed of response 

to a stimulus by a prescribed movement. (2) Tappigg• Rate of 

simple oecillator1 movements re~uiring no accuracy. (}) ~~nual 

Dexterity. Ability to make rapid. and controlled manipulations 

with the hilnci or arm. (4) Finger Dexterity. Abilit.Y to make 

rapid and controlled manipulations with the fingers. (5) Steadi• 

ness. Precision and steadiness in making arm-hand positioning 

movements where strength. and speed are minimal. (6) Aiming. 

~peed and precision. in making a series of directed movements 

requiring eye-hand eo•ordino.tion. (?) Motor Kinesthesis or 

Gross Precision. Somewhat precise postural or bodily adjust

menta to kinesthetic c~es when physical equilibrium is disturbed. 
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Factors not so vell•detined were: (8) Psychomotor 

Co-ordination. Ability to integrate gross or fine movements 

o! moderate scope. This factor was identified whenever more 

complex tests were uoed. Poosibly it miGht be split into 

several sub•factore. (9) Ambidexteritl• Ability of right• 

handed subjects to work taat with the non-preferred hand. It 

.. vas identified in onlY' one stud,7. (10) Paychomotor l'recieion. 

~ very vague factor which mrq be the aame aa Manunl or f.'inger 

Dexterity. tests on which it ia loaded actually appear to re

quire fast rather than accurate working. 

(b) NON-MOTOR FACTORS& (11) Spatial Relations. ~~bilit;y to 

relate different responses to different stimuli, where either 

stimuli or responses are arranged in spatial order. 

(12) i'erceptual Speed, Ability to make rapid recognitions and 

comparisons of vioual forma. (13) !~:echanical f..xperience • 

The only motor test with loadings on this factor was Two-band 

Co-ordination (pre sur.. 1bly the Pureui t type used in the U.s .A. A .F.). 

Printed testa with loadings on it were Mechanical Information, 

Mechanical Principles, Biographical Information, Pilot Technical 

VocabulaJ7, and Reading Compreht·neion. (14) Pllot Interest. 

This factor was d1etinct from Mechanical Experience, and included 

a Rudder Control Test, general information, and previous Oying 

experience. 

A large nu::nbor or apparatuo and printed psychomotor 

teste selected or specifically desisned to measure moat.of the 

above categories was administered by Fleishman (23) to 400 

aubjecte. Results confirmed the existence of the following 

f'actorsJ (l) Reaction 'l'ime; (2) Tapping (called "Wrist-finger 

Speed); (4) Finger Dexterity; (5) Steadiness; (6) Aiming; 
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(?) Motor Kinesthesia (called. Hf>ostur&l Discrimination"); 

(8) Psychomotor Co-ordinationa (ll) Spatial Relatione. 

An. add.i tional factor emerged, which had. not been pre

viously hypothesized. It was defined as .Rate of Arm Hovement 

and related mainly to those tests requiring rapid arm movements 

of a gross kind, like Aiming and Placing. 

Of particular interest is the con firma t~Jf' t'Ps:ycho• 

motor Co-ord.inat:ton" ae r£ diatii:!.ct factor. It wae11 consistently' 

. present in :Rudd.er Control, Rotary f'ursuit, and various Complex 

Co-ordination Testo, and wlis also related to Dynamic Balance. 

Fleishman '(23) broadly def;Lnes th~ factor nas representing either 

co-ordination of the l~rge mu.e-clcs ·Of the bodJ·• in movements of 

moderate scope, or co-ordination of auc:b. movements with the per

cepti~h ,of fl. '\li.sual st1muluth.; 

Fleishman and Hempel (24) analysed. data from a battery 

of fifteen widely used printed and apparatue dexterity tests, 

:1nclutl.1ng the f'urdu.e Pegboard, O'Conner Finger Dextority 1 Santa 

Ana Dexterity, Minnesota Rate of Manipulation, 'l'apping, Trac:l.ng 

and t1ark1ng. They identified five factors accounting for the 

range of ta.aks investiga.ted1 rw.:~ely, (l) l'"inger Dexterity; 

(2} Manual. Dexterity; (3) Writ&t•finger Speed& (4) Aiminen and 

(5) .Positioning. The results indicated that the cor.u:::ept of 

''manual dexterity"' as a Wlite.ry ability 1 is u.ntenable. 

This atudy vas followed by one in vhich Hempel and 

Fleishman (37) investigated a battery of 46 printed, manipulative 

and gross ph,yeical teats. Among the latter, the factors identi

fied wore: (a) Strength of limbs and trwuc; (b) nexi'bility of 

the legs and trunk. Ability of the muscles to endure and re

cover rrom strain and distortion. (c) Balance; (d) Grosa 
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bod: co-ordination; (e) .fd'tert.§' mobilization. Abil$.t1 to 

mobU16e quickl7 and ef.fectivel1' a maximum of energy or force. 

In the "manipulationit group tb.e main factors were: (a) Manual 

Dexterity; (b) Finger Dexterity; (c) Arm-hand 8teadinessa 

{d) Aiming. Proficiency in the gross ph3sical. tasks wras found 

to be quite independent of that in the ·fine manipulative ones. 

Out of a verf extensive battery administered to over 

lOCO naval pilot candidates, .Fleishman and Rempel (25) Gelected 

an.d analysed the intercorrelations between sixteen apparatus 

psychomotor tests and seven printed tests designed as possible 

substitutes for apparatuo tests• Of the nine factors identi• 

tied, the .following four were confined to the a.;pparatws psych<1>

motor teats.: (a) Ps;rcbornotor Co-ordination I, emphasizing 

sensitive and. highly•controlled adjuetm.ents in movements of res

tricted &cope; . (b) Psychomotor Co ... ordination II, relating 
' . 

more to the grosa co-ordination ot several limbe in. makiug 

larger movementsJ (c) Mlu:l.ual Dexterity, wh.ich more adequ.atelJ' 

covers the factor ;,)reviously called «psychomotor Precision"& 

(d) Rate Conti"'lt restricted, to thoee apparatus tests requiring 

"the ability to make continuous motor adjustments relating to . ' 

changes in speed ot direot1on of a eontinuoU5ly moving object." 

Four factors measurable by both apparatus and certain 

pri.nted teats were: (a) Integration, 11whi·ch required tbe ability 

to utilize and apply a number of ta;~nrate eves and activities 
·, 

quickly into an integrated resultant reoponae". {b) Spatial 

Relations I, 11 the ability to interpret spatial characteristics 

of the .stimulus situation"; (c) Spotial Relations II, concerned 

with "directi .. oual discrimination and orientat1on of movement 

patterns"c (d) Visualization, emerged as separate from Spatial 
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Relations. They also found a P-erce;ptual Speed factor, which 

was restricted to the printed tests. 

From the standpoint of equipment design, Brown and 

Jenkins (.5) had claeaified motor abilities into (a) Static 

reactions, where a body member must be held .tor a period in a 

definite spatial positiont (b) ~q~!ffi!nt reactions, requiring 

tha e.bili.ty to make co-ordina.ted1 accurate or rhythmic movements 

at a certain rate or along s.peoitS.c loc.i.; and (c) Poait~onin5 

roactiona, in which~the body ~aember must be moved to a pre• 

scribed position 1n space, tb.e te:tm1na1 accuracy ot the response 

being the m.ost important feature. Each of these classes were 

-subdivided .into more restricted ones like continuous movements 

and intermittent :movements, e·tc, 

To investigate· two of the main categories above, 

namely• Poaitio.n.ing moveme.nts and Static reactions, neiebman 

\26) _t'8a~d ~00 s.ubje~ts ~n a ~ide range of practical. tasks • 

.P".rom. the results or the factor· analysis .he conc.luded that "skUl 

in static roactione is usefully considered e separate claae of 

skil~s from positioning movemen·ts.n fte found subatan.tial common 

variance between statio reaction tasks, whereas the positioning 

task~ te~ded .to b~ h1shlY. specific • . The three fac:toz-a extracted · 

were: (l) tmn-~and ~teadiness; . (2) Movl:ag arm to ce.rtail'l 

estimated poDitions not immediate11 e:xporlenced.; and (J) Re• 
. ' ' 

turning arm to a position from which it was just removed. It 

would seem, from his data, that Arm•hand Steadiness, the most 

distinct 'Of tho three; cuts across tl:te ttatat1c•posit1oning" 
' 

boundary', because both npositioning" ta.eke. like Track Tracing 

and Stea~inel)!s Pr.ecis~on, and "&tatieu tasks like Steadiness 

Tremor and Arm Tre.11or, ge1ve substantial loadings on this tao tor • 
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Fleishman (2?) considers that tboee pqchomotor 

ak:illa which fall under the heading movement reaottonsJ are 

probably the most numerous and important. In these, skill 

durin~ the movement is of primary interest, whereas in position~ 

;\!13· movement~ the main feature is final preciaion, and in 

static .~cact:1onsa it 1s the maintenance of a definite limb 

position. He admi'nistered a large and varied battery of umove

ment" testa to 204 basic trainee airmen. Z."actor analysis indi

cated that movement reaction taGks of th$ sorts invostigated tell 

into several broad cle.netu {l) Fine Control Sensitivity; 

(2) Multiple Limb Co•Ordination; ru1d (3) Response Orientation. 

A factor named unate Control'• was more tentative. 

Three oth~~Jr factors that emerged asain were Arm-hand .Steadiness, 

Reaction Time, and· Speed of J\rm lfovement; but they did not 

contribute to performance in the C20re complex teste. 

GuilfQrci•s Scheme 

A theoretical eurv~Y of psychomotor abilitiea, 

including both fine skills and gross bodUy movements, ham been 

done by Guilford (32) • vho used the Gimple, o:rstematic tech

ni(lue ot noting "each factor reported in the literature on a 

separate card, together with ita appf~ent properties and names 

of sol'l!e testa tho.t tend to characterize it," and thon arranging 

the Cru:"d.s to form .classes o£ factors. After numerous revisions, 

be postulated a ·Clasoification G'Chc.me in tile .form o.t a matrix. 

Columns are repreeen.ted by coven principal ty-pes of motor ability, 

namely, (l) .Strength; (2) Impul$ion; (3) Speed.; (4) Static 

Preci&ion; (5) Dynamic Precision; (6) Co-ordination~ and 
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(?) Flexibilitr. Rows refer to the part of the body involved: 

(a) Groos; (b) Trunk; (c) Limbs; (d) Hand; and (e) Finger. 

The concepts of etren5$h1 saeed and .co•or4ination arc 

well•known.. !!Peulsion is define.d as "the rate at which move• 

mente are initiated from stationary positions," and i.s therefore 

synonymous with ''Reaction•t1me11 , whereas SEeed refers to the rato 

ot moveraente after they have ota.rtecl. Static Precision has to 

do \lfith the accurate maintenance of certain limb or postural 

positions, and £tno.micPrecision with the accuracy of directed 

movements.. f}.e:dbilitz designateo the freedom with whi·Ch. pa.rts 

of the body can bend, "or the scope of movements dependent upon 

particular joints., 

Factors involving anatomical complexes other than 

the five above, as, .for example, articulation of the epeech 

organs, would require additional rowe in tho matrix. Guiltord 

also points out that there is uncertainty whether the Tapping 

factor. should be included under tttmpulsionr~, as it also involves 

the repetition of initiated movementa, and it had been demon• 

strated by Seashore et al (57) that Tapping a.nd Reaction-time 

scores were unrelated, even when the activities were done with 

same hand.· 

The specificity of the Tapping factor bau been con• 

firmed by Fleishman (2J) and others, and it seems prett1 obvious 

that Guilf'ord•a concept of "impulsion" will.have to be eplit 

into (l) Single reactions to discrete stimuli, and (2) sustained 

serinl activities. 

Qu1ltord 1 s system, which is confi.ned t.o ·umotor'1 

factors, is certainly the neatest and the most compact which has 

been. proposed so f&rt but, ae he acknowledges himself • it stUl 
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raquiroe n gt"'llt deol of experimental eub&tantie.tion• a.nc1· may 

.twve ·to be l'flvisect. 

Unlik~ Seaeb.ore e-nd his collaborators, GuUford 

appears to resard. the part.icular muecule.ture etDpl07&d in motor 

ectiv1t1es as of considerable. importance• lb1o has diet1nct 
e.dvv.nttt~a for providing an overall di.agram of tt!e entire oonsory 

motor situation, including both groaa and. fine ttetivities• but 

there is aome rick that .it m'ilf tt'>nd to obscure signiticuwt 

behavioural <tietinctiono uong tht! r:tno tt"ctiviti&s, particularly 

those rel:tl tins to 2,attern9 of movement. Moreov:er 1 t has boen 

well I!!!Stabl1abed. that, at lcu1ot in the .activities of tho t&ifl!Le 

o.r discrete reaction t;rpo, there is a hiP, desr•e of Ul.tercorre ... 

l.ation betveen the -varioua boll1 fin.mbo:ro, an4 here the particular 

muscul«ture is theretore not factoriall1 t.eJportut. Also, the 

main 'behavt.oural 111fterence betw•en sroas and fine motor skill 

is not pri.mvUr a cattor ot the aeon~ ot mu~ul.ature that 

come into play, but a is concerned more w1 th the strensth, 

amplitude, and precision of movements. Wh1l.o tine skille Me 

coaolll:J r<tetricttH1 to tho ·musculature ot tbe fingera, hande 

.ond ame, this is not 1nvariabl1 eo. For example, tbe co• 

or(linatea. activit)' i.n:pUoting o aircraft, like tbs.t ia pllqing 

football or tenni$, makes 4<mt!Jlde on a larg-s proportion of the 

total be~ muculstur•, b~t it requlres less pbysiclll .etreqth, 

smaller movements and more preciee movatmente, than e.uoh ~ath• 
.let1c., ac:tid,tlee. 

82eod ~nd T.m:eo 

ln: tho llUljOritJ Of Hlf•paced 0CtlMr"3-mOtor toGtBt 

whether of tbe: simple• vnstru.ctu.red .k.l.nd like tapping where the . 
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ru:!ed for e.ccurlu-:y is minimal, or of the highly structured kind 

like Handlebars Co-ordinatio.n. (16) imposing a strict criterion 

of accuracy 0 ~t is usue.l to instruct the subject to work aa 

quickly as he can. However, another appreach, in which the sub

ject is required to work at his "personal tempo'' or preferred 

rate• has received some attention. 

Allport ~nd Vernon (2) rc'?orded the preferred rate in 

performing forty-five varied tasks, G.nq while there was e. slight 

· general tendency for the teste to intercorrelate positively, the 

main group factors that emerged were Verbal Speed (readinttt 

counting and handwriting); Drawing Speed (with the hand on paper, 

and with the toot on a black-board); and I~thmic or Motor Speed 

('.t:appinth or cont:racti.on of various muscles). 

Fifty-nine tests, inclu<lirl.g li.atural or congenial rates 

of eard-i:.orting, cancellation, body•bending and swinging, tapping, 

dra.\d.ng and making symmetrical movements with the respective 

limbs, were adxnin.istered to 91 university men 'by Rimoldi (53). 

The motor tests of personal tempo yiolded three factors: I..arge 

movements_ of the. trunk and ltmbs (e.g. Body-bending• J.imb

swinginr.h .symmetrical movements of limbs); Small movements 

(mainly represented by tapping with arms, fingers, toes and 

heels) a Drawing (ma1nly, ·drawing circles, squares o nd lines with 

hands and faet).· Tests of roact"ion•time both simple and complex 

requirina performance at the subjeet•s maximum epeed, were alae 

included in the battery. /~1 of these grouped on another factor. 

Rimoldi (53) eoncluue~:H "It a general tempo factor exists, its 

influence 1G very l.iltii ted due to tho ex:i.eteneo Of detilli te 

cluster~ of speed ..... 11 

The natural or preferred speed of children between 

thirteen· and fourteen years in Dra:wing. Computing, Speaking, 
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Walking and Eating• was investigated by Takale. and f•artanen (64). 

They obtained a mean intereorrelation of 0.29 for the boy-s, and 

0.47 for tlle girls. On Speaking, \1al.ldng and Eating only t the 

mean coefficient for the boys was 0.28, and for. the girl.s, o.42. 

The scores were the average values of peers' ratings on a five

point scale. These investigo.tors appear to be .1n fa.vour of the 

hypothesis that "in tasks which are strongly overlearned and 

which occur · fr.quently in da.Uy life" there is a fairly broad 

"personal tempon ta.ctor which can be predicted to some extent by 

subjective observation. 

The t'ollowing tests• to be performed in the subjects' 

own time, wctlre included by Biesheuvel and Pitt (4) in a battery 

for studying the relationship between personal tempo and. the 

l:lz'imary-eecondary function 'Wriablc of temperament: Tapping on a 

ke;v, Walking, 'fulling, Writing, Adding, Solttng, Pursuit (Tracing 

along sinuous printed lines), Drnwing crosses on squared paper, 

Repeated Letters and Identical Pictures. Other teats were: 

Tapping a.t maximal rate, Progresoive J'f.atrices, a.I!d EEG Alpha• 

frequency. The battery as a whole gave a multiple correlation of 

0.61 with the criterion. of Primary•second.e.ry !unction, which waa 

found. to be principally related to two kinds of speed teatet 

(1) ~orceptual: (Repeated Letters, 0.,34; Pursuit, 0.39) 
(2) Motor: Tapping, fast, 0.311 CroSGee, 0.40. 

From an inspection ·Of their correlation table, it 
appears that Walking correlates eignificnntly with only two other 

variates, namely, Adding (0,29) and EEG Alpha-frequenc)' (•0 • .33). 

Rimoldi (5J), Harrison (36) and Harrison and Devens (35) likewise, 

have found verr little connection between walking and other 

a.ctivitiea. Tapping also, nppears to be largely unrelated to 
' most of tho other teata, even those which could be expected to 
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havo an appreciable motor content. The only eECeption is a 

coefficient of 0.39 between Tapping (fast) and Crosses which 

also involves a rhythmic, serial pattern of movement. However, 

Tapping correlates more significantly with EEG Alpha•froquene;y 

than does any one of the other teste, the coefficients being 

o.4o for maximal, and 0.38 for preferred rate. These results 

afford supporting evidence for th& distinctness ot the Tapping 

factor, and also suggest that· this kind of rhythmic, serial 

actiVity has a. strong neurological ba.sis. In view of the corre

lation of 0.31 between T.apping (fast) and PrimarJ•Secondar.y 

function, and that of' o.46 between. EBG Alpha-frequency and 

Primary-secondary function, it may also reflect a personal oharac• 

teristic with quite a wide temperamental significance. A study 

on preferred Tapping and Metronome rates b,y Frischeien-Kohler 
an, . 

(29) showed that individual tempo these testa tends to be very 

constant in spite of environmental changes, and a comparison of 

the rate-preferences of twins, eiblings and unrelated persons, 

pointed to the likeUhood of some hered.itar1 conditioning. 

In line with the results of Allport and Vernon (2) 

who identified distinct tempo group factors of Tapping and 

Writing, an average intercorrelation of 0.55 between Writing, 

Crosses and Pursuit (Line tracing) in the table o! Bieeheuvel 

and Pitt (4) suggests a fairly broad "graphological" tempo factor. 

As regards the relation.ship between maximal and pre ... 

ferred rate .of work at the same ta~c, Biesheuvel and Pitt found 

thnt in the Cross-drawing test there wa.e hardl1 any difference 

.between the nUlllbers drawn at the preferred and speeded ra.tes. 

Between Tapping (Preferred) and Tapping (Fast) theY. obtained a 

significant correlation of o.}2. Harrision (}6) has reported 
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the followins correlations betweea preferred and maximal rates: 

Card-solti.ng; 0.111 Tapping, 0•35; Wri.t1ng, 0.46; Reading 

aloud, O.?O; 'l"u.rning a hand-crank, 0.09; and Patting knees 

with hands; o.,;6. (~1ean r for all, 0.37); Mangan•s (43} table 

shows correlations of o.45 and 0.50 b&tween fast working and 

natural tempo at copying paragraphs. On the \triter's Handlebars 

Co-ordination test (16) there was a correlation of 0.77 be,~~een 

'l'rial 2t whore tho need for speed was emphasized in, the instruc• 

tion$ to the aubjecte, and. Trial J,, where they vere told to work 

at their m9st natural and congenial rate. 

It would appear, th~t although the oxtent of overlap 
between maximal and preferred rate can vary for different tasks, 
it is often quite substantial,. and much tho same specific speed 

factor is operative in both. However, the .impoeition of maxi• 

mal ra.to may eometiru&s introduce some significant el·oment of 

temperamental Gtreso. Correlations between maximal and preferred 

rate are very likely· boosted through the fact that although sub• 

jects are instructed to work at their natural,.pre:terred pace, 

they are usually quite aware tbat their performance is being 

timed, and they woul,d therefore be stimulated· to some extent by 

an implied ure,-ency. J~ven when tho need for extremel1 cautious 

working .is emphasized in the instructions and subjeetG are told 

positively n2t to try to work i'aat, this influence seems to be 

operative• For example• Trial I on Handlebars, preceded by 

such instructions, correlates o,8? with Trial 2 where speed is 

stressed. 
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Speed and Aceuracz 

When a task requires both speed and accuracy, is 

there a tendency for the fast workers to be lese accurate than 

the slow ones, and vice versa? Thorn.dike ( 65} gave a test of 

arithmetical addition to students, and. found that the taster 

performers were also the more accurate. On the other hand, 

various mental tests applied by Mudge (48) indicated that there 

was very little connection between speed and accuracy; ~ few 

of the quick~st subjects were also the most accurate, and a tew 

or the slowest, the most inaccurate, but among the majority there 

was no significant :relationship. Hiomelweit (38) gave tour 

mental teats and a motor test ot Track-tracing to a gr-oup of 

neurotic patients, an4 tound no relationship between speed and 

accuracy on the mental, teste, but a significant negative corre• 

lntion between these measures on the Trnck•tracar. The reeulte 

ot Longstaff and Porter (41), who investigated tho speed and, 

accurac1 of pyschology students in answering multiple-choice 

questions on general psycholoe71 .revealed "very little, it Sl'.~Tt 

rela tionahip between the times required a.nd the scores made in 

answer::l.ng testa of the type herein used." Mangan (43), who 

studied speed and other measures in relation to temperament, 

obtained the following spe•~accuracy correlations on three 

sensory-motor tests; Dotting, -0.07; Measurement, 0.02; and 

Copying, o.04. 

Speed/accuracy correlations obtained b7 the writer 

on six tests are given in Table 6. Ot these, one (tvo•hand 

co-ordination, Moode•t)'pe) is pracU.cally zero, and five are 
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TABLE 1 

Iatercorrelationa between Mental teats 

(Decimal points omitted) 

N • 161 1 2 3 
,., 

' 6 

1 Progrbf:lsi'N Matrices 
(Raven's) 

2 t-'..ental Alertness " 
3 Arithmetic 34 .51 

I 

4 Mathematical Achieve• 
ment '' 48 ,, 

' Tech. and Scientific 
Information 40 49 16 ,. 

6 Tech. and Scientific 149 ''I Comprehension l36 2.5 51 
1 Anation Interest Inven-

I 
toey 31 134 09 2'+ 63 47 

! I 

All coefficients, except 0.09, significant at bet.ter than 

the .5% level. 
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TABLE 2 

Intercorrelations between Seneor,r-motor tests. 

(Decimal points omitted) 

' 

N • 161 1 2 ' 4 5 6 7 

1 Air-pilots arm-leg Co-ord. 
(Accuracy) 

2 Steadiness (Speed) l6s 

3 Steadiness (Accuracy) 22s -10 

4 Hand-foot Reaction 
(Learn. Speed) 14 -o8 19s 

5 Hand-foot Jeaction 
(Reaction Speed) 30• 04 11 10 

6 Hand-toot Reaction 
(Accuro.cJ) 02 -o4 10 06 -14 

7 Two-hand Co-ord. 
(Accuracy) 14 -17e 0? 20s 09 02 

8 Two-hand Co-ord. (Speed) 40s o8 2la 20s 26e 12 03 

"s" implies signitican~;e at b•tter than the .;; ' level. 
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TABLE 3 

Correlations between Mental teats and Speed 

measures on Sensoi'7!"CDOtor testa 

(Decimal pointe omitted) 

N • 161 Stead. H.F.R. H.F.R. Two- Mean 
Speed .Learn. React. hand I" 

Speed Speed Speed 

ProgressiYe Matrices -03 28s 11 24s 1.5a 

Mental Alertness -02 2.58 13 Z?e 16e 

Arithmetic 06 16a 14 l6s 13s 

Mathe. Achievement 04 1.5 14 238 l4a 

Techn •. 8r Scientifi.c Inform. 01 09 -04 14 05 

Tech. and Scientific Comp. -09 17e l?s 22s 12a 

Aviation Interest Inventorr 00 14 14 18s l2s 

1 
Mean r I 00 18s lla 218 ! 

' 

Mean r of all coefficients • 0.13. Range -0.09 to 0.28 

tts" 1mpUes significance at better than the .5% level. 
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TABLE 4 

Correlations between Hental teste and 

Accuracy measures on .Seneory-motor teats. 

(Decimal points omitted) 

N • 161 Air-pilots Stead. H.F.R. Two-hand 
A.t.c. Ace. lee. Ace. 

ProgrossiYe Matrices 14 25s 1.5 19s 

lfental Alertness 11 23s 2ls 14 

Arith.metic 03 04 04 04 

l~ths. AchieYement 09 12 oa 13 

Tech. and Scientific 
Information 03 2le 11 16s 

Tech. and Scientific 
Comp., 17s 02 15 20s 

~viation Interest 
Inventory 13 14 04 ll 

t-!ean r lOs 14s lls 14s 

~~~n r of all coefficients • 0.12 

Mean 
I" 

l8s 

l?s 

04 

Us 

13e 

14o 

lls 

"sn implies significance e.t better than the 5~ leYol. 
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fABLE 6 

co.rrelat::lona between .Cpeed and Accuracy measure& 

on Gensocy-motor testa 

" 

Teste r N p 

stoadineos (Manual) ... o.1o 161. 0.204 

Handlebars co-ordination -o.39 124 o.ool 
Variable c-ordination -o.,, 47 o.o25 

Han.d-foot Reaction -o.l4 161 0.100 

Two-hand Co-ordination 
(MOede t,-pe) o.o, 161 0.704 

Dots-cancellation• -0.26 ~ 0.10:5 

~ Maicl1 perceptual. 
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Summary and C(.utclustons 

(1) Sensory-motor activity refers to the pl'qsioal move-

ments of living organisms, which are never purely mechanical. 

P$YChologists, education1ate and emplo7ers of peruonnel are 

ma:tnly interested in th.e behavioural aspects of directed move

ments. The most fundamental directed movements are those ot a 

gross kind like walkilllt running, jumping etc., in which man is 

inferior ·t.o maJJ3' other specie1a. UO\<tever, he is superior to most 

in activities req\liring spatial precision. 

(2) Although it is uaetul to m~ a ·broad distinction 
between gross and fine activities, all hf.lvo the quantitatiYe 

·facet~ of strength, speed and amplitude of' movement, and the 
qualitative ones of .accuracy, action and pacing, Huch of the 

se.nso~y·motor activity of man is concernttd with making things and 

.using them. 

(}) It is likely tbat even in enrl.y times certain basic 

:facts about humatt ability were quite well known, such as the 

.. euperior.i ty ot oome inai vi duals over others, the oompara ti ve 

acs.rcity of the extremely superior and the oxt:-eaely inferior, the 
apecif:i.city or certain act1viti~s., and improvement through pra..c

tice. In later erae, rtl&ll1 homely truths were obscured or ig• 

nored by elaborate phUosophioal ,speculation, and only achie'Yed 

''.scientific" recognition ntter the advent of empirical research. 

(4) Mental tests tend to intercorrelate .quite substantiall)\ 

whereas sensory-motor teste who~ n comparatively high.degree of 
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opecificity. Correlat1one between l~ontal. and Jencoey-motor 

tests are usually very small and positiYe. The larger relation

ships sometimes found between more complex sensory-motor tasks 

mny be due to an overlap of_a_ an4/or common perceptual and 

motor pattern.o. 

(5) While the correlations between Sensory-motor teats 

and conventional r~ental tests often appear nogligible, results 

from "mental practice" an.d other approaches ouggeat that sensor:

motor 6k1lla may nevertheless have mental concomitantsl albeit 

of a kind rather specific to the particular task. 

(6) Relationships among teats can be influenced by tbe 
composition of the teat sample. In selected high-grade groupe 

they are usually smaller than in heterogeneous or low-grade 

groups where intellectual and cultural factors play a greater 

part. 

(7) Fairly large intercorrelationa are usual between grose 

sensory-motor activities, and broad, well-defined group factors 

have been identified, but there appears to be very little connec• 

tion between grose and fine skills. 

(8) There is probably no general !actor of seneor1-motor 

abilitJJ group factors are usually much narrower than those in 

intellectual fields, and specific factors tend to predominate. 

The theor.y, originally proposed by R.H.Seaahore, that relation

ships between seneory•motor activities depend more on the 

patterns of movement than on the muecula.tve or sense-modalities 
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employed.• is supported by the reaults of the writer and others. 

(9) Among thoeo eensor.y-motor group factors ~hich have 

been identified in more than one investigation are;- . (a) Reac

tion-time or Im1fulsios: Speed in initiating reaction to sensor;y 

stimulation. (b) Rapidity of arm•hand movement: Rapidt dis-

crete movements of moderate extent, precision being minimal. 

(e) Aiming: Rnpidt dieerete movements of a precise kind re• 

qu!ring eye-hand co-ordination. (d) TaJ?i?i&.s: Finger•band 

speed ln mnall oacillatocy movements. (e) Steadiness: 

1.\Ye ... hand co-ordino.tione where prociaion or .fine muscular control 

is empha::d.zed. and apeed and strength are minimal. (t) Manual 

doxteri~z: Rapid and controlled manipulations o£ a more or less 

continuous pattern involVing mai.nl1 the hand. (g) ~inru 

dox.terit;z; .Rapid and controlled manipulations ·Of a more or less 

continuous pa.ttern involving mainly the fingers. (h) co-· -ordination: Directed muscular activity requiring the integrated 

movements of sove.ral limbo an4/or other body members. U.) 
Boc.i;;;:-Bal.anc .. fP.* General postural adjustment and. the maintenance 

of equilibrium• (j) sst~al relationtH The pairing of res

ponses t¢ stimuli when either aet is arranged in a ee:r"tain 

spatial order; the judgment of d:i.Gtance in relation to movement. 

(lO) The extent of overlap between maximal and preferred 

.rate of' work can vary for different tasks, bu·t; it is often quite 

con.aiderable • While there appears to be no general !actor of 

'tperscnal tempo" t it ie likely that group .factors of this kind 

)?ervade cer-tain. clusters of activity. the limits a.n.d con.tent of 

which:have otill to be defined. 
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(11) In senaory""lllotor taska1 correlations between speed 

of work and accuracy aro eometime.a zero, but ueua.lly slightlf 

negative, and more subatan.tial in complex tasks requiring preciae 

muacula~ control. 
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AN Af'!lRAlS!\t OF .smsoRY•MOTOR ACT.IVITIF...S 

Abstract 

. The voluntary muscular movements of maa are numerous 

and diverse. Those of a. gross athletic kind where the accent 

is on the mobiliza.tion of physical energy, tend to intercorre

late quite highly, whereas others, requiring smaller and more 

precise co-ordinations are, for the moat part, very specific• 

To a varying extent, intelligence enters into all seniSOry-motor 

eldlls, although in some the mental accompaniment may be of a 

rather specific kind not covered by con.ventional mental teste. 

The degree of cverlnp 'bett'leen sensory-motor activities, whether 

of the atructttred or. unstructured sort. depends n1ore on patterns 
~ 

of movement than on tho musculature or scnse-modalitieo employed. 

Correlations among sensory-motor tests and between these and 

mental tests at-e influenced by the composition of the teat 

srun:ple. 'l'herc appears to be no general sensory-motor fact?r, 

but. the existence of rather na.r%'0\'J group factors hac. been 

esta.bl~.shed with reasonable cer.tainty. lt ia likely that 

there are also broader e;roup factors of nper.sonal tempo.u 
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SECTION IV 

Introduction 

In all directed oenaor,r-sotor taaka, perceptual tactora 

(uauall7 visual, but aometiaea alao auditoJ7, kinaesthetic, or 
tactile) play a atcniticant part. Perception is the vital 

tend.nal coupling in the eensor1 chain that linU the orp.ni• 

with external reality. Without perception the pertoraance ot 

aucceaaful direoted activities ia iapoaaible, because there can 

be neither proper avareneaa ot the 1'4tquirementa of the practical 

situation nor adequate "teed-back" after motor reapoaaea to 
indicate whether they have been succeeaful or not. 

In aoae activities, however, aotor reaponaea are ot 
coaparat1vely alight or e.en nesliglble iaportance, aa4 the 
principal tactora are perceptual, aa, tor eX&JDple, in radar-acreen 

obaer.ation tor air-trattic control and interception from ground 
stations. The first inetruaent described in this section, a 
Locus-estimation Teat, was apecificallJ designed to teat candidate• 
tor this vocation, and can be adaiDiatered to individuals or to a 
aull group of up to au at once. 

The second apparatus, a Cancellation Timer, ia not a "teat" 
in itaelt, but actuall1 a baaic inatru..nt for the standard 
administration ot various printed Cancellation teats, when it ia 
desirable to obtain a tairl7 accurate time aeaaure tor each line 
completed. Cancellation provides a a18plt perceptual-motor 
activit7 that haa been found useful tor ••auring "auatained. 
attention,. or the killd required in MD7 routiDe taska, particulari7 
of a clerical.nature. The perceptual ele•nt; in recop.iatns 
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items that have to be cencellod is more important than the 
repetitive motor reaponae ot makiDg pencil-strokes through them. 

Technical details ot the Cancellation Timer are followed by 

an account of a Dote-cancellation teet administered to_air-pilot 

candidates bJ meana of this apparatus. 

The third apparatus in thia section, a Dual-purp'Oae nrall" 

Tachistoscope, is likewise, not a test in itaelf, but a baoic 
device tor administering various tests requiring the presentation 
ot either moving or stationary visual stimuli tor short periods. 

After a tull description of the technical aspects, an account 
1s given of teete ot Speed o.f Perception and Span ot Attention 
administered with the appara.tu.a to air-pilot can41dates. 
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A LOCUS-ESTIMATION TEST 

D. R. DE WET 

(Received 24th November, 1958) 

The steady advance in Radar technology, 
particularly that branch concerning the re
mote observation and control of flying 
objects from ground stations, has secured it 
a position of world-wide importance, both 
as a versatile navigational instrument in peace 
time and a formidable defensive and aggres
sive weapon in war. 

At civilian aerodromes, during bad weather 
conditions when physical visibility is in
sufficient for the pilot of an incoming aircraft 
to determine his exact bearings, he has to 
rely on information from the control-tower, 
where his course and position in relation to 
the terrain are represented by a moving 
light-spot or "blimp" on a calibrated screen. 

At military stations during periods of 
national emergency, the radar light-spot serves 
as a means of identifying the course, position 
and probable destination of an enemy aircraft 
or missile, and (time permitting) enables 
appropriate action to be implemented. This 
gives rise to a double situation, portrayed on 
the radar-screen by two moving light-spots, 
one representing the enemy object or "target," 
and the other the pursuing "interceptor." 

Basing their calculations on this "screen
picture" and making the necessary correc
tions and modifications as it changes, the 
ground-control personnel strive to guide the 
pilot of the interceptor to a coign of vantage 
from which he can destroy the target most 
promptly and efficiently. . 

The precise form of this optimum strategic 
appropinquity will depend on how the pursuit 
develops, but in all cases it should be attained 
as soon and directly as possible, because the 
interceptor-machine may have little or no 
superiority over the target in point of speed 
and the latter could reach its objective be
fore preventive measures are really practic
able. 

Although lacking much of the traditional 
"glamour" popularly associated with fighter
pilots, the role of the ground interception 
staff has come to be so vital in national 
defence that certain countries have en
couraged some of their most experienced 
pilots and navigators to withdraw from active 
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flying and devote themselves to this section 
of the Service. 

It is also considered well worth while that 
selection for suitability in this occupation 
be carried out to the best of available testing 
resources and knowledge of the job require
ments. 

Actual radar-screen observation consti
tutes only one aspect of the activities involved; 
there are many others, calling for ability in 
such matters as navigation, administration, 
electronics, meteorology, aerodynamics, tlw 
potentialities and limitations of different air
craft and missile types, and the wide cognate 
field of tactics in modern aerial combat. 

Test Purpose. 

It is not the intention here to attempt a 
detailed enumeration of aptitude tests which 
have been applied with varying success to 
cover these diverse facets of ground-contro1 
work, or a discourse on the cognitive acuity 
and dispositional crasis most adapted to this 
occupation as a whole. 

The description that follows relates to a 
piece of fairly simple equipment designed to 
incorporate some of the elements more 
specific in radar-screen observation. 

Orientation tests of a static nature have 
shown validity in this respect; it was con
sidered, however, that the battery might be 
usefully supplemented by a dynamic test 
in some ways more closely resembling 
practical conditions. Three main features in
cluded are: Distribution of Attention, Judg
ment of movement and direction, and the 
Spatial fixation of bearing-points. 

This Locus-estimation Test may be ad
ministered to individual subjects or to a small 
group of up to six at once. 

Procedure. 

Subjects are seated at a distance of 
approximately eight feet from a translucent 
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Locus-estimation oomP!£!d with other testa 

applied to ground-control interceptor OJ!•rators 

In addi.tion to the Locus•eat:tmation test, the experimental 

battery applied to Air-force G.c.l. operators included Mental 

Alertness, Progressi~e matrices, Personality Assessment end three 

pictorial pencil-and•paper teste specifically devised by the 

Royal Air Force for selection in this vocation. The latter 

tests, called respectively, "Tables and Graphou, "Angles, 

Bearings and Direc'Cions", and "Ships", presented diagrammatic 

problems relating to various aspects of elementary navigation. 

, The intercorrelatione obtained between the tests (excluding 

Personality Assessment) are given in Table 1. Among the five 
' intellectual tests, the correlations are mostly high, and all 

eignifican~ at better than the five percent level. Mental 

Alertness, (Mean r, 0.57) shows the widest oYerlap with. other 
teets. Locus-estimation, which is mainly perceptual and the 

only apparatus test in the battery, is also the most specific, 

with the smallest Mean r of 0.41. Its closest relationship is 

with the "Angles, Bearings and. Directions" test (r, 0.53) which, 

to a considerable extent also involved the estimation of loci, 

but·in static situations. 

Table 2 gives the correlations obtained between test scores 

and achievement on the job in terms of the percentage scored b7 

candidates in practical examinations after training hnd proceeded 
for two mOI'l,ths. 

The best individual predictors of occupational success would 
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appear to be the two intelligence tests and the R.A.F. "Tables 

and Graphd'test, which are all significant at the one percent 

level. Then follow the R.A.F. flAngles, Bearings and Di"ction!l 

test and Locus-estimation, respectively significant at the five 

and seven percent levels. Personality Asseeement and the R.A.F. 

ttShips" test have the smallest coefficients, which do not reach 

the 10% level of .significance. 

A multiple correlation of 0.?4, eignificant at the five 

percent level, was obtained between the tests and the occupational 

critel'ion. 

In this battery,'the two intelligence tests, namely, 

Progressive Matrices and Men.tal Alertness, were found to carry 

major ·weights (0.416 and 0.375 respecti,vely), probablr because 

the vocation of the ground-control interceptor operator, while 

•tpracticaln in certain respects, involves many theoretical 

subjects like General Knowledge, Electronics, Meteorology and 

Navigation, and is therefore primarily 1ntell'ectu.al. . The R.A.F. 

"Tables and Graphs" test, end Locus-estimation had weights of 

0.181 and 0.115 respectively. The weights of the other two 

R.A.F.· tests were negative, namel7 : 

''Ships", -o.261; 11Angles, .Bearings and Directions", -o.oo5. 
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Detailed accounts of research done on the G.C.I. operators 

are giYen in the followtns s 

(1) KAMFER, L. Selection of Ground Control Interceptors 

(a.c.I.). A validation study of the N.I.P.R. test 

battery with Part II of the G.C.I. training course. 

Internal Report, 1956. 

(2) TROMP, J. Selection of nouth African Air Force 

fighter controllers. Pazchol. Afr., 1962, 9. 6?-?1. 
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The steady advance in Radar technology, 
particularly that branch concerning the re
mote observation and control of flying 
objects from ground stations, has secured it 
a position of world-wide importance, both 
as a versatile navigational instrument in peace 
time and a formidable defensive and aggres
sive weapon in war. 

At civilian aerodromes, during bad weather 
conditions when physical visibility is in
sufficient for the pilot of an incoming aircraft 
to determine his exact bearings, he has to 
rely on information from the control-tower, 
where his course and position in relation to 
the terrain are represented by a moving 
light-spot or "blimp" on a calibrated screen. 

At military stations during periods of 
national emergency, the radar light-spot serves 
as a means of identifying the course, position 
and probable destination of an enemy aircraft 
or missile, and (time permitting) enables 
appropriate action to be implemented. This 
gives rise to a double situation, portrayed on 
the radar-screen by two moving light-spots, 
one representing the enemy object or "target," 
and the other the pursuing "interceptor." 

Basing their calculations on this "screen
picture" and making the necessary correc
tions and modifications as it changes, the 
ground-control personnel strive to guide the 
pilot of the interceptor to a coign of vantage 
from which he can destroy the target most 
promptly and efficiently. . 

The precise form of this optimum strategic 
appropinquity will depend on how the pursuit 
develops, but in all cases it should be attained 
as soon and directly as possible, because the 
interceptor-machine may have little or no 
superiority over the target in point of speed 
and the latter could reach its objective be
fore preventive measures are really practic
able. 

Although lacking much of the traditional 
"glamour" popularly associated with fighter
pilots, the role of the ground interception 
staff has come to be so vital in national 
defence that certain countries have en
couraged some of their most experienced 
pilots and navigators to withdraw from active 
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flying and devote themselves to this section 
of the Service. 

It is also considered well worth while that 
selection for suitability in this occupation 
be carried out to the best of available testing 
resources and knowledge of the job require
ments. 

Actual radar-screen observation consti
tutes only one aspect of the activities involved; 
there are many others, calling for ability in 
such matters as navigation, administration, 
electronics, meteorology, aerodynamics, th~ 
potentialities and limitations of different air
craft and missile types, and the wide cognate 
field of tactics in modern aerial combat. 

Test Purpose. 

It is not the intention here to attempt a 
detailed enumeration of aptitude tests which 
have been applied with varying success to 
cover these diverse facets of ground-contro1 
work, or a discourse on the cognitive acuity 
and dispositiona1 crasis most adapted to this 
occupation as a whole. 

The description that follows relates to a 
piece of fairly simple equipment designed to 
incorporate some of the elements more 
specific in radar-screen observation. 

Orientation tests of a static nature have 
shown validity in this respect; it was con
sidered, however, that the battery might be 
usefully supplemented by a dynamic test 
in some ways more closely resembling 
practical conditions. Three main features in
cluded are: Distribution of Attention, Judg
ment of movement and direction, and the 
Spatial fixation of bearing-points. 

This Locus-estimation Test may be ad
ministered to individual subjects or to a small 
group of up to six at once. 

Procedure. 

Subjects are seated at a distance of 
approximately eight feet from a translucent 
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Plate 1 Locus-estimation Test 

screen divided up into squares with numerical 
references ialoncr the top horizontal axis and 
letters doWn the left vertical axis. (Plates 

' l and 2.) 
They are each supplied with a board _on 

which to write and an answer sheet havmg 
columns of blank spaces labelled one to fifty. 

The following instructions are then read 
out: 

"This is a test of your ability to judge the 
spatial and directional relationship between 
two objects moving at a constant speed but 
at various angles to each other. 
- "The objects are represented by two spots 

of light which will move concurrently across 
the screen at an· angle to each other, one from 
the right and the other from the left. 

"They will travel for a certain distance 
and then disappear. Your task is to estimate 
in which square on the screen their respec
tive courses will intersect. You must imagine 
the lights as continuing in their courses until 
the one cuts across the course of the other. 

The course of each light is always a straight 
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line and the point of intersection is always in 
some square on the screen. 

"Squares are identified on your answer sheet 
by the appropriate letter and number-B4, 
113, etc. 

A buzzer will sound a warning just before 
the lights come on, and again after the end of 
each trial. 

You have three trials to illustrate the 
procedure. Here is the first. (Demonstration 
and answers given.) N2l,Bl0, J21. 

Now we start the test proper. On your 
answer sheet, as we do each trial, write down 
the name of the square where you judge 
the light courses will intersect. The correct 
square will earn the highest score in each 
case, but some credit will also be given for 
answers which deviate within limits." 

When the observer is satisfied that all 
subjects understand exactly what is required,· 
the two radius-rods at the back of the 
apparatus-case (Plate 2) which were set three 
times at certain ·pre-selected positions on 
their respective arc-strips X and Z for the 
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three demonstrations, are again set for the 
first stimulus presentation of the test series 
and the apparatus started just as it was for 
the demonstrations. 

While subjects are writing down their 
answers, the radius-rods are re-set to give 
the next combination on the observer's list, 
and when everyone is ready this is presented 
in the same way; as are the remainder of the 
fifty items. 

Scoring. 

Originally credit was given only for identifi
cation of the correct square ih which the 
imaginary continuation of the two light-loci 
would intersect. 

It was found, however, that a much better 
distribution of performance resulted from 
a system of graded scoring. 

Accordingly, three points are given for 
naming the correct square or "bull's-eye"; 
two points for any one of the surrounding 
eight squares; and one point for any one of 
the outer sixteen squares. 

Experimental Finding. 

The test was administered to 21 candidates 
for ground-control interception duties in the 
S.A.A.F. 

I 

Taking as the criterion a final percentage 
rating of the pupils by their instructors based 
on competence in several practical intercep
tions during training, a Product Moment 
Correlation of .4 significant at the 7% level, 
was obtained. 

The degree of difficulty experienced in 
identifying the intersection-points of the 
various pairs of light-loci, was found to depend 
considerably on the angle of approach in a 
given combination. Being easiest when the 
approach of one locus towards the other 
most nearly resembled a right-angle, it became 
most difficult in the nearly "head-on" 
approach. 

A similar pattern of relative difficulty is 
recognised and accepted by screen observers 
in actual interception work. 
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Functioning Principle. 

At first various mechanical methods of 
imparting motion to the light-spots were 
tried, but with little success. The least un
promising of these was the propulsion of two 
lamps along rails by long revolving rods with 
spiral groves; the angles of the two sets of 
rails and rods being adjustable in relation to 
each ·other to give the different approaches. 

However, difficulties encountered in main
taining synchronisation of the two stimuli 
and also in getting them back to zero after 
each presentation without much delay and 
fumbling, and the risk of subjects perceiving 
settings beforehand, led to the abandonment 
of this method likewise. 

Finally a simple appearance of motion like 
that extensively used in the illuminated ad
vertising industry, was found to give satis
factory results. This is the well-known visual 
Phi-phenomenon, where an illusion of direc
tional movement is imparted to stationary 
stimuli when they are presented successively 
in neighbouring positions. 

Plates 4 and 5 explain the utilization of 
this principle in the Locus-estimation Test. 
Instead of two moving light-spots, there are 
two bars, each having twelve stationary bulbs 
mounted upon it at equal distances. Succes
sive illumination of the bulbs by a simple 
motor-driven distributor produces the sem
blance of a single light moving along each 
bar. 

Mechanical Construction. 

The Opal-glass screen, with numbers, 
letters, and graticule-lines scribed on the 
front or subject's side in matt-black lacquer, 
is supported by . a rectangular wooden case. 
(Plates 1, 2 and 3.) 

Midway inside the vertical ends (Plate 3), 
are located the pivot-mountings for shafts 
carrying the "light" bars and radius-rods by 
which these bars may be set at the different 
angles. 

A back-board, removed in Plate 3 to show 
arrangement of components inside the case, 
is essential, because by reducing general 
illumination inside it ensures that subjects 
see only the light-spots, and no shadows or 
outlines of the bars which could divulge 
settings prematurely. 
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LOCUS- ESTIMATION TEST. PLATE 3 SETTING SYSTEM ETC. 
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LOCUS-ESTIMATION TEST. PLATE 4 LIGHTS & DISTRIBUTOR. 
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LOCUS-ESTIMATION TEST. 

BULBS 6.2 Volts .3 Amps. M.E.S. 

4 R.P.M. 
230-250v 

0.75 

M.F.D. 

Permanent Capacitor 
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Both setting-systems, each consisting of 
its radius-rod with spring-loaded knob and 
perforated arc-strip (Plate 3) are situated 
outside on the back-board (Plate 2) and the 
perforations numbered legibly for convenient 
identification by the observer in making the 
settings. 

In compiling a stock-list of the appropriate 
paired settings on X and Z for each of the 
fifty presentations and also the three ex
amples, procedure was as follows: 

Two points were marked on the main 
front frame so that they corresponded to 
theoretical extensions of the shafts carrying 
the "light' bars. With these points serving 
as pivots for two lengths of string, and the 
first and last bulb on each bar kept alight 
as indicators for aligning the bars with the 
strings, only such combinations of radius
rod settings were selected which gave in each 
case an intersection point of the loci well 
within some square on the screen. 

Settings that produced intersection-points 
on the boundaries of squares were not 
accepted for the list. 

It will be noted in Plate 4 that only a 
small round area at the end of each bulb 
is used for illumination. This · is to· obtain 
concentrated spots on the screen and also 
prevent superfluous lighting inside the case. 

Electrical Circuits. 

As shown in Plate 5, two small bell-trans
formers of the ordinary domestic pattern 
supply 6-volt current for the bulbs and 
buzzer. However, a single transformer of a 
larger type would serve as well. 

Corresponding bulbs on each bar are wired 
in parallel and the pairs are energised through 
single contact-studs on the distributor. 
Synchronisation is thus positively maintained. 

. ' A micro-switch of the normally closed 
kind is arranged to switch the motor off 
automatically after each revolution. For 
starting purposes there is a manual switch 
in a loop by-passing the micro-switch. 

The sound of the buzzer just before a 
presentation, in addition to warning subjects, 

informs the observer that the distributor
rotor has cleared the micro-switch, and the 
manual switch marked "Start" must be re
turned to its "Off" position. If this is not 
done the motor will not switch off automatic
ally when the rotor engages the micro-switch 
again. 

Summary and Conclusions. 

(1) An apparatus-test designed primarily to 
assist in the selection of radar-screen 
observers for interception-control work, 
is described and discussed. 

{2) In a preliminary study on a sample of 21 
it yielded a correlation of .4 with the 
operational criterion. 

(3) The functioning principle should be 
applicable to other laboratory equipment 
in the field of visual perception where an 
easily controlled apparent movement is 
required. 

(4) It must be stressed, however, that this 
adaptation of the Phi-phenomenon does 
not provide a perfect succedaneum for .~: 
actual continuous movement. 

On the apparatus described, with the 
time . intervals approximately .4 of a 
second and the bulbs spaced one inch 
apart, some residual saltation in stimulus 
progression is inevitable. If it is thought 
necessary to reduce this, then closer 
spacing of the bulbs or a higher rotor 
speed, or both, should effect an improve
ment. 
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TABLE I 
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Technical. Notes and Communications 
: A· CANCELLATION TIMER 

D. R: DE WET· 

(Received 5th April, 1957) 

Many Cancellation Tests such as the Wood
worth-Wells "Letters and Numbers" and others 
using grouped .dots or geometrical symbols are 
most conveniently ·administered as group tests 
to a large number of subjects at once, time being 
a consta.nt and performance measured jn terms 
of quanti~y of matter handled by each subject. 

For certain types of investigation, however, 
such as those in which fluctuations in perform
ance have to be measured, it has been found 
necessary to administer cancellation tests to 
the subjects individually so as to secure a separate 
time measure .for each line of stimuli. 

The method whereby the observer uses a 
stop-watch has been found unsatisfactory· on 
account of the difficulty of judging the precise 

· moment when the subject is satisfied in hi.s own 
rirind 'that he has completed the requisite can
cellations on a line of stimuli. 

Some other means, enabling the subject to 
· time himself on each line, is necessary. But this 

should be of such a simple nature that it entails 
the minimum of effort distracting to. his can~ 

· cellation task. 
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General Description. 
This timer device is an attempt to fulfil both 

the above requirements and appears on test to 
be successful. The additional task imposed on 
the subject is very slight. He uses a metal 
propelling pencil and touches it against metal 
strips bounding the ends of the lines. It is a 
simple routine which presents no difficulty to 
normal subjects·. . . . 

The distance between the two strips is adjust
able for different sizes of stimulus sheets, · 
enabling the strips to be set up close to the ends 
of . the lines and clamped in position. The 
apparatus consists of two table units :-
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(a) A control-box housing the relays, buzzer 
and transformer and forming a mounting 
for the clocks. 

(2) A lectern with a hinged frame to hold the 
stimulus sheet (Figure 1 and 3). 

The top and bottom members of the frame 
are of non-conducting material such as bakelite 
and the side strips of metal. Recessed into the 
inner side of the lower bakelite member is a 
short metal strip marked "Stop". 

Recording. 
Recording of the subject's time period in the 

cancellation of the stimuli along the lines is 
done on two 'Standard' clocks (Type S-6, 
1/lOOOths of a minute), alternately for each 
successive line. While the one clock is running 
the observer takes down a reading from the 
other stationary clock. 

On starting cancelJation along the first line, 
the subject touches the left-hand metal strip 
with the metal side of his stylus. This brings 
clock No. 1 into operation. At the end of the 
line the right-hand metal strip is touched in a 
similar way ; this stops clock No. 1 and starts 
clock No. 2 which records while he cancels back 

Relay~ are shown here in 

the 'u n-energized' po~irion 

along the second line. On contacting the left
hand metal strip at the end of the second line, 
clock No. 2 is stopped and clock No. 1 started 
again to record cancelJation along the third 
line, and so on alternately. When he has com
pleted cancellation on the last line of the page, 
the short metal strip marked "Stop" on the 
lower frame member is touched with the stylus; 
which switches off both clocks and sounds a 
buzzer to apprise the observer that a trial is 
over and the main switch may be turned off. 

Electrical Circuit. 
The 'cut-out' system and the alternate transfer 

of recording to the clocks, utilize the principle 
of the 'hanging-in' relay. Referring to the 
wiring diagram (Figure 2), it will be seen that 
three separate double-pole-double-throw relays 
are employed, one each relating to a clock and 
one being the 'cut-out'. 

A transformer supplies 6 volts A.C. to the 
clock clutches, relay solenoids and buzzer. The 
clock motors work directly off 250 volts A.C. 
When the main switch is put on the clock motors 
start and the transformer is potentialized but 
all three relays stay in the unenergised position 
and likewise the clock clutches. 
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With the 'cut-out' relay B in this position 
there is continuity from the one 6 volt trans
former pole forming the common line to the 
two clock clutches and the solenoids of the 
two 'clock' relays A and C. The common line 
from this 6 volt pole to the solenoid of the 
'cut-out' relay B and the buzzer is direct from 
the transformer and always has continuity, 
irrespective of whether the breaker points of 
relay B are closed or open. 

The other 6 volt pole on the transformer is 
coupled to the stylus and one 'arm' contact on 
each relay, the function of which contact in 
each case is a dual one. When a relay is 
energised, the 'arm' contact transfers power to 
its own solenoid, causing it to 'hang in' and at 
the same time transfers power, in the case of 
relays A and C to their respective clock clutches, 
and in the case of relay B, to the buzzer. 

Now in each relay where one 'arm' section 
makes contact to the relay solenoid and one 
outside solenoid (clutch or buzzer), the other 
'arm' section breaks a line of continuity. 

In relay A, the break cuts off the power to 
the 'hanging-in' system of relay C. In relay C 
the break cuts off the power to the 'hanging-in' 
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system of relay A. In relay B the break cuts 
off the power to all 6 volt solenoids except the 
solenoid of relay B and the buzzer. 

The relays A and C thus work reciprocally. 
Contact between the stylus and the left-hand 

metal strip energises relay A and causes it to 
remain 'hanging in' when the stylus contact is 
broken. Also via this 'hanging-in' circuit, 
power is fed through to clock clutch 3. 

Contact between the stylus and the right-hand 
metal strip energises relay C which 'hangs in', 
breaks the 'hanging-in' circuit of relay A, de
energises clock clutch 3 and energises clock 
clutch 4. When the left-hand strip is contacted 
again, procedure is vice versa. 

When the 'Stop' strip is contacted, relay B 
comes into operation, 'hangs in', sounds the 
buzzer and severs the common to the clock 
clutches and the solenoids of relays A and C. 

The 'hanging-in' circuit of relay B is broken 
when the main switch is turned off. 
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Reprinted from "Psychologia Africana," Volume ll, 1965. 

PSYCHOLOGIA AFRICANA, 1965, 11, 27-39 

SOME ASPECTS OF PERFORMANCE IN A CANCELLATION TEST 

D. R. DE WET 

A Dots-cancellation test, purporting to measure ' sustained attention', was 
administered individually on a special timing device to a group of air-pilot candi
dates. Material and procedure are described. Results are discussed in relation to 
internal consistency, validity, correlation with other tests (intellectual, perceptual 
and sensory-motor), the kinds of error made, the effect of practice and the 
structure of the performance curves obtained with sub-groups of subjects who 
were respectively, good, middling and poor at the initial stage of the test. 

27 

Cancellation provides a simple perceptual-motor activity that has been found 
convenient by Pieron (14), Bugnion (3), Wiersma (18) and others for the 
measurement of 'voluntary attention', which Bugnion (3) regarded as a sus
tained discriminative task where the satisfaction is deferred, as distinct from 
' spontaneous attention ' where the satisfaction is immediate. If this distinction 
is acceptable, it would be better to substitute the term ' sustained ' or ' con
tinuous' for 'voluntary', because volition obviously plays an important part in 
both these functions of attention. 

The motor element in cancellation involves no more than the repetitive 
activity of making pencil-strokes across printed items, and while there are 
undoubtedly individual differences in the time taken to perform this simple move
ment, its contribution to the total variance is probably less than that of the time 
taken in the perceptual activities of scanning the items and recognizing those that 
have to be marked. The task seems, therefore, to be rather more ' perceptual ' 
than ' motor '. 

For general application, tests requiring the cancellation of abstract items 
such as directional signs, geometrical shapes, or groups of dots, are usually pre
ferable to those where the items consist of standard symbols like letters or 
numbers, with which certain subjects are more familiar than others, as occurs 
very markedly in samples that are culturally heterogeneous. 

A Dots-cancellation test, compiled by Dr. C. M. Mooney of Toronto, on 
the lines of a similar test used by Wiersma (18), who stated that he " prepared 
it from a model in an English periodical ", was applied experimentally to a 
group of air-pilot candidates for the South African Air Force. The main objects 
were, to investigate: (a) Whether such a test of ' sustained attention ' had any 
useful potentiality for the prediction of success in learning to fly; (b) Its internal 
consistence; (c) Its relationship to certain other tests; (d) The effects of practice 
on speed and accuracy; and (e) The relationship between speed and accuracy. 

The present, preliminary study, is confined to forty of the candidates who 
were selected on the basis of other tests to undergo flying training. 

Material and Procedure 

The Dots-cancellation test-form consists of a sheet of paper 14" x 9" on 
which 1350 small groups of dots are printed in 45 parallel lines of 30 groups 
each, both vertical and horizontal spacing between the ' mid-points ' of the groups 
being approximately a quarter of an inch. Each group is composed of three, 
four, or five dots; the sequence of the groups along the lines is irregular, and the 
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patterns in which the dots are arranged, vary considerably. The first five lines, 
which are pretty representative of the whole test, appear thus: 

:. ·!· =·· : ... •: .. . .. •:. 
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It should be mentioned that there is a group of six dots, the only one of its 
kind in the whole test, at the beginning of line thirty-three; whether this was 
accidental or intentional on the part of the compiler, is not known. 

In order to obtain accurate "measures of the time taken to complete each line, 
the test was administered individually on the Cancellation timer (6), an apparatus 
designed specially for this purpose. The test-form is placed under an open 
tectangular frame of which the two long sides consist of straight metal strips 
adjusted so that the one is close to and parallel with the left-hand ends of the 
lines, and the other, the right-hand ends. At the lower edge of the frame, there 
is a short metal inset marked " Stop ". 

Time, in thousandths of a minute, to complete successive lines, is recorded 
alternately on two clocks, which stop and start in turn as the subject touches the 
strips with the end of his pencil. While the one clock is running, the observer 
notes the reading on the other and sets the hands back to zero. After completion 
of the last line, contact between the pencil and the inset marked " Stop " switches 
off the current to the clocks and sounds a buzzer. 

Instructions to the subject were as follows: 

" On this paper there are various groups of dots. You must put a stroke 
through every group of five dots. 

" Using this pencil in the hand with which you normally write, you touch 
it first against this metal strip (demonstrate) and then cancel each group of five 
dots along the line. As soon as you reach the end of the first line, you touch 
this metal strip (demonstrate) with the side of the pencil and then come back 
along the second line (demonstrate) putting a stroke through each group of five 
dots. As soon as you reach the end of this line, you touch this metal strip again 
(demonstrate) and then you go out again in the third line in the same way, return 
on the fourth, and so on all the way down. Each time you reach the end of the 
line you must touch the metal strip. 

"There is one thing I want you to try to remember. When you reach the 
end of the last line, don't touch this strip as you have been doing, but touch this 
one marked 'Stop' (demonstrate). Work as quickly as you can and try not to 
miss out any of the ' five-dot ' groups or cancel any of the other groups ". (The 
subject is arranged so that he sits comfortably and has the lectern holding the 
test-form at the distance and angle he finds most suitable.) 

"You may begin!" 
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Results and Discussion 

Reliability 

As indicated by the split-half correlation coefficients in Table 1, the internal 
consistency of the Time measure is high and that of the Error measure, although 
considerably lower, still acceptable. The two kinds of error, namely, omission of 
items that should have been cancelled and wrong cancellation were combined 
here, for neither kind occurred very often. It is to be expected that ' Error ' 
should be less reliable than ' Time ', because errors are comparatively rare 
events and therefore more subject to the vagaries of chance. (The ratio of error 
to correct response is about 10:1340.) 

Table 1 

Product-moment correlations between 
first and second half of the test 

Time Errors 

Uncorrected .. 0·93 0·61 

Corrected .. 0·96 0·76 

This is also the main reason, why, in Table 2, the distribution of ' Error ' 
scores, either separate or combined, is of the Poisson rather than the normal 
type and the SD's of these scores (Table 3) are about as great as the means. 
In both the ' Time ' and ' Error ' distributions there is the inevitable irregularity 
characteristic of small samples. 

Table 2 
Frequency distributions of Time and Errors 

·TIME ERRORS 
Wrong Omit. Total 

Minutes N Cancel. Cancel. Wr./Omit. 

0 1 1 1 
8·3- 9·3 1 1- 3 25 13 3 
9·4-10·4 6 4-6 9 9 12 

10. 5_:_11· 5 6 7-9 3 10 3 
11·6-12·6 12 10-12 1 3 8 
12·7-13·7 5 13-15 0 0 8 
13·8-14·8 7 16-18 0 0 0 
14·9-15·9 2 19-21 0 2 0 
16·0-17·0 0 22-24 1 2 0 
17·1-18·1 0 25-27 0 0 3 
18·2-19·2 1 28-30 0 0 2 

N= 40 40 
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Referring to Table 3, it will be seen that errors of om1sswn in cancelling 
five-dot groups occurred nearly twice as freque.ntly as wrong cancellations of other 
groups. Behaviourally, wrong cancellation is the more 'serious' error, for 
omission means only incorrect perception, whereas wrong cancellation means 
incorrect perception confirmed by the closure of a misplaced motor response. In 
life generally, there is the analogy that sins of omission are usually less serious 
than sins of commission, but occur more often. 

As could be expected, wrong cancellation was done more frequently on four
than three-dot groups. There is a small positive correlation between the two 
kinds of error which on the present sample does not reach the five percent level 
of significance. 

Table 3 

Means of the two measures of error 

Error Mean S.D. P ofDiff. 

Omitted Cancellations .. 6·8 5·6 <0·003 Wrong Cancellations .. 3·8 3·9 

Product-moment correlation between the two measures 
of error: 0·21 (Not significant)· 

Improvement in Performance 

; Comparative improvement in speed and accuracy of work, as reflected by the 
differences between the respective means for the first ten lines and the last ten 
lines of the test, is shown in Table 4. Improvement in speed is very significant, 
and the graph (Figure 1) is a fairly typical learning curve, steep during the early 
stages of the task and then progressively more gentle. The curve would have 
been smoother, were it not for the fact that the number of five-dot clusters to be 
¢ancelled in each line varied from eight to thirteen, the average for the forty-five 
lines being 10 · 6. While it was not thought worthwhile to compute significance 
levels, there seems to be a positive relationship between fluctuations in the curve 
~nd the number of items to be cancelled. The five main upward fluctuations at 
lines 7, 15, 21, 32 and 40, relate respectively, to 11, 12, 9, 10 and 8, items; 
:;tnd the five main downward fluctuations at lines 8, 16, 22, 25 and 34, to 12, 
i3, 11, 12 and 11, items. Three of the former group involve less than the average 
number of items, and all the latter, more than the average. In a cancellation test 
of this kind, variation in the number of cancellable items per line has the advantage 
of preventing the subject from checking his responses by counting to ensure that 
the fixed number has been made in each line, but otherwise it is undesirable, as 
:(luctuations in performance relating to more interesting factors like fatigue and 
vacillation of attention, become obscured. 
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PERFORMANCE IN A CANCELLATION TEST 

Table 4 
Improvement in speed and accuracy between 

the first and last ten lines of the test 

Measure Mean S.D. t of Diff. 

Time (Mins.) 
First ten .. 3 ·17 0·52 15·52 Last ten .. 2·51 0·46 

Omit. Cancel. 
First ten .. 1·93 2·28 1·50 Last ten .. 1·40 1·57 

Wrong Cancel. 
First ten .. 0·58 0·59 1·07 Last ten .. 0·78 1·48 

Wr./Omit. 
First ten .. 2·48 2·48 0·72 Last ten .. 2·18 2·26 

Me>ans of whole> sample> 

N=40 

Line> comple>te>d 

10 15 20 25 30 35 

Time> 

tn 

thou~. 

ota 

m1n. 

31 

40 45 
Figure 1. Average time in thousandths of a minute taken by the whole test sample to 

cancel the items in each of the forty-five lines (300/ 1,000 of a min. = 18 seconds). 

The test sample as a whole showed no improvement in accuracy of perform
ance. In neither omission, wrong cancellation, nor both combined (Table 4) is 
there any significant difference between the mean of the first ten lines and that 
of the last ten lines. A graphic representation of the frequency of the two kinds 
of error is given in Figure 2. The general preponderance of omissions over wrong 
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32 D. R. DE WET I . 
cancellations is obvious, but at line thiry-three, on the ' wrong-cancellation ' pro
file, there is an interesting anomaly. As mentioAed previously, the first item 
in this line consisted of a cluster of six dots, the only one of its kind in the whole 
test. Although the instructions emphasized that only five-dot items should be 
cancelled, thiry-nine of the forty subjects cancelled this one. Evidently, the 
solitary subject who avoided the snare did not do s9 merely by good luck, for he 
was the rara avis (Table 2) who made no error at all, either of omission or wrong 
cancellation. J 

35 

25 

20 

15 

10 

5 

FrPquPncy of Errors 

(Wh ol P samplp N=40) 

0= Omissions. 

W= Wrong cancPIIations. 

. 
~ .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. 
. 

I .. 
j\ . 

. 
[\ 
. . . . . : .. . . .. . ~ 

o~~rrrr~~rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr~rrrrrrrrrrrrrTrT~ 
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Figure 2. Frequency of the two kinds of error, namely, omissions and wrong cancellations, 

made by the sample as a whole in each line of the test. 

It is likely that more than one influence contributed towards the deceptiveness 
of the six-dot item. Perhaps the most significant was the element of ' expecta
tion '. The possibility of there being an item of I more than five dots was not 
mentioned in the instructions, and progres.; through the greater part of the test 
reinforced the notion that five was the maximum. Secondly, after a certain 
amount of practice, subjects would tend to given less attention to individual dots 
composing an item and more to the density and area of the overall gestalt, which 
afford quick indications of items that have lots of (ots. In effect, the emphasis 
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is transferred from the ' five-dot ' criterion to the more general principle of 
reacting whenever there are " lots of dots ". 

Validity 

As shown in Table 5, neither speed nor accuracy of performance in the Dots
cancellation test is related to success or failure in learning to pilot aircraft. The 
mean test scores of the eight subjects who were suspended because of poor flying 
ability are not significantly different from those of the thirty-two who succeeded 
on the course. There was no difference either, between the proportions of 
Successes and Failures who forgot to touch the inset marked " Stop " at the end 
of the test. Exactly one-quarter of either group omitted to carry out the instruction. 
Nor does rate of improvement in Dots-cancellation as reflected by the difference 
between performance in the first and second half of the test, relate to performance 
on the flying course. Sustained attention of the kind measured by this rather 
' clerical ' test is apparently unimportant in the highly practical vocation of the 
air-pilot. 

Table 5 
Dots-cancellol10n and Flying Training 

Successes: 32 Suspensions: 8 
Measure ---

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 

Total Time .. 12·4 2·0 12·3 1·4 
Omitted Cancellations .. 6·9 5·2 6·4 7·3 
Wrong Cancellations .. 3·7 4·2 4·1 2·9 

No significant difference between means 

Correlations with other tests 
Correlations obtained between the Dots-cancellation Test and certain other 

tests, intellectual, perceptual, and sensory-motor, are given in Table 6. Speed of 
cancellation is moderately associated with both speed of work and error-proneness 
on Moede-type Two-hand Co-ordination, and speed of work, only, on Serial 
Discrimination (finger responses on a keyboard to visual stimuli) and Handlebars 
Co-ordination. There appear to be slightly more substantial relationships between 
errors in cancellation (both kinds combined) and Mental Alertness, Progressive 
Matrices, and errors in Serial Discrimination. The correlations with the two 
intellectual tests may be partly attributable to the fact that these tests and Dots
cancellation have a common ' ptincil-and-paper ' element. (In an early investiga
tion, Bousfield (2) obtained low positive correlations between mental ability and 
performance in duplicating simple geometrical figures. Here there was also a 
cominori 'pencil-and-paper' element.) 

There is no relationship between performance on Dots-cancellation and 
measures of speed of perception and span of attention taken on a tachistoscope 
(7); the difference may be due to the fact that the former requires sustained 
attention and the two latter, not. 

On the present sample, the small negative correlation (0 · 26) between speed 
and accuracy of cancellation does not reach the five per cent level of significance. 
It is probable, that to a slight extent, fast working is associated with less accuracy 
and slow working with more. 
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Table 6 1 

Product-moment correlations between Dots-cancellation 
and other Tests (N: 40) I 

(Decimal points have been omitted) 

I 
Dots-cancel. 

Other Tests 
Time Error 

Mental Alertness .. .. . . .. . . 16 -43S 
Progressive Matrices (Raven's) .. .. -01 -39 s 
Foveal Flicker Fusion .. .. I 08 -07 .. . . 
Speed of Perception .. .. .. . . ·'· 08 04 
Span of Attention . . . . . . .. I -08 06 
Two-hand Co-ord., Moede Type (Error) .. .. -32S 07 
Two-hand Co-ord., Moede Type (Time) .. .. 32 s 00 
Hand-foot Reaction (Speed of response) .. • -04 -07 
Hand-foot Reaction (Total Error) .. .. I -16 16 
Serial Discrimination (Time) .. .. ·'· 33 s 16 
Serial Discrimination (Error) .. .. I -18 37 s .. 
Handlebars Co-ord. (Time) I 35 s -01 .. .. . . .. 
Handlebars Co-ord. (Error) .. . . .. . . 04 15 

Product-moment correlation between Time and Error on Dots-cancella-
tion test: -0 · 26 (Not significant) 

" S " implies significance at better than1 the 5% level 

Parallelism in performance lurves 
I 

Some indication of the relationship between initial ability at the cancellation 
task and subsequent performance, is afforded by tlie graphs in Figures 3 and 4. 
On both " Time " and " Error " measures there is a tendency towards parallelism 
between the work curves for subjects of high, medi~n and low initial ability. In 
agreement with the findings of Ehinger (8) and others on various sensory-motor 
tests, subjects with low initial ability improve more markedly in relation to their 
own starting level than those with better initial ability. This applies particularly 
to speed of work in Figure 3, where all three groups 'show a degree of improvement 
between start and finish that is significant at well above the five per cent level. With 
regard to the combined " Error " measure in Figure 4, although the sample as a 
whole did not show any significant improvement ip. accuracy of work, it would 
appear that this relates mainly to those subjects whose initial standard of accuracy 
was median or good. Those who were initially ~ery inaccurate do show some 
improvement, significant at the five per cent level, between their mean scores for 
the first and last ten lines of the test. 

The obvious parallelism between the curves in both Figures 3 and 4 indicates 
that, practice being equal, the high starters tend to retain their ascendancy over 
the average and low starters, and likewise, the average over the low starters. 
Similar results have been reported by investigators using various other tests 
involving mainly perceptual and motor elements, namely: Reynolds and Adams 
(15), One-hanp regular pursuit; Cieutat and Noble (1), Two-hand irregular pursuit; 
Mukherjee (11), Two-hand self-paced; Hudson, J'v,lokoatle and Mbau (10), the 
"Chopsticks" test (5) and .the factory-operation of "Nutting"; Abbey (1), Con
trol-display relationships involving lateral and forerd-aft movements of a lever 
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on an apparatus known as the Toronto Complex co-ordinator, which has been 
described by Shephard (16); Phillips and Summers (13), Bowling; and Farmer (9), 
Simple reaction-time, Ordinary choice-reaction, and Complex choice-reaction 
where the response keys were not directly identifiable and the subject had accord
ingly to work by reference to a chart or by memory. 
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Figure 3. Average time in thousandths of a minute taken to cancel the items in each line 

by the three respective sub-groups who were initially fastest, median and slowest. 
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LinE~ camp IE~tE~d 
Figure 4. Average number of errors (omissions and I or Wrong cancellations) made in each 
consecutive section of five lines by the three respective sub-groups who were initially best, 

median and worst. ' 

Farmer (9), who seems to have been the first to observe this general relation~ 
ship between initial level of ability and subsequent performance, concluded 
" ... that curves of motor performance whether d~rived from psychological tests 
or industrial work, tend on the whole to be parallel". He also mentioned that 
this has considerable industrial importance in that improvements towards simplifi
cation in factory tasks will affect all the operatives similarly, though not necessarily 
to the same extent. I 

From the standpoint of personnel selection by aptitude tests, this has the 
very significant implication that comparatively short tests, provided, of course, 
that their reliability is adequate, can furnish useful :measures of ability, and there 
seems to be little practical advantage in the extende~ repetition of trials as recom~ 
mended by Wulfeck (19), although this may well produce some increase in 
reliability. 
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While the term ' parallelism ' is a convenient one to describe the general loci 
followed by the performances of the initially good, middling and poor subjects, it 
must not be taken too literally, because there can be appreciable variation in the 
degree of parallelism between the sets of curves obtained on different tests. The 
findings of Hudson, Mokoatle and Mbau (1 0) on the Chopsticks test show that at 
the end of a 21-day learning period there was considerably greater differentiation 
between the high, average and low starters, than at the beginning, whereas on the 
Nutting machine the separation between the groups at the beginning and end was 
not significantly different. " Chopsticks " calls for a fairly high degree of fine co
ordination, provides a very wide range of skill measurement, and is a test which 
most subjects find intrinsically interesting. On the other hand, Nutting requires a 
comparatively low order of skill, is largely a matter of speed of movement, and is 
generally regarded as a rather boring task. The more attractive ' challenge ' 
provided by Chopsticks may well have had some effect in making the average 
starters increase their initial lead over the below average, and similarly, the good 
starters, over the average. Knowledge of results as a reinforcement of the incen
tive should also be taken into account. In certain practical tests like Chopsticks, 
errors are apparent to the subject, but in Dots-cancellation there is no obvious 
indication to him that he has made an error. 

Convergence 

Some tendency towards gradual convergence is more usual with performance 
curves, as shown in Figures 3 and 4, and also in the graphs of Mukherjee (11) and 
Phillips and Summers (13). (This is also reflected in a decrease in SD for the 
whole sample, between initial and final performance, as in Table 4.) After 
extensive practice the differences in proficiency levels between the groups are sub
stantially less than at the beginning of the task, although the hierarchy of the 
groups remains the same. 

Another respect in which the curves of Hudson, Mokoatle and Mbau (10) 
differ from those of the writer and others, is that the initially poor performers did 
not show more substantial improvement than those who were initially better. 
This may be concerned with the nature of the test sample, which consisted of 
African factory operatives whose standard of formal education was very low, 
whereas the present sample and those of Abbey (1) and Wulfeck (19) consisted of 
educated Europeans, and that of Mukherjee (11), of educated Asians. Investiga
tions on the abilities of Africans by Vernon (17), Murray (12) and others, have 
disclosed a certain simplicity of factor structure which suggests that African general 
ability is far more intimately bound up with a concrete orientation and the manipu
lation of physical things than is, what Vernon calls, " British g ". On this hypo
thesis, the same perceptual-motor task may involve considerably more " intelli
gence" in one cultural group than another. Vernon (17; p 84) said of his first 
factor, that it "possibly represents general adaptability to the unfamiliar testing 
situation rather than the g obtained with educated whites ". If the poorer groups 
on Chopsticks and Nutting were made up mainly of those subjects who were also 
the least intelligent (as reflected by their initial performance on these tests), or 
who adapted badly to the ' unfamiliar testing situations ', it is understandable that 
they failed to show a more substantial improvement than the groups above them. 
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Apart from cultural influences, the degree of convergence in the performance 
curves of subjects at different levels would seem t~ depend mainly on the scope 
.for the exercise of skill provided by the task and the extent of practice. Plenty 
of practice at a task affording a rather low range of difficulty, very markedly 
reduces the differences between the levels. An example of this is to be found in 
the results of Wulfeck (19) whose subjects did ten trials daily for ten days on a 
pursuit two-hand co-ordination test in which two handles were rotated to keep a 
stud over a small target moving along an irregular path. The curve of the five 
best subjects, and that of the five worst (rated on a preliminary series of trials) 
ran remarkably parallel until the fifth day, and thereafter rapidly converged on 
to the same plateau. In such cases, practice apparently evens out individual 
differences in initial ability because the low ceiling of difficulty in the task prevents 
any further discrimination between superior and inferior performers. This result 
does not invalidate the concept of a general parallelism in performance curves. 
As long as the activity affords scope for improvement, it is probable that the 
initially good performers will continue to keep ahead. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

i 
I 

I 
Summary and Conclusions 

I 
A Dots-cancellation test, providing a simple measure of " sustained 
attention " was administered individually 'to a group of pupil air-pilots 
on the Cancellation-timer apparatus (6). I 
The " Time " measure is more reliable than the " Error " measure, which 
has, however, acceptable reliability. I · 
Errors of omission occurred nearly twice as often as the more " serious " 
errors of wrong cancellation. I 
All subjects showed a significant improvement in speed of work. 
The test sample, as a whole, showed no' improvement in accuracy of 
performance, but those subjects who were initially very inaccurate, did 
show some improvement, significant at the five per cent level. 
Thirty-nine of the forty subjects made the mistake of cancelling an odd 
cluster of six dots, probably because of the element of " expectation " 
and the fact that this cluster occurred at an advanced stage of the test 
after certain associations between gestalt and cancellability had become 
well established. 
Neither speed nor accuracy of performance in the Dots-cancellation test 
is related to success or failure in learning to fly. 
Speed of cancellation is moderately associated with speed in a test of 
serial discrimination, speed in two tests of co-ordination, and also error
proneness in one of the latter. Slightly· more substantial correlations 
were obtained on the cancellation error measure with· achievement in 
two intellectual tests and error in serial discrimination. 
To a barely significant extent fast working is accompanied by less 
accuracy and slow working, by more. ; 
In both speed and accuracy of cancellation there is a tendency towards 
parallelism between the performance curves of subjects who are initially 
good, median and poor. Initially poor pe~formers show the most marked 
improvement in relation to their own st3;rting level. Relevant findings 
of other investigators on other perceptual-motor tests are discussed. 
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A DUAL-PURPOSE "FALL" TACHISTOSCOPE 

D. R. DE WET 

This instrument was designed for the presentation of either moving or 
stationary visual stimuli for short periods. It is fairly compact, of rugged con
struction, and having basically one moving part is somewhat more accurate and 
mechanically dependable than certain early types of " fall " device with more 
involved linkage systems. Its main limitation, in common with other mechanical 
tachistoscopes, is that it has too long a minimum exposure-time for certain work 
requiring the liminal exposure of stationary stimuli. Mundy-Castle (3) experi
enced this when, in the absence of a faster instrument, he was compelled to use 
the present one. However, the restriction does not occur in the case of moving 
stimuli, and for many practical purposes liminal exposures can be obtained by 
utilizing a moving stimulus instead, as was done by Biesheuvel and Mundy
Castle (1). 

Description (Plates 1 to 5) 
A metal beam of rectangular cross-section pivots vertically in two ball-races 

mounted in a frame held by two knurled nuts to the back member of a hard
wood chassis. At the front end of the beam a segment of sheet aluminium with 
a rectangular opening at the middle is rigidly attached (Plates 2 and 4), and at 
the tail-end, there is a counterpoise-weight and a smaller trimming-weight, both 
adjustable and fitted with set-screws (Plates 1, 2 and 5). A light cursor-weight 
slides along the other arm of the beam between the pivot and the segment, and 
by means of its set-screw can be fixed opposite linear graduations engraved on 
the side of the arm (Plates 2 and 4). 

In the front of the chassis there is a window about the same size as the 
rectangular opening in the segment and directly opposite it when the beam is 
horizontal (Plates 1 and 3). Close behind the window, a flat metal shield with 
a small finger-knob, is pivoted, and when the knob is depressed the shield rises 
and obscures the window (Plates 2 and 3). A rectangular frame with grooves 
along three sides to accommodate light cards (3i" X 2i") is held by two screws 
and spacers a short distance behind the window and in alignment with it 
(Plates 2 and 5). Metal strips spaced around three sides of the opening in the 
segment provide a similar card-holder here (Plates 2 and 4). 

· Inside the top of the chassis, a flat metal bar covered with felt and adjustable 
vertically to a slight extent by means of a nut on each of the supporting screws at 
its ends, serves as a buffer for the upper edge of the segment when the long arm 
of the beam is raised (Plates 2 and 3). 

Extending up at an angle from the base-board of the chassis, is a metal bar 
ending in a felt-padded fork and fitted with a small spring-loaded finger-catch 
(Plates 2 and 5). 

The beam-arm and segment are held at their topmost position by a spring
loaded catch pivoting on a plate bracketed near the top of the longer side-member 
of the chassis (Plates 2, 3 and 5), and release is effected by a pneumatic piston 
located above the catch (Plates 2 and 5) and actuated by pressure on a rubber 
bulb. When the beam-arm is released, it carries the segment down between the 
back of the window-shield and the front of the stationary card-holder, comes 
against the felt pad in the fork of the stop, and is prevented from rebounding by 
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the finger-catch which automatically locks in place over a short projection 
(Plates 2 and 4). I 

The purpose of having the frame which supports the beam-fulcrum held by 
knurled nuts to the chassis instead of having it permanently bolted, is to permit 
a simple lateral adjustment to ensure that the end of the beam is in proper align
ment with the pneumatic catch. When the beam is cocked, its end should be in 
the middle of the fork in the small guide-piece situated behind the catch near the 
lower right-hand corner of the mounting-plate (Plate 5), so that it can fall freely 
when the catch is released. Extremes of atmospheric temperature or humidity, 
or the fact that the apparatus is resting on an uneven surface. might produce 
sufficient twisting of the chassis to cause the beam-end to come against one or 
other of the sides of the guide-piece fork at the cocked position and impede free 
falling. Before starting a test series, particularly if the apparatus has not been 
in use for some time, it is advisable to check that the cocked beam-end is " free " 
in the middle of the fork. If necessary, the two k'nurled nuts are slackened, the 
beam-end moved over a trifle, and the nuts tightened again. 

Procedure (Plate 1, lower, figure) 
I 

In most applications of this apparatus, it is ·preferable for the subject to 
control the actual presentation of the stimuli himself. This helps to keep the 
expectation element reasonably constant and ensure! that exposures are made only 
when he is ready for them. 

He is seated before the window &nd his distance from it adjusted until he is 
at an optimum position for reading ordinary printed or typed matter on a card held 
in it. I 

Whether stationary or moving sti.muli are presented, a test series may be 
done either by setting the cursor-weight back a certain distance towards the beam
pivot for each trial and so giving consecutively longer exposures of a particular 
card until the subject can identify the stimulus, or 'by retaining a constant speed 
with the cursor-weight fixed at one position and exposing consecutive cards each 
having an increased number of discrete stimuli to be identified. 

When stationary stimuli are to be presented, th~ observer " cocks " the beam
arm at its top position, puts the first card in the holder fixed opposite the window, 
and sets the cursor-weight either at some standard pre-determined graduation mark 
for constant-speed exposure of consecutive cards, ori at some other pre-determined 
mark near the end of the arm to give the shortest of the intended consecutive 
exposures of the same card. · 

The shield behind the window is then lowered, and the subject told to watch 
carefully and press the bulb, which he holds in his preferred hand. The segment 
falls and the stimulus is exposed while the open rectangular section passes it. 
The observer notes the subject's report on what he has seen, raises the shield to 
close the window, releases the beam-arm at the stop by depressing the finger-
catch and re-cocks the arm. 1 

If the same card is to be exposed again, the cursor-weight is moved back for 
a standard distance, the shield lowered, and the subject told to watch and press 
again. This is repeated until the cursor-weight is at a graduation mark where the 
arm falls just slowly enough for the subject to identify the stimulus correctly, and 
the reading is noted by the observer. 
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Plate 2 
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If a " constant-speed " series is being done, the cursor-weight is left at its 
pre-set position, and the first card simply replaced by the second, which is exposed 
in the same way. 

For the presentation of moving stimuli, procedures are the same, except that 
the cards are placed in the holder on the segment instead of in the fixed holder. 

In adjusting the counterpoise and trimming weights to a suitable zero for a 
particular series of stimuli, the aim should be an arrangement that allows settings 
of the cursor-weight along the scale to cover the full range of individual differences 
which are likely to be encountered in the test sample. The main consideration is 
the nature of the stimuli, and it is advisable to do some brief initial experimentation 
on a few heterogeneous subjects. 

A possible improvement would be the addition of a holder in a recess near 
the back edge of the window to take flat metal or card masks with horizontal slots 
of varying width cut out at the middle and having outside dimensions corresponding 
to those of the standard card so that the masks could also be inserted in the existing 
holder on the segment. By using small stimulus figures and exposing them behind 
slots just wide enough to accommodate them, the upper speed-limit of exposures 
possible on the apparatus would be raised considerably. 

Adaptation for recording the actual speed of exposures could be done by 
arranging a contact-system between either the beam-arm or the segment and suit
ably placed stationary points on the chassis, in conjunction with a chronoscope. 
For certain work it might be convenient to plot a graph of actual times 
corresponding to positions of the cursor-weight on the linear scale, which would, 
of course, be specific for the particular range of speeds imposed by the pre-settings 
of the counterpoise- and trimming-weights and the vertical extent of the stimulus. 
The· plotting of such a graph for this apparatus, using the alternative means of a 
photo-electric recording system, has been done by Mundy-Castle, McKiever and 
Alexander (2). 

Four reproductions of the dual-purpose "Jall" tachistoscope were constructed 
in the Department of Psychology at the University of the Witwatersrand for use 
by advanced students. The author has been given to understand that the design 
has proved reasonably satisfactory, but for certain investigations the unavoidable 
sound of the catches and the beam-end coming in contact with the stop is a 
disadvantage. 
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DUAL-PURPOSE 1 FAL~ TACHISTOSCOPE. PLATE 3. 
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DUAL-PURPOSE 'FALL' ,TACHISTOSCOPE. PLATE 4. 
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DUAL-PURPOSE 'FALL' TACHISTOSCOPE. PLATE 5. 
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MEASURES OF SPEED OF PERCEPTION AND SPAN OF ATTENTION ON 
AIR-PILOT CANDIDATES 

·D. R. DE WET 

Using the dual-purpose" fall " tachistoscope (3), two tests, intended respectively, 
for measuring speed of perception and span of attention, were administered experi
mentally to a group of air-pilot candidates in 1956 (Table 1), to sound the possible 
importance of these functions in airmanship and also investigate their correlation 
with certain other variates-intellectual, sensory-motor, and perceptual. All the 
candidates were physically fit and had normal eye-sight. 

In this particular study, " speed of perception " involved the identification of 
visual stimuli moving quickly across a restricted field, and "span of attention", 
the identification of stationary visual stimuli presented for a short period. (It is 
appreciated that there are other connotations in which these terms can be used.) 

On the basis of their performance on a battery of standardized selection tests, 
which did not include the above two experimental tests, forty-seven of the total 
sample (Table 1) were selected to undergo training as air"pilots, and in due course, 
thirteen of these were suspended. Of the latter group, only the eight candidates 
suspended for poor flying ability have been included for validation purposes. 

Table 1 
Derivation of Sample 

[
Applied for flying course . . . . . . . . 
Tested for Speed of Percept. ·and Span of Att. 
Accepted for training (by other tests) 
Suspended from training (all reasons) .. 

[
Suspended for poor flying ability . . . . . . 
Tested for Speed of Percept. and Span of Att. 

[
Completed course successfully . . . . . . 
Tested for Speed of Percept. and Span of Att. 

Speed of Perception Test (Procedure) 

163 
161 
47 
13 
8 
8 

33 
32 

The material consisted of ten white cards, each one having a stimulus of three 
symbols printed across the middle in black. Plain Roman capitals and Arabic numerals 
were used, all being 3

9
2 " in height, approximately ,\-" in breadth, and A" in width 

of line, each set of three symbols occupying a lateral space of about f'. The legend 
on each card and the order of presentation is indicated in Table 3. The counter
poise- and trimming-weights on the tachistoscope were set at suitable positions 
to cause the stimulus on a card in the segment to fall past the window in about 
half a second when the cursor-weight was at the first graduation-mark (near the ful
crum); approximate checks being done with a stop-watch. With this basic setting, 
and the cursor-weight at the tenth mark on the beam, the stimulus took about lj 20th 
of a second to pass across the window. 

Having seated the subject at his most comfortable distance from the window 
for reading ordinary typescript, he was instructed, that when the observer said 
"Yes", he was to watch the window carefully, press the rubber bulb, and try to 
see what was printed on the card that came down. 
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With the cursor-weight set at the tenth mark, thei beam was cocked, and the 
subject given the sign to make his exposure. If he succ~eded in identifying all three 
symbols correctly, he scored ten points, and proceeded to the second card, which 
was exposed in the same way, with the cursor-weight a\ the tenth mark. But if he 
failed to identify any component correctly, the cursor-weight was moved to the ninth 
mark and another exposure given. Success this time scpred nine points, and failure 
meant another trial with the cursor-weight at the eighth mark. For each repetition 
required, the exposure time was increased by setting thelcursor-weight an inch nearer 
the fulcrum, and if the subject still failed to identify the entire stimulus when the 
cursor-weight was set at mark one, he scored nought. This procedure, of starting with 
the shortest exposure and gradually increasing it until ~ither the s11bject's threshold 
or the lowest J!1ark on the scale was reached, was applied to each of the cards in the 
series. 

Speed of Perception Test (Results) 

Test reliability by split-half correlation on the "lodd-even" pattern between 
Cards 1-4-5-8-9 and Cards 2-3-6-7-10 with correction by the Spearman-Brown formula 
for prediction, is given in Table 2 (first column). It was thought that, in a task 
involving the identification of stimuli moving across a restricted field, random 
fluctuations of attention would be very considerable, and markedly reduce the 
reliability; but in view of the substantial reliability coefficient obtained, this chance 
influence appears to have been quite small. I 

Table 2 . i 
Product-moment inter-trial correlations 

I 
I 

Spln of Att. N = 161 Speed of Per. 
I 

Uncorrected 00 0·887 '0·683 
l 

Corrected 00 0·940 i0·812 

The mean seores obtained by the whole test groJ (N ~ 161) on the 'espective 
cards are shown in Table 3. These figures represent average distances in inches of the 
cursor-weight from the zero-mark near the fulcrum; the larger the figure, the higher 
tl}.e speed-threshold at which the corresponding legend could be perceived, and hence 
the " easier " the card. Table 4 indicates that the differences between pairs of means 
are, for the most part, significant at better than the 5 pbr cent level-there being only 
three exceptions. I 

The average for the means is 3 · 93. Cards 2 (RJ\E) and 5 (659) are not signi
ficantly different from this, whereas Cards 1 (B5R), 9 (S3S), and 10 (CGO) are above 
the average in difficulty, and Cards 8 (ETL), 7 (7Z7), 6 (HMN), 4 (ZZ7) and 3 (EFP), 
below the average. There is the suggestion here, that moving configurations which 
consist principally of curves are more difficult to perceive than those having a pre-
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Table 3 
Speed of Perception 

Mean scores of the whole test sample (N: 161) 

Card Legend Mean S.D. 

1 BSR 0·93 1·46 
2 RKE 3·67 3·06 
3 EFP 5·84 3·26 
4 ZZ7 4·88 3·37 
5 659 3·95 3·39 
6 HMN 5·11 3·33 
7 7Z7 5·23 3·37 . 
8 ETL 5·94 3·10 
9 S3S 1·63 2·59 

10 CGO 2·10 2·56 

Average 3·93 

Table 4 
Speed of Perception 

Significance of the differences between the means 

Card 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1 
2 s 
3 s s 
4 s s s 
5 s s s s 
6 s s s - s 
7 s s s s s -
8 s s - s s s s 
9 s s s s s s s s 

10 s s s s s s s s s 

" S " implies that difference is significant at better than the 5 per cen.t level. 

dominence of straight lines. In the case of the latter, blurring through movement 
se~ms to have less effect in obscuring the basic cues for identification. On this hypo
thesis, Card J (B5R) could be expected to be easier to identify than either Card 9 
(S3S) or Card 10 (CGO), but actually it shows up as rather more difficult, because, 
being the first card in the series, it imposed the additional task on the subjects of 
adapting themselves to an unfamiliar test situation. (Considerable research has been 
done in connection with the comparative legibility of stationary letters by Hartridge 
and Owen (6), Woodruff (14), and others. In general, the findings suggest that letters 
in which curves or diagonal straight lines predominate are less legible than " rectangu
lar "letters.). 

On the present data it is not possible to demonstrate any systematic effect of 
practice, but it probably does play a substantial part, particularly in the earlier trials. 
Card 4 (ZZ7) might well be inherently more difficult than Card 7 (7Z7), but on the 
other hand the legends are structurally very similar, and it seems more likely that 
subjects found Card 7 easier because of increased practice at this stage in the series. 
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' Table 5 gives the respective mean total scores of the:pupils who succeeded on the 
course of flying training and those who were suspended from training because of 
poor airmanship. The lack of any significant difference indicates that speed of per
ception as measured in the present test is unrelated to success or failure in learning 
to fly. 

Table 5 
' Speed of Perception and Flying Training 
' ' I 

Pupils N \ MeanTota! 

Successful .. 32 

I 
43·72 ' 

Suspended .. .. 8 44·25 : 

S.D. 

23·28 
20·34 

(No significant difference between m~ans) 
I 

I 
I 
I 

Span of Attention Test (Probedure) 
' 

The ten cards used in this test were inscribed w1th black capital letters and 
numerals similar in size and format to those in the other; the first having three 
components; the second and third, four; the fourth t!J the seventh, inclusive, five; 
the eighth and ninth, six; and the tenth, seven. After:adjusting the weights on the 
tachistoscope to give constant exposures of about 1/ 25th Of a second, and arranging the 
subject at his most comfortable" reading" distance froin the window, each card was 
inserted in turn in the stationary holder and exposed ~hen the subject pressed the 
bulb. As before, he was told to watch carefully and report what he saw, only one trial 
being given with each card and a point scored for every symbol correctly identified. 

I 
I 

Span ofAttention Test (Results) 
I 
I 

:' As shown in Table 2 (second column), by the split-half correlation on the " odd
even" pattern between the two groups of trials, corrected by the Spearman-Brown 
formula, the reliability of this test is somewhat lower 1than that of "speed of per
ception", but still quite acceptable. A likely explanation for the lower reliability, 
lies in the fatt that only a single trial on each card was given, whereas in the previous 
test, trials were repeated, if necessary, until the subject perceived the stimulus or failed 
~t the tenth trial. Thus, contrary to what was expected, 1random fluctuations of atten
tion probably played a bigger part in the Span of Attention test-because of the 
particular technique of measurement employed. ; 

Table 6 gives the frequency distributions of the n:Umber of symbols missed on 
each card. Those for the last three cards, which have a comparatively large number 
of symbols, are less markedly skewed towards the " easy " side than the rest. A 
symbol was regarded as " missed " if the subject faildd to report it or reported it 
incorrectly. I 
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Table 6 

Span of Attention 

Frequency distributions of the number of symbols missed 

Card number Number of symbols missed . 
and Legend -----~--·---

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
---------------------

I I N 62 88 8 3 
G59 % 38 55 5 2 

------------------
2 N 53 97 9 2 0 

1838 % 33 60 6 I 0 
-----------------

3 N 142 I8 I 0 0 
T358 % 88 11 I <I 0 0 

------ --------
4 N 31 52 54 22 2 0 

2ZV43 % 19 32 34 I4 I 0 
----------------

5 N 9 57 6I 3I 2 1 
6DB9V % 6 35 38 19 1 <I 

--------------1-
6 N 81 48 24 7 0 1 

H72X5 % 50 30 I5 4 0 <I 
--------------1-

7 N 18 111 29 2 I 0 
R56G7 % 11 69 I8 1 <1 0 

--------------1-
8 N I 3I 79 37 12 1 0 

1KTZ75 % <I 19 49 23 7 <I 0 
--------------1-

I 9 N 2 26 67 53 13 0 0 
I N6RP31 % I 16 42 33 8 0 0 
I ----------------1-

10 N 

I 
3 21 37 54 39 6 1 0 

I 3TG5U42- % 2 13 23 33 24 4 <1 0 

The total frequency with which each of the symbols constituting the stimulus 
on each card was missed is shown in Table 7. On Card 1 (G59), the commonest 
error was to mistake the "G" for the numeral "6 ", and on Card 2 (1S38), the 
.. S " was frequently reported as an " 8 ",. and the " 3 " very occasionally as an 
•• 8 ", but in no instance was the numeral " 1 " mistaken for the capital letter "I". 
On Card 3 (T358) there is a marked reduction in the proportion of missed synibols; 
probably as a result of practice and increased familiarity with the test situation. 
Those subjects who missed the "T ", reported it as the numeral" I ". On the other 
cards, the most noteworthy cases of mistaken identity were " Z " reported as " 7 "; 
.. V " as " Z ", " 7 ", or " X " (the multiplication sign more often than the letter); 
" B " as " 8 "; " G " as " 6 "; " T " as " 1 "; " U " as " lJ " or double " 1 ". 
(On Card 6, subjects scored a point whether they reported the" X" as a letter or the 
multiplication sign "times".) Symbols missed in the larger stimuli of five items or 
more were usually not reported on, but throughout the series, it was observed that 
when symbols were wrongly reported it was more common for certain alphabetical 
letters to be mistaken for numerals than numerals for letters. 
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Table 7 

Span of Attention 

Total frequency with which each symbol was missed 
. . I 

Card Symbols and total missed 

1 G I~ r, = :=,= 91 

2 1 s 3 8 ' 
0 100 14 7 _j 
------ --1-

3 T 3 5 8 
9 3 3 5 
------- ' --1-· 

4 2 z v 4 ls ! 10 26 73 60 
---------- -

5 6 D 8 ·9 v 
3 14 117 98 53 1 

-5-i ---
6 H 7 2 X 

2 12 31 46 31 
------~- -

7 R 5 6 
3 6 14 1?3 ;3 ! I 

--·-----
8 1 K T 

z I 7 5 7 5 45 146 114 i i 36 
-p- -3-, --] - -

9 N 6 R 
2 11 40 1o8 I 129 81 -,--- ---

10 3 T G 5 1~1, 4 2 
8 I 7 38 I 88 108 I 99 

I 
Table 8 gives the respective percentage frequency of letters and numerals missed. 

i.e. wrongly reported or not reported at all. Notwithstanding the fact that there is 
generally a greater loading of numerals than letters at the right-hand ends of the 
stimuli, which, because of the usual habit of" left-to-right " orientation for this kind 
of material could be expected to weight the proportion' of missed symbols in favour 
of the numerals (as it actually does, very markedly, in the case of the last two cards). 
there is still a significant overall tendency for a larger proportion of letters than 
numerals to be missed (P < 0 · 0 I). ! 

Some interesting questions arise that cannot be an~wered on the strength of the 
present data: Is this apparent difference in perceptual threshold, coupled with the 
tendency for certain letters to be mistaken for numerals, rather than the reverse, an 
indication that, in general, numerals are more fundamental than letters, or is it a 
lo·cal occurrence in a test-sample " selected " in the sense that persons aspiring to 
become air-pilots are mainly those whose interests favour the mathematical and 
scientific and who might therefore have some partidular bias towards numerical 
concepts? Are numerals more "familiar " than letters because there are only ten 
distinct configurations amongst the numerals as compared with twenty-six in the 

I 
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Table 8 
Span of Attention 

Respective percentages of letters and numerals missed 

Card Letters(%) Numerals ( %) 

1 56·52 6·83 
2 62·11 4·35 
3 5·59 2·28 
4 30·75 27·95 
5 38·10 31·37 
6 14·91 15·32 
7 42·24 8·90 
8 40·58 32·51 
9 31·06 45·76 

10 30·23 47·05 

Mean 35·21 22·23 

P of the Difference <0·01 

alphab~t and numerals are usually learned before letters? Is this familiarity rein
forced by the fact that each numerical symbol by itself represents a meaningful 
unit, whereas the single letter does so comparatively seldom-usually it takes a group 
of two or more to produce a conceptual " gestalt " in the form of a word? 

In an early experiment, Jacobs (7) found that school-children could repeat, 
after utterance by the observer, an average of 6 · 1 nonsense syllables, 7 · 3 letters, and 
9 · 3 numerals. He points out that nonsense syllables, being " new to the hearer, 
have to be learnt, and absorb more energy", and that "our expectant attention" 
has to search among fewer numerals than letters. 

With regard to the perception of words, Postman, Bruner and McGinnies (8). 
have shown that words relating to matter which interests the subject are more easily 
apprehended than those unconnected with his interests. Solomon a,nd Howes (11) 
hold the view that familiarity, whether it derives from personal interest or not, is a 
factor that makes certain word-stimuli more easily recognizable. It seems reasonable 
to suppose that the influence will be stronger when both interest and familiarity are 
present, and that this applies, not only to the " meaningfulness " of wor.d-stimuli, 
but also to the actual symbolic medium, such as letters or numerals. 

Table 9 reflects the percentage of each stimulus missed by the test-group as a 
whole, and the significance of the differences between adjacent cards. In Table 10, 
the signs " S " or " - " indicate respectively, whether the difference between each 
card and every other card is significant at better than the 5 per cent level, or not. 
Referring to Table 9, the most easily perceived stimulus is that on Card 3 (T358). 
As it appears to be structurally no simpler than the. two preceding cards, a likely 
reason is practice effect, which, as Weber (13), Renshaw (9), and others have shown, 
can produce a marked improvement in the perceptual span. For the same reason, 
Card 2 (1S38), which could be expected to be more difficult than Card 1. (G59),. 
because it has an additional symbol, is not significantly more difficult, and Cards 6 
and 7 tend to be easier than Cards·4 and 5, although they all consist of five symbols. 
Furthermore, Card 10 (seven symbols) is not significantly more difficult than Cards 8 
and 9 (six symbols), or Card 5 (five symbols). 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
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Table 9 

Span of Attention 

Percentage of the entire stimulus missed on each card 

Card Legend Per cent It of Ditf. 

I G59 23·40 1·39 2 1838 18·79 5 ·81 3 T358 3 ·11 6·84 4 2ZV43 29·07 1·66 5 6DB9V 35·40 5·61 6 H72X5 15·16 2·19 7 R56G7 22·24 3·97 8 1KTZ75 36·54 0·50 9 N6RP31 38·41 0·36 10 3TG5U42 39·84 

(t > 1 · 96 implies significance at bettel than the 
5 per cent level) 

Table 10 

Span of Attelllion 

Significance of the differences 

between the percentages of all symbols missed . 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 8 9 10 

-
s s 
- s s 
s s s -
s - s s s 
- - s - s s 
s s s s - s s 
s s s s - s s -
s s s s - s s - -

" ~ " implies that difference is significant at better thL the 5 per cent level. . . I . 

213 

Referring again to the total frequencies of the "ssed symbols on Cards 2, 5, 
6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 (Table 7), it is noteworthy that on of these cards the frequency 
of misses for the last symbol, while greater than that the first, is less than that for 
the second last; and on Cards 2, 4, 5, 8, 9, and 10, frequency for the last symbol 
is less than that for the third last (although, on Card 1 the difference is hardly signi
ficant). 

It appears, therefore, as though the left and right 
the stimulus have some speCial strength relating to 
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weakest sections (where the most misses occur) incline towards the right, through the 
normal habit of starting to read material of this sort from left to right, but they do 
not occur at the extreme right. This suggestion of a " closure " effect, whereby stimuli 
compounded of discrete units are perceived to a considerable extent as wholes, even 
when these wholes, as such, are not familiar or meaningful, is in line with the findings 
of Wagner (12) and Schumann (10) who exposed rows of letters and instructed their 
subjects to attend to the whole series each time. 

Although, in the present test; the fixation point of attention had a sinistral bias, 
as the subjects were free to follow the usual habit of left-to-right orientation, there is 
still evidence of some propensity to sacrifice inner detail in favour of grasping more 
of the overall configuration. This becomes less apparent when the stimulus consists 
of as many as seven unconnected but individually familiar items (Card 10), which 

. Glanville and Dallenbach (5) found was about the average span for such material. 
In the case of a stimulus constituting a meaningful unit, the closure-effect would be 
very much greater, as originally demonstrated by Cattell (1) and confirmed by Erd
mann and Dodge ( 4) who found that familiar words of up to twenty letters could be 
correctly identified at a very brief exposure. 

The relationship between the Span of Attention test and achievement on the 
flying course is shown in Tables 11 and 12. There is a significant tendency for those 
pupils who completed the course successfully to have a better span than those who 
were suspended for poor flying ability. This is indicated by a significant difference 
between the means of the two groups, and a biserial correlation of 0·48 (P < 0·01) 
between the test and the Success/Suspension criterion. Learning to pilot an aircraft, 
which is a fast and complex machine fitted with numerous controls and instruments, 
often requires the. apprehension of several things almost simultaneously. 

Table 11 

Span of Attention 

Distributions of scores on the pupil group 

Score Total Successes Suspensions 

16 1 0 1 
28 2 2 0 
29 I 1 0 
32 2 1 1 
33 2 1 1 
34 3 1 2 
36 3 2 1 
37 5 4 1 
38 7 7 0 
39 4 4 0 
41 4 4 0 
42 1 1 0 
44 2 1 1 
45 2 2 0 
47 I 1 0 

N 40 32 8 
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Pupils 

Successful 
Suspended .. 

I 

Table 12 i 
Span of Attention and Flying Training 

I 
i 

N Mean Total S.J;>. 

.. 32 37·91 4·42 

. . 8 33·25 7·40 
I 

P ofDiff. 

<0·03 

Biserial r between test and SuccessfSusJension: 
0·48 (P<O·OI) 

I 

I 

215 

The distributions of the total scores obtained on the Speed of Perception and 
Sp~n of Attention tests are given in Table 13. The former is platykurtic, and has a 
bias towards " difficulty "; the latter, more normal, but 'skewed towards the " easy " 

side. Table 13 j 

Distributions of Total Scores 

I 
Speed of Perception Span of A~tention 

Score N Score I 
N 

I 0-6 II i' 
7-13 II 16-18 I 

14---20 16 19-21 0 
21-27 17 22-24 1 
28-34 21 25-27 5 
35-41 16 28-30 14 
42-48 15 31-33 21 
49-55 12 34-36 34 
56-62 11 37-39 56 
63--69 7 40-42 19 
70-76 11 43-45 9 
77-83 6 46-48 I 
84-90 7 

I 
161 

I ·I 161 
II 

I 
In deriving the correlations between these two tests and the various others, as 

shown in Table 14, raw scores were used throughout. Both correlate to a small but 
significant extent with Raven's Progressive Matrices (Non-verbal intelligence), and 
slightly more with the learning section on the Hand-foot Reaction test (2), which, in 
addition to its sensory-motor element, involves a certairl. amount of non-verbal intel
ligence. (The correlation between the R.T. learning section and Raven's test, not 
shown in the table, is 0 · 278.) Span of Attention is also related to Mental Alertness 
(Verbal intelligence), Arithmetic, Technical and Scientific Information, and the more 
specific knowledge of matters pertaining to aircraft and flying; and Speed of Per
ception, to speed on the Hand-foot Reaction test, and less error on the Air-pilots' 
Arm-leg co-ordination test and the Two-hand co-ordination. test (Moede type). In 
general, Speed of Perception is associated more with certain of the sensory-motor 
activities, and Span of Attention with certain of the intellectual. The relationships, 
however, are small. There is no significant correlation between Speed of Perception 
and Span of Attention. : 

j 
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Table 14 

Product-moment correlations between Speed of Perception, 

Span of Attention, and other Tests (N: 161) 

(Decimal points have been omitted) 

Other Tests 

Mental Alertness . . . . 
Progressive Matrices (Raven's) 
Arithmetic .. 
Mathematical Achievement .. 
Technical and Scientific Information 
Tech. and Sc. Reading Comprehension 
Flying Interest Inventory .. 
Air-pilots' Arm-leg Co-ord. (Error) 
Air-pilots' A.L.C.-Distraction (Error) 
Manual Steadiness (Total Time) .. 
Manual Steadiness (Total Error) .. 
Hand-foot Reaction (Learning Time) 
Hand-foot Reaction (Speed of response) 
Hand-foot Reaction (Total Error) .. 
Two-hand Co-ord., Moede Type (Error) 
Two-hand Co-ord., Moede Type (Time) 
Foveal Flicker Fusion . . . . 

Product-moment correlation between 
Speed of Perception and Span of Attention: 125 

Speed 
of 

Per. 

127 
163 s 
012 
121 
138 
129 
069 

-221 s 
-180 s 

024 
003 

-291 s 
163 s 
107 

-247 s 
-137 
-112 

" S " implies significance at better than the 5 per cent level 

Summary and conclusions 

Span 
of 

Att. 

251 s 
196 s 
196 s 
123 
184 s 
127 
185 s 

-116 
-104 
-132 

097 
-220S 

084 
087 

-112 
-113 
-049 

1. By means of a dual-purpose " fall " tachistoscope (3), 161 air-pilot candidates 
were tested for Speed of Perception, involving the identification of visual stimuli 
moving quickly across a restricted field, and Span of Attention, involving the identi
fication of stationary visual stimuli exposed for a brief period. 

2. The ability to identify either moving or stationary stimuli is improved by 
practice. 

3. Contrary to expectation, the Speed of Perception test showed somewhat 
better inter-trial reliability than the Span . of Attention test, which, nevertheless, 
showed adequate reliability. 

4. Moving stimuli that consist mainly of curves seem to be more difficult to 
perceive than those made up principally of straight lines. 

5. Speed of Perception, as measured by the present test, does not relate to success 
or failure in learning to fly. · 

6. A biserial correlation of 0·48 (P < 0·01) obtained between perf9rmance 
on the Span of Attention test and Success/Suspension in flying training, implies that 
good Span of Attention is ass<;>ciated with success in flying. 
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7. Frequency distributions obtained with stimuli of less than six components 
tend to be skewed towards the easy side. I . 

8. It was observed that when symbols were wrongly reported, 1t was more com
mon for certain letters to be incorrectly identified as numerals, than the reverse. 

9. There is also an overall tendency for a larger proportion of letters than 
numerals to be" missed", i.e. not reported at all, or wr'ongly reported. (P < O·Ol.) 

I 

10. In line with the results of other investigators, .there is evidence that stimuli 
compounded of several discrete units are perceived to a considerable extent as wholes, 
in spite of the fact that these wholes, as such, are neither familiar nor meaningful. 

11. Correlations between the Speed of Perception' and Span of Attention tests 
and other variates are small. They do, however, suggest that Speed of Perception 
relates more to physical reaction and co-ordination, , .. and Span of Attention to 
intellectual activity. 

12. There is no significant correlation between Speed of Perception and Span 
of Attention, as measured by the present tests. 
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SECTION IV 

1. Constru~tional anti riUH~at'eh data are given, rela.ting to 

three vioual·p~r~eption devieee, namely, a opccifie Loctus• 

eat11Dtlti.on test far selecting s:round-oontrol inte-roeptor 

operators a a Canc~l.latt.on trimer for administering vari.ous 

printed Cancolls.tion testGi and n PurAl•purpos& f~Fall" 

TaebiatOIJcope for presenting various visual taske requiring 
the exPosure of ~ither moving or stationary stimuli for ~hort 

period~~:o 

2.. , Performance in tocus .. ectim..,tion correlated o.t~o 

(siun,iti<:snt at the ?'# lt·vcl) with the operational. criterion. 
A$ the most specif!.c test among othe~rs that vere all of the · 

pencil-and ... pepe:r or pictorial kind, it made e. unique contri

bution to battery validitt• No datn on its internal con• 

aistenet or Test-re-test reU.abUitJ is presentl1 available. 

The :t'un.ctioning principle of tbis apparatus tnight be 

a.dapta.'ble in other equipment wbertt. an easily controlled 

apparent movement is dctdred .• 

}.. Using the Canoellati,on 1'iser, a Dots ... can.cellation tostt 

primarily perceptual~ and meaeurin! ''Jaueta.ined attention" 

was adminiatercd. to air-pilot candidates. As in the car-e 

ot more d.ecicle41y nmotor" taake, the '"Time-" m&Q'f.U'O had 

greeter reliability tbaa the f1Errortt measure, which, ho~ever, 

also had acceptable reliabil1tye 
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~. Neither apeed nor accuracr 1n Dote-cancellation waa 

related to n;ring achievernnt, probabl,- becauae the auatained 

attention meaaurement b7 this teet is rather apeoiticall7 

nclerioal"· 

5· All aubjecta t.proved aisnificantl7 in their speed of 

work, but oD17 those who were 1Jlitiall7 "1'1 inaccurate, 

iaproved in accurac7. ~rrora ot old.esion to cancel occurred 

nearlJ twice u often as the more "eerioua" errors of wrong 

cancellation. To a barelJ significant extent.the taat 

workers tended to be leas accurate. Initially poor 

perfor .. ra showed the .oat aarked iaprov ... nt in relation 

to their own starting level. 

6. Speed or cancellation correlated moderatelr with apeed 

in a teat ot Serial discrimination, speed in two teata of 

Co-ordination, and alao error-proneness in one ot the latter. 

Slightl7 more substantial correlations were obtained on the 
Cancellation error measure with error in Serial discrimination 

and achieftment in two intellectual testa. 

7. The uin significance or this Cancellation atud7 ia the 
additional evidence it providea of parallelism between th• 
performance curves ot subjects who are initially good, median 
and poor1 not only in taaka that are pred01linantl7 ttaotor", 
but also in those where the perceptual element 1a the moat 

important. 

8. Teate of Speed of Perception, involving the identifi-
cation of visual atiauli moving quick17 across a restricted 

field, and Span of Attention, involTing the identification of 
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stationary ,..isua.l stimuli exposed .for a brief period, were 

administered to air-pilot candidates on the Dual•purpose 
11Falln Tachistoscope. .Both teats showed adequate inter-trial 

reliability·; Speed of Perception, with more trials, being the 

more reliable.. Speed. of Perception, as measured here, did 

not relate to achievement in learning to .fly, but Span ot 
Attention correlated 0.48 (p < O.Ol) with Success/Suspeuion 

in flying training, which implies that good Span ot Attention 

is associated with success in tlying. 

In .Span of Attention, frequency distributions obtained 

with stimuli ot less than six components were skewed towardG 

the ea.sr side. Stimuli mode up of several discrete unite 

tended to be perceived to a considerable extent as wholes, 

even when the latter, as such, were neither familiar nor 

meaningful. 

Correlations between the Speed of Perception and Span of 

Attention testa and other variates. while small• euggest that 
Speed of Perception. relatos more to physical reaction and 

co-ordination, and Span of Attention to intellectual activity. 

There was no signi.ficant correlation between the Speed of 

Perception and Span of Attention teste. In both, the abilitJ 

to identi£1 the stimuli was improved by practice. 
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TO AIR-PILOT CANDIDATES 
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Until the beginning of the present century, interest in flicker-fusion centred 
almost entirely around its importance as a function of visual perception. There 
was unanimous recognition that at low frequency a regularly intermittent light 
appeared as separate flashes, and as the frequency increased the impression 
changed to coarse flicker, then fine flicker, and lastly, a stationary light. Any 
increase of frequency beyond this point (the CFF or critical fusion-frequency) 
produced no further change whatever. 

The explanation was a lag or inertia in the retina that limited its rate of 
resolution by necessitating a certain minimum time both for the incoming datum to 
make an impression and for this impression to be completely effaced before a 
fresh one registered. As the retinal receptors then, like all other organic material, 
cannot react instantaneously, it follows that beyond the critical speed there must 
inevitably be an overlap between the new stimulus and the one already in 
registration. · 

While individual differences in this fusion-threshold had been observed, it 
was not until the famous experiment by Wiersma (12) that there appears to have 
been any considerable notion that it might also have wider psychological 
significance outside the field of visual perception. 

Wiersma (12) was one of the first to appreciate the need for experimental 
substantiation of the extremely plausible theory of " inertia " or " secondary
function" advanced by Gross (4) and others to explain certain personality dif
ferences. In Wiersma's experiment, three groups of subjects, viz., Manic, 
Normal and Melancholic, were all given the following three tests: (1) the critical 
speed at which fusion to grey was perceived on a revolving colour-wheel with 
two suitably matched sectors, one red, and the other green; (2) the time taken in 
light-adaptation; (3) the time taken for the recovery of tactile sensitivity after over
stimulation by a strong electric current. 

. In all tests there were very significant and consistent differences between the 
means for the three groups. The Manic group required faster rotation of the colour
wheel than the Normal before they obtained fusion, and the Melancholic slower 
than the Normal. In the two adaptation tests, the Manic group showed the fastest 
recovery rate, and the Melancholic the slowest. 

This investigation is particularly noteworthy as a forerunner supplying 
empirical evidence that individual differences in the sense-modalities, apart from 
their specific interest, might bear an important relationship to differences in 
certain aspects of mental integration as a whole. 

Much basic work has since been done on the visual CFF (Landis, 5) and 
definite information garnered about the physical variables such as subject's 
degree of light-adaptation, his age, the portion of his retina stimulated, his distance 
from the stimulus, the area and composition of the latter, etc.-all of which 
influence the limen. However, one of the main attractions of the phenomenon 
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Most apparatus for measuring the visual CFF falls into two broad classes : 
Electro-mechanical and Electronic. The latter has hitherto proved of somewhat 
restricted value as it possesses two unsatisfactory features : changes in frequency 
are usually accompanied by characteristic changes in the sound of the apparatus, 
and the quality of illumination varies with different frequencies. These drawbacks 
were certainly experienced with a standard industrial stroboscope in the Aptitude 
Test Section (A.T.S.) of the South African Air Force during 1943, and have also 
been noted elsewhere on similar devices. 

· Electro-mechanical apparatus is of two types, depending on whether 
motivation is provided by a variable- or constant-speed motor. The following 
list briefly illustrates some systems. 
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1. • Variable-speed motor 

(a) Calibrated rheostat 
The light-beam is interrupted by a rotary shutter coupled to the motor-spindle, 

and variations in frequency are obtained by settings on a calibrated rheostat 
controlling the motor-speed. This method is identical to that employed in the 
time-honoured laboratory "colour-mixer," and is subject to the same weaknesses, 
viz., fluctuations in the supply voltage and also changes in the resistance as the 
latter warms up, make the correspondence between pre-determined settings on the 
rheostat and actual motor-speeds, very elastic and unreliable. Beyond its 
simplicity there is little to recommend this method. 

(b) Coupled speedometer 
Here the arrangement resembles (a) in so far as motor-speed is varied by a 

controlling rheostat, but there is the important difference that settings are no 
longer read off on the rheostat. Instead, an additional device coupled to the 
motor-spindle indicates its speeds directly as number of revolutions per unit 
time. This is perhaps the most well-known system, and far superior to (a) 
because, within its limits of accuracy, the speedometer indicates actual motor
speed at all times, irrespective of any uncontrolled fluctuations in voltage and 
resistance. ·Disadvantages (two of which are also present in "a") comprise tell-tale 
noise accompanying changes in speed, lag between rheostat-control and the 
response of ·the motor that hinders quick, nice setting, and the inadequate 
sensitivity and accuracy of most available speedometer devices. 

On an apparatus designed during the last war by Prof. Bozzoli 
(University of the Witwatersrand) for Dr. Biesheuvel in the A.T.S., 
speed of rotation was cleverly measured in terms of the E.M.F. produced by a 
small A.C. bicycle dynamo coupled to the motor-spindle. A suitable series-tuned 
circuit enabled the voltage generated to be shown on a meter with remarkable 
accuracy. Unfortunately this plan introduced an additional stage of lag, namely, 
between motor and recording-meter. On another model, P. Webster of the 
A.T.S. effected some improvement by substituting a chronometric engine-speed 
indicator of aircraft pattern that gave more direct measures. This was retained 
on a later version by the author, but conventional rheostats were replaced by a 
specially constructed one having a long manual lever that made both fine and 
coarse adjustments easier and quicker. Although this modification in no way 
altered the basic inertia of the system, it did afford the observer somewhat better 
control. 

The most promising solution to the main objections outlined above. seems 
to lie in the use of the constant-speed motor. Some basic experimentation was 
done by the author in the A.T.S. and later in this Institute on the two approaches 
"a" and "b" that follow, and although neither materialized into an applied 
test, both confirmed the existence of good possibilities in the " constant-speed " 
method. 

2. Constant-speed motor 

(a) Mechanical variometer 
This consisted of a continuously variable mechanical transmission on the 

friction-drive principle interposed between the constant-speed motor and the rotary 
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ment to permit the speed to be set at a constant 80 r.p.m. 
The motor is mounted inside a rectangular sheet-metal box (Plates 2 and 3) 

so that its spindle for carrying the turn-table protrudes through the top. By 
means of four flanged rollers at the lower edge of the box, this unit is made to 
function as a carriage running on two rails screwed to the baseboard inside the 
wooden chassis of the apparatus. A fiat metal slide-bar rigidly attached to the 
box, projects through a slot in one end of the wooden chassis, and terminating 
in a vertical finger-knob, allows the entire carriage to be moved to and fro from 
outside the chassis. 

The upper section of 'the apparatus consists of a rectangular sheet-metal case 
that rests on a rebate inside the wooden chassis and encloses the carriage and 
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COMPACT FLICKER-FUSION MACHINE. PLATE 3. 
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turn-table. (Plates 1 and 4.) A longitudinal slot cut in the case-top (Plate 5, 
Figures A and C) is bounded by two parallel metal strips that extend further 
along and serve as guides for a masking-strip that can slide in and out to obscure 
varying amounts of the slot. This masking-strip (Plate 5, Figure B) has a small 
white dot at one end and, near its middle, a reference-mark that, in conjunction 
with calibrations engraved on the one guide-strip, indicates the lengths of slot 
exposed beyond the white dot. Some distance from its other end, the masking
strip has a plain round hole, and when this end of the strip is inserted it pro
vides an alternative and non-variable means of masking the slot by obscuring 
the entire area except that below the hole. 

There is a low sheet-metal screen fitted in front of the slot and guide-strips 
to prevent the subject from seeing these directly, but a mirror mounted at an 
angle affords him a reflected view of the slot section. (Plates 1 and 4.) 

A lamp-holder and metal shade are supported over the slot-section by a 
rectangular bracket, and the short lamp-cord ends in a two-pin plug engaging a 
socket at one end of the chassis. (Plates 2 and 4.) With this coupling discon
nected, the upper-case may be lifted off. (Plate 1.) 

Electric power is supplied by a flex that enters the chassis on the side away 
from the subject and passes into a covered junction-block. (Plate 2.) From here 
distribution takes place to the motor and lamp, each controlled by its own toggle
switch. Enough slack is left in the motor-leads to form a flexible " pig-tail" 
between carriage and chassis, and so prevent the wire from being broken by the 
to-and-fro movement. 

Stimulus-disc 

This component, illustrated in Plates 1 and 3, is made from a disc of stiff 
white card about three sixty-fourths of an inch thick and the full diameter of the 
turn-table. The stimuli are arranged in twenty concentric bands, and to maintain 
a standard " one to one " ratio of duration between light and dark phases, each 
band is divided up into black and white segments of equal size. Proceeding 
outwards from No. 20 the extreme inner band, the numbers of white (and likewise 
black) segments in this and the following three, are respectively: ten, fifteen, 
nineteen, and twenty-two; the next has twenty-three, and for each succeeding 
band until No. 1, the extreme outer, which has thirty-eight, there is a uniform 
increase of one segment. 

No mechanical dividing-instrument being available, the partitioning of the 
bands was done with an ordinary pair of draughtsman's dividers set as near as 
possible to calculated fractions of circumference. Cumulative inaccuracy was 
avoided by going over the marking several times and making any necessary fine 
adjustment of the divider-points. 

Dark segments are blocked out with matt-black drawing-ink, and a hole 
punched at the exact centre of the disc fits the tip of the motor-spindle, which 
has been filed down short and drilled transversely to take a small split-pin. 
(Plate 2.) At its periphery the disc is secured by wire staples passing through 
small holes drilled along the rim of the turn-table. 

Twenty numbered graduations engraved on the slide-bar controlling the 
carriage (Plate 2), together with a stationary reference-mark on one guide-block, 
give settings that refer to the alignment of each stimulus-band directly below 
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COMPACT FLICKER-FUSION MACHINE. PLATE 5. 
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the round hole in the masking-strip, when this end of the strip covers the slot in 
the upper-case and the latter rests in position over the disc. 

Pulses of reflected light from a miniature "pearl" lamp (40W. 250V. A.C.) 
are produced at the lowest frequency when the slide-bar is pushed in to graduation 
No. 20, and at the highest when it is drawn out to No. 1. 

To minimize the possibly undesirable effect on the stimulus resulting from 
inequalities on the disc-surface or slight skewness in the mounting, a diffusing-strip 
of ground-glass, held by two small clips inside the upper-case, extends the full 
length of the slot. Interposed between the top of the glass and the slot is a 
piece of wire fly-screen having a mesh of about one sixteenth of an inch. This 
reinforces the diffusion without unduly impairing the overall definition of the 
stimulus, and also fulfils the purpose of aiding the subject to assume his optimum 
focal distance and keep it during the test. 

The smallest unit of measurement, and hence the practical limit of accuracy, 
is restricted to one photic pulse per three-quarter second, which, although adequate 
enough for most purposes, might be considered rather crude for fine work. On the 
total of subjects tested hitherto, the maximum range of scores extended between 
band No. 3 and band No. 16, inclusive. A stimulus-disc designed to rotate faster 
than 80 r.p.m., would give smaller units, but this would mean either another 
type of motor, or additional gearing at the spindle of a standard gramophone
motor. 

The use of the reflex ·principle is a necessary compromise in maintaining 
compactness and simplicity of design and construction. Reuning (9) found on 
his apparatus that the most reliable CFF scores were obtained in a darkroom, 
presumably because of the good contrast between figure and ground. As 
the principle in the present machine depends on reflected light, there is reduced 
contrast, both between stimulus and ground, and between light and dark phases 
in the stimulus itself, which undoubtedly entails some sacrifice of definition. 

Testing procedure 
By means of a stop-watch and a mark painted on the rim of the turn-table, 

the speed is adjusted to a constant 80 r.p.m. for all work, and occasional checks 
are done to ensure that this is being maintained. 

The test was administered in ordinary rooms illuminated by slightly subdued 
daylight, and was so placed that the subject did not face a window. However, 
controlled artificial light would probably have been more satisfactory. 

After the subject has had at least twenty minutes of adaptation to similar 
indoor lighting conditions, he is seated directly in front of the mirror so that his 
eyes are approximately fifteen inches away from it. 

With the masking-strip obscuring all of the stimulus-slot except that area 
below the round hole (Plate 5, Figure B). and the slide-bar set so that graduation 
No. 20 is opposite the stationary reference-mark, the motor and light are switched 
on, and the subject is asked : " Do you see the flickering in that round spot 
there?" The reply is invariably in the affirmative, and the subject usually leans 
forward to assume, what is for him, an optimum viewing distance. 

"Don't strain your eyes. Just keep looking at it normally and comfortably. 
I am going to reduce that flickering, and as soon as you get the impression that 
it has all stopped and the spot is steady, say 'Yes'." 
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Using preferably the fingers of both hands on the knob, the observer draws 
the slide-bar out smoothly at a uniform rate of about one graduation per half
second. Immediately the subject says " Yes," the graduation most nearly opposite 
the stationary reference-mark is noted and the slide-bar drawn along fairly 
quickly for its remaining travel to graduation No. I. On the scoring-sheet, which 
has two vertical columns of blank spaces, the one labelled " Foveal " and the 
other " Peripheral," the reading just described is recorded in the first space of the 
"Foveal" column. The subject is told next: " Say ' Yes' as soon as the 
flickering starts again." 

The slide-bar is pushed back at the same uniform rate until the subject 
responds, when the graduation opposite the reference-mark is noted as before and 
the slide-bar pushed along fairly quickly for the rest of its traverse to graduation 
No. 20. This reading is recorded in the second " foveal " space, and the subject is 
then told: " Say ' Yes ' when the flickering stops again." The first and second 
procedures are alternated in this way until ten "foveal" readings have been 
obtained. 

Both motor and light are now switched off; the masking-strip is withdrawn, 
and slid back other end first as far as it will go, so that the slot is entirely 
covered and the white dot is located just beyond its extreme left edge. Graduation 
No. 11 on the slide-bar is set directly opposite the stationary reference-mark 
(Plate 5, Figure A), and kept here for the rest of the test. (This position of the 
carriage puts all bands of stimuli under the slot so that they fill it exactly.) 

The motor and light are switched on, and the subject instructed as follows: 
" Without straining your eyes, just keep looking steadily at that white dot. I 
shall be moving it along to the right. As soon as you become conscious of 
flickering anywhere to the left of it where you are not looking directly, but as it 
were, in the corner of your eye, say' Yes'." 

The masking-strip is then drawn smoothly towards the right, also at a uniform 
rak of about one graduation per half-second. Immediately the subject responds, 
the reading is noted, the strip carried along fairly quickly for the remaining 
distance to the end of the scale, and the reading recorded in the first space of 
the "Peripheral" column. Then the subject is told: "Just keep looking straight 
at the white dot, and say ' Yes' as soon as you are no longer aware of any 
flickering on the left." 

The strip is pushed back at the same rate until the subject responds, when 
the reading is noted, the sliding-action "followed through" as before, and the 
reading recorded in the second " peripheral " space on the scoring-sheet. These 
procedures are repeated alternately until ten "peripheral" readings have been 
obtained. 

Application and discussion 
The test was administered experimentally to two groups of pupil-pilot 

candidates for the South African Air Force, the first in 1956 and the second in 
1959. (Table 1.) 

As the differences between both the foveal and peripheral means of the two, 
groups (Table 2) were found to be significant at well beyond the 0 · 001 per cent 
level, the two sets of results have been treated separately. The cause for this 
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Table 1 
Derivation of samples 

1956 1959 

.. Applied for flying course . . 163 152 

.. 

. . Did flicker test . . .. 161 149 

Accepted for training .. .. 47 55 

Suspended from training (all reasons) 13 22 

.. Suspended for poor flying ability 8 16 

. . 

. . Did flicker test . . .. 7 16 

.. Completed course successfully 33 33 

.. 

.. Did flicker test . . .. 33 31 

difference is unknown, but it should be mentioned that the groups were tested in 
two separate localities, and, amongst other things, conditions of ambient 
illumination in the respective experimental rooms were probably not identical. 

Table 2 
Mean critical fusion-frequencies of the two groups 

Groups 1956 1959 

Foveal Peripheral Foveal Peripheral 
----------

Total of ten trials .. . . .. .. 88 36 106 61 
---~----------

S.D. .. . . . . .. . . . . 20·26 11·91 17·04 17-10 
---------------

Nearest equivalent stimulus-band No. .. 9 4 11 6 
--------

Approximate number of photic pulses per 
second . . . . . . .. .. 40 47 37 44 

----
Number of cases .. .. . . .. 161 149 

For both groups in Table 2, the CFF is higher in peripheral than foveal 
vision, which conforms to usual findings when the stimulus-area is adequate 
enough to be easily perceived. In the case of a very small stimulus-area, the 
opposite result would be expected (Granit and Harper, 3). 

Table 3 gives some indication of test reliability by split-half correlations 
on the " odd-even " pattern between (Trials 1 + 4 + 5 + 8 + 9) and (Trials 
2 + 3 + 6 + 7 + 10) with corrections by the Spearman-Brown formula for 
prediction. It is not unlikely that these have been boosted through the 
" expectancy " element generally inherent in the method of limits, as Reuning (9) 
has pointed out with reference to other apparently high CFF reliabilities 
obtained when this technique of administration was used . 
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Table 3 
Product-moment inter-trial correlations 

! 

Group i 1956 
i 

No. of cases .. .. .. I .. 161 

Foveal r . . .. .. .. 0·955 

Corrected . . .. . . I . . 0·977 

Peripheral r 
I 

0·849 . . . . . . .. 
Corrected . . .. .. I .. 0·919 

113 

1959 

149 

0·943 

0·971 

0·926 

0·962 

For both groups, it would seem that foveal measurement is rather more 
reliable than peripheral; by rough tests the <;Jifference appears to be significant at 
better than the 5 per cent level. During · the peripheral trials, subjects were 
required to look directly at one point while concentrating their attention on 
another, and the more noticeable occurrence of indecisive responses in this part 
of the test; suggests that occasional subjects !were unable to resist the temptation 
of sometimes glancing directly at the stimulus, under the erroneous impression 
that they would thereby perceive the flicker more easily. 

The product-moment correlations between the aggregates of the ten foveal 
trials and the ten peripheral trials are given in Table 4. They seem large enough 
to imply that foveal and peripheral CFF are modes of some common function. 
Had the reliability of peripheral measures egualled the foveal, these correlations 
might well, have been larger. I 

I 

Table 4 
I 

Product-moment correlations between Fpveal and Peripheral measures 

1956 group .. 0·669 N=l61 
I 
I 

1959 group .. 0·792 N=l49 

Correlations obtained between foveal CFF and certain other test variables 
for the 1956 group, are shown in Table 5. i Span of Attention was measured by 
exposing stationary letters and numbers at a constant shutter-speed of about one
twenty-fifth of a second in a fall-tachistoscbpe, and determining the maximum 
number of items subjects could perceive at stich a " single glance." In measuring 
Speed of Perception, cards with numbers and letters were carried by the moving 
beam past an opening, and the speed was increased for each succeeding presen
tation in the series. The score consisted of the total number of items correctly 
identified by the subject. · 

The testing of Perseveration (motor) was done on a discrimeter having 
eight keys marked with geometrical symbols in two colours. In the "X" activity, 
subjects reacted by pressing the appropriate key when an identical symbol appeared 
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Table 5 
Product-moment correlations between Foveal CFF and other tests in the 1956 group 

Span of attention .. o o' .. 00 -0·042 

Speed of perception 0 0 .. 00 0 0 0·105 

Errors on hand-foot reaction test .. 0 0 0·055 

Learning-time on hand-foot reaction test 0 0 -0·062 

Motor perseveration (speed) 0 0 .. 00 -0·132 

Motor perseveration (errors) 00 0 0 00 0·011 

Mental alertness 00 0 0 00 0 0 .. -0·021 

Number of cases= 161 

r ~ 0 · 156 significant at 5% level. 

in a small window. In the "Y" activity they had to press the key marked with 
the corresponding shape of symbol to the one in the window but having a different 
colour. The perseveration-score was mainly a measure of the hindrance-effect of 
" X " associations over the " Y " activity. , 

No significant correlation was obtained between foveal CFF and any of the 
other variables in Table 5, and rough estimates on the peripheral scores were 
sufficiently convincing in that these also showed no correlation with the above 
variables. Hence the Visual CFF does not appear to be related to activities that 
are notably cognitive, which is in agreement with the results of Colgan (2), who 
found no appreciable relationship between CFF and "attention, memory, 
perceptual ability, scholastic aptitude or scholastic achievement." 

Table 6 gives the biserial correlations between foveal CFF and certain 
combined temperament and personality ratings of subjects by three observers 
independently administering three other tests, namely, Arm-leg Co-ordination, 
Two-hand Co-ordination, and Steadiness (manual). This sample consists of 
candidates in the 1956 group who were accepted for training, and is therefore 
curtailed. 

Table 6 
Biserial correlations· between Foveal CFF and temperament ratings 

Ratings rbis P (one-tailed) 

Interested or Bored 0 0 00 0·13 0·241 

Sociable or Reserved 00 0 0 0·26 0·092 

Emotional or Unemotional .. 0·51 0·003 

Number of Cases = 44 

(Positive correlations imply that high CFF is associated with the display of interest, 
sociability, and emotion) 
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The implication of these results is that high CFF tends to be associated with 
the observed display of emotional tone, and low CFF with the absence of such 
display. This would fit in with Wiersma's findings on the Manics and Melan
cholies. To a much less significant extent the same tendency seems to hold for 
the observed display of sociability. It should be clearly understood, however, that 
these correlations in no way justify an assumption that subjects with high CFF 
necessarily incline to be more " emotional" or " sociable" than those with low 
CFF. There is simply a suggestion that the former manifest their feelings more 
readily than the latter. 

The biserial correlations between Visual CFF and the Success/Suspension 
flying criterion, are given in Table 7. Suspensions are through lack of competence 
in actual flying and exclude certain candidates suspended for various other 
reasons such as medical, educational, disciplinary, and "at own request." 

Table 7 
Biserial correlations between Visual CFF and success/suspension in flying training 

Groups 1956 1959 Combined 
P (two-tailed) 

No. of cases . . . . .. . . 40 47 87 of 
mean fbis 

rbis rbis Mean rbis 

Foveal .. . . .. . . . . 0·55 0·47 0·50 0·00003 

Peripheral . . . . .. . . . . 0·46 0·26 0·35 0·006 

Aggregate .. .. .. . . .. 0·56 0·38 0·46 0·0002 

(A high CFF tends to be associated with success in flying training) 

It appears that subjects with a high CFF stand a better chance of succeeding 
on a course of flying training than those with a low CFF, and that the foveal 
measure has greater significance than the peripheral as a predictor of success. 

The inferior reliability and validity of the peripheral measure can to some 
extent have resulted from the particular method used, in so far as movement of 
the masking-strip altered the stimulus-area, and, as Granit and Harper (3) 
have shown that the CFF increases with the area of the flickering field, this 
introduced quite an important variable. Possibly a better method of obtaining 
peripheral measures, and one more directly comparable with that used for the 
foveal, would be the following. Let the stimulus be the fixed round hole in the 
masking-strip, which remains stationary, all control of presentation being done by 
moving the slide-bar exactly as in the case of foveal measurement. But instead 
of the subject looking directly at the reflected stimulus-hole, he would fixate a 
similar sized mark on a small block or vertical card placed on the upper-case to 
the right of the mirror and at the same apparent focal distance as the reflected 
stimulus-hole. Alternatively, the length of mirror might be increased and a piece 
of card carrying the fixation-mark laid flat on the upper-case at the desired point 
to the right of the stimulus-hole. In either system, subjects would be required to 
look straight at the fixation-mark and gauge flicker at the stimulus-hole by 
oblique perception. 
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However, the retention of an adjustable masking-system is to be recom
mended, as it may be useful for other experimental applications requiring changes 
in the size and format of the stimulus. 

If, in agreement with Reuning's (9) view, the method of limits is regarded 
as objectionable on account of the " expectancy " element, settings for both foveal 
and peripheral measures can be presented in random order by covering the 
stimulus with a strip of dark card, making the setting, and then exposing the 
stimulus again, the subject to state each time whether he perceives flicker or not. 

The relation between high CFF and success in flying training is not adequately 
explained by an hypothesis confined to the superior resolving power and recovery 
rate of the sensory visual process. Reuning (9) reports a significant correlation 
between CFF and alpha frequency of the electroencephalogram, and from this, in 
conjunction with Mundy-Castle's (6) correlation between alpha frequency and 
primary-secondary function, he concludes that: "the individual flicker threshold 
really seems to depend on some neuro-physiological factor or factors which are 
related to differences in alpha frequency and operative in one at least of the basic 
temperament variables." A significant correlation between CFF and alp~a 

frequency was found again, in a larger sample, by Shaul and Reuning (10). 
Supporting evidence that the CFF seems to have some connection with 

temperament is provided in the present study by the correlation of 0 ·51 
(p = 0 · 003) between CFF and the observed tendency to free expression of 
emotion. 

There is a suggestion that the candidates with high CFF, namely, those who 
might be regarded as "primary" or inclined towards mania, have greater freedom 
from some sort of temperamental inhibition that handicaps the low CFF or 
" secondary " ones in flying training. 

A neat theory to account for the observed differenes in the visual CFF has 
been suggested by Roberts of this Institute. It is based on the postulate that even 
small eye-movements accentuate sensitivity for the perception of flicker by 
distributing the separate photic pulses over a wider field of retinal receptors. He 
presupposes that however still subjects attempt to keep their eyes in viewing the 
stimulus, there is always some movement, and it is the varying amount of this 
movement between individuals that produces the difference in CFF, and not, as is 
commonly accepted, significant variation . in the efficiency of the sensory-visual 
mechanism. Subjects of a restless or manic disposition exhibit higher CFF than 
inert ones, because they have more eye-movement, which causes the photic pulses 
to impinge alternately on different sets of receptors over a wider range. 

Such an explanation certainly covers all the known facts, but it requires 
experimental confirmation that a significant relationship between individual 
differences in eye-movement and the CFF actually exists. 

Shaul and Reuning (10) quote Pfahler's temperament dimension of "wide, 
fluctuating attention with low perseveration " as characteristic of the primary 
person. In the course of discussion on present results. Reuning has pointed out 
that " wide " in the above sense means " wandering," and is not to be confused 
with " span of attention "; furthermore, that findings from certain experiments 
mentioned by Pfahler, in which primaries succeeded better than secondaries in 
distributing their attention over a number of activities at the same time, would 
offer some explanation for the apparent superiority of the primary in the cockpit 
of a'n aircraft, where attention has to be distributed over numerous controls and 
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instruments. In Reuning's opinion, this aspect of " primariness " seems to link · 
up very well with Roberts' theory of eye-movements as a factor in CFF. 

Summary and conclusions 

(1) After a brief discussion of the general purport of research on the Flicker
fusion threshold (Visual CFF), various systems for its measurement are compared 
and evaluated. 

(2) A full description is given of an apparatus specially designed to be 
simple, quick, and compact enough for inclusion in a test battery, while con
forming, as far as possible, to the following major requirements: 

(a) positive and consistent relationship, with minimum time-lag, between the 
observer's control-settings and changes in the stimulus; 

(b) a standard quality of illumination at all frequencies; 
(c) freedom from auditory clues betraying changes in frequency; 
(d) no fumbling and undue delay between test trials that might disturb the 

subject's "set"; 
(e) no necessity for special laboratory accommodation; 
(f) testing technique to be either by the method of limits or by random 

presentation. 
(3) Two groups of candidates for acceptance as pupil-pilots in the South 

African Air Force were given the test experimentally. Reliability, as indicated by 
inter-trial correlations, appears very high, and has probably been augmented 
through the use of the method of limits, with its inherent " practice and 
expectancy " element (Reuning, 9). 

(4) For better control of ambient illumination, it might be preferable to 
conduct the test by subdued artificial light rather than daylight, keeping the source 
well out of the subject's field of vision, and eschewing any form of discharge-lamp 
that has perceptible flicker of its own. 

(5) Foveal measurement appeared more reliable than peripheral, the 
difference being significant at better than the 5 per cent. level; to some extent this 
might have been a consequence of the particular system used in obtaining the 
peripheral measures. 

(6) Product-moment correlations between foveal and peripheral measures 
seem large enough to imply that these two variables are modes of some common 
function. 

(7) No significant correlations were obtained between the Visual CFF and 
performance on the following cognitive and sensory-motor tests: Span of Attention, 
Speed of Perception, Insight-learning and speed on a complex Reaction-test, 
Perseveration (motor), and Mental Alertness. 

(8) A biserial correlation of 0 ·51 (p = 0 · 003) was obtained between high 
CFF and the tendency to free expression of emotion, as rated by three independent 
observers in different test situations. 

(9) There appears to be a significant relationship betwl!en CFF and success 
or failure o·n courses of flying training, a high CFF implying a better chance of 
success. The most valid measurement was the foveal, which gave a mean biserial 
correlation of 0 ·50 (p = 0 · 00003) with the criterion. It is possible that candidates 
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having a high CFF are more free from some sort of temperamental inhibition 
that hampers those with low CFF, and that they have a better faculty for 
distributing their attention than the latter. 
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Devices for administering programmed instruction, or " teaching machines " 
as they are popularly but erroneously designated, are being increasingly applied today 
as mechanical aids to pupils in teaching themselves the more basic facts or principles 
in various branches of knowledge. 

The method appears to have several advantages over conventional tuition, among 
these being the emphasis on cultivating self-reliance and responsibility, the immediate 
and positive reinforcement of correct responses which Skinner (3) and others have 
stressed as being conducive to greater learning efficiency, the fact that each pupil 
proceeds at his own optimum rate, so that the fast worker is not retarded by the slow 
one, nor the latter spurred beyond his capacity, and the removal of much routine 
drudgery from the manifold responsibilities of the teacher who has more opportunity 
to give guidance in the synthetic, interpretative, or creative aspects of the work. 

A general distinction may be drawn between instructional devices which require 
a "constructed response", and those of the "multiple-choice" type (Pressey, 2). 
Both incorporate the fundamental principle inherent in all programmed instruction, 
namely, the presentation of the material in a series of short, logically-consecutive 
units or steps. In the first, the pupil writes his answer to a given item and then com
pares it with the correct answer; in the second, he is given the choice of several 
answers and a distinctive reaction by the instrument tells him whether he is right or 
wrong. The first kind is therefore largely restricted to literate pupils, whereas the 
second can also be used by illiterates. 

The apparatus to be described here is of the latter type (Pressey, 1), but unusual, 
in that its confirmation mechanism consists essentially of only one moving part
a ball moved by gravity along certain prescribed courses. 

Being non-electrical, it is free from both the shock-hazard always present in 
mains-operated equipment and the " battery " nuisance of self-contained electrical 
applicances. Furthermore, it utilizes programmed lessons made up on ordinary, 
readily-obtainable foolscap paper, on which the material may be written, drawn, 
typed, or printed with a duplicator. This flexibility has considerable practical 
significance when such a device is used for research purposes by those interested in 
compiling their own lessons in preference to applying stock commercial ones, that, as 
a rule, can only be used in certain proprietary devices intended exclusively for them. 

Description 
The present machine is rather smaller than an average-sized attache case, its 

rectangular body being about ten and a half inches square by three and a half deep. 
The actual overall dimensions, however, encompassing the various small protruber
ances, are approximately thirteen and three eighths, by twelve, by five. 

Plate 1 (upper figure) and Plate 2 (lower figure) show it set up on the table for 
use. At the middle of the top, there is a perspex window (6-f' x 2f'), and at its left 
end, a small rectangular box perforated with five equidistant holes ( -&" diam.) near 
the upper left edge. Just to the right of the holes, a card carrying an identification 
letter or other symbol for each hole reposes beneath a protecting strip of celluloid 
in a grooved holder fixed to the upper surface of the box. As a lower continuation of 
the box, there is a perspex-covered tray extending down to the left-hand corner of the 
case-top. 
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MULTIPLE-CHOICE INSTRUCTIONAl,.. DEVICE. PLATE 1. 
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MULTIPLE-CHOICE INSTRUCTIONAL DEVICE. PLATE 2. 
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At the left-hand side of the case, along the lower edge, a metal trough is attached, 
and on the right-hand side there are two duralumin hand-wheels (2-!- diam. X 1

7
6 " wide) 

fitted with rotating crank-handles. 
A wooden strut at the upper end of the case, shown folded away in Plate 1 (lower 

figure) and extended in Plate 2 (lower figure), supports the case at a forward slope of 
about thirty degrees in relation to the table on which it stands. The strut has a leather
covered foot and a longitudinal slot along most of its upper half that engages a 
0 B.A. stud projecting through the case just below the carrying handle, and it is 
clamped in position by means of a substantial knurled finger-nut (1" diam.) of 
duralumin. Between the latter and the wood of the strut, a wide, flat washer of thin 
brass is interposed to prevent the wood from being scored when the nut is tightened. 
When the machine is to be packed away or transported, the nut is slackened off, the 
strut swung to one side until it is parallel with the carrying handle, then pushed along 
the stud the full length of the slot, and the nut tightened again. 

Two pads of leather are fixed to the forward lower edge of the case which bears 
on the table when the machine is set up for use, and four small rubber buffers are 
screwed to the hardboard bottom, one near each corner (Plate 1, lower figure). 

The hand-wheels are fixed, respectively, to the shaft-ends (t'' diam.) of two rollers 
inside the case (Plate 3), and a long length of foolscap paper (8" wide) joined end to 
end, on which the individual programme-items are typed or otherwise inscribed within 
frames about the same size as the window, can be wound from one roller to the other 
on the same basic principle as that employed in the ancient papyrus-book and the 
modern roll-film camera. 

The bearings in the hardwood sides of the case, in which the shaft of the lower 
roller rests, are slotted (Plate 3), and each is provided with a metal retaining-bar that 
can be undamped and hinged back for the removal and insertion of the roller when a 
programme is changed. 

Both retaining-bars are suitably notched to fit over the shaft (t" diam.) and the 
4 B.A. studs fixed in the wood and on which the free ends are clamped by small 
knurled finger~nuts. 

Each programme is wound on its own cardboard cylinder (8" x 2 {6 " O.D.), 
the end being attached by a strip of adhesive tape, and can be easily slipped in or out 
of the roller after a small spring-loaded friction-disc and the left-hand bobbin of the 
roller have been removed. The upper roller, located permanently in its bearings, has a 
similar friction-disc at its left end. These discs press outwards against the inner faces 
of the wooden sides and produce a smooth, constant braking-effect that helps to keep 
the section of paper between the rollers taut against the wooden cross-mem her under 
the window. 

Near its lower end, the removable metal case-top has two " key-holes " that lock 
under the heads of a pair of screws in the edge of the wood when the top is put on and 
slid up into position. At the upper end, it is clamped by the two black finger-nuts 
bearing on a metal angle-strip, and should it be considered advisable to deter the 
pupil from tampering with the interior, two upright staples midway between the finger
nuts may be temporarily sealed together with thread or other suitable material. 

In the floor of the perspex-covered tray, there is a hole (f' diam.) kept closed, 
while the machine is in operation, by a metal tab pivoted on a spring-loaded rivet 
through the case-top. The hole is opened by moving the free end ofthe tab to one side, 
but the tab, being located on the underneath surface of the case-top, can only be 
reached when the latter is off the case. 
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MULTIPLE-CHOICE INSTRUC Tl 0 NAL DEVICE. PLATE 3. 
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Access to a small storage compartment for a shallow, rectangular pan containing 
a supply of steel balls ( -fs" diam.), a few writing materials, and possibly the pupil's 
lunch-packet, is afforded by a hatchway at the bottom of the case (Plate I, lower 
figure). The sliding metal cover has the outer end folded over to give some purchase 
to the finger-tips, and a screw-and-nut near the inner end that prevents it from being 
completely withdrawn and very likely lost. When the cover is closed, a spring-loaded 
button projecting through the hardboard bottom of the case, locks it in place, and 
provided that the supply-pan has been put like a drawer into its special recess, the case 
may be turned to any position without dislodging the balls. 

The case-top and other external sheet-metal components are made from twenty
two gauge galvanized iron, afterwards spray-painted. Aluminium would produce a 
lighter structure, but present some difficulty in connection with the soldering of certain 
inner sections to be mentioned in due course. 

Prel?aration of the programmes 

Two accessory pieces of equipment are employed in making up the programmed 
lessons for use in the machine, namely, the Ruling-plate and board (Plate 4) and the 
Punching-and-splicing board (Plate 5). One set of each of these will serve a consider
able number of machines. 

The purpose of the first is simply to provide a convenient means of marking the 
blank sheets of foolscap paper into the standard areas within which the material of 
each frame will be inscribed. A frame-width of two and three-eighths inches was 
chosen because it appeared to be a suitable size for the average length of programmed 
item and also enabled the most economical use to be made of the foolscap format; 
five frames to a sheet allowing just the right amount of margin at the top and bottom 
for pasting the sheets end to end. 

Ruling-plate and board 

A rectangular piece of laminated mahogany board (13-f X 9" X {6 ") has two 
orthogonal guide-rails of hardwood (i" x -!-") fixed along the top of one long and one 
short edge, respectively, as shown in the upper figure in Plate 4. 

The Ruling-plate is a rectangular piece of twenty-two gauge mild-steel sheet 
(13-§-" x 9") slotted with six straight saw-cuts ( tilr," wide), and perforated with holes 
(is" diam.) arranged in five rows parallel with the long edges. The saw-c:uts, of which 
the first is spaced nine-sixteenths of an inch from the short edge marked "Top", 
extend from the one long edge to within one and a half inches of the other, and, to 
strengthen the plate after cutting, a one-inch strip of the twenty-two gauge material 
is spot-welded along the edge where the cuts were started. 

The first row of holes, which appears as the bottom row in the lower figure in 
Plate 4, is in line with the ends of the saw-cuts and therefore also one and a half inches 
from the edge of the plate. The next three rows follow respectively at one-inch inter
vals, and the fifth is three eighths of an inch from the· inner edge of the spot-welded 
strip. In each row, a group of five holes spaced fifteen thirty-seconds apart, comes 
within each section demarcated by adjacent saw-cuts, the middle hole of the five being 
exactly in the middle between the saw-cuts. 

The sheets are put on the wooden board, edges against the guide-rails, and the 
metal plate placed in similar alignment on top. Light pencil lines are then drawn 
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through the slots, and dots stippled through the holes in the fifth or right-hand row 
to indicate the boundary of the frame, and in the first or left-hand row to indicate the 
positions to be taken by the five possible " answers " which will appear opposite 
their respective holes in the perforated box on the machine when the frame is lined up 
in the window. Only one of the three remaining rows of holes in the plate is stippled, 
simply to mark the division between the " answer " and " stimulus " areas. If the 
answers are short, this will be the second or third row, if long, the fourth. It is not 
strictly necessary to stipple this " dividing" row and the right-hand " boundary " 
row, entirely. Two dots locating the extremities of each row can be joined by a line 
drawn on the paper with an ordinary ruler after removing the plate. 

Should more copies of a particular programme be required than can be con
veniently written or typed and a duplicator must be resorted to, the Ruling-plate can 
be used for marking the sections on the wax-stencils. 

The present prototype Ruling-plate might be improved in the following ways. 
The three" dividing" rows, and the fifth or right-hand row, could also be in the form 
of saw-cuts extending between the first and fifth holes in each section, which might 
speed up the marking of the paper by substituting ten quick pencil-strokes for fifty 
stipples or four stipples and two additional ruling processes. Alternatively, the above 
modification could be restricted to the three " dividing " rows, and the width of the 
plate decreased by three-eighths of an inch, which would enable the fifth or right-hand 
row to be dispensed with, as the boundary of the item-frame would then be indicated 
by the ends of the pencil lines drawn to the inner edge of the strip. 

Punching-and-splicing board 

When the programmed material is on the foolscap sheets, they must be joined 
together lengthwise to form a long band, and two punch-holes made in the left-hand 
margin opposite each frame, as shown in the upper figure in Plate 2. If preferred, 
however, the punching may be done before the splicing. 

Both processes are done on the apparatus shown in Plate 5, which consists of a 
rectangular piece oflaminated mahogany board (23" X 10" X f') fitted with parallel 
rails (f' x i") spaced eight and one-eighth inches between their inner edges, and a 
three-piece punching outfit, of which the lower die is fixed flush in a recess in the surface 
of the board partly overlapping the edge of one rail where a " cut-away " has been 
left, while the upper die and punch are removable. 

The dies have five holes 0~" diam.), corresponding in layout to another set of 
holes (i-f' diam.) near the left-hand end of the wooden cross-member over which the 
paper passes from one roller to the other (Plates 3 and 8). In both dies, a smaller hole 
( H-" diam.) is located five-eighths of an inch to the right of the middle one in the 
group, where the five holes are positioned equidistantly but in a slightly staggered 
formation in order to compress their vertical spread well within the limit of two and 
three-eighths inches allowed by the width of the item-frames. 

Both the die-plates are of mild-steel (3-fs" X 2" X !"),and when they are together 
alignment is maintained by two upright pins (f' diam.) near the outer edge of the lower 
which engage registration holes in the upper. 

The double-ended punch, attached by a length of light, flexible chain to the short 
duralumin handle of the upper die-plate, simply to reduce the chance of either com
ponent getting mislaid, consists of a duralumin handle (i" diam. x 3") having a point 
of silver-steel rod recessed in either end and held by a grub-screw. Both points project 
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MULTIPLE-CHOICE INSTRUCTIONAL DEVICE. PLATE 5. 
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seven-eighths of an inch; the diameter of the one being fifteen thirty-seconds to fit 
the larger holes in the die-plates, and the other, seventeen sixty-fourths, to fit the smaller 
" indicator " hole. The punch ends are filed concave to provide good cutting edges, 
and are then hardened. If a great amount of punching is to be done, it is recom
mended that the die-plates be case-hardened, or made instead, from quarter-inch 
gauge-plate, heat-treated in the usual way. 

Before the punching is started, it is worthwhile to mark by a pencilled letter or 
number at the extreme left-hand margin of each frame, which of the five holes must 
be punched for the correct "answer". Like the hole itself, such a mark should be 
invisible to the pupil when the programme is in the machine. 

The paper sheets are put between the dies, each frame lined up in turn with a pair 
of saw-cuts at the edge of the upper die, one " indicator " perforation made by insert
ing the thin end of the punch through the small hole, and one " correct answer " 
perforation (through which the balls are intended to drop) by inserting the thick end 
through the appropriate one of the larger holes. The guide-rails keep the paper in 
alignment, and as each frame is dealt with, the upper die-plate is raised slightly to 
enable the sheet to be slid along. 

As there is often a slight variation in the size of paper sheets from different 
manufactured batches, it is advisable, when doing the punching, to regard the guide
rail on the punch side as the " master " rail, and always keep the edge of the paper up 
against it, irrespective of whether the other side of the paper touches the other rail 
or not. The same precaution should be taken during the splicing process, to be 
described next. This ensures that the holes in the paper are always at their proper 
distances from the left-hand margin, which is important if they are to coincide 
properly with their respective channels on the machine. 

In the construction of the punch and die-plates, the registration between the plates 
and the fit between punch-ends and holes should be fairly accurate if clean, sharp
edged holes are to be produced in the paper. 

Having removed the upper die and punch from the board, the latter is used as a 
guide in joining the sheets end to end. Gum is applied for a distance of about half an 
inch all along the edge of one sheet located at the end of the board where the guide
rails are stepped back ( -§-"), and after moving the gummed part well up between the 
rails, the edge of the second sheet is pressed on to form a half-inch overlap. The two 
joined sheets are then moved up along the board, gum applied to the end of the second, 
and the procedure repeated. When about six sheets (of which the first couple should 
be blanks to provide a" leader") have been joined, it is convenient to trim the end to a 
taper, insert this in the slit of the upper roller in the machine (Plate 3) after the latter 
has been placed on the table in line with the board, and then wind the programme up 
as the remaining sheets are pasted on. 

Application 

To bring the first frame into view in the window, the pupil turns the hand-wheel 
furthest from him in a clockwise direction until the " indicator " punch-hole in the 
paper is in line with a small white reference mark at the middle of the left-hand edge of 
the window (Plate 7). He then inspects the " question " in the frame and essays an 
"answer" by taking a steel ball ( -fs-" diam.) from the loose supply-pan that rests on 
the table within easy reach, and drops it through what he regards as the " correct " 
perforation in the box. 
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Jf his choice is correct, !he ball falls through the margin of the paper via the larger 
punch-hole which is not visible to him, continues through the corresponding hole in 
the wooden cross-member (Plates 3 and 8) into a metal " gathering-trough" below, 
and is ejected through a chute and an orifice near the lower edge of the case (Plate 9) 
into the" delivery-trough " outside at the left (Plates l and 2), where it again becomes 
available for use on the next programme-item, which is brought into view and aligned 
by turning the upper hand-wheel again to wind on the paper until the next "indi
cator" punch-hole is directly opposite the white reference mark. 

If the pupil's answer is incorrect, the ball, having been dropped through the wrong 
perforation in the box, strikes an unpunched area of the paper margin and is deflected 
by one of a set of fixed baffles on the case-top under the box, into the perspex-covered 
tray at the corner of the case-top, where it remains visible but is forfeited as a token 
of error. Should this occur, he again takes a ball from the supply-pan and tries another 
answer by dropping it into some other perforation in the box, repeating this until 
confirmation of the correct answer is obtained when a ball emerges in the 
delivery-trough. 

ln Plate l (upper figure), the item or "question " in the frame happens to be a 
capital" A", occurring in a programme of a very elementary sort in which illiterate 
pupils are required to identify certain letters of the alphabet, presented randomly, 
one at a time, in script of varying size and kind. For this item, if a ball is dropped in 
the perforation marked " A " on the indicator-card alongside, it rolls through into 
the delivery-trough and thereby confirms that the response is correct. If it is dropped 
into any one of the others marked B, C, D, and E, respectively, it rolls into the 
perspex-covered tray to indicate and record an error. 

1t is important that the " indicator "punch-hole be in line with the white reference 
mark, otherwise the larger punch-hole may not be properly in register with its channel, 
anq the ball, instead of dropping through to indicate a correct response, may strike 
the edge of the punch-hole and roll off the paper as an error. If the " indicator" 
punch-hole is inadvertently wound beyond the mark, it is easily brought back into 
line by moving the other hand-wheel the required amount in the opposite direction. 

The author has been informed by Dr. H. L. Krige of this Institute that children 
in the first-year primary school were found to have no difficulty in turning accurately 
on to the mark each time. Sometimes, however, in their eagerness to insert the balls, 
they fumbled with them and dropped them on the floor. Increased familiarity with the 
machine would probably reduce this to a negligible amount. 

When the programme is of a rather more advanced sort, in which, for example, 
the illustration of a cat appears in the frame together with the five possible answers 
Dog; Cat, Pig, Hare and Rat, from among which the pupil has to choose the correct 
one, the stimulus-item is arranged at the right side of the frame and the answers in a 
vertical column at the left, so that each one will be directly opposite a perforation in 
the box, in which case, an indicator strip on the box is not required. This system would 
also be applied to programmes of complex material, such as mathematical equations. 

When the pupil has completed all the items on the programme, and almost all 
the paper has been wound from the lower roller to the upper, the word " Stop " or 
some other equivalent sign appears in the window, and the programme is then rapidly 
rewound on to the lower roller preparatory to removal. After taking off the case-top, 
the tab closing the hole in the floor of the perspex-covered tray is pivoted to one side, 
and the " error " balls are tipped out into the supply-pan for use in the next lesson. 
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MULTIPLE-CHOICE INSTRUCTIONAL DEVICE. 
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Sometimes it might be advisable for literate pupils to record each correct answer 
and the number and sequence of any errors made in obtaining it, on a paper form 
separate from the machine. They should also mark those correct answers which they 
do not understand and would like to discuss with the teacher. 

The machine can perform the additional function of administering short periodic 
tests to sound the pupil's progress. It can also be used for applying a variety of psycho
logical tests intended to measure the ability to derive systematically coded relation
ships between certain configurations. 

Details of the confirmation-mechanism 

As shown in Plate 2 (upper figure) and Plate 3, the paper passes from one roller 
to the other over a wooden cross-member bridging the left and right sides of the case 
and having its ends recessed flush with their upper edges. The top surface of this cross
member is relieved to a depth of one-sixteenth of an inch to provide an easy clearance 
for the taut paper when the metal case-top is in position, and near the left-hand 
end are the five holes C*" diam.) corresponding in both their relative arrangement 
and distance from the left-hand paper-margin, to the five large holes in the punching
dies. The distances from the margin are: t" to centres of outer two, 1!" to centre 
of middle one, and !" to centres of inner two. Vertically, the top and bottom holes 
have their centres i" from the centre of the middle one, and the intermediate holes 
are located symmetrically in between. A close-up view of this section is given in Plate 8. 
Just to the left of the holes, a strip of leather ( n" thick) glued to the wood serves to 
keep the edge of the paper up near the underneath side of the metal case-top when 
it is in position. Alternatively, a low wooden step may be left here. 

Screwed to the lower surface of the cross-member, below the holes, is the sheet
metal " gathering-trough" having a sloping bottom perforated at the lower corner 
with a hole ( tl" diam.) communicating with a metal chute attached to the inside of 
the case. At the lowest point of the chute, a chamfered orifice leads through the side 
of the case into the delivery-trough outside. In Plate 9, the cross-member is shown 
raised at one end to display the arrangement below. 

In Plate 6, the case-top is in position, but the outer shell of the perforated box has 
been taken off to show a group of five sloping channels of twenty-eight gauge tin-plate, 
which terminate, respectively, at the floor of the box, in holes directly over their 
counter-parts through the case-top and the cross-member below. 

The object in having these channels, instead of simply locating the perforations 
in the box-top directly over the other sets of holes, is to prevent the pupil from 
perceiving the " correct answer " punch-hole in the paper merely by looking straight 
down the perforations. If this were permitted, the main practical value of the machine 
as an instructional device would be lost. 

In Plate 7, the channel-section of the box and the perspex-covered tray, which is 
·just an extension of the same structure, have been removed to show the openings in 
the case-top. It will be seen that the holes are slotted towards the left; each is 
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MULTIPLE-CHOICE INSTRUCTIONAL DEVICE. PLATE 9 
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provided with a sloping tin-plate baffle open at the left; and the slots merge into a 
common " cut-away " area in the case-top at the ends of the baffles. 

Referring to Plate 6 again, suppose that the pupil has decided that the correct 
" answer " for the particular frame in the window is the top perforation " J " in 
the box, and accordingly drops the ball into it. The ball strikes the raised end of the 
corresponding channel at "K ", rolls down and falls through the hole "L ". 
Referring now to Plate 7, if there is a hole punched in the paper at " M ", his answer 
is correct, and the ball then drops through hole " N " (Plate 8), strikes the sloping 
bottom of the gathering-trough " C " (Plates 8 and 9), rolls down along the lower 
or left-hand edge of the gathering-trough, and, as shown by the dotted arrow in 
Plate 9, drops into the chute and is ejected into the delivery-trough " E " (Plate 8). 
However, if the paper is unperforated at " M " (Plate 7), the ball strikes its surface, 
rolls along the side of the baffle, and is deflected out into the " error " tray at " 0 " 
(Plate 7). Similarly, if the ball is dropped into the bottom perforation in the box 
at " P " (Plate 6), it reaches position " Q " (Plate 7), and depending on whether the 
paper has a punch-hole here or not, takes one or other of the above courses. The 
same principle applies to the other channels. Either event takes place within a couple 
of seconds. 
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PAIRED-ASSOCIATE LEARNING THROUGH A PRACTICAL MEDIUM 

D. R. DE WET 

Using an instructional device of the multiple-choice type, a test of paired-associate 
learning was administered experimentally to 177 air-pilot candidates. Results indicate 
that it has some potential usefulness for the prediction of success in certain branches of the 
flying-course, particularly, practical airmanship. However, like most learning tests it 
requires a rather long time to administer as compared with tests where the emphasis is 
more on initial ability, and further study will be necessary to determine whether its in
clusion in a standard selection battery is expedient or not. It showed small to moderate 
correlations with certain other tests, intellectual perceptual and sensory-motor, but 
none with temperament and personality variates of the introversion/extraversion kind. 

Among the many exacting tasks which have to be mastered by the pupil air
pilot, is the acquisition and implementation of correct associations between sense 
data and responses. Certain things, such as instrument-readings, control-positions, 
or combinations of these, have a definite mutual significance that must be learned 
and utilized by the pilot to 'make his aircraft behave most satisfactorily under various 
circumstances. Although instruction both in theoretical and practical airmanship 
emphasizes these important relationships, much of the learning still depends on 
trial and error by the pupil himself. This conclusion is supported by validity coeffi
cients obtained between flying success and the learning section on the rather complex 
Hand-foot reaction test (1). 

A constructionally simpler test of trial and error learning, on the paired associate 
principle, involving abstract elements in a practical situation where respective right 
and wrong associations produced two markedly different physical results, was ad
ministered to a group of air-pilot candidates by means of the Multiple-choice in
structional device (2). The main objects were to investigate: (a) Its validity for pre
dicting success on the flying-course; (b) Correlations between measures and between 
sections within the test; and (c) Relationships to various other tests, intellectual, 
perceptual, sensory-motor and temperamental. 

Material and Procedure 

The learning programme, on a continuous paper roll, consisted of three sections 
of twenty frames each. In the first, a capital letter A, B, C, D or E was inscribed in 
each frame, the initial four being in alphabetical sequence, and the rest in random 
sequence. In the second, each frame contained a numeral 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5, and in the 
third, a square figure with a small ring located inside one of the four corners or at 
the middle. In sections two and three the sequence was random from the initial 
frame. Spaces, preceding and terminating each section, contained respectively, 
the words " Begin " and " Stop ". 

As described elsewhere (2), the left-hand margin of the paper was punched 
with small holes to facilitate frame-alignment in the window of the apparatus, and 
larger holes to pair each frame with an appropriate channel in the apparatus, care 
being taken to ensure that the channels were paired randomly to the stimulus-items 
to avoid having any obvious association between the positional order of the channels 
and the normal sequence of letters and numerals or the position of the small ring in 
the square. 
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A strip of card inscribed with the following symbols: 

u 
was placed in the holder alongside the five holes in the box on the apparatus, each 
symbol being directly in line with a hole. The subject was seated comfortably before 
the apparatus and given the following instructions: 

" These five symbols stand for the ' A, B, C, D and E ' in a certain code. Your 
task is to find out which one is ' A ', and ' B ' and so on. You turn this wheel 
to move the paper along until the round hole is directly opposite that little white 
mark. (Demonstration.) The letter in the window is 'A'. To find out which 
of the symbols it corresponds to, drop a marble into the hole next to one of the 
symbols. lf the marble rolls out here, you are right and have discovered the 
symbol for ' A '. But if it rolls into this box, you are wrong and must take another 
marble and try one of the other symbols, repeating this until the marble rolls 
out and you are right. 

You then turn on the paper to bring the next letter into view, make sure that 
the round hole is directly opposite the little white mark, and drop in a marble 
or more to find out what symbol the second letter corresponds to. As soon as you 
have the right answer, turn on to the next letter, and always remember that the 
round hole in the paper must be in line with the white mark before you drop in 
the marble, otherwise it may not roll out, even when you are correct. If you 
should happen to turn the paper on a little too far, just bring it back in line with 
this lower wheel. (Demonstration.) 

Work as quickly as you can, and try to make the smallest number of mistakes 
in identifying the five symbols. Try to remember exactly what each symbol 
stands for because later you will have to identify them somewhere else." 

The tester turns the paper back to " Begin ", tells the subject to proceed, and 
starts a stop-clock. At the end of the first section, the time taken by the subject 
and the number of marbles in the "error" box is recorded. 

For the second section, the subject is told: "Each of these symbols has a cer
tain value, 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5. Proceed in the same way to find out the value of each. 
Work as quickly as you can, with the fewest mistakes, and try to remember their 
values." After time and error has been recorded, the third section follows: 

" Each of these symbols also represents a position in a square marked by a small 
ring, which will be in one of the corners or at the middle of the square. Find out 
the relationship as quickly as you can, with the fewest mistakes, and try to remem
ber it." 

When time and error has been recorded, the subject is handed a small slip with the 
five symbols printed along the top and three blank rows below, and told: "You 
have two minutes in which to fill in here, below each symbol, the corresponding letter, 
value, and position of the small ring in the square as you have learnt them. You may 
start and finish anywhere you like." The symbol-strip in the holder on the apparatus 
is removed from the subject's view. 
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As a precaution against possible " coaching " of other subjects in the waiting
room by those who had finished, after testing each subject the symbol-strip was 
changed for another with the symbols in a different order, four sets being used in 
rotation. 

Results and Discussion 
Intercorrelations between the three sections of the test on the respective measures 

Time and Number of errors are given in Table 1. All the coefficients are significant 
at better than the 1 per cent level, but those for " Errors " are substantially smaller 
than those for " Time ". This suggests that in a learning task of this kind errors 
provide a stronger reflection of elements of specificity in the material of the different 
sections than does the rate of work, which has more individual constancy throughout 
the three sections. It has been reported by Howie (3) that apart from subjects' 
ability in various tests, there is evidence of a broad speed factor " indicating an in
dividual difference trait of tempo in functioning ". 

Table 1 
1ntercorrelations between sections of test (N = 177) 

Sections Time Errors 

1, Letters and 2, Numbers .. .. . . .. . . . . 0.47 0.26 
1, Letters and 3, Ring position .. .. . . .. 0.46 0.29 
2, Numbers and 3, Ring position .. . . .. . . . . 0.47 0.20 

' 
All significant at better than the 1 per cent level. 

As shown in Table 2, the correlation between " Time " and " Errors " in all 
three sections is large, mainly because the particular test-procedure used inevitably 
introduced some dependence between these measures. An item appearing in the 
window had to be correctly identified before the subject proceeded to the next, and 
each attempt at identification by dropping in a marble took additional time, hence the 
greater the number of mistakes made, the slower the progress. The relationship, how
ever, was not reciprocal, for, while the making of errors added to the time, working at 
a slower rate did not necessarily produce more errors. A more independent measure 
of rate of work would have been obtained if subjects had been allowed only one 
attempt at each stimulus item as was done on the Hand-foot reaction test (1), but this 
would have made the learning task much more difficult and imposed the necessity 
for a longer testing session than was practicable under the circumstances. 

Table 2 
Correlations between Time and Errors (N = 177) 

Sections r 

1, Letters . . . . .. 0·57 
2, Numbers .. . . .. 0·61 
3, Ring position .. .. 0·49 
Totall + 2 + 3 .. .. 0·37 

All significant at better than the 1 per cent level. 
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Referring to Table 3, it will be seen that differences in the mean time taken to 
complete each section do not reach the 5 per cent level of significance, which requires 
a critical ratio of at least 1 · 95. On the other hand, differences in the mean number of 
errors made in each section are very significant, and there is a progressive increase 
in the means from the first section to the third. It was expected that the general 
effect of practice at manipulating the apparatus and establishing associations between 
symbols and stimulus-items in an earlier section would facilitate the learning process 
in a subsequent section, but the results indicate just the opposite. It is possible that 
the differences relate more to the nature of the material in the respective sections 
than the experimental sequence of the sections; alphabetical letters having greater 
associative affinity with the reference symbols, than numbers, and ring-positions, less. 
The latter section, where most errors were made, differs notably from the other two 
in that the cue for item-recognition is spatial rather than configurational. However, 
the influence of experimental sequence cannot be ignored. This probably induced a 
certain amount of negative transfer or interference whereby the establishment of 
associations between the symbols and the stimulus-items in a preceding section 
tended to impair the acquisition of a new set in a subsequent one. 

Retention 

A similar effect could have persisted in the last part of the test where subjects 
had to recall what they had learnt. The means indicate that significantly more of 
the associations in the first section were recalled correctly, than of those in the second 
or third section. But here, too, there is the likelihood that the strongest associations 
were between alphabetical letters and the reference symbols. 

Table 3 
Means, Standard Deviations and Critical Ratios of the differences between means (N = 177) 

Measure Section Mean S.D. C.R. of Diff. M's 

1, Letters .. 211 ·06 60·21 1&2 0 85 
TIME 2, Numbers 207·05 61·78 1 & 3 1·03 

(Seconds) 3, Ring position .. 216·08 63·79 2&3 I 85 

1, Letters .. 12·40 9·47 1 & 2 5·90 
ERRORS 2, Numbers 17·91 10·75 1 & 3 10·39 

3, Ring position .. 22·03 11·08 2&3 3·92 

1, Letters .. 2·59 1·62 1&2 5·48 
RECALL 2, Numbers 1· 91 1·40 1 & 3 6·00 

(Maximum 5) 3, Ring position .. 1·84 1·53 2&3 0·70 

In Table 4, the intercorrelations between the amount recalled in the sections, 
are all significant at better than the 2 per cent level, the smallest being between 1, 
(Letters) and 3, (Ring-position), and the largest between 2, (Numbers) and 3, (Ring
position). While the difference in size between these two coefficients does not quite 
reach the 5 per cent level of significance, this finding is consonant with the usual 
one on other kinds of learning task by the writer and others such as Langdon (4), 
that there is a tendency for test sections which are temporally nearest to be most 
intimately related. -
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Table 4 

Intercorrelations between amount recalled at end of test (N = 177) 

Sections r p 

J, Letters and 2, Numbers 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ·25 0 · 001 
I, Letters and 3, Ring position 0 0 0 0 .. . . 0 · 19 0 · 012 
2, Numbers and 3, Ring position 0 0 00 • 0 0 0 0 ·40 < 0 ·001 

As indicated by the coefficients in Table 5, there is a significant negative relation
ship between the number of errors made during the learning process and the number 
of correct associations recalled at the end, but none between the latter and the time 
taken. The more efficient the learning, as reflected by the smallest number of wrong 
responses made in establishing correct associations, the better is the retention of 
what has been learned. This agrees with one of the basic principles underlying pro
grammed instruction, namely, that the pupil learns better when making few or no 
mistakes. 

Correlations between " Recall" and " Errors " might well have been larger, 
were it not for the fact that the programme consisted of three different kinds of 
material presented successively, which introduced variates like perseveration, negative 
transfer and retro-active inhibition, that would have tended to depress the correlations. 
A lack of relationship between the time taken to work through the sections and the 
amount recalled at the end , would be consonant with the view that in trial-and-error 
tasks of this kind rate of work may depend a lot on factors other than learning ability, 
and it is therefore a less pure index of learning ability than the number of wrong 
responses made during the task. Those advocates of self-administered programmed 
instruction, who maintain that the pupil learns most efficiently when he works at 
his own natural rate, probably have good grounds for their assumption. 

Table 5 
Correlations between amount recalled at end of test and Time and Errors in the learning process. 

(N = 177) 

Sections I Time I Errors 

J, Letters 0 0 0 · 01 - 0·25s 
2, Numbers 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 ·04 - 0·33s 
3, Ring position . . 0 0 0 0 - 0·01 - 0 ·25s 
4, Total 1 + 2 + 3 0 0 0 0 - 0 ·03 - 0 · 38s 

" s " implies significance at better than the 1 per cent level. 

Validity 

Relationships between performance on the test and on various flying-training 
criteria, are given in Table 6. All criterion scores were positively accelerated, with 
the exception of " Hours to solo", where a low score, implying that the pupil was 
competent to fly alone after only a short period of qual instruction, meant good 
achievement. Both the " Time " and" Error " measures correlate significantly 
with: (a) Sport data, which comprised assessments of pupils' skill and initiative in 
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group activities of the athletic and regimental kind ; (b) Approach aids, concerned 
mainly with landing and target-finding by electronic techniques ; and (c) Combined 
percentage of examination marks in both theoretical subjects and practical airmanship. 
The "Time" measure also correlates with Morse code, Navigation and Flying, 
and the " Error " measure with Radar and Hours to solo. Fast-working and/or 
few errors on the learning test tend to be associated with success in the criteria men
tioned, the most substantial coefficients being - 0 ·43 (Approach-aids) and - 0·41 
(Flying per cent) with " Time " , and 0 · 47 (Hours to Solo) with " Errors " . 

With regard to the correlation of 0 · 30 between Radar and the " Recall "measure, 
Prof. Gourlay has pointed out that its actual significance is distinctly dubious because 
it is the only coefficient among fifteen that shows any significance, and it can be 
demonstrated by means of the binomial expansion that where fifteen correlations 
in all are being tested there is a 54 per cent chance of getting at least one significant 
(at the 5 per cent level) on the null hypothesis. 

Table 6 

Correlations between test measures and various Flying-Training criteria. (Decimal points omitted ) 

P.A.L. Test 
N F lying-Training Criteria I Time Errors Recall 

--

57 Sport data . . . . - 36s - 30s - 02 
55 Aero Dynamics .. . . 04 - 04 19 
57 Meteorology . . . . - 20 - 18 08 
55 Aviation . . . . . . - 09 - 02 - 05 
55 Engines . . . . . . - 13 - 21 - 05 
55 Instruments . . .. 09 - 04 23 
63 Radar . . .. - 11 - 29s 30s 
55 Approach Aids . . . . - 43s - 26s - 09 
55 Morse code . . . . - 27s - 06 - 02 
56 Navigation . . .. - 29s - 21 - 03 
53 Hours to Solo . . .. 12 47s 04 
53 Wings Test . . .. - 21 - 21 - 06 
54 Ground % . . .. - 25 - 17 03 
55 Flying % .. . . .. - 41 s - 22 - 08 
53 Combined % . . .. - 33s - 27s 00 

" s " implies significance at the 5 per cent level or better. 

Correlations with other tests 

Table 7 shows the correlations obtained between the three measures on the 
learning test and various other tests. Both " ·Time " and " Errors " show small to 
moderate negative correlations with achievement on the first five , which are intel
lectual tests of the " pencil and paper " type, and that on one practical sensory-motor 
test, the Willemse-board (5), in which a long, sloping board has to be tilted left or 
right to control a marble so that it passes various baffles without rolling off the edge 
of the board except at a point where it can drop into a pocket. The largest coefficient 
( - 0 · 38) is between " Time " and the Designs test where subjects had to identify 
the presence of a model line figure resembling a capital " Sigma " in various complex 
configurations of lines. As the five reference-symbols used in the learning test were 
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also angular figures made up of straight Jines it is possible that there was some 
overlap by a recognition factor for the kind of material. " Time " also correlates 
with serial-discrimination on an apparatus having eight marked keys which had to 
be pressed singly in response to signs appearing in a window, Dots-cancellation, 
" Floating Effect" co-ordination, and Variable co-ordination. The two former 
a re mainly perceptual tests, and the two latter, sensory-motor. 

There are no significant correlations between the " Recall " measure and any 
of the other tests, which, in addition to the fact that only one of the criteria in Table 6 
showed a significant correlation with " Recall " (probably fortuitous), indicates 
that retention for the kind of material used in this learning test is very specific. Of 
the three measures, " Time " shows the widest relationship to other variables, pos
sibly because it reflects a rather more general personal characteristic of the individual 
than the " power " measures. 

None of the measures on the learning test shows any significant relationship to 
Arm-leg co-ordination specifically intended for air-pilots, Alpha-frequency on EEG, 
or inventories of temperament and personality tendencies. 

Table 7 

Correlations with other tests. (Decimal points omitted) 

P.A.L. Test 
N Other Tests 

Time Errors Recall 

177 Mental Alertness .. - 19s - 21s 02 
177 Arithmetic . . . . - 29s - 27s OS 
176 Mathematics .. - 15s - 26s - 03 
132 Gottschaldt Figures .. 

I 
- ISs - ISs 16 

132 Designs Test . . .. - 3Ss - 25s - 05 
120 Dots-cancellation - 23s - 03 - 10 
177 Serial Discrim. (Time + 

Errors) .. 23s 00 - 06 
177 Willemse Board (Av.) . . - 23s - 23s 07 
177 Floating Effect (Error -

T ime .. . . . . 22s 03 - 13 
177 Arm-leg Co-ord . (Error 

- Time) .. 13 03 02 
177 Variable Co-ord. (Time 

+ Errors) 25s - 06 11 
liS Alpha-frequency EEG .. 14 02 - 01 
12S Personality Inventory 03 03 - II 
172 Temperament Question-

naire . . . . . . - 01 05 - 10 

The means and standard deviations of subjects whose home language was 
respectively English or Afrikaans are given in Table 8. Although it appears that 
the Afrikaans group took slightly longer to work through the programme, made a 
few more errors and recalled a trifle less, the critical ratios of the differences between 
the means show that none of the differences reaches the 5 per cent level of signifi
cance. 
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Table 8 

Respective means and standard deviations of English and Afrikaans speaking subjects 

Letters + English N = 72 Afrikaans M = 105 C.R. of 
Numbers + Diff. 
Ring position Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Means 

TIME (sees) 614 · 38 I 16 ·80 646·51 166 · 39 I· 50 

ERROR 49 · 63 20 · 82 54 · 58 23·20 I ·47 

RECALL 6 · 53 3 ·28 6·19 3. 19 0 · 68 

Summary and Conclusions 

I. lntercorrelations between the three sections of the paired associate learning task 
are higher on the " Time " than the " Error " measure, suggesting that errors 
provide a stronger reflection of specificity in the material than the rate of work, 
which is a broader individual trai t. 

2. Correlations between " Time" and " Errors" are large, mainly because of 
experimental dependence in the particular test procedure, where the making of 
error tended to prolong the task. 

3. There were significant differences in the mean number of errors made in each 
section, but not in the mean time taken to complete each. Errors increased 
progressively from the first section to the third. Significantly more of the first 
section was recalled correctly than of the second or third. Possible explanations 
for these results are firstly, the effect of negative transfer through experimental 
sequence, and secondly, differences in the degree of associative affinity between 
stimulus items and reference symbols. 

4. Sections which were temporally nearest during the learning process tended to 
be most intimately related in the recall task. 

5. There was a significant negative relationship between the number of errors made 
during learning and the number of correct associations recalled at the end, 
but none between " Time " and " Recall " . Rate of work is probably a less pure 
index of learning abi lity than the number of wrong responses made. 

6. Of several significant correlations obtained between the learning test and flying
training, the most substantial were - 0·43 (Approach aids) and - 0·41 (Flying 
per cent) with " Time", and 0·47 (Hours to solo) with " Errors". 

7. Both " Time " and " Errors " showed small to moderate correlations with 
achievement on five intellectual tests and one sensory-motor test, the Willemse
board. " Time " also correlated with two other sensory-motor tests, and two 
perceptual tests. The " Recall " measure, which appears to be the most specific, 
did not correlate significantly with any other test. None of the measures on the 
learning test showed any relationship to Alpha-frequency on EEG or temperament 
and personality variates mainly of the introversion/extraversion kind. 
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8. On none of the measures in the learning test was there any significant difference 
between the mean performance of subjects whose home language was respec
tively, English or Afrikaans. 
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A SERIAL Dl~CRI~&~ER FOR STUDYING PER3hVERATION 

AND Lr.ARNING 

In some ot hia earlier researche~ on senaoi'J-motor aldlle, 

Seashore (3) included an apparatus which he called a "Serial 

Discrimeter". Basically, it consiated of four finger-ke:a, an 

upright acreen with a omall vindow, and behind the screen, a 

weight•driven disc ba"f'in& four nllllbers repeated in rand011 order 

round ita edge at equal spatial intervals. Each of the keya, 

sarked with one of tbe four numbers, waa connected by a atriag to 

a catch thAt engaged pegs in the baok of the disc. ~en the sub

ject pressed a key, the number of which corresponded to the number 

on the disc exposed in the window, he released the appropriate 

catch and the disc vas drawn by the weight to the next pes-poai• 

tion, exposing another number in the window. It he pressed the 

wrong key, the disc did not move Olh His taek was to react u 

quickly aa he could to each etimulua until the whole aeries had 

been presented by a complete rotation of the disc. 

Seashore <.:~) appears to han used tM appa.ra tua mail'll1 to 

obtain a measure of simple choice reaction by direct aaaoc1ation1 

but the principle also has other research applicationa. 

The apparatus that follows, is based on Seashore's proto

type' the mechanical system. whereby suitably spaced peas on the 

back of a weigbt•driven disc engage catches connected b7 atringa 

to the finger-kere, being essentially the same. However in the 

present design, certain addi tione and modifications haft been 

introduced with the object of increasing the usefulneae for the 

. studf of peraerveration,. learDing, and problem-solving. These 

include, four additional kere; a pawl-and-ratchet between the 

reel and the cliuc eo that the driving-weight can be wound up 
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withou.t having to depress all the keys; .screw-rods and nuts on 

the~keJs for adjusting the strings and catches; a counter 

recording the number of .keys 4epreased; adjustablf.t stops to 

limit their traverse; and provision for easy interchangeability 

of stimulus-cards on the disc and indicator-strips over the keys, 

Description 

A plJ-wood base-~d supports two uprighta joined toge

ther by a st.rohg cross-member. (Plato 4). ·Two vertical piilcee 

of flat steel bolted at the middle of the cross-member have holes 

near their tops to provide bearings tor a transverse shaft carr.r• 

ing a twelve-inch ply-wood disc at one end and a win<U.ng-reel 

with a ama.ll luuuUe at the other. On the inne:r s1de of the reel 

a spring-loaded pawl engages a ratchet p1Med to the shaft, 

enabling the reel to rotate freely in .a clock-wise direction for 
coiling up a length of cord that supports a lead weiePt via two 

pUlleys at the top of a vertical· post bolted to the wooden croam

member. 

On tlle other side o£ the shaft-mounting, eight .spring

lot.ided catches are located in a row parallel with the cross-

member a.ncl each one is connected by a ·length of nylon fis~ 

line passing over a pair of small pulleys to an eyelet on a 

wooden keJ• The ends of the lines passing through the eyelets 

are tied to short lengths of screw-rod in metal blocks fixed 

behind. the eyelets, and by means of nuts on the rods, slack in the 

lines can be taken up and the zero-setting of the catches adjusted. 

On each ot forty•eight equidistant raclii on the ,back of the. 

disc. a metal peg is fitted at the correct ~istance from tho 

centre to be in alignment with on• ot the catches. but the orier 
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in which the catches engage pegs on auooeeaive radii aa the disc 

moveo round, is arranged. to be rand.o111. 1 to ensure that in a test 

series the ke7e do not have to be pressed oucceaeively in 

accordance with some easily recogni~d aystem • 

. i'he wooden lteya pivot at their ends on a rod mounted near 

the back edge of the baae-boar<lt brua bushes, tightly presa

fitted into the wood, serve al.eo as epacers between the keya. A 
II 

spring-loaded tell7•baru pivoting on the outer end.s of the rod, 

extends along under the keys and ia linked b1 a light coil•spring 

to a small al"'l attached to the mechanism ot a "peat-office" · 

counter fixed to the chaeaie. Whenever a ke;y is depreased,. the 

counter registers one unit. 
A wooden rail with felt stope is located over the keys 

directlf below the cross-member, to which it ie attached at either 

end b;y a pair of nute on a acrev•rod. • .By adju.eting theM nute 

the rail can be set higher or lower to increase or decrease the 

traveroe of the keys between the stope here and a similar set of 

non-adjustable ones fixed direotl7 to the base-board further 

forwari. The optillua setting ia that which allows an adequate 

but not unnecessary amount of traveree for drawing the pointe of 

the catches clear ot the peg$ on the disc. 

At the front of the disc where the stirnllus-ca.rda aH 

fitted. (Plate 3) t four short pegs are located unaymmetrical.l3 

around the centre to facilitate standard pollitioniDg of the cards, 

which have holes punched in them to correspond with the pegs. 

The cards are securely held in place by a'sheet-aetal retainer 

(also perforated to fit over the pep) and a knurled tizsser-nut 

that acrewa on to the projecting end of the shaft. 
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The front .of the chauia which hirigea down for tittins 

and removing atimulus-oa.rda, h&a a Sll&ll window at the top 

middle to expose the atiaul11 and two acrew-eyea engaged b;r the 

thUllb•catchea that lock it at the upright position. A flat 

••tal holder· tor indicator-atripa ia attached abo.e the tincer

ends of the keys. (Plate 2). 

Teattna Procedure• 

~ction l SPeraeveration) 
The card shown on the diec in ~late 3 carries the stimulua-

aeriea intended for measuring sensory-motor peraeveration. There 
are four. kinde of geometrical figures in two colours, red and 

black, arranged in two aemi•circular groupe with the word "Stop" 

in between. Having fitted the card to the disc, and eet the 

latter at the starting position with the word "Stopt• at .. gment 

uc" of tho card at the point where it will be opposite the window, 

the obeerver raises the hinged front of the •Pi'aratue, pute the 

catches on, and slips the indicator-strip for this particular 

card into the holder over the keys. (Plates l and 2). 

The subject is then told that red and black figures like 

those on the etrip will appear one by one in the window, and aa 

quickl;r as he can he •uat press the correeponding key with the 

forefinger of his preferred hand. Reaction on a wrong ke:r 

regiatera on the counter, but the stiaulua in the window remains 

stationary until the correct key is preeeed. The first fi~ is 

brought into view by preaeing the end key on the right. 

The time taken by the subject to complete the tirat trial, 

and the nuber of wrong response a he hae made, are noted. Errors 
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are indicated on the counter as the number recorded in exceee of 

twenty-four, which is the minimum tally it all the reactions 

(including that on the right-end key for starting) have been done 

correctly. 

In the second trial, when a black figure appears in the 

window, the subject must press the£!! key· marked with the came 

shape, and when a red one appears, its black e~uivalent. But 

when a figure in the window has a dot under it, then he must preae 

the key marked with the same shape and colour, as he did in the 

first series. Time taken and number of wrong responses made is 

noted here also. The third trial is a repetition of the first 

(Direct Aesociation), and the fourth, of the second (Colour 

Change). 

SectionZ(Learning) 

An indicator-strip with the tour cuter keys marked by 

numbers but the four middle ones lett blank (Plate 2) is placed 

in the holder, and a card. having numbers corresponding to theM 

and also four kinde of black geometrical figures round its cir

cumference (Plate 2) ie fitted to the diec. 

When a number appoaro in the window, the subject simplf 

presses the key mark-ed with the corresponding number. \lhen a 

figure appears, be starts by pressing aJ17 one of the four UD• 

marked keys. If the stimulus moves on, be has selected the correot 

key tor that particular figure. lf the stimulus does not move on, 

he has not found the correct key- and must try another. Once he 

knows that a certain key ie correct for say, the triangle, then 

he must always react on it whenever the triagle appears. Simi

larly, the key which cauces the square to move on, ia always 

correct for the square, and eo forth. He must try to master the 
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combination ao quickl.Y as he can, making the 81:\Allut nwaber of 

errora. Three identical trials 4ft given in succoaeion., tu time 

and nWDber of erroro lor eacb beins noted. 

Both the r•Perer•erat1o»" and "Lear.rdng" aectiou ct ·the 

teat were adm1nietered ex.r.erimentally to a croup of 161 air-pilot 

candidAtes who were all pbleicallJ•fit matriculants with normal 

viaion • 

..rable 1 gives the mean tiu a.nd Error aeoree ror each of' 

the .four trials in Section I (PerMveratlon). Ae coul.cl be ex• 

poctod, more tille 1e t.ken an4 more error ude in 'lriala 2 and 4 

requiring the additional cogaitive proceaa of eometimea hav1ns to 

reverse the normal colour aseoc1at1on between reeponse and 

aticulue, and s041eti~Mst not. 

'l'he intercornla tiona betvoett the tour tria.le in Section I 

(Perseveration) are ohown in Table z. In general, the coef~ic1onte 
a.r 

on tho Time measure tend to be leftge>r (mean r, o.6l) than tbooe on 

the Err-or r»eat;Ure (osco . .n l"t 0.37), although between ttt. tirat ud. 

aecon.d trial tbe7 aro tbe same, namely 0.58. The .t:rror measun 

shove leu internal cooolatency, beca-use the diatribution of 

errore in this eection o! the teet waa ratber aparee, ami tm81e

teant1c intluenceo had therefore more acope in tbe .Error measure. 
!h-

'l'be l011pat correlation on the Error meaaun is between 'lTialo 1 

and 2 where the novelty or the test DituQtion would have tende4 

to favour the production of errora. On the Tim. measure, the 

longeot coefficients are between identical trialoa 1 and 3 Direct 

Association, o.65l 2 and 4 Colour Chanp, 0.70. On the F.rror 
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~easure, one of the leegeet ia between identical trials: 1 and 3 
Direct Association, 0.46. The effect of perseveration in the 

a, 
breed sense of lag or inertia in establishing the correct aeeocia• 

tion between stimulus ana response, while most marked iA the 

ttColour Chan.ge" trials, ia probabl7 also· present to some extent in 

the cogaiti~l1 aimpler activities in the "Direct Aasociationn 

trials. Furthermore, when a "Direct Aooociation" trial such ae 

the third, follows ill:nediatelr after a "Colour Change" trial, 

then the latter would exert a moderate hindrance effect on the 
former. 

The correlation between Total Error 411d Total Time in 

Section I (not shown in the table) is o.,S. Nothing of beha'rioural 

interest can be inferred from this because it is ma.inl3 attribut~P 

able to aome experimental dependence between the measures~ Each 

stimulus remained in position until the subject reacted on th• 

appropriate key, and mistakes therefore, tended to retard the 

rate of work • 

Table 3 gi .. s the mean Error and Time scores tor each of 

the throe trials in Section 2 (Learning). ibe effect of learnina 

is apparent in the progressive decrease in Error and Time on 

successive trials. 

In Table 4• the intercorrelations between trials are 

generally higher than in Section I (Table 2) because all tbe 
1trials• (with particular reference to those adjacent in the test), 

were identical, and moreover• twice as man, stimuli were pre

sented in each, a~ in Section 1. The Error aasure ehowe marked· 

l7 greater internal conaisteru;7 than tbat in Section It tor, in 

addition to all the trials bein8 identical and lonpr, the 

greater COIIlplexitJ ot the learnillg taak induced .aq more errore, 
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The correlation between Total Error and Total Time in 

Section 21 LearniJl8, (not shown in table) is 0.42. Here, a1110, 

the reeult is lar~due to experimental dependence between the 

measures, aa wrong responses caused delaya. 

Tbe following correlations were obtained between the total 
scores on Section I (Perseveration) and Section 2 (Learning)s 

Errors, 0.22, Time, 0.55. (N • 161). Although, in Section 2 

(LearDing) there were ID&ll1 more errors than in Section 1 (Per

aeYeration), errore aa a whole atill constitute a comparativel1 

sparsely distributed measure 1 and this would likewise haw played 

a part in depressing the "Error" correlation here. There ie also 

the poeaibili ty that "Error•• being a power measure, is aore 

dependent on specific aspects of the taek in either section, than 

the Time measure, which shows a large correlation becauae rate of 

work is a broader personal characteristic of the individual. 

Of the 161 air-pilot candidates who did the Diacrt.eter 

teat, forty were selected on the basis of other test procedures 

(excluding the Discrimeter) to undergo flying training. Later, 

'thirty-two of this group succeeded in passing the fl.11n& course 

and eight tailed through poor flying abilit,r. 

Biserial correlations obtained between the Paas/Fail 

criterion and. total scores in the Perseveration and Learning 

sections of the Diacrimeter are given in Table .5· In neither 

section doee the Time measure show aDl significant correlation, 

but the Error measure showa significant correlations in both1 

Pereeveration, 0.46 (P • O.Ol)J Learnin.g, o.,S (P • 0.0,5) • 

In this study, the ~otheeie that succeae in learning to 

pilot an aircraft ie associated with low perseveration and good 

learning ability in a perceptual-motor situation, is supported 
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only by the results on the Error measure. However, in a subse

quent investigation on paired associate learning with other 

apparatus (2), results indicated that both Time and Error measures 

in the learning tasks were related to certain branches of flying 

training. 

Relationships between the Perseveration and Learning 

sections on the Discrimeter and other practical tests are shown 

in Table 6. Error in Section I (Perseveration) correlates with 

nothing else except Arm-leg Co-ordination (with distraction) 

where the coefficient (0.17) is probably just a chance result. 

In Section 2 (Learning) the small correlations between Error and 

Two-hand Co-ordination (Moede T.ype, Time) and Hand-foot Reaction 

(Learning Time) are likewise, barely significant. Time, in Sec

tion 1 (Perseveration), correlates with Two-hand Co-ordination 

(Moede Type, Time), 0.37; Arm•leg Co-ordination (with Distraction) 

0.35; and Hand-foot Reaction (Reaction Time), 0.52. Time, in 

Section 2 (Learning) correlates with Two-hand Co-ordination 

(Moede Type, Time), 0.28; Arm-leg Co-ordination (with Distraction), 

0.21; Manual Steadiness (Error), 0.171 Hand-foot Reaction (Reac

tion Time}, 0.47; and Handlebars (Error), 0.21. 

On both the Perseveration and Learning sections, Time 

shows a wider overlap with the other tests than Error, which, in 

view of the intercorrelations between the Discrimeter test trials 

in Tables 2 and 4, where those for Time tend to be the larger, 

lends support to the theory that, in general, correlations on 

Error are smaller because (a) The .distribution of errors is com

paratively sparse .. , and (b) Error is a more intrinsic reflection 

of task specificity, whereas rate of wor~ is a broa.der personal .. 

characteristic of the individual. Similar results were obtained 
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in the teet of paired-associate learning (2). 

There is a notable lack of relationship 'between the pre• 

sent Discrimeter measures and Flicller-fusion threshold (l). It 

is therefore to 'be concluded that perseveration or secondar,r• 

function on tho Diecrimoter, reflected b7 a tendency to work 

slowly and make wrong responses (particularlJ under conditions 

requiring the reverea.l ot normal associat1ona) is not signifi• 

cantly related to the perseveration or secondar,r !unction in 

nicker-fusion, manifested in the perception of fusion of die

crete Yisual stimuli presented at comparatiYely low frequencies. 

Table 7 gives the correlations obtained on two later 

annual groups of candidates, between a combined speed and acou

r&C1 score on Section I (Persoveration) only, and achievement 011 

various other teat~. The Perseveration score consisted of total 
Time for the four trials, plus total Error multiplied b7 ten. 

In Group 1, there are small correlationa with three printed teste• 

Mental Alertness, Technical and Scientific Information, and 

Repeated Letters; and with three apparatus testa: Span of Atten

tion, WUle~ Board (co-ordillt.ltion) and Paired Associate 

Learning (Speed). In Group 2, the composition of which, as 

regards age, sex, educational level, intelligence, and cultural 

background, was similar to that of Group 1, there are no rela• 

tionahips between Peraeveration scores and anr of the above 

variates. (Paired associate Learning was not administered}. Here 

there are smo.ll correlations with onl;y Arithmetic and aottschaldt 

Figures. 

These results demonstrate, that ver1 small relat:&.onahips, 
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although etatisticallf significant, should be resarded with 

particular caution, because the7 can fluctuate IDBl'kedlJ' 1 even 

between samples that are veey simUar in composition. 

Correlations between the c011binecl epeed and accuracy score 

in Section I (Perseveration) and various branches of a course in 

flying training, are BhOli11 in Table 8. The onl1 ones significant 

at the 5% level or better are Aviation (0.25) 1 Athletic Sports, 

Games, etc. (0.}6) and General Service Knowledge (O.,S). Low 

peraeverat1on1 as reflected bf fast working and few mistakes on 

the teet, would appear to be associated slightly with success 

in these branches. The relationships of 0.2} with Night FlJing 

and overall achievement in the Ground or theoretical subjects, 

are significant at the 10% ·level. On thia sample. there ia no 

correlation with the Pass/FaU criterion. lt is possible that 

the present combined score of '1'ime and .r;rror is unsatisfa.cto17 

as it gives undue weight to tho Time meaau:re, which in the first 

validation study (Table 5) showed no useful relationship to 
fl11ng success. 

'lbe mean combined Perse'l'eration scores, and aleo tbe mean 

scores in some other tests, of subjects whose home language was 

respectively, Englloh or Atrikaar~;s, are given in Table 9· 
In the three intellectual teote• namely, Mental Alertneos, 

Technical and Scientific Inforuta.tion and Gottschaldt Figures, the 

English group did better1 particularly in Technical and Scienti

fic, Information, where English-speald.ng subjects would have had 

the adYantage ot wider previous exposure to technical and. scien• 

titic literature in their own language. In Span ot Attention 

and Paired Associate Learning there are no significant differ-
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ences between the groups. In Repeated Lettera and Dote Cancella• 

tion, which are mainly simple perceptual tasks requiring sus

tained attention, the Afrikaans group was superior. A similar 

reoult has been obtained b1 Dr. Reuning of this Institute with 

another teet of austained attention, the Pauli. In the Persovera• 

tion section on the .Diecrimeter, the £ngliah group did sllght)3 

better, the difference being significant at the 5~ level, but iD 

Flicller-fusion this group was nctuallJ' the more secondary, vhicb 

is a further indication that the aspects of secondar,y function 

measured b1 these two teste are largely independent. 

Suman and. Conclusions 

1. An improved Discrimination apparatus, inspired by an earlier 

design or Seashore's, but intended mainl.y for studlins pe!r

ceptual-motor perseveration and paired-associate learning, 

is described. 

2. In Section I (Perseveration), subjects tended to take longer 

and make more wrong responses when the1 bad to deal with 

changes in the normal colour association between stimulus and 

response. 

-'• The Time meaeure showed greater internal consistency than the 

Error measure, which, being much more sparsely distributed, 
was more subject to unsystematic infiuences. 

4. In Section 2 (Learning) there was a progressive decrease in 

Time and Error on successive trials. Inter-trial correlations 

were generally higher than in Section I because all trials 

were identical and errors occurred more frequentlJ• 

5• The correlations between the Perseveration and Learning sec~ 

tions were: Errors, Oe221 Time, 0.55. 
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6. Onl1 t~ £rror measure in either section showed a eignifi• 

cant biserial correlation with the Pass/Fail flying criterionJ 

Pereeveration, 0.46 (P • O.Ol)a Learnins, O.J8 (P • 0.05)• 
? • On both the Perseveration and l-earning sec tiona, Time shoved 

a wider overlap with other practical tests than Error which, 

in addition to its comparatively sparse distribution and 

hence creater susceptibility to uns1ste~tic influences, is 

probably a more intrinsic reflection ot task speciticitJ• 

Rate or work ie a broader personal characteristic of the 

individual. 

8. No significant relationship was found between tho present 

measures or Pereevera tion on the Discrimeter and Flicller

fusion threhold. lt would aeem therefore, that the aspects 

of secondar,y-!unction measured in the respective tests are 

not closely connected. 

9. Small correlations between a combined speed and accuraCJ 

score of Perseveration and achievement on certain other tests 

(mainly intellectual and perceptual}, were not consistent in 

two similar groupo of aubjects. 

10. The combined Persa•eration score correlate~significantly 

with the following branches of a course in flJing training: 

Aviation, 0.251 Athletic Sport, G&mea, etc., 0.}6; General 

SerYice Knowledge, 0.38. 
11. English•apealdng subjects fared better in three intellectual 

tests. and also to a alight but significant extent, in the 

Peraeveration test, although they rated aa more secondary in 

Flicker-fusion. Atrikaane-speaking subjects scored more in 

Repeated Letters and Dots Cancellation. In Span of Attention 
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and Paired Asoocia te Learmng differences between the sroupe 

were not significant. 

12. In the present atud3 1 three persevera.tion measures were 

investisated in relation to other variates: Total Time for 

both tho "Direct Association" and "Colour Change" activities, 

Total ~r for both, and a combination of ~~· and Lrror. 

This was done on the rationale that perseveration in its 

wider sense as a form of temperamental inertia could be 

expected to influence performance in both activities. Row

eYer, perseveration in its restricted aenae of hindrance 

effect exercised b7 previously established associations over 

the acquisition of new ones, is more marked in the "Colour

Change" activity, as shown by the meane in Table I. It is 

hoped, later, to do another study using aa perseveration 

ceasurea the cUtferenoes between the scores in the uDirect 

Association" and "Colour Change" activities, and scores in 

the latter, onl7. 

13. LearninG tasks can be complicated by marking fewer keys on 

the indicator-strip, and will be most difficult when there 

is no indicator-strip at all, the subject being required to 

learn the association between each of the eight keys and a 

stimulus. The apparatus can tllso be used for presenting a 

"problem-solving" situation in which succesa depends on 

recognizing some systematic mathematical or other relation• 

ship between numbers, GJmbols, etcA, appearing in the window 

and other configurations identifying the keys. 

The stimuli on the carde can be in the fon ot numbers, 

letters, figures, signa, colours, etc., either separate or 

in combination, provided the overall size of each is within 
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the limite of the window on the apparatus. 

I em grateful to M1aa M.E. Jones and other staff members 

for th-eir aeeistance in teet administration. 
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TABLE 1 

Mean Time and Error Scores on each ot the four 
trials in Section 1 (Perseveration) 

1. Direct .2.Colour 3· Direct 
lf•161 Association Change Association 

ERRORS 

Meu· 1.69 2.87 1.?8 
S.D. 1.84 2.50 1.34 

TIME ~Sees • ) 

Mean 31.19 43.35 28.73 
S.D. 4.4o 6.86 3.58 
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i4.COlour 
Change 

2.25 
1.39 

38.23 
5·59 



TABLE 2 

Intercorrelations between test trials 
in Section 1 (Perseveration) 

'l't'iale N • 161 Errore 

l (Direct Assoc.) and 2 (Colour Change) 0.58 
1 {Direct Assoc.) and 3 (Direct Assoc.) 0.46 
1 (Direct Assoc.) and 4 (Colour Change) o.;? 
2 (Colour Change) and} (Direct Assoc.) 0.22 

2 (Colour Change) and 4 (Colour Change) o.;6 
} (Direct Assoc.) and 4 (Colour Change) 0.20 

Mean ,.,.. 0.}7 
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Time 

0.58 
o.65 
0.51 

o.6o 
0.70 

o.6o 

0.61 



TABLE ' 

Mean Time and Error scores on the three 
trials in .Section 2 (Learning) 

N • 161 1 i 2 

UiRORS 

Mean 24.?5 15.2' 
S.D. 10.92 10.94 

T;tME (Sees.) 

Meu 88.35 70.90 

S.D. 15.66 12.95 
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l0.6o 

9.81 

64.1? 
12.06 



TABLE 4 

Intercorrelations between the three trials 
ill Section 2 (teaming) 

Trials N = 161 Error I Time f 
I . 

land 2 o.60 o.69 

land 3 0.54 o.6o 

2 end 3 0.(9 o.83 

l1ean r o.64 o.71 
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TABLE 5 

Biserial correlations 'ilii th Pass/Fail Criterion 

TEST SWTION r bis I p 

l. PERSi!NEmTION 

Trials 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 (Time) 0.15 0.4; 

Trials l + 2 + .3 + 4 (Errors) o.46 o.o1 

2. LEARNING 

Trials 1 + 2. + 3 (Time) 0.18 I 0.40 
Trials 1 + 2 + 3 (·Errore) 0.38 I o.o; 

N = 40 (Passes 32, Failures 8) 
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TABLE 6 

Correlations between Perseveration end Learning Sections 
and other tests 

(Deoi~al po)nts omitted) 

Other Testa 1 Sect. 1 Per-l Sect. 2 
i severation Learni.ng N = 161 
1 Error Time Error 1 Time 
' I 

Flicker ]fusion j Ol 13 -oa -01 t 

Two-hand Co-ord.(Moede Type) Error I 13 I 08 oa 08 
Two-hand Co-ord. { ~1oede Type) Time 13 37e 17e 28a 

I Arm ... Leg Co•ord. (Section l) -o1 12 06 0? 

Arm-Leg Co-ord. (With Distraction) l7s 35s -03 2ls 

Manual Steadiness (Time) 07 05 
I 

00 -ol 
Manual Steadiness (Error) -09 11 15 l?s 
.Hand-toot Reaction (WeatnJ.. Time) 02 14 18s 12 

Hand-foot Beaction (Reaction Time) I 03 52s -07 4?s I I 

Hand•foot Reaction (Error) 07 1-05 12 -o8 

Handlebars (Time) 05 •01 -06 -o? 
Handlebars (Error) 03 14 o8 21s 

j 

nsn implies significance at the 5% level or better 
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TABLE 7 

Correlations between a coabined speed and accuracy 
score in Section l (fj\raeveration) and 

other teste. 
(Decimal point& omitted) 

Grouu l Group 2 

0'1'HER TESTS N r r• r 

Mental Alertness 177 19• 124 09 
Arithmetic 177 08 124 19• 
Tech. and Scientific Infomation 177 18a 124 01 
Tech. and Scientific Read Comp. 177 ot. 124 05 
Science (Matric) 176 03 124 12 
Mathematics (Mattie) 176 04 125 13 

Gottacbaldt Figures 132 •01 122 21s 

Designs Teet 132 10 122 07 
Dots Cancellation 120 o8 122 o6 

Repeated Letters 132 18s 122 o8 
Span o:r Attention 177 24e 128 02 

Personality Inventor, 128 03 124 02 

Temperament ~eetionnaire 172 -05 124 -13 
Em .Alpha Frequency 118 -07 128 10 

Floating Effect (co-ord.) 177 -04 128 -05 
Variable Co-ordination 177 02 128 12 

Willemae Board (Average) 177 158 128 -02 
Paired Assoc. teamn.(Speed) 177 238 - -
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TABLE 8 

Correlations between a combined speed and accuracy score 
1n Section l (Perseveration) and various flying-training 
criteria. 

Flying Training Cri teri.a 
I I 

N r I 
l 

Aero Dynamics 49 -o.os 
Meteorology 49 0.18 

Aviation 58 o.25e 
Instruments 58 -o.o2 
Radar 68 0.18 

Approach Aids 58 o.w 
Morse 51 -o.ol 

Navigation 50 0.15 
Night Flying 50 0.23 

Winge Test 49 -o.o4 
Ground~ 49 0.23 
Flying% 49 o.o9 
Combined% 49 0.17 
Total Pass/Fail 69 o.oa I 

' Athletic Sport, Games etc. 49 o.36a 1 

General Service Knowledge 51 0.3S. 

Character 50 o.zo 
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TABLE 9 

Mean scores of English and Afrikaans speaking subjects 

. Ellgl.iah I Afrikaua 
TESTS N Me~Pt S.D. N Mean S.D. 

Mental Alertness ?2 I 2:7.76 3.98 105 24.49 5·2'7 
Tech. and Scient. Inform. 72 . 37.49 4.46 105 29.99 5.44 
Gottachaldt Figures 59 26.86 8.1} 73 21 • .58 8.54 
Span of Attention 72 43.3.5 5.99 105 42.76 6.43 
Flicker Fusion 72 259.49 37.64 105 242.67 44.37 
Patted Assoc.tear.n(Time) 72 614.:;8 U6 •. 8o 105 649.51 1.66.39 

Repeated Letters 59 33.83 8.40 7} 41.08 9.04 
Dots Cancellation 55 225.67 ,50.93 65 244.,32 4}.04 
Diacrimeter (Persev.Sect.) 72 151.43 20.22 105 1,58.85 29.40 

I c.R. of 1 
Diff.M'sj 

4.68 
9.98 
3.61 I 0.62 I 

2.?0 I 1.50 I 

4.73 l 
2.1} 
1.98 
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EIGHT- KEY SERIAL DISCRIMETER. PLATE 2. 
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EIGHT- KEY SERIAL OISCRIMETER. 

• 
' ' • 

\ .... • • • ,..• c 
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EIGHT- KEY SERIAL DISCRIMETER. PLATE 4. 
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SECTION VI 

1. Technical and research accounta are given of two basic 

devices that provide uaeful practical aedia tor inYeatigatiag 

learning proceeaea and other abstract functions, and also tor 

adainiatering various aelection teata ot a cognitive kind. 

Both have the advantage ot utili~ing graYity instead ot 

electricity in their operation. 

2. By meane of the Multiple-choice Inatructioaal Device, 

a teat of paired-uaocia te learai.Da consisting of three 

diatinot aect1ona wae applied to air-pilot candidatea, on the 

aaaumption that learninc by trial-and-error plays a signifi

cant role in practical flying t~ining. 

}. It waa not poaaible to ueeaa reliabilit1 u the teat 

wae given once 0Dl7 and certain differences in the content 

ot the reapective.aectiona precluded theae froa beina treated 

ae aicilar "tr1ala". 

4. Validation reeulta indicate that the teat haa potential 

uaetulneaa tor predicting aucceaa in certain branchea of 

t17ing trainins, particularly, the aore practical. The aoat 
aignificant correlations obtained were -0.43 (Approach aida) 

and -0.41 (ny1ng. per cent) with "Tille"; and o.47 (HouN to 
aolo) with· u~:rrora". 

5· Both "Time" and. ''Errors•• Ohowed all&ll to moderate 
correlations with achievement on five intellectual testa 

and one .eenaoJ7-aotor teat. "Till•" alao correlated vi th 
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two other eeneory~motor testa, and two perceptual tests. 
Tbe "Recall" measure waa verJ specific and showed hardl;y any 

relationship to other teste or tho criteria. 

6. Other results from this investigation suggest that : 

Errors provide a stronger reflection of specificity in ,the 

material than the rate of work, which ie a broader individual 

trait, and aleo a less pure index ot learning ability then the 
D\lmber ot wrol,lg responses made. Learning was infiuenced by 

both negative transfer through experimental sequence, and 

differences in the degree of aeaociative affinity between 
stimulus itema and reoponse reterencee. Material that wae 

temporallJ nearest during the learning process tended to be 
moat intimately eaaociated in the recall taak. 

1· Uaing the Serial Diacrimetor, baaed on an earlier 
apparatus of R.H. Seashore's, teats of perceptual-motor 
perseveration and paired-aaaociate learning were applied to 
air-pilot candidates. Here atao, Time measures showed better 
inter-trial reU.abilitJ. than Error meaauree, which, l)eing mo~ 

sparselJ distributed, were more subject to uneyetematic 
influences. The general effect of PeraeYeration emerged as 
a tendency tor eubjeota to take longer and make more mistakes 
when the;y had to deal with a substitution teak involving chansee 
in the normal colour aesooiation between otimuli and responses. 
Error-proneness in thia activit7 correlated o.46 (p • o.Ol) 
with .Suepenaicm in flJ'ing tra1111ng. In the Learnina eec~io11 

Error correlated O.,S (p • 0.05) with Sueponaion. The 
correlations between Peraeveration and Learning were 1 Errors, 
0.22& Time, 0.55. A. persevere.tion score 1n which both 
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SECTION Vli 

PRACTICAL. TESTS IN PERSONNEL SELEcTION 
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PRACTICAL TESTS IN PERSONNEL SELiCTION 

Introduction 

Froa earliest intanc7 we atart an acquaintance with 
material things at a senaory-aotor le.-1, and our firat ideas 

are intt.atel7 concerned with theae phygical modele. To quote 
uredith (47), "We handle th .. , aqueese thea, bite thea, get 

squeaks out of thea, throw th• round and uae thea to eatabliah 

relatione with Jt8ople". Later we usooiate Yerbal aJabola with 

•terial thiqa &Dd lHrn the cODcept of nuaber bJ mu.ipW.atiq 
concreu unita1 and still later we K7 be largel7 dependent on 
a011e fol'll of concrete d.eaonatntion ltOdel 1rt order to understand 

an inYolwd principle of utrono.,-, chellistr7, phJaica or 
utheatica. The philoaopher, to clarify hie expoaition of 
c011plex teneta, .Xea frequent reference to his "table" • that 

soocS, houl7 piece of turn1 ture, atan.diq out like a aolid plat
fora of refuge to the poor student adrift on the desolate ocean 
of aetaphJaical abstraction. £yen a genius like Newton waa 

once indebted to a simple Physical object in the fora ot an apple 
for proYiding the atimulus to ao.e tremendous aental actiYit7. 
Throughout life, for aost ~ople, concrete thinga reain tunda

aental to abatractiona. 

An ia.spection of an extenaift liet of modern occupatiou, 
IIUCh u that c011piled b7 Beckun (8) who baaed hie particular 
classification on the rating of occupational statue according to 
the amount of general preatige attached to the workers in warioua 
sphene, diacloaea the interesting fact that, to a Y&I'Jin8 extent, 
aost occupations are concerned with the direct or indirect 
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.manipulation of concrete things. Those restricted mainly to the 

management of ideas and SJMbOle appear to be in the minority. 

Not onl3' in the multifarioue ranks of the unskilled, semi-skilled, 

and skilled manual occupations, but also at the sub-profeesional, 

minor•supervisort, and even professional levels, a large propor

tion of humt.mi t;y makes a living by han<lling mater.ial things or 

.regulatine ita thinking in relation to the physical arrangement of 

material tbilagr:~a Labourers, porters. messengers and eleiUlers 

have to work with both their brains and their hands, and so do 

engineerel artists, sculptors, surgeons, and executive musicians. 

The "practical" and nepatul~mechanice.lu factors identified by 

Cox (1?), Vernon (?2, 73) and others play a .aignificant role in 

many diverse strata ot the occupational hierarchy, and there is 

certainly some justification for the view, expressed in a rather 

startling end provocative term ttr Ramanathan (56), that "••. the 

whole edifice of human civilization baa 'been built up through the 

instrumentality ot the human handft • Yet, unde.rl.yillg this 

instrumentality, there is,, ot course, the guidance of' the humen 

mind .. 

Personnel psychologists make a broad, workiug distinc

tion between two kinds of selection test : (1) General-purpoee, 

and (2) Specific. 'rhe first comprises teats intended to measure 

what appear to ~ the m.ore fundamental attributes, like general 

intelligence; abstract reasoning; spatial and verbal ability and 

other··tnajor group factors, that, to a var)'ing degree, pla1 ~ 

part in many different oecupatione; and the second, tests 

measur.ing attributes tbat are largely unique to a particular 

occupation or a group of similar occupations. Either of the 

above test categories can be sub-divided into : (a.) Those of the . 
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pencil-and-paper (or pictorial) kind, and (b) those which are 

administered through the medium of sore concrete apparatus. 

The following are typical examples of this broad cluei

fication : (la) Mental Alertness, Otis Group Intelligence Scale, 

Raven's Matrices, Arithmetic, and Reading Comprehension. 

(lb) Manipulative puzzles, Assembly taeka with the emphasis on 

insight, Form-boards, Cube-construction, and Object-sorting. 

(2a) Printed. teats of electrical oircuitr,r and workahop knowledge, 

and interest inventories for epecitic occupations. (2b) Air• 

pilots• Ara-leg Co-ordination and noating-effect Teats (Air• 

pilots), Locus-estimation Teet (Air-traffic controllers), and 

the Code-signal and Dynamic Coincident Reaction Teeta (Mine 

winch-operators). 

For reasons of economy and convenience, the use of 

printed testa 18 favoured• wherever possible. They can be more 
easily reproduced than apparatus testa, are better suited to group 

administration, require no specialized skill to administer, and 

are not subject to physical variation between copies that can 

affect the uniformity or the task to be performed. It is also 

expedient to make full use of the general-purpose eort, as these 

are uauall7 well•Dt&ndardized basic tools always ready for 

immediate application. The specitio teat, as Bieeheuvel (13) 

hae observed, "imposes greater burdene on research resource•"• 
and should therefore only be adminietered when the occupation tor 

which selection is to be done has a highly important specific 

element that cannot be adequatelr covered by general-purpose tests. 

This applies particularly to epecitic apparatus teste that require 

individual a~in1stration. 
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When selection is done on la~ge population samples, to 

ensure tha.t no costly detaUed . testing is t~aated on candidates 

who are generaU7 utl8Uitable, it ia economical practice to pre

screen all candidates 1n1t1all7 on general-purpose tests, and 

administer epecif:lc 1ndi vidual testa only to those whose ge.neral 

standard surpasses a certain min!imum. This is known as two-stage 

sequential selection (Cronbach and Gleser, 20) and wae the 

procedure usually employed in·aelecting air-pilot candidates. 

Pre-screening ot all applicants was done. on a short general-purpose 

battery of written intellectual tests because a certain amount of 

intellectual ability is essential tor the pupil-pilot, par'icularly 

in mastering the theoretical subjects. Those who passed tbia 

initial screen were then tested tor other requirements iA the air

pilot' e vocation, such as qualities ot lee.dership, good muscular 

co-ordination. abiUtJ to learn in practical situations, Qild the 

right kind of temperament. 

''rhe principal consideration determining the level of 

rejection in the pre-screening test is the· degree of relationship 
(validitJ) that the test is known to have with the occupational 

requirements: I£ selection ia being done.for candidature in one 

or the learned professions where success ueuall7 correlates highl;r 

with intelligence. then the level of rejection on a screening 
teet of intellectual ability would fittingl.J be higher thal'f. for 
air-pilots- whose vocation, in gene.ral, i.e not primarily intellec-

.-

tual. al.P.;houghachievement in certain of the theoretical subjects 

-mB-1 correlate quite highly with intelligence. 

Another consideration affecting the choice of a rejection 

level in the acreenlng teat ie the relative proportion of the 

number of candidates who must be selected and the total number 
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available from which to select. This is known as the Selection 

Rat.io (s .. R.). The selector seeks to locate the rejection level 

at a sufficiently high poeition which will exclude those candida

tes who are likely to tail in the occupatiOn. but not so high 

tbat there is a risk of rejecting too many who might well succeed 

because they are adequately endowed. with the other neceesarj 

qualities or attributes to be tneaaurecJ in the battery of more 
specific teste that will follow. 

A pre-screening technique that can effect appreciable 

economy in test administration has been developed by Arbous and 

Sichel (2). Using a s1m1.lar procedure. Goteman (32) showed that 

the N.I.P.R. tests tor clasai.t;ying African industrial workers 

could be decreased in number without markedly reducing their 
predictive usefulness. Other "sequential strategies .. are 

described by Cronbacb and Glaser (20; P• 69). 

When the sample for pJ!'OC&saing ie OJ!U1ll t the time and 
"labour to be saved by pre-screening with the general-purpose testa 

is of lesser importan.ce • and it is preferable to admi!iister both 
' general. ... purpose a.nd specific individual tests to all candidates and 

assess occupational witability in terms of a composite score in 
which the respective tests carry appropriate weights. This 
procedure, while less economical, io rather more efficient because 
it. eU.rninatea the risk o~ rejecting, through pre-sereeninth some 

candidates who might perform well on the subsequent specific tests 

that measure otb.er attributes connected with success in the 

occupation. 

However, as Bechtoldt (6; p.l2;S> remarks, it is seldom 
ittPersonnel·selection that read;r-made tecbniques can be emplored. 
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"The personnel peJchologist IIUat •eet moat a:Ltuationa ar~Md oD17 
with a Mthod of approach. He IN8t first etuct7 the probl .. in 
teraa of the purpoae of the selection, then toreulate working 

hJPOtheaea, deri.ae the neceeaa1'7 procedures, trt the• out 

ex,.rt.entall7, Check on the ~idi\7 of hie hJPOth••••• and 
t1call7 re'fiae hia procedures in accordance with hie fi.D.dhap." 

Because apparatue teeta are leas econoaical and 
con'fenient inet~nta for selection purpoaea than printed teats, 
atteapta ha.,. been aade to eYol'f8 printed substitutes. Flei~ 

u.d He~~ptl (27) who are notable in this field, ha.,. achieved con

siderable aucceaa1 howe'fer, the7 conclude that although some of 
the factors aeaaured b7 paych080tor teata aay alao be aeaaured b7 
printed testa, there are others that are not ... pled in printed 
teate. 

In atudJ:Lns the performance of engtneerina apprentices, 
Roaa (61), McMahon (45) and Montao•rt (,50) !oUD4 that general 
purpose teeta of Arithlletic, Matheu.ttcal Achieve•nt, Mechanical 
Coaprehenaton, and Verbal Abstraction gaye reapecti'f8 .ultiple 
correlatiou of 0.69 and 0.85 with a scaled eupeniaon' re.tiq 
and a technical theor7 qualification, but Deither the testa nor 
the abo•• trainiaS aaaee .. ente related e1gn:Lf1cantl7 to ratiass 
of candidates• subsequent perforu.nce in the practical tactor7 
jobs. Tro•p ( 71) adainietered aiailar general purpose teste to 
Air-force artisan apprentices and touad that there was little 
connection between the auperYisors• ratings ot practical proficien
cy ancl either the teat scores or grades in theoJ7 eDIIinat:l.ona. 
~ pr:~.nted teat of Mechanical Collprehenaion w:l.del7 uaplo7ed in 

France tor the selection of engineering apprentices was 1n'f8at:l.
sated b7 Patin oct lfodiot (55), who obtained correlations of 
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0.2, an4 o.'+5 with final exuiaat1a ..,Uea inclutU.Jas work.ehop 

practi.eale, bat a eoettic1ent ot ou1J 0.22 vith practloal protic:i• 

••cJ• 
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Scope and Liaitation 

While it aeeulogical that practical abUitiea cu be 

... pled aoat thoroqhl7 b7 •au of practical teat aituationa, 

ueuall7 requiring "apparatua", auch teata are generall7 onl7 

vorthwhUe it th.,. are conatructional17 aiaple, phJaicall7 coapact, 

inexpenai:n to reproduce, and eu7 to ad•illiater and acore. 'lhe 

uu ot aore elaborate apparatua ahould be reaened tor the .. lection 

ot hisb·level epecialiata and peraoaael on whose co.petence and 

dependability the aatet7 of lite and .aluable propertJ depends. 

It ie noteworthy that •oat ot the apparatus testa vhich 

have aunind the proof of tiae and continue to be regarded u 

uaeful tools tor aeleotion, fulfil the abo.- requtre.enta of 

"eillplicitJ"• Exa.plea of theae area Koh'a Block-deaigD and 

the Cube-construction teat, pro'fidiDa aeaaurea of • s• throush a 

phJaical ~~anipulat:l.ve aediua, and suitable for uae 011 candidate• 

of widely different cultural backai"OUD.d; the Wigly-block teat of 

the ability to visualise three•4:l.aeaaional structure Deeded tn 
architecture, •naineeriug, pattern-uld..a.s, eculptu.re, etc. 

(Keane and o•couor, 42; Re ... ra and Schell, 57)J O'Connor•• 

finger-dexterity teat, a useful predictor of aptitude tor 

..aipul.atinl alllll.l c011ponenta (Hinea and O'Cozmor, 36)a and the 

Milmeaota mechanical and apatial-relatiou teata (Pateraon et al., 

54) • Ataong euch "aillple"devicea could also be incluct.d the type 

ot Two-hand co-or41Dation teat introduced b7 Moede (49), which, 

althOUSh coaparativel7 aore expenai.Ye to construct, provide• 

one ot the 110et vntul aeneral-purpoae teata of necular co

ordination ever 4e'f'iaed. In principle, it repro4uces the 

aovemente of a compound alide on a lathe, and vaa orig1nall7 
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intended ae a apecific teat tor the aelection of candidates moat 

likel7 to succeed aa lathe operators. HoweYer, it baa alao shown 

'f&l.idit7 tor u.n7 other occupation requiring tine, co-or41nau4 

movements, like 4raughtaeaneh1p, pattern-.akiag• fitttns, tool

ald.ng, an4 the operation of Y&rioua •ohiaea. Although the 

oontrola of tu Koede-tne apparatua bear no d.irect reaeablance 

to those 1n an aircraft, Biesheuftl (13) found that perfOrM.nce on 

tbia teat related aigDiticantlJ to aucceaa in:tlyiag traiains. 

Apparatus teata ordinari17 uaed for aelection are 

intended to aeaaure either aoae form of aenaor7-110tor skill, or 

the abUit7 to briq aterial objects into eo• orderl7 relati.on

ahip with one another, which •1 be statio, aa in the "fOl'llboard" 

t,-pe of teet, o.r d)'D&IIic, aa 1n a mechanical aaaeabl7 that ast 

be capable of tra118111tt1Dg IIOYe•nt. In the apatial ... echanioal 

group, which includes teats or the "aanJ.pulatiM puzr.le" aort 

intended to proride .... urea ot • c• thrO\llh the •diua of a 

concrete Httine, whUe there ia also a Y&ryiq uount of Mnipu

lative akill in.ol.ed, it ia uauall7 of lea .. r illportance than the 

correct idea in aind of hov thiqs are related, spatiall7 and 

tunotioD&llJ• Apparatus teats ot perceptual abilit7 are leas 

commoD17 used, beina confined to aelection tor those occupationa 

where a good 'ri.aual, auditor7, or tactUe sense ia regarded aa 

particularl7 neceaa&rJ• 

!h• greater baaic inconYenience an4'expenee of 

apparatus teats u compared vith printed testa ia agsranted bJ 

the tact that practical abilities, especially those requiring 

aenaorJ-motor akill, tend to be Yel'J apecific. Modelling a piece 

ot aculpture, working a lathe, wrappillg bon-bona, n,.s.ng an 

aircraft, wieldiD& a tennia-raoquet, playing the violin, doing • 
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aurJical operation - all izs:~olw "aanual ald.U", but it ia larpl.J 

unique to each occupation. tbe llaitation of epecificit71 added 

to their other di .. atantacea, reatricta the uae of practical 

teats in occupatiou.l selection, and it 1a hardly eurpriainc, that 

ord.iD.arU71 in the tool-kit of the peraonnel selector, pencil-an4-

paper teat• tar outuuaber apparatua teata. One printed general

purpose teat of cognitiYe ability can cover a wide Y8riet7 of 

different occupatiou, whereaa the uaefulneea of a teat of aenaOJ"1• 

motor aldll 1a usuall7 ooratined to a nr7 DAl"row J'&DP• It 1a 

eeldoa that auch a teat ia foUAd to bawe a degree of ftraatilit7 

comparable to that ahown b7 the Moede•tJPe Two-hand co-ordination 

aachlu. 

The followiq are a few euaplea of naerou 1nwatip-. 

tiona that ha'Ye de110natrated the apecitic nature of practical 

eldlla ' .S.aahore (64) applied the Stanford Motor-ald.lla teata to 

50 pra.pecti w will4inc-uch:1Jle operatora, and obtained a correla• 

tion ot onl7 0.14 <!o.lO) between the 'battery •• a whole and 

ncceu ill world.D8 the windina uch!Jleas. Ewn a ft't'J low aco~ 

on anJ one of the testa waa no indication that the caa4idate voul4 

not ahcceed in the job. Walker and .AdaH (?5), who adrlinietered 

the .... teata to atu4en.ta, tow:ad no aipitloant correlation 

betweell teat perforance and auooeu 1n learniq to uH a 

typewriter. The writer'• aia,ple akill teata applied to African 

peraoanel at a· porcelain factor, allowed no relationehip to 

aubeequeat rating• of proficienoJ on the job. Bieaheu.el (13) 

~ reported that in teattnc croups of artisan apprentice• for 

radio and engineering tH.dee in the South African Air Force, it 

wu found that "the paJchoaotor teete do not contribute &J17thir.lg 

to the prediction of either the written or the practical 
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eulliDation"a and in the cue of another noject, con4uct•d on 

groupe of apprentice lift-aechanioe, that the oaieeion of the 

apparatua teeta ttonl7 ·caused a ahriua.g. of IIU.l.tiple R tJooa 0.80 

to 0.7,•" The additioza of coatl7 incU.Yidual •uo17--aotor teat• 

to a relative17 cheap seneral-purpoM batteZ'J applied to AfricaD 

vinch-operatora b7 Mkele (48), onlr produced an increaae 1D 

.ultiple R t.rom 0.66 to 0.74. 

Aa practical abilities tend to be ••rr apecilic, Drake 

(2') and othera have Mintained that the 01117 va7 of coveriq thea 

adequatelJ ie b7 -- or teata that are cloee behavioural 
repreeentatio.u or the actual tuka the oand14ate will be required 

to perfona on the job. Ver7 probabl7, apparatua testa apeclric

allJ designed tor the &boTe occupat1one, would haw giftn better 

reaulte, but in aoet of these projects all-round expediency would 

not baYe warranted such a refineaent. With regard to other 

.. lection work dozae in connection with Air-pilotage, Air-traffic 

control, u4 •chine-operation in the clothing indueti"J, vhere 

there waa aufficient econoaio or other justification for developina 

and applJins special apparatue teats, euch teats have 4etinitelJ 

prcmtd useful. 

Th4t aore cloeelJ a teat reproduce• the criterion taek in 

peJcholosically aisniticant detail, the bet~r ita predictive Talue, 

but the more elal>o~t• , coatl.J and inconYenient it tenda to becoae, 

until a etap is Nached when there .. eu no point in harl.ng a 

aeparate teat situation - the candidate mi!bt juat u well be 

teated through the aediua of a probationar1 period at the actual 

job. The latter procedure, which waa extenaivel1 followed from 

the davn of occupational apecialiution untU well into the present 

centur,r, a:18ht atill be quite senerall7 acceptable, were it not tor 
the unfortunate fact that, because of the n•t increue in the 
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techDical, beh&Yioural, and econoaic co•plexitJ of huaa enter

priae, it otten •an• es:ceaa:11"e Mter:S.al expenditure and disruption r 

of productin work, ao .. tiaea aoc011panied by bodil7 hasard to 

caadidatea and othera. SJDthetic teatin& aituatioaa are 

theretore treq,uentl7 neceaaary, and although neftr ideal, caa 

tultil a uaeful function. An exaaple of one of these, carried to 

about the practicable lillit of elaboration, is the ''L1Dk-trainer" 

t7pe of teat uaed in the Ro7al C&nadian Air Force, which cloael7 

reproduces MDJ faceta of the air-pUot' e tuk aad haa ahovn 

remarkable pred1ct11"e ~ue for pilot aelection. 

To the reaearch paJchologiat, the sa1n drawback of these 

ca.plex testa ia that they are al~at aa difficult to control and 

anal7ae iato beha1":1oural coaponenta, aa the actual job aituationa. 

To the pereouel aelector thia ia ot aillor illportance 1 pro1"ide4 

the teat, u a whole, haa predictift u .. tulneu, it doea not 

reall7 Mtter if the ftl"ioua factor• contributing to the ftl.idit7 

are ~.~UMroua and ao illextricabl7 1D.terwo1"en that the7 batne 

14entificat:1oa. Boveftr, the peraannel selector 1• or41Dar117 

interested in iapro1"1ns hie iutruaenta, and to do thia it ta aot 

aufficiellt tor hia to Jmov that a teat "worka", but alao, to aome 

extent, 1!2! it works, which can be quite a probla it the teat 

inYol.ea lota of 1"&riatea. A ~cept attr1bute4 to the sreat 

experillentaliat Farada7 1a worth rnea'berin&l "It :JOU !£! coins to 
aak Nature a queation, let it be a aiaple one." 

Ail alternatift approach to the uae of c011plex "job" 

teata fiJq ~ iA the developaent of 110re pneral-purpoee lnatruMnta, 

where the variance dependa on factor• rather than specific 

abU1tiea, for, ae Thorndike (69) hu pointed out, coaplex 

•• job-aaaple" teats o't'erlap not on11 in their ftl.id 1"&riance but 
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aleo in their invalid uriance for each job. 'rhla approach wu 

extenainly tried out in the Aaerioan Air Forces, but waa onl7 

auccesatul when the occupation itself waa well loaded with aoae 

factor or factore, aa, for exaaple, narl.gation, with nuaerical. 

ud general•reuouina factora. The liON diYera:l.fied occupation 

of the air-pilot wae alwa7s cowered better by coaplex than factor

pure teats. In thia connectioA1 Guilford (351 p.8?9) reaarka : 

"In the aearoh for Y&lid pure teats, one finding ie disturbing to 

the in.Yeatiptor who, following the tra4itioal teaching• on teat 

oonatruction, worke toward axia:l.sinc the nl1dit7 of each teat. 

If the latter ia the aole object:l.n, we al.aoat alw&J• eAd up with 

coaplex testa." 

It .. 7 be practicable howeYer, to de.elop a coaproaiae 

iD the for. of aoaewbat reatricted seneral-purpoae testa to cover, 

eay, the aabt aort.a of eenaoZ'J ... otor eldU required in a certain 

occupation or a few aillilar oooupationa, which would certainl7 be 

aore expedient than coutructins large nuabera of specific 

apparatua teata. With aoaethin& of thia kind in riew, neiahan 

and Ellison (28) propose a aore •Jatesatic enquiJ'7 into both testa 

and occupational requireMnta. 1be11" factorial reaulta haft 

indicated that .anipulatiYe taake cenerall7 1nYOlY8 four .. in 

fa.otora, namely, Mnual. dexterit71 finger dexterit7, speed of ana 

mowement, and ara-hand ateadineaa. Therefore, a tew apparatus 

teata adequatel7 aaturated with these factora, ehould afford a 

fairl7 wide occupational coverage. 

Poaaibl7 there ia often unwarranted concern oYer the 

fact that moat existing general-purpoae teata, while the7 tend to 

correlate quite highlJ with the theoretical aapecta of practical 

occupati.ona, are unrelated to the aenaorJ-aotor akille inYOlved. 
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Tiffin (?O) and othera haft atreaaed that the OftNU aucceaa or 

failure of the crattaman usually depends tar more on factors of 

trail.d.ng, experience, •chaDical ooapHhenaion, and jucfsaent, 

than on basic dexter! t;r. The perforance, on a nUIIber of 

un1pulat1Te testa, of subjects who had had experience ln ftl'iou 

occupatiou, was inTeatipted bJ Teeprden (68), whose results 

indicated that differences between occupations lay aore in the 

abilit7 to aolye probleu, react to a llllltiplicity of detaUa, and 

aake accurate aoTeMnts, than in speed of hand IIOTe•nt or two-hand 

co-ordination. 

8011e practical testa, that have abovn onl7 ftf'J specific 

uaetulneu on noral aubjecta, ou haft oonaiderable "general

purpoae" Talue ia aasenin& the TOCational abilities of persona who 

are .. ntall;r or ph:raicall:r handicapped. Using a batter, that vas 
.a!Dl.J practical, Murra:r (53) tCNDd that the potentialities of 

.. ntall:r retarded aubjecta tor a wide .ariet:r of jobs, could be 

uaetull:r aaaeaaed. A atudJ on blind subjects by Hottman (37) 

showed that their Tooational earntnga correlated aignificantl:r with 

their perfor.ance on the MiDDeaota Rate of Manipulatioo teat and 

the Purdue Pesboe.rd. 

The uaes of practical testa for gausiD& the YOcational 

potentialitiea of unaophiaticated nor.al aubjecta, auch aa tribal 

Afrioana, will be diaouased hrther em. 
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Reliabilitz and Validitz 

To be of use in occupational selection, &DJ teat, whether 

ot the "printed" or "apparatua" t,-pe nat fulfil two baaic require

.. nta - it muat be both inherently re~iable and apecificallJ ••lid 
tor the intended purpoae. 

In ita pa,-choeetric aeue, the term "reliabUit7" implies 

the conaiatenc7 with which a teat functions. This ia uauall7 
deterained b7 repeating the teat on the aaae group of eubjecta, or, 

after a single adainiatration of the teat, b7 coapariq perforunce 

between the first and aecond halt, or between aeveral amaller 

aectiona. It a high degree ot correlation ia obtained between 

repetitions or aectiona, the teat ia resarded as reliable, which 

•ana, eeHntiallJ, that chance pla7a onl7 a -11 part in the 
prod.uctiCG of the ecorea, and the indi Yidual clitterencea in 

performance definitel7 reflect senuine difference• in aome abilit7 
or qualitJ, at leaat within the confines of the particular teat. 

The correlations produced b7 tbeae procedures give what ia called 
relative reliabilitz, which ia an adequate indication of reliabilit7 

for 1t01tt puzopoMa. A 110re refined eati•te, Jalown u absolute 
reliabilitt, 1a giftll b7 the atandard error of ruaeure•nt, which 
ia an eattaate of the extent to which the teat ecorea obtained 
ded.ate troa their "true" Y&luea, i.e. ••luea that are tree fro• 
olumce factors and other errors of •aaure•ent. (Freell&l'l, 29; 
p..?8). 

I The tel'll 11Yalidit7" refers to the degree of precision 
with which a teat aeaauree the attribute(s) it purports to meaaure, 
and ia reflected b7 the extent of correlation with aoae other known 
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teet of the attribute being measured, or with some criterion ot 
achievement ill an occupation. Although ita meaning (in the 

paJChoJHtric aenae) ia .,er7 different from that of "reliabilitJu, 

it 1a actuall7 a fUnction of the latter, but the relationahip ia 
not reciprocal, tor, whUe a groaal7 unreliable teat cannot haft 

&nJ uatul ftliditJ, a hishlJ reliable teet does not neceeaaril7 

alwa7a ha.,e hish ftlidit)' - it can have •111 degree of .,aliditJ. 
For example, the "Tille" •eanre on the Variable Co-ordination teat 

(23) which 8howe4 good inter~trial conaiatenc7 on ... plea of both 
a1ne winch-driftra and air-pilota, wu loud to be aigDificantly 

related to aucceaa in ·~-pilotage, but not to aucceea in winch
dri'fing. Reliabilit7 ia intr!Deic to a teat, but not validit7, 

tor the teat haa a particular val.iclit7 1l'l relation to 8fti'J 

criterion •aaure vith which it. •1 b4t compared. To quote 

Binghaa (15; P• 221) 1 a teat " ... ia ftlid tor the pu£19ae in 

bud. A teat can be "coocl" oD17 in relation to the specific 
purpose to which 1 t ie put. n Gellerau ( 30) has alae emphaaised 

the relative nature of YRliditJ• 

It ia generall)' conceded that a teet-measure with a 

reliabilitr coefficient of 0.80 or larger can be uee4 vith 
confidence, but there are occasiona when the valic!ity MJ be 

autticientl7 high to warrant the acceptance of a much lower 
reliabilitr coefficient. A .. aaure with a reliabilit7 ot 0.60 
and a nl.idit)' ot o.so would usuall7 be far aore useful for 
occupational selection purpoeea than one haYing, ay, a 1"8liabU1t7 
of 0.98 and a Y&lidit7 of 0.20. A ver7 important consideration 
ie the degree of reliabilit7 of the criterion-measure. It thia 
ie 0.60 it ie still possible tor a teat with a reliability ot as 
low aa o.a.o to be ctuite a useful predictive inatrument. having a 
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validit7 ot 0.49. Ghiaelli and Brown (311 P• 139) gi.e a table 
showing the maximum validity coefficients poaaible with various 
coabinationa of teat and criterion reliability. 

Guilford (}51 p.8?8) quotea eome actual examples of 

unusually low teat reliability acco.panied b7 quite good .alidity. 
One of theae, a 15 ite• judgment teat ia the .Air Corpa Qualifyins 

Exallination, had a reliabilitJ of 0.36 (od.d-eyen) and a Tal14itJ 
of 0.36. He obaervea " •••• it looks aa though the COIIIIOJl adnce 

that it a teat ahowa Y&lidity one can forget about ita reliability, 
might 'H aound, at least in ao• testa." 

Moat apparatus teats, designed and applied with reaaOD&ble 
forethousht, show acceptable reliability. When two .. aaurea of 

performance are afforded, na11el71 tiae taken to perform the taek 
and u.out of error aacle, aa in Steadineaa (22) and Variable 
Co-ordination (23), the former ia usually the aore reliable, 

becauae amount of error, in teraa of time off the correct track, 
is made up of intermittent occurrence• that together conatitute 
a time·period far le88 than that apent on perforaing the taak 
and chance factor• baTe therefore a greater influence on this 
110aaure. A aiatlar result is obaerT&ble in a teat liD Dota-
cancellation where the two meaaurea are apeed of work and the 
actual nulllber of errore ude. The continuous uture ud lonpr 
duration of the former, favoure conaiatency, vhereaa the tnter
aittent nature and comparatiYel7 ehort duration of the latter 
makes it more subject to random iDtluencea that iapair conaia

te~CJ• 

Thia effect ia not reatricted to practical teata or 
teata atfordtas •aaure• ot tiae and error. It 1a a butc 
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peJchometric rule, that with1n certain bouacle, the "longer" the 

aeasure, the better ita reliabilit7. Prolongation need not 

neceaaal"il7 be continuous, but can alae be obtained b7 repetition. 

CollectiftlJ1 eeftr&l aeparate trials on, aay1 a abort tracking 
taak can be aa dependable as a •ingle trial ou a long taak. All 

illustration or the rt.ult or repetition in a perceptual taak waa 

ai.en when two diatinot technique• were uaed to obtain .. aaurea 
ot Speed ot perception and Span of attention (24). IR .. aaurin& 

Speed or perception, a 110rlng atillulu waa expoeod reputedl7 at 
reduced a,p4tecla until the object perce1Yed it; in aeaeuring Span 

ot attention, a atation&rJ etimulua waa exposed onl7 once tor a 
brief period. The firat teat preYed to baYe auperior reliabilitJ. 

Ver7 high reliabilit7 coetticienta resulting from inter-
. trial correlation, ahould be accepted with caution, becau• there

is a likelihood that the7 haft been epuriouely aupented b7 aoae 

artifact in the particular teat procedure eaplo7ed. EYeD in 

teats or quite ahort duration, exceptionall7 high inter-trial 
correlations often result when the method or liaita is uaed, 
becauae of the inherent "practice and expectanc7" element which 
caueea the reaponae to a present atiaulua to be influenced bJ 
that ud.e to a precedi1'18 one. The aubject'a critical appraisal 
ot irldi vidual atiauli is thue coloured bJ a tendenc7 to respond. 
ooneietently to the whole eeriea, which produces a reliabilit7 
coefficieat that 1a an exaggerated. repreaentation of true teat 
coneietence. Aa Reuning (60) haa pointed out, this "practice 
and. ez:pectano7" eleaent characteristic or the aethod or lilli ta, 
ia probably reapouible tor boosting the reliabilit1 CCHltficienta 
obtained on testa ot Flicker-tuaion threahold when this aethod 
ia ·used. Howeyer, he hae eatablished bJ coaplete re-testing. 
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which ia the ul ti•te "proof Of the puddins" in IIU.Ch case a, 
that the err measure U. good actual couaietence. 

In teat desip., it ie tar eaaier to obtain reliability 

than yaliditJ• Much uaetul basic reaearch can be done within 

the boundaries of a reliable teat irreapecti•e of the teat'• 

relationship to an outside criterion. For exaaple, restricting 
an innstiption to the amall wdverae of one teat auch u 

Mirror-drawing or Dota-cancellation, it ia posaible to atudy, 

uong other things, the atructure of work cur•••• the relationahip 
between apeed and accuracy of parforD&nce, the effect• of incen
ti.e, distraction, or tatisue, and ditferencea between aexea, 

age groups, culture groupe, or normal and paychopathic aubjecte. 

But when a teat ia to be used in selecting candidates for an 

occupation, unlesa it baa soae Y&lidity, as ahown b7 a aisDificant 

connection with aucceaa in that occupation, it baa no uaefulneaa 

at all, howe.er reliable it U7 be. 

One of the cuin reaeona wh7 nlidi t7 ia JSON difficult 
to achieve is that the cr1terion-.. aaure mQet aleo be conaiatent 
and ••genuine", but this con.ew.ation, though deYoutl7 to be 

wiahed, ia often not poeaible. The investigator .. ldoa baa direct 
control oYer the criterion-eeaaure, and •••n when he has, the 

greater complexit7 of thia .eaaure aa co•pared with the ~est, 
•k•• it 1111ch leas amenable to control. Criteria of occupational 

• 
aucceaa in the fora of eubjecti.e aeeeee=enta of the candidates by 
euperiora or peera are commonly Yery unreliable; and e.en .are 
objective meaaurea like actual product1Yit7 on the job, promotion, 
bonuaea, oYer-time earnings, abaenteeiam, accident-proneneaa, and 
achieYement on trade-testa, although they say be influenced leaa 
b7 randoa tactora, are often inadequate or not ayailable. The 
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least uasatiatactor, criterion ie provided by examination result• 
after a course of traintn! in the occupation. Here, however, 

there aar be ao .. tendency tor the walidity to be boosted artifi
cially it the particular technique used in the eDIIination bears a 

verr close resemblance to that waed in the teat. It ia a tact 
well known to peychoaetriata that the correlation obtained between 

written teats 1a not entirely attributable to the .. tter contained 
in the teats, but alao, to ao11e extent, to the aiailarity in 

external rona - they baYe the coaon eleMnt of requiriag the 
subject to identity printed aigDa on paper and inacribe reaponaea 
on paper with a pencil. A aiaple perceptual-motor taak like 
Dote-cancellation, which appeara to inYOlYe yery little intellec

tual ability, nevertbeleaa ahowa eoae correlation with high-le.el 

intellectual taake, probablJ because ot the coaon peDCU-and
paper aediu. When, 1n addition to thia coaon •41ua1 the teat 

and exalliution haYe alao a aia1larit7 in atJ"Ucture, both 
requir.iq, aa;r, a queation and anawer tJP41 of reaponae, there •1 

be a further artificial booat of 'Alidit;r. The teat •:Y• there
fore, be rather lees a predictor of ooapetence in the exaaiu.tion 
itaelt than a predictor of ability to aucceed in writing an 
eu11tnation. For' aelection purpoeea, thia would not •twr it 
the examination vaa alwa7a an accurate representation of all
roun4 occupational co~~petency, but unfof'tunatel,- this require~~ent 
is rarel7 aet, becauae the relationship between thea ia uauall7 
subject to considerable error' ..riance. 

Practical tests, in which the eaphaaia is on perceptual 
and aotor reapon••• ordinaril7 relate to such a reatricted aspect 
ot coapetence in a total occupation or a seneral exaaination 
purporting to repr'taent true competence, that thef'e is little 
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likelihood of their v&lid1t1 being spuriously augMnted to aDJ 

appreciable extent, and the aaae would hold for pencil-and-paper 

testa that are higblJ apeoitic. S..n iA the case ot pencil-and

pape.r testa ot the acre general•purpoee type, thia augaentation 

ot their ..alidit7 ie reall7 insignificant when the criterion

examination compriaea both w~itten theor,r and practical perform

ance in a varietr of phJsical situations, which is the kind or 

examination given to air-pilots. 

Beto~ a test is u~ed for selection purposes, it ia 

advisable to do a validation atudr to ascertain eapiricall7 

whtther it does. in tact, relate to the criterion. Becau•e this 

is inevitablJ a laboriows and t1ae-conswa1ns procedure, there •1 

be a strong temptation to apply the teet directlJ for selection, 

on the rationale that it looke •• thougb it incorporates something 

that is important in the job performance. Although there are 

occasions when practical exigtnciee warrant this procedure, it i8 

alwaya riak,r, for appearance• can be misleading. An attempt bJ 

the writer to coabine certain eleaenta of "Steadineaa" 1and Two

hand co-ordination into a single apparatus (Handlebar•) did not 

produce a useful instrument for the prediction of air-pilot 

success, although Steadiness and Two-hand co-ordination measured 

on separate teet• had proved of use for thie purpose. In the 

Hand-foot ~action teat, the uee of a light att.ulua to confira 

correct response, on the aaeumption that Yiaual ati.uli are 

generall7 more important than auditor7 to the air-pilot, proved 

to be leaa euccesaful than that of an auditory stimulus. The 

test of DJ,namic anticipatory reaction, despite its promising 

appearance, wae found to have no validit,. whatever for .. lecting 

aine winch•drivers. An external reaemblance between test and 
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occupation 1a no guarantee that the test will aample behavioural 

eaeentials of the occupation. 

The uncertainty of relying on "aaaUiled" or "tacen 

Talidity also applies to pencil-and-paper teats. It ia aentioned 

b7 Bingha• (15; p.9) that there ia at leaat one caae on record in 

which a well•known teet deeigned to measure mechanical ability 

gave better correlations with succeaa in office work than certain 

teats specially deeigned to aeasure clerical aptitude; and 

another, in which an ·~ually well known nuaber- and word-checking 

test intended primarily for clerical workers, waa tound to have 

aore validity tor aucceas in tool-making apprenticeahip than the 

above test of aech&nic&l abilit7. Vernon (741 p.l05) notea that 

a aechanical aaaeably teat used in the British aray during the 

last war was more valid for predicting success in gross ph7aical 

occupations than in skilled mechanical ones. 

The thorny patha of personnel selection are atrew.n with 

many inatancea of "aa8Wled" or "face11 validity that appeared ao 

proaising at first, but had later to be re~ected as counterfeit. 

A validity co-efficient obtained with a particular teat 

.uat always be interpreted in relation to the kind of sample troa 

which it haa emerged. Hozogeneit7 in the aaaple atructure aeana 

greater "curtail.ltent" or nrestriction of range"• and in order to 

shaw validity the test has to discriainate ver, accuratel7 between 

individuals. Heterogeneit7 aeans a comparatively wide dispersion 

or the performance-range between individuals, and a much coarser 

degree of discrimination b.J the teat ia adequate for it to ehow 

validity. Suppose, for exa.ple, that a test ia applied to two 

distinct groups of pupils starting on an engineering couree. The 
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firet conaieta entirtl7 or aen 18 to 20 1••r• old who had all 

paaaed in acience and aathe .. tica in aatriculation, and the aecond, 

of .. n and wo .. n .ar11ns greatl7 1n ace, educatioDal atatua, 

subjecte studied, and ao on - in effect, a prett1 random crosa

aection of adult human population. Later a correlation 1a done 

between teat ecores and the decree of aucc••• achieTed on the 

engineering course. The coefficient obtained will be higher tor 

th• aecond "unaelected" group, than tor the "selected" group. 

BoaogeneitJ ot sample tenda to depreaa TAliditJ and heterogeneit7, 

to aus-ant it1 and the aore intenai.a the aelection, the greater 

becomea th1a effect or curtailaent. 

In eatabliahtng the .. liditiea of new apparatua testa 

for air-pilot selection in the S.A.A.F. after World War II, 

practical conaiderationa alw&Ja imposed the neceaeitJ of doing ao 

on prett7 higbl7 aelected groupe. In addition to conforaing to 

certain standards of age, educatioa, and phJaical fitneu, all 

candidate• were screened on the baaia of a battery of written 

testa such as Mental Alertneaa, Matheaatical ability, Arit~tic, 

Technical and scientific reading ca.preheneion and knowledge. 

0Dl.7 the good perforaera on thie screening batter7, usually- about 

a third of the initial aasple, proceeded to the atage of doing the 

atandardi&ed battery- of apparatus teata, c011priaing Air-pilots' 

arm-leg co-ordination, Hand-foot reaction, Steadineaa, and Two

hand co-ordination (Moede-t1])8). The experiaental apparatua to 

be walidated waa also given at this atage, but the acorea were not 

taken into account in aubaequent aaaesasent. Perforaance on the 

standard apparatus batter7, and the peraonal interriew of each 

candidate, first, by a trained personnel officer, and later by a 

board of expert Air-force officers, increased the aelectivitJ 
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still turther. The group accepted to undergo flying training 

vas therefore made up largel7 of the "cream" of the original 

sample, and to show validity against a pas.ffail or rank-order 

criterion, the experimental teat had to be capable ot discrimina

tiDg not merely between good, middling, and bad candidates, but 

within a restricted group of good ones. In view of this, it is 

hardly surprising that the apparent .alidit7 coefficients obtained 

with such experimental testa were often on the low aide. 

The higher the degree of correlation between the 

experimental teat and one or more teats on which the selection 

was done, the greater is thie effect of curtailaent in depressing 

the validity coefficient of the experimental teat. This applies 

particularl7 when an attempt is made to check the Y&lidity or a 
teat which baa actually constituted part of the batter, on which 

the selection has been done. For example, when the teat of 

llioker-tusion threshold, which showed substantial experimental 

Y&lidity, wa• re-validated on subject• selected partly on the 

basis of their scores in this teat, the resultant coefficients 

were Yery small. 

When the experimental teet is largely unrelated to any of 

the procedures that have been used in selecting the group on which 

it will be validated, the depressive effect of the curtailment on 

the coefficient is much less. This is probably a contributory 

reason why the teat of Flicker-fusion threshold, which had no 

significant correlation with any written or apparatus teet in the 

air-pilot battery, showed such a substantial experimental 

relationship to the flying training criterion. 

The long term predictive nlidi ty of testa can be 

greatly depressed through changes ~ criteria with lapse of time. 
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Baas (5) aentione an instance where the successive merit ratings 

on a group ot aale81M.n correlated 0.62 after a.n intern.l of 6 months, 

but only 0.29 after 42 months, and there was likeviae a reduction 

in the correepondenoe between actual and predicted occupational 

success. The Steadiness Teet, which had Y&lidity tor the 

prediction of air-pUot success during the war, had practically 

none after the war, largely because in certain reapecta the 

trainins criterion had become leaa stringent. 

Validity coefficients are alao depressed throush the 

use of global criteria like overall aaseasments of job efficiency 

or ttpaas/tail" on a fiying course. As Bieaheuftl (14; p.297) 

notes "Only an averaging effect can result trom attempts to 

predict a criterion treated as it it were unitar7 when in tact it 

ia composed of many things. No dount ot refinement on the 

statistical side can oYercome this baeic wealmeu." Vbile the 

global criterion aay well be the aost icportant. where poaeible, 

it is also adTieable to inTeatigate aore specific sub-criteria, 

as waa done in Y&lidating the teat of Paired-associate learnins, 

Which showed no correlation with overall eucceaa or failure on a 

fiying course, but • wae found to relate significantlJ to certain 
branches of the course. 

This principle ot differential YAlidation is also 

applicable in the test itaelt when more than one measure ot 
pertorunce ie afforded, euch ae Tille and Error, because often it 
is a particular aeaaure that relates to the criterion; a composite 

score may dilute or ••en coapletelf neutralize the relationship. 

In Yiev of the wide variety ot influences operative in 

the production of a ulidity coefficient, aome haYing an enhancing 
and aome a depreesing effect, it is not surprising that there ia 
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often conaiderable diaparity between reaulta obtained on different 

~lea. The actual aize of the coefficient is not the only 

factor to be taken into account in asseaaing the predictin useful.-· 

neaa of a teat. Enn a small deer•• of Yalidity, provided it ia 

aisnificant, can justify the incluaion of the teat in a selection 

battery, if the test aeaeurea aoae function not coTerad by the 

other teats. Of the ..rioua testa deTeloped in the U.S.A. 

during the last war for selecting air-pilot candidate• (Guilford 

and Lacey, 351 Melton, 46) approxiaately 60 were of the "pencU

and-paper" sort coverins aany qualities considered iaportant in 

the aTiator•a vocation, and aix were tndiYidual aenaory-aotor 

testa using apparatus. The beat of the pencil-and-paper teats 

gaTe a multiple correlation of about 0.50 with auccesa in flying 

training. When the six aensory-aotor testa were included with 

theae, the multiple correlation waa increased to 0.70, although 

the .. dian .alidity coefficients of the aenaory-.otor teats were 

generally low, being aa follows 1 Coaplex Co-ordinator, 0.3?1 

Two-hand Co-ordinatol", 0.34; Rotary Pursuit, 0.2?; Diacrirdnation 

Reaction Time, 0.22• Finger Dexterity, 0.11; Steadiness, 0.09. 

Each of theae testa aade a usetul contribution because it tapped 

a rather unique function; the .. an intercorrelation between the 

testa being of the order of 0.20 (Range, 0.45 to 0.11). 

When a choice has to be •de between two "aillilar" teats, 

one of which hae ahcwn aoae Talidity for the particular predictive 

purpoae, and the other none, the foraer will baTe prioritn and 

similarly, when the one baa ahown an exceptionallJ high validity, 

and the other a juat acceptable validity. In caeea where the 

difference between the respective validities is not aocbvioualJ 

great, it can be difficult and frequentl1 iapoaaible to judge the 

relative .. rita or the two teat• for the purpoae in hand, because 
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unleee the eamplea are very large, or the validity coefficients 

repreaent the reaults of repeated applications of the teste, the 

difference between the coefficients cannot be ehown to be statis

tically significant. Since the last war, validation atudies on 

testa for pilots in the S.A.A.F. have had to be restricted to 

rather emall sroupe, and except in those caaea where the 

difference between .aliditea ia obTioualy large, there ia no 

e•pirical justification for concluding that one measure ia 

superior to another aa a predictor of air-pilot aucceae. In 

auch instances, when objective data by itself ia not ••rt helpful, 

it is quite permieaible to give preference to certain testa on 

rational srounds - in other words, to take "aaBUIIed" or "face" 

.alidity into account. Ae Bingbu (15; p.223) puts it & "The 

psycholosiat either has to let his client wait for montha or 

years while he resorts to new experiments and elaborate statisti

cal analyses in order to compare the serite of aimilar teata, or 

else he baa to lean heavily, •• a phyaician does; on his inforaed 

comaon anae." Purely utilitarian considerations alao carry 

weitQt in makinc a decieion. It either of two testa of eay, 

co-ordination, would make about the aame contribution to a 

battery for a certain purpose, preference will be given to the 

one that is more convenient and economical to construct and apply. 

Ultimately, the inclusion of certain teat• in a 

aelection battery depend• on overall expediency. For example, 
in developing a battery for the •election of mine winch-operators, 

four eleMntary screening teata that could conveniently be 

aclminiatered •• group teats, and had proved of value in the 

general claaaitication of Atrican aine-workera, were supplemented 

b7 four senaor1-motcr teeta requiring individual adainistration, 
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na11ely, Two-hand Pursuit, D,naaic Coincident Reaction, Code-aignal. 

Reaction, and Two-band Co-ordination (Moede t,-pe). The aimple 

screenina batterJ b7 itself, conaiating of Cube Conatruction, 

Lttter-and-nuceral Sortins, Object-Sorting, and Tripod-Aaaeably, 

gave a IIUltiple correlation of 0.66 with ncceu in wil'lch•driviJl!l 

the aenaoZ'f-motor teats, aa a group, O.?lJ and the entire batteey, 

0.?4. Although the addition of the .. naoq-motor testa produced 

an appreciable gain in the T&lidit7 of the battery, 1n teras of 

"operating characteristics" (Mkele, 48) it was atill not regarded 

aa sufficient to justify the inclusion of these teats, because of 

the till• and expenae involncl 111 their conatruction and aclld.nia

tration. 

Such a concluaiOD aaJ be warranted 1n relation to an 
occupation like 11ine winch-driving, where losaea auatained 1n 

training operators who turn out failurea are not very great, and 

where aerious clacage to equip•ent or phyaical injury resulting 

through operators' incoapetence, is fortunately of comparat1v•l7 
rare occurrence. But in selecting tor a hazardous and highly

skilled occupation like air-pilotage, where training ia extreael7 

expensive, and accidenta often mean loaa of lite and great destruc

tion of equipment, a gain in battery validity, equiw.lent to the 

above would be very valuable, and tull7 juatity the retention of 
the aore costly and tiae-conauaing teats. 

In the foregoing diecuuion, the general tera ttValidity" 

wae used to designate the ueetulneae of a teat tor forecasting 

behaviour or achievement in ea.. other sphere ot activitJ• Thi• 

ie also known •ore particularl7 •• Precticti n Validi tz. 'l'b.ere 
are other concepts of validity which can be described briefly as 

followa. 
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Operational Validity implies that the test provides 

an acceptable medium for measuring and assessing activities ot a 

definite kind. for example, the Moede-type Two-hand Co-ordina

tion machine tests a certain pattern of muscular co-ordination, 

but not all muscular co-ordination. As this test has been found 

to discriminate well between individuals, with reseect to the 

P!rticular co-ordinative activities involved, it can be said to 

have "Operational Validity", which is closely related to the 

concept ot'Reliability". 

Tests that are operationally Talid may or may not be 

predictively valid. for example, teats of Steadiness which have 

been found to possess "Operational Validity" as measures of fine 

muscular-control, will probably be or very little use in 

predicting success in surgery, because, although steadiness plays 

a part in such a vocation its overall importance is outweighed by 

that of ot)ler factors such as knowledge, experience and judgment. 

On the other hand, Steadiness tests have "Predictive Validity" 

tor success in rifle-markemanebip, where fine muscular control 

is a principal requirement. (62, 66). 

Content Val.iditz bas some similarity to "face validity", 

in so tar as ito estimation is hypothetical rather than empirical. 

It refers to the extent to which the teet is representative of 

the activities it is desired to measure, in accordance with the 

beet subjective judgment available, sometimes, but not always, 

aided by previous empirical findings. While this concept is 

usually confined to printed tests composed ot a large number of 

individual items, which should all bear some relevance to the 

variable to be measured, it can also apply to apparatus tests. 

As an instance, might be mentioned, that in planning the specific 
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Arm-leg Co-ordination test .for air-pilots, it was necessary· to 

weigh the merits of various al tern.ati ve mechanical systems and · 

even build a few crude experimental lay-outs, before deciding on 

a system that appeared to provide the most promising task for 

measuring the kind of co-ordination required ~Y the air-pUot. 

To have the best Cont•nt Validity this task had to reproduce, 

as far as possible, the essential pattem of co-ordination 

in pilotip.san aircraft, r~ther than tha:t involved in nome other. 

activity like riding a bicycle, driving a motor car, or rowing 

a boat. Good content validity is the essence of a good specific• 

duty test, whether ot the printed or apparatus kind-. 

Concurrent Validity 1a a rather new concept which appears 

to have both a general. and a more specific meaning . ., Generally 

it refers to the degree o£ relationahip bet~een test performance 

and the status or classification of the subjects at the time they 

were tested. For example, in validating g-eneral-purpose tests 

for African mine-workers, men.from three different levels 1n 

the occupational hierarchy on the mine were tested, and most ot. 
the.tests·proved to be concurrently valid in.that the~e was a 

significant correspondence between achievement level in the teste 
. ' . ' t 

and the ~cupational level at which the subjects were being 

emplofed. Similarly, the Mark I model of the Air-pilot's 

Arm-leg Co-ordination Test was applied to both a group of 

~xperienced pupil-pilots and a group of inexperienced recruits. 

the eoncurrent.validity of the teat being indicated by the fact 

that the former group performed significantly better. 

Mo~ specifically~ 9onctln"ent Validitz refers to the 

usefulness of a test as a substitute for some alreadJ existing 

procedure measuring similar abUities or traits. In thie case, 
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the existing procedure is the criterion. From the standpoint of 

personnel aelection, it iG uaually only expedient to seek the 

establishment of .alidity in this specific sense if the existing 

procedure is costly or cumbersome and the new one pro•iaee diatinct 

economic or other practical advantages; for example, with the 

object of replacing an elaborate apparatus teat which has well 

established predictive validity, with a behaviourally similar, 

but constructionally, auch eiapler piece of apparatus, or even a 

pencil-and-paper substitute. If the new procedure correlate• 

highly with the old, it ie regarded as being concurrently valid. 

Construct Validity is a new and more refined conception 

of "Content Validity"; ao refined, in fact, that ita precise 

aeaning (if it baa any) is probably only oomprehene~le to the 

esoteric few who (a) have iameraed theaaelves long and deeply 

in the copious controversial literature, and (b) have a mental

alertnesa level well above the cut-off point for adata.ion to 

meaberahip of "Menaa11 • 

Among other things, the concept would aees to iaply that: 

(1) The hJpotheaia underlying the design of the teat is baaed 

extensively on eapirical findings froa previous teats of the 

quality or attribute to be aeasured. (2) The qualit7 or attribute 

has been. analysed and defined (by factor analysis or other methods). 

(c) Through. adequate experimental application, proper scales of 

measurement have been established whereby the perforaance level 

or "statue" of a single individual can be fairly accurately 

aaaeased in teras of the specified quality or attribute, and in 

relation to the range of measurements derived from the population 

samples that have been tested experimentallJ. In general, the 

emphasis appears to be on empirical rather than hJpothetical 
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deter.toatione of teet content. The Engliahea• dictionary (26) 

states that the "constructtt muat ~ explicit 1 "Thua, for a teet 

of unual skill, one needs to know exactly what ldnda of bebaYiour 

exemplify aanual skill". 

According to Cronbach (19; p.l20), "Construct validation 

ill an analysia of the ••anillg of teat acoree in teru of paycholo-

gical concepts." rreeun (29; p.99) defines it thuaa "A test's 

construct yaliditl (including factorial YA11d1ty) will indicate 

the psychological operations on the baeie of which on•'• teat 

performance uy be explained and enluated". Loennser (43; 
p.636) u.intaina that " •••• since predictiYe, and content validi• 

ties are all eaaentially ad hoc, conatruct Yalidity ia the 

whole of validity from a acientific point of new". Cronbach 

and Meehl (18; p.282) aay that nconatruct validation 1a iDYOlYed 

whenever a test is to be interpreted as a .. aaure of a011e attri

bute or quality which ia not 'operat1onall7 defined'. The 

preble• faced by the investigator ie, 'What conatructa account for 

variance in teat perforaance?' " According to the APA (1; p.l4) 

"Construct Y&lidity is ordinar111 atudied when the teeter hae no 

definite criterion aeaaure of the quality •ith which he ia 

concerned, and IIUet use indirect •uurea. Jlere the trait or 

quality underl;ring the test ia of central importance, rather than 

either the teat behaviour or the acorea o.n the criteria." 

Obviously, between aoae of the above interpretations, 
there are conaiderable differencea. One geta the impression 

that this concept 1a leu a conc.ept ot "validity" than ot aethod
olog:r, and aa such, It lende iteelt to yarioua interpretation•, 

all of which may be acientiticallJ acceptable, althoush they place 

the emphaaie rather differently. In the opinion or Beohtoldt 
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(7; p.628), "The renaming ot the proceaa ot building a theory ot 

behavior by the new tera 11conetruct validitJ" contributes nothing 

to the underetandina ot the proceaa, nor to the ueetulneae ot the 

concepts." 

Croa. Validation ai~lJ meane a repetition of the 

proceee ot predictive validation with one or more groupe of 

other aubjecta, which providee a truer estimate by tending to 

e.en out chance tactore that ma7 ~ave induced a epurioua augmenta

tion or depression ot the preceding correlation(a). To establish 

with reasonable certainty that the predictive validit1 ot a teet 

is dependable enough tor aeleotion purposes, eore than one 

validation study is adTieable, particularly when the teat •••plea 

are on the amall side. In this connection, Bieaheuvel (14; p.317) 

baa noted : "'!'he atill tar too prevalent practice ot eq,uating 

unreplicated atatiatical significance with practical ueefulneae 

invitee one-sided attacka on the scientific atatus of peraonnel 

selection." 

It baa been pointed out by Freeaan (29; p.99) that 

content, conatruct and concurrent validitiea are actually 

"evaluatione of the extent to which the device eatiatee an 

individual'• statue at the tiae the teat waa administered. l'rOII 

the viewpoint ot applied psychology, every teat, whatever the 

type, wet ultiaatelJ be shown to have predictive validitJ.u 
He considers that the latter is the eost iaportant cbaracterietic 

ot a teet. 
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The applic~tion of apparatus teeta tor objectively 

measuring traits of temperament and peraona.U.tyt is comparatively 

rare, mainly because so little has been achieved in developing 

dependable testa of this kind. Among the more successful are 

electrical skin-conductance~ alpha•frequency on the electroeneeph• 

alogram, involuntary hand-tremor, and threshold for flicker-fusion. 

Apparently the le.tter provides some measure of 11primary-secondary11 

function that seems to reneot e. tel'llperamental quality associated 

with success or f',ailure in learning to pUot airera.tt • 

.Although objective measurement should be used. in 

scientifi,c work wherever possible, subjective observation can 

have great value, particularly in biological fields, and in many 

situations it is the only practicable method. As a rule, 

scientific achievement of 8.l1J" worth hasalljlfays resulted from the 

combination of both. systems. Temperament and personality 

qualities have been successfully assessed by 11projective techniques" 

like word;..~u~sociation, sentence-completion, and thematic appercep

tion, in which the itlterpretation of results is a largely subjec

tive mattero However, for purposes of occupational selection, 

the majority of both these tests an~ the more objective 11phye1o

logi,cal '' procedures mentioned above, have . the drawba.ck of taking 

rather long to administer and interpret, and requiring the 

scryices .of highly spec,ialized teeters. 

When a subject performs.a practical test, there are often 

facets of behaviour such ae talkativeness ana the kind of question 

asked, distractibility, reatleasnesa. manner of setting about the 
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task, overt signs of tension or fear, reactioll8 when mistakes are 

made, pera&vemnce, confidence, 1ntorost, willingneae to co-operate,, 

and ac en, giving a. trained observer supplementary information, 
that, for seltrcticn purposes can sometimes prove or considerably 

greater worth than the objecti11e measure ot the cand1dat0'e 

proficiency at the toalh l'or althou.gh tho latter may have 

IJUbstantifill predictive usefulness, thie usuall7 relates to a 

restricted. aspect ot the occupation, whereas end.tabilita ot 
'temperament, personality, aad interests is absolutoly fundamental 

tor succesoful a.djustme.nt to the occupntion as a whole. .It is 

pt"obable that in all fields of human actirtt7, temp0ram.ent and 

peraonalit;v variables play a major part in tho cauaation of 

accidenta, fl'om minor oneo to the most serious. 

The tollowiAg apparatus teste were included bJ Reuning · 

and Hos•u (;8) in their battory when ther investigated the 

obael"fttion of temperament variables in. akill•test eituationtu 
.Mechanical aptitude, Hand•f'oot reaction; Steadintuaa; and 

Floating-effect (co-ordination). Wb1le a certa1U lack ot 
relationship between the ratinge b1 three different pa.irs of 

obm.erveJOe wae fwnd on individ\14ll iteme, the o•erall ooseoemente 
appea.rctd, for the most part, to be reasonably consiete:nt •. 

In aaaetssiDg the tomperamentf:ll aspects of a eubjitct•s 

boh4'fiour on ce.nsory-motor and other perf'orrn1mce teat,, there aro 

two main toms of bias to bo considered. The tirtit .relates to 
the actual proficiency ot the ,sttbject at the task. Follov:tng on 

thoir previous e:tud,y, Reuning anti Rosen (59) reported a comistent 

tendonc, among observers to rate the more sucoeeetul aubjects' ·. 

highl1 on. temperam~nt traits regarded. as desirable. The second 

bias relate a to the observer, vho, ao Baetu" · ( 4) htls demonstrated, 
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is infiuonced 1n hitJ judgment b1 his own temperament make-up, and 

tends to be more t~vourably diapoaed towards certain subjeete 

than others. 

Notwith6tanding its limitations, the observational method 
wo.o a.pplie4 with eonoiderablo eucceso 1n the Aptitude 'rests Section 

ot the S.A.A.F. during World. War II. Bieobwvel (9) found it 

110-ey useful, net on11 in refini.Dg the celection of p1lotG, naviga

tor.s, and air-gunners, but al&o .in d1.acriminating between fighter

ond bomber- or reconnaiasa.n~e"':'p~.lots. ObjectiVe test metutures 

alone provod much leas successful than the· co!1lbination of these 

with critical observations of overt behavi.our in tho teat 

situation. 

\li'b.ile MtnJ practical teats provide situations f:or 
obsenif'18 affective, conative rmd o()Cial aspects of behaviour, 

tho most useful 1n this respect are those w&ll loaded with a . 
frui!litration element, like C~opatlcks (21), or some other stress 

such as the threat ot electric sock in lfaria'bl.e Co-ordill.atton 

(2,Ycmd Steadiness (22). 
' . 

Although it is somewhat 1-eo~C specialized then the 

''projective ~ecbrd.queti ·or certain Of the ftlOX"G COmplex "ph1Sio

l.ogicol'• procedures, the o'b~rYatiomal study of overt reaction in 

performance teats does require cona14erable exper1eEJ.ce end 

judgment on. the part of ·the teeter if 1 t is to be of an1 va-lue 

in helping to sound the occupaU.o~~&l suitabiU.ty ot candidates. 
' !tot ~17 mar certain significant itcluea" be m1saed, but ot})ers 

ma1 be quite wronsly intorproted. Coneidor, tor eiaaple, 

manifestations of •'tenaio11!1 bJ the wbject. A critical appraisal 

or several early inv•stisations on omotioaal reaction to atreea 

situatiorte b1 IHMS of practical testiS was done ~7 Arnold (:3), 
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who, on the strength of his own experimental re.eulta and those or 
others, concluded that there are two main kinds ot tension, 

volunta.r.z, which is the result of conscious effort l)y the subject 

and actually assists his performance, and involuntm, which is 

neurotic in origin and ten4s to inhibit performance. This 

conforms to our observations in testing air-pilot candidates on· 

various pra.ctical tests. Tension on the controls, unless it is 

accompanied by very marked tremor of the limbs, is not necessarily 

an unfavourable sign. On the Variable Co-ordination test (2.3) 1 

objective confirmation of' this wae afforded by a significant . . 
positive correlation obtained between heavy, prolonged pressure 

on the foot•controls and eubsequent success in learniDg to fly an 

air-craft• 

It it t~ practicable to include a "projective" or 

"physiological" test of temperament qualities in a selection 

battery1, so much the better. but they should not be i"&garded. as 

substitutes for the careful ana systematic obserw.tion or subjects• 

general behaviour in sensory•motor and other p•rformance tests. 

which are dynamic situations favouring the manifestation of 

important idiosyncrasies that are likely to remain obscured in the 

more physically· static type of test situation. 

Skewran (65) ·employed. the Willemae-board as a medium tor 

assessing aspiration level., A long, slopiJl$ board had to be 

manipulated by the subject to steer a rolling marble into a pocket 

that could be fixed at various c!:letancee along the edge or the 

board, in accorda.n.ce vith hie stated opinion of the di.stance he 

felt he could achieve. Significant correlatione were obtained 

between. certain measures o.f aspiration and aucceaa 1n air ... pilot 
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training. 

The situational test can also be or value in providing 
global estimates of an ability. Kamfer (41) used a piece of 

meteorological apparatus to assess the 1natructioDAl ability 

ot potential &rmJ instructors. The purpose and functioning 

ot the apparatus waa tiret explained to each candidate, and he 
was then required to describe these to a group of asseaaore. 

Ratings were found to correlate significantly with examdn•tion 

grades achieved by the candidates at the MilitarJ Colleg•·• 
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AJplication to Atrigan Subjecta 

A field of personnel selection in which apparatua teete 

are pro'Yins very uaetul, ia that concerned with the teat1Jsc of 

Africans tor educational and vocational place .. nt. Man~ candi· 

datea lack the .tnisal degree of literacy and eophiatication 

required for doing pencil-and-paper or pictorial teata, and even 

to the aore "advanced,. African, such teats are often "culturall1 

inappropriate". Aa Bieeheuvel (U) obnnee a "Hi• acore •1 be 

low, not becauae tbe particular act of reasoning or abstraction 

required b7 tbe problea ie be7ond bia, but becauae the aaaisn-ent 

hu been put to hia through the Mdiua of a toreip ay~~boliA 

which he doea not underatanct.•1 Practical testa can, of courae, 

also be culturall7 inappropriate for Atr1cane, but uauallJ the7 

are le .. detective in this reapect than printed teste, becauae 

adjuataent to pb.Jaical reallty, and the hacdli.Dg and arrangtq 

of c011crete objects, are basic proceeaea couon to all culturee, 

although theJ .ay differ in apeclt1c detail. 

The experiences or European ob .. rvera in Africa, 
illcludiq pioneere like .Burton (16) and Speke (6?), attord mAn1 

inatancea ahowing that. pr1&1tiw Atricana reapond to the phJaical 

novelties of European cirlliKtion far aore re¢dil7 than the7 do to 

intellectual, aocial, •oral and aesthetic concepts. A hundred 

,eara aco, Mteea, t.he intelligent 10\JD8 king of Uganda aoon 

Matered the basic technicalitiea of the aoat IIOdern fi1re&rea of 

the period, unwinly introduced b7 Speke, and bee ... a yerr 

entbuaiaatio and quite passable .. r~, but he could never 

realiae that by £Daliab atandarda it waa uaaporting to ahoot t ... 

doaeatlc cows at point-blank. J"&Dge aerelr to ehow off before hie 
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harem, or that there was anything wrong in telling fibs, breaking 

prOIIises, purloin1ng the propert7 of othera, and cruellJ execut:l.ns 

hie aubjecte tor trifling breaches of court etiquette. It waa 

alao quite beyond hie comprehension that a European ehould value 

personal princJ, appreciate landscape tor ita own aake, and be 

unimpressed bJ the beaut7 of aristocratic Waganda females so fat 

that the7 could not stand upright. 

Although the spread of European culture in soee parte of 

Africa haa induced many radical changes in the attitudes of the 

indigenous peoples to European values, adaptation continue• to be 

more positive in the sphere of aaterial things and phJeical 

activities than in that of abatract ideaa, and it ia usuall7 

through the aediu. of practical situations, involving apparatus 

ot so .. kind, that the tribal African's ability can be .oat tairl7 

aaseaaed. This would also applJ to the leas sophisticated 

inhabitants of other parts of the world who are likewiae atill in 

the proceas of adapting to a •ore coaplex wa7 of life forced upon 

them by the spread of Western or Neo-eaatern "ci'Yilization". 

The nuiaance of having to rely ao extensivel7 on 

apparatus testa in African selection, is considerably mitigated b7 

the tact that teats of thie ld.nd uauall7 have greater "general 

purpon" ••raatility for Africans than for Europeana. One 

probable reason for this is reflected in a view expreaaed by 

Murra1 (.521 p.?}) that there is "a atrong •nipulative ele•nt in 

the etructure of African intelligence". Another,ie that African 

population aamplea are, tor the moat part, ver1 heterogeneous, 

because there is very little autoaatic pre-selection. 

So.e of the apparatue teste originally deYeloped in this 

Institute for the claeaitication of African labour in the South 
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African gold-.ining industry, haTe also proTed ot .. lue in 

YBrioue secondary industries like motor-car aaaembly, building 

construction, br1ck-and-tUe ukiDg, and the •nutacture of metal 

goods. In Weat Africa, the7 have been aucceaetully applied on 

both gold-raining personnel and llili tary artisans; and in Kenya, 

tor the aelection of workera in the tobacco industry. Another 

exa.ple ie provided by two testa of implement manipulation (21), 

aaael7, Chopaticia and Tweezer-nozzle, which were originallJ 

intended by the deeitner tor the eeasurement of quite tine aotor 

ekille, and yet, when applied by Hudaon, Mokoatle and Mbau (39) 
on a sample ot African operatives in a factory producing nuta and 

bolts, were found to correlate with aucceee at a comparatiYelJ 

crude aaaembl7 task like "nuttiq". In another organiution, 

specializing in the production and aaaembly or eteel pipes and 

tittiuge, the Tweezer-nozzle teat ie contributing uaefull7 to a 

battery tor the occupational grading ot .African peraonnel, and 

here, too,there ia very little external re .. ablance betw .. n the 

kind ot unual skill •aaured by the teat, and that required in 

the job situations. 

It aee .. , therefore, ae though some teste which are 

aainly limited to the tapping or rather specific .. DU8l akilla in 

European subjecta, when adllinistered to Atricana, alao provide 
significant aeaeurea of cognitive abUit1 and, what Vernon (74) 

calla "general adaptabilitJ to the unfamiliar teatins aituation". 

While there is considerable erldence, pronded b7 Murr&J (52) and 

others, that the atructure of the African mind ia characterised 

by factorial aiaplicity, this baa usually been deriYed fraa a atudJ 

of Atrican pertoru.nce in "European" testa. Whether it aleo 

applies in the Atrican•a own cultural tielda ot arta and cratt•, 
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language, music, intellectual games, to~k-lore, and adjustment to. 

natural environment, has still to be demonstrated. In. any test 

situation devised and administered on conventional European lines, 

the African is handicapped by the additional burden ot having to 

contend with a. strange milieu, and the less contact he has had 

with Europea.n culture, the greater thia handicap., In validating 

, apparatus teste for the screening of African labour on the 
(33) 

Witwatersrand gold mines, Hudson (}8), GouwEJ/\and Biesheuvel (10} 

foutld that the subjects• educational level and length of mining 
1: t ,_ 

experience (Which can be regarded as quite good reflections of 
• ... .l .. • 

the amount of previous meaningful association with European culture), 
I) . . 

had a marked influence on certain test performance; Gouws (}4} 

bS.s also reported differences in the test performan.ee of respec

tive tribal groups.. Subjects·from the"East Coast and the Cape 

Province tended_to be superior to. those from other South Atrican 

.provinces and the Tropics. The ... fact thst Mccrunbique and the 

Cape of Good Hope have had lcm.ger exposure. to European il.lfluence 

than the other parts of Southern Africa, may be significant. 
' . 

Biesheuvel· considers, however, that regional dif.ferences are . 
mainly due to differential selection. 

It is probably because of qualitative rather than 

quan~itati~ differences between the mental structure ot the 
Scn>~.e. 

respective groups, that on/\Europeon-coneeived tests the mean . . 
scores of Africans tend to be lower than those of Europeans. As 

a rathe·r extreme hypothetical example of the converse, si tuatioD, 

iinag1ne a group of typical European city•dwollera being 0 tested" 

in the Kalahari by the Bushmen to determine their ability at 

tracking game, tinding food and wa.ter under. t}'le most adv~rse 

condittons,. identifying numero~s plants and insects, making and 

using bows and arrows, mastering the intricate details of 
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traditional chants and dances, steering true courses acroea 

pathless wastes without the aid of a compass, and sustaining 

morale under the stress of thirst, hunger, fatigue, and extremea 

of heat and cold. Ver7 few of the European candidates would show 

the11selYea to be "good occupatioDal risks" in this strenuous and 

precarious way of life, and for aost of the failurea there would 

certainly be no further aptitude testing, either in the Kalahari 

or aDJWhere else. 

A point which should always be kept in mind when 

selectins Atri.cans, particularly those who han had little contact 

with European culture, is .that teet scores are likely to be an 

understatement of true abilit7. A candidate who farea indifferent

ly on the tests Nay still succeed tolerably well on the job after 

a period of adaptation and training. 

Personnel selectors would generally agree that whateYer 

the race or degree of sophistication or the candi4atee, it ia 

desirable for thea to perceive some logical connection between 

the teste and the occupation. Motivation ie thereby increased, 

and the test scores are likely to be a more accurate index of 

abilit7. This is another consideration tavouring the uae of 

practical situations in selecting f~r practical jobs. The 

candidate's idea of the connection between teet and job need not 

necessarily be a true one. It can be quite imaginary, and 

provided it appears sound to him, still ueeful. ln an interesting 

account of the reaction o£ African aine-workera to aptitude 

testing, Maailela (44) •nt1ona some of their ideas about the 

relationship between the apparatua teste and the actual jobs 

underground. For the most part theae were pretty cloae 

asaeaamenta of the functions of the teats, although the can~datee 
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founded their notions on the incorrect, but quite logical 

aa8Ullption1 that the teating depot waa a "achoor' and the teats 

were specific deYicee tor training them to acquire profioienc7 in 

the various joba. 

In adadnistering teats to Africans who have spent aoat 

of their formative years within their own tribal environment, 

observers are faced ld. th the problea of c01111unication. There 

are ao .any different languages and dialects that it would hardly 

be poesible to evolve and apply standard teat instructions in the 

hoae language of all candidates. A liD5U!~anca like the 

Kiewahili of Equatorial Eaat Africa or the Fanakalo of the South 

African gold mines baa rather liaited ueefulneae when the teet 

sample io very polyglot. The u .. of apparatus teats enables 

practical demonstrations of teat procedure to be giYen, which 

require little or no supplementary verbal comment. When teating 

large groupe, the observer adainietera the mime in conjunction 

with a large-scale demonstration model of the apparatus, or 

project• a abort motion-picture on a acreen. The latter procedure, 

originally developed by Bieeheuvel (10) and Hudson (38) for use on 

the Witwatersrand gold minee, baa since been widelJ applied in 

African selection, and posseeeee the merit of not depending on 

subjective ability to demonstrate, which may v.ary with different 

observers, and aloo when exercised by the same observer on 

different occasiona. 

Pencil-and-paper teats, particularly it the uterial is 

ot an abstract nature, are far more difficult to 4eraonatrate through 

a non-verbal medium than simple apparatus teats, and the observer 

seldom reels certain that all the subjects know exactlr what they 

are required to do. Dr. Reuninc of this Institute bas fqund 

that enn in a simple pencil-flnd-paper test ot "geatalt-continua• 
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tion", which involves reproducing a rhJthm1c visual pattern by 

joird.ng printed dots with short pencil lines, many illiterate 

subjects tail to grasp the inatructiona, which are given caretull1 

in mime, and there is the further complication that to persona 

who are not used to handling a pencil, the joining of dots with 

pencil-strokes is quite an exacting task by itself. Be proposes, 

in his next investigation, to modify the procedure by including 

a short period of pre-teet training to ensure that the test 

requirements are understood and to give eome elementary practice 

in the sensory-motor task ot manipulating a pencil. 
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Conclusion 

Whatever the ethnic composition or degree of sophistica

tion of the sample on which selection is being done, and whether 

the main reliance is on ttpractica:l" or '1theoretical" tests, it 

should never be forgotten that, firstly, personnel selection 
constitutes only one branch of the extensive and varied study ot 

the relationship between man and his working environment, which 

Biesheuvcl (12) aptly calls "occupational science"; and aecondly, 

that the ability ot a. candidate to perform certain work is onl;y 
one requiremen~ for hia success in an occupation. Ria tempera

ment, personality, interests, values and attitudes are also 

important. 

!liodern industria~ organization is becoming more ud more 

aware that in repetitive production, particularly, the overall 

efficiency ·Of the worker depends lees en actual motor skill than 

on the satisfaction which he experiences from exercising such 

skill as he possesses, his relationships with co-workers and 

overseers, adaptation to the working environment as a whole, and 

last, but not necessarily least, the stability of his domestic 

lite. Emphasis on the mechanization and .rationa.Uzati.on of the 

work ttself end on the technical efticiency of the worker as an 

animated machine, which vae the credo of moat Victorian industri

alists, and even of some psychologists like T•!Un.sterberg (51) 

in a. later era, is being tempered by more humanistic approaches, 

and by making the well-being of man, rather than his productivity, 
the end in view, his productiv.ity is actually increased. As a 

rule, industry .sustains far greater material losses through 
absenteeism.- accidents, occupational psyel;loneurosis, labour-
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management disagreement, and other forma ot uladjwstment 
relating to social, temperamental, and personality taotore, tbu 

through &nJ aensory-motor or cognitl.e inefficiency of workers on 

the actual job~ 
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Summary; 

1. Concrete things are more fundamental than abstractions, 

and most occupations are concerned with the direct or 

indirect manipulation o! concreto things. 

2. Tests ueldin personnel selection fall into two broad 

claeses & (l) General-purpose, measuring the more bnsic 

attributes and applicable to many different occupationo; 

and (2) Specific, measuring attributes largely unique to 

a certain kind of occupation. Either class can be sub

divided into (a) Printed testo, and (b) Practical tests 

involving more concrete apparatus. 

3· General-purpose tests are usually more economical end 

conYenient than Speci!ic toots, and printed testa, than 

apparatus tests. There are practical factors not sampled 

by printed tests. 

4. As a rule the more successful and widely u~ed apparatus 

tests are constructionally simple. The use of elaborate 

equipment is only worthwhile for high-level or vital 

selection, and even here, complication beyond a certain 

point ceases to be useful. Uost apparatus tests have 

rather restricted application because practical abilities 

tend to be very specific. 

5· Important elementary implications of reliability, val~~ity. 
and the criterion measure, are briefly discussed. Practical 
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tests usually show acceptable reliability, "larger" 

measures being the more reliable. Sometimes reliability 
. . 

may be spur.iouely augmented by the particular test procedure. 

Val.idity, which is closely related to the internal consis

tency of the c~iterion-measure, is generally more difficult 

to achieve than reliability. ".Assumed" or "face" validit7 

can be decep~ive. The size of a validity coefficient is 

not the only factor determining the value of a test. 

Ult_imately, the value or a test is dictated by overall 

expediency. 

6. Practical teste, particularly those having an element of 

stress, provi~.e ueetul situations tor assessing temperament 

and pe.rsonal1ty qual~tiee by observation. However this 

subjective technique requires a certain modicum of 

experience and judgment. 

7• Becauoe orientation towards concrete reality is the 

greatest common factor pervading all cultures, practical 

. testa are usually less "culturally inapproprinten for 

,Afric~~a than poncil.-and•pa.per or pictorial tests. Never

theless, in any test situation devised and administered on 

European lines,, the African. has to contend with a strange_. 

milieu. Practical tests ha•e greater t•general-purposen 

value for Africnna than for Europeans. mainly because of 

qualitative .,rather thtm quantitative differences in the 

mental struc~ure of the re.spective ·groups. Practical 

tests usually give subjects a better idea of the connection 

between tost and job, which favours motivation. Tijey also 

have the advantage ot being demonstrable to polyglot groups 

without the need for verbal explanation. 
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B. Personnel $election is only one bra,nch of ttoc~u~tional 

science", and the ''a,bil:l.tyn of a candida.te is only one 

requirement for his success in an occ~patioth His 

temperament, personality, interests. ~alues and attitud,es 

are aleo important., 

' ' 
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Final Overall Diacueaion and Concluaion 

1. Ani•l behaviour, and particularly that of •n, can be 

roughly but con¥eniently claeaitied into the following five 

procesaes : (1) Sensory, concerned with the reception of 

physical atiaulation. (2) Perceptual, in which the aeuor;r 

data ia interpreted. (}) Motor nactione in reaponae to 

aen110ry or perceptual procesaea. ( 4) E!lotional, invol vina 

affective or conative aeta. (5) Intellectual, which inYolvea 

a complex amplification of the perceptual. 

For both the atudy of theae proceaaea in order to further 

scientific kaowledge,and the application ot the knowle4se 

gained to uaetul practical purpose• such aa vocatioaal ,uidance, 

peraonnel .. lectioa and olaaaifioation, the iaprove .. nt ot 
e~uipaent handled by people, and traininc7apparatua of varioua 

kinde caD be a sreat help, and is often incli.penaable to 
provide controlled teatinc coaditiona and .ake accurate, 

objective aeaaure .. nt poaaible. 

2. A ftr'3 exteuive area in which apparatus 1a prett7 well 

••••ntial, ia that of Senaory-aotor activitiea, where the Min 

purpose ia uauall7 the ob .. rvation and •aaure•nt ot auacular 
aoveunta. The tena "110tor•• iapliea aoveaent, but becauae the 

ao.-.. nta of aaiaate organi ... are never purelJ .. chanical, 
th••• activitiea are preferably referred to aa tenaorz-aotor, 

perceptual-actor, or paychoaotor. Directed or volunt&rJ 
aoYeanta that require akill of aoae aort are _.nerally ot 
wider intereat to paJchologiata, educatioDiata and eapl078ra 
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ot perao~mel, than inToluntaJ7 movements, al thoup the latter 

can often be significant in the diagnosis of physiological or 

eaotional states. 

3· The technical deaigaa and experimental appliaationa were 

described ot seven •ore or leea complex apparatus teats 

intended mainl7 tor measuring the senaof1•aotor akille of 

prospective air-pilots. All the testa had uaetul reliabilitJ, 

and iD all there were aoae aeaeurea that showed a aigniticant 

relationship to succeaa 1D flJing training. However, two ot 

the teste that involved very tine patterna of suacular control, 

na.el7 Handlebars Co-ordination and Steadiness, appeared to 

ha.e the least uaetulneea tor predicting succea. in flying. 

The correlations between thea (Tille, 0•.531 Error, o.lto) were 

exceptionally hish tor aenaory-aotor teats administered to a 
sophisticated group. 

The Y&lidit7 coefficients obtained with these testa were 
probablJ depressed by the restriction of range in the criterion 
groupa through pre-selection. This would have applied 

particularlJ to Specific Ara-leg Co-ordination, Steadiness, 
and Hand-toot Reaction, which were included in the actual 

aelection batter,. 

In Steadiness and Variable Co-ordination there vas some 
evidence that the threat of physical puaiah .. nt for incompe

tence, in the form of moderately unpleasant electric shock, 
vae beneficial to the validity ot a teet in relation to a 

ph7eically hacardous occ~pation like flying. 
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Although the teste in ~ection I were intended mainly for 

air-pilot candidates, eome of them might have wider uses in 

both basic reaearch and occupational selection. 

4. Of the thirteen sensory-motor tests intended mainly for 

industrial reeearch and claeeifieation, three were "Assembly" 

teets involving both eensor~-motor skill and the ability to 

perceive three-di~naional form relations. Twelve of the 

testa showed useful reliability. It was not possible to 

aseese the reliability of the "Three-dimensional" Peg-board, 

because it was given as one continuous task. 

5· The two tests of tine Implement manipulation, naJHly 

Chopsticks and Tweezer-nozzle, correlated significantly with 

a factory operation of "Nuttingtt. Chopsticka showed small 

significant relationships with Secondary function, Emotional 

Stability, Visual Selective Reaction, Vi•ual Perception Rate, 

Heart and Respiration Rate. A coefficient of -o.}6 was 

obtained between Chopsticks and Pyruvic Acid level after 

physical work, probably attributable to biochemical factors 

influencing behaviour. Chopsticks vas found usetul as a 

situation for observing temperamental manifestations. 

On Tweezer-Nozzle, where it was possible to compare the 

respective performances of Africans and EuroP.ans, no 

significant differences were round betveen the groups. Good 

performers tended to estimate their achievement more realisti

cally than inferior performers. Host subjects were inclined 

to over-estimate vhat they could actually achieTe, and tho 

over-estimators tended to be less realistic. Mild to moderate 

alcoholic intoxication did not affect performance. 
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6. The six simple skill testa, namely 'l'veezer-Nuts, Tweezer-

Mirror, Two-hand Sticke, Steadiness Stick, Tray Co-ordination 

and Ring Throwing, provide a wide variety of u.nipulative 

patterns, are also suitable for group administration, and have 

the advantage of being comparatively cheap to reproduce in 

quantity. These teste showed no validity tor selecting 

operatives in a porcelain factory, which could partly have 

been due to the lack ot specific and dependable criteria. 

The respective skills tapped by thea tended to be highly 

specific, with a mean intercorrelation of only 0.15. Among 

the leas intelligent subjects there was more overlap between 

mental and sensory-actor abilities than among the aore 

intelligent. 

?. Ot the teats administered to mine-workers, Object Sorting 

and "Three-dimensional" Peg-board dieeriain.ated well between ' 

the Non-mechanical, Mechanical, and SuperYisory categorieaa 

and Tripod-and-weight, between the Non-mechanical and 

Mechanical, but not between the Mechanical and Supervisory. 

Object Sorting, Tripod-and-weight, Dynamic Coincident Reaction, 

and Code-signal Reaction, all showed substantial validity for 

winch-driver selection. 

8. The directed auecular activities of •n are nUJMtroua and 

diverse. Wbereaa those of a gross athletic kind have been 
shown to intercorrelate quite highly, others requirins aaaller 

.and core precise movements are, for the most part, ver7 

specific. In heterogeneous or low-grade groupe relationships 

between Sensory-motor testa, and between the latter and mental 

teste, tend to be larger than in selected high-grade groupa. 
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Generally, correlationa between Sensory-motor and Mental tests 

are small and poait:lvo, but can be more .substantial in the 

case ot' complex Sensory-motor tasks~ Correlations between 

speed of work and accuracy in Sensory-motor taekst are some

times zero •. but usually ~lightly negative, and more substan

tial in complex tasks requiring very precise muscular control. 

Tbe theory. originally proposed by R.H. Seashore, that 

relationships between aenaort-motor activities depend more on 

the patterns of movement than on the musculature or sense

modalities employed, ie supported by the results of the 

writer a.nd others., \>ihile there appeara to be no gilneral 

Sonsory-motor factor, evidence points to.the existence of' 

rather Mrrow srou,p factors, and it is likely that there are 

broo.der group factors of ttpersonal temP<)", as distinct from 

actual skill. 

9• In the field of Vieual•perception, wher0 motor responses 

are usually ot slight or even negligible importance, eppa.ratua 
' - . 

can also oontribute usefully. Examples ure the Lo~ua

estimation 'Test for selecting ground-control interceptor 

operators in the Air Force; tho Cancellation Timer for 

a.dntinister1ng various printed Cancellation tests; and., the 

Dual-purpoee 11Fall" Tachistoscope for presenting various 

visual taslte requiring the exposure of either moving or 

stationaey stimuli .for abo.rt periods .• 

10.. Pertormance in the Locu.s-eetimation Teet cor.rclated 
0.40 (P=O.O?) .with the operational criterion. As tbe only 

npractical" test among others that wertt all of the pencil-and
paper or pictorial kind, it was very specific and made n 

unique contribution to batteey validity. 
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a Y&l.idit1 of 0.48 (P< O.Ol) • There wu DO a1gnificut 

correlation between Speed of Perception and Span of Attention. 

The former appear• to relate sore to pbJaical reaction and 

co-ordination, and the latter to intellectual actiYit;y. 

1}. Although. Flicker-fusion la a pheno .. non prlaarily 

involving Yiaual.-perception, experillental findings auggeat 

that 1 t might han wider pa;ychological aignificance, parti

cularly in the field of Temperamental •euureaent. The 

reliability of teata adainiatered with the Coapact Flicker

tualon Machine to air-pilot candidates waa verJ hip, althouch 

it wu probably boosted aoaevhat through the uae of the .. tho4 

of U.•i ta. Foveal aeaaurementa were 110re reliable than 

peripheral. A correlation of o.,l (P • o.oo,) vu obtained 

between high ClF and the tendenc1 to free expreaaion of eaotioa, 

aa rated b;y independent obaervera in three other teat 

aituatioaa. There appear• to be a aisnificant relatioaahip 

between high CFF and aucoeaa in fl71Dg training. The eat 
valid aeaaurement wae the Foveal which gave a Man biaerial 

correlation ot 0.,0 (P IIi 0.0000,) with the Suooeaa/Suapenaion 

criterion. Candidates having a high err are po .. ibl;y aore 

free from eoae aort or teaperamental inhibition (Secondary
function) that baapera those with low CFF. In the lisht of 

Wierama'a findinga with colour-tuaion, it would aeea that the 
Manic teaperaaent ia more desirable than the Melancholic tor 

succeae in flying trainins· 

14. Even in the realll of higher cognition, which is 
traditionall7 aaaooiated with printed teata, apparatus can 

play a useful !'Ole by prodding atandard, practical eituationa 
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tor measuring ability in tasks of substitution or trial-and

error learni.ngo A test of Paired-associate Learning a'liminis

tered to air-pilot candidates by means of the Multiple-choice 

Instructional Devicct corx:-elated with certain branches of 

flying trai.ning, particularly the more practical; the most 

significant coefficients being ~.43 (Approach aide) and 

-0 .. 41 (Flying per cent) with '"l'imett; and 0.4? (Hours to solo) 

with uErrore". The test showed small to mod~rate correlations 

with certain other .tests, intellectual, perceptual and sensory• 

motor, but none with temperament and personality variates of 

the introversion/~xtraversion ;_ldn.d. Learning wa.s influenced 

by both negative trtu'l.sf'er through experimental sequence, and 

differenceo in the degree of aseociative affinity between 

stirnulus items and response references. Material that was 

te.mporally nearest during the learn.ing process tended to be 

most intimately associated in the recall task. 

The general ef.fect of Fe.reeverat1on1 aa meneured. on the 

Serial D~.scrimeter emerged ao a. tendency tor subjects to take 

longer and make more mistakes when they b.a.d to deal with a 

substitution task involving changes in the normal colour 

association between stimuli and reeponses. Error-proneness 

in thie aetirtty correlated o.l•6 (P = O.Ol) with Suspension 

. in flying training. In the Learning section on the Serial 

DiscrimeterJ Error corr.elatod 0.38 (P = 0 .. 05) with Suspension. 

The correlations between Perse-veration and Learning were 

Errors, 0.22; Timet 0.55,. 

In both the Learning tasks administered respectively 

with the Multipl~-Choice Instructional Device and the Serial 
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Diecri•eter, Rate of work showed a wider oYerlap with other 
teste, than Error, and ie probably a broader peraoaal 

characterietic of the indiYidual. 

SecondarJ-function as reflected b7 aeaaurea of Flioker
tuaion tbreahold did not correlate significantly with 

peraeYeration meaeurea on the Serial Discrimeter. 

15. In aoat of the intellectual teat• adelDiatered to air-
pilot candidates, Engliah-apeaking candidates as a group 

tended to perform better. In two perceptual teata, namel7, 
Repeated Letters and Dote-cancellation, which inYOlYe auttained 

attention of the "clerical" kind, the Afrikaana-apeaking were 
superior. A aiailar reaul t ball been obtained b7 Dr. Reuni.Da 

of this Inatitute with another "clerical" teat of euatained 
attention, the Pauli. To a alight but sisniticant extent the 

Atrik&ane-apeaking were also auperior in the Peraev.ration 
teat. 

In the testa of Paired-associate learning adaiDiatered 

through practical media, and ••••ral Senaorr-aotor teat& 
exaained ao tar, no significant differences between the sroupa 
were found. Two poaai'ble explanationa for the auperiarit7 
ot the English-speaking group in the mental teata are, firatl7, 
there is a tar greater quantit7 and .ariet7 of technical and 
acientific literature available to the Engliah-apeaking in 

their own language J and aecondq, lldli t&r7 air-pilotage aa a 
career baa leaa attraction for the intellectuallJ higher-grade 
Atrik&ane-apeaking than tor the equiYoalent Engliah-apeaklac. 

16. ror parpoaea ot occupational aelection or claaaification, 
practical teeta, WhiCh USUAUJ iD.YOlYe apparatus of 80M kind, 
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have both drawbacks and ad.antagee. The7 are 1••• conYinient 
and ecooomical both to produce and adainiater than printed 
testa, and their scope is often reetricted because aaay 

practical abiU.ties tend to be YerJ specific. Goocl "aeneral• 
purpoae" teats or the practical eort, particul&rl7 tho•• 
where the eaphuia ia on •nipulatiye aldU, are coaparatiftlJ 
aoarce. Practical teats which appear to haYe the aoat 
ugeneral-purpoaen ftlue are uuall7 h7brida in vbich ach of 
the Taria.nce i.e attributable to perceptual, cogDitiYe and eYeD 
temperamental tactora. While practical abilitiea can be 

moat ettic1entl7 predicted b7 epecitic "job" teata, the1r uae 

in selecting the induatrial rank-and-file ia aeldoa economic
allJ juatitiable, and the search tor inatrwaente had.ng the 
beat poaai~le 11aeneral-purpoee" v.alue ia likelJ to continue, 
eYen if it often proves to be eoeetbing of a wil4-sooae chaae. 

Ae a rule the more successful and widelJ uaed apparatus 
teats are conati'UctioD&llJ aillple. The uae of elaborate 
equipaent 1e onlr worthwhile tor hlsh-leYel or Yital •election, 
and even here, coaplication berond a certain point is 
undeaira'ble. 

The principal justification for the uae of practical 
selection testa, ia that there are MaDJ practical tactora 
which cannot be aa.pled 'b7 pencil-and-paper or pictorial teata. 
Eyen a small degree of Yalidity can warrant the application 
of a teat it it makea a unique contribution to a aelection 
battery. Ultimately, however, the value of a t•at de~n4a 
on oYerall •xpedienc1• 

A• ori•Btatioa towards concrete realit7 ia th• createat 
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common factor pervading all cultures,· practical testa are 
u$Ually less 11cul turally inappropriateu for African subjects 

than pencU-and•paper or pictorial tests. Moreo-ver, the1 

can be demonstrated to polyglot groups with the minimal need 

tor verbal explanation. and they alao enable the subjects to 

perceive a more obvious connection between test and job, 

which appears to tavour moti:n.tion. 
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